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พลเอกประยุทธ จันทรโอชา ผูบัญชาการทหารบก
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รศ.ดร. เพ็ญพิไล ฤทธคณานนท อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยพายัพ
ผศ.ดร. บังอร เบ็ญจาธิกุล อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยกรุงเทพธนบุรี
รศ.ดร. พลสิทธิ์ หนูชูชัย อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎสมเด็จเจาพระยา
รศ.ดร. ศิโรจน ผลพันธิน อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎสวนดุสิต
ดร. วิทวัส ดิษยะศริน สัตยารักษ อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยหาดใหญ
ดร. สาธิต พุทธชัยยงค อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเทคโนโลยีราชมงคลกรุงเทพ
นางสาวณภัทร มังคละพฤกษ อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเกริก
รศ.ดร. เสาวณีย ไทยรุงโรจน อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยหอการคา
รศ. ทัศนีย ศิริวรรณ อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎพิบูลสงคราม
ผศ. พงศพัฒน มนแพวงศานนท อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎชัยภูมิ
ศ.ดร. สิน พันธุพินิจ อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเทคโนโลยีราชมงคลตะวันออก
ดร. พรชัย มงคลวนิช อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยสยาม
ดร. อาทิตย อุไรรัตน อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยรังสิต
อ. ปราณี วงษชวลิตกุล อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยวงษชวลิตกุล
ศ. นายแพทยรัชตะ รัชตะนาวิน อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยมหิดล
ผศ.ดร. บัญญัติ ชํานาญกิจ อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎนครสวรรค
รศ. สมชาย วงศเกษม อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎมหาสารคาม
นายแพทยจุฬาเกษม ชินะผา อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเซนตจอหน
อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเอเซียอาคเนย
ดร. กีรรัตน สงวนไทร อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยวลัยลักษณ
ผศ. วุฒิศักดิ์ ลาภเจริญทรัพย อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยรามคําแหง
ศ.ดร. สุจินต จินายน อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยนเรศวร
ศ.ดร. ประสาท สืบคา อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเทคโนโลยีสุรนารี
รศ.ดร. ปญญา มินยง อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยเทคโนโลยีปทุมวัน
ผศ. เอนก เอนก เทพสุภรณกุล อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎฉะเชิงเทรา
ศ.ดร. เวคิน นพนิตย อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎยะลา
รศ.ดร. ประพันธ ธรรมไชย อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎเชียงใหม
ผศ.ดร. ประโยชน คุปตกาญจนากุล อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยราชภัฎสุราษฎรธานี
ดร. รัชนีพร พุคยาภรณ พุกกะมาน อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยศรีปทุม
นายณรงค ชวสินธุ อธิการบดีมหาวิทยาลัยนอรท-เชียงใหม
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คํากราบทูลรายงาน
ในโอกาสที่สมเด็จพระบรมโอรสาธิราชฯ สยามมกุฎราชกุมาร
ทรงพระกรุณาโปรดฯ ใหพระเจาวรวงศเธอ พระองคเจาศรีรัศมิ์ พระวรชายา
เสด็จแทนพระองคเปนประธานเปด การประชุมชาวพุทธนานาชาติ
เพื่อเปนการเฉลิมฉลองในโอกาสที่
สมเด็จพระญาณสังวร สมเด็จพระสังฆราช สกลมหาสังฆปริณายก เจริญพระชันษา ๑๐๐ ป
ในวันวิสาขบูชา วันสําคัญสากลของโลก ประจําป ๒๕๕๖
เรื่อง “การศึกษากับการเปนพลเมืองโลก มุมมองพระพุทธศาสนา”
โดย นายพงศเทพ เทพกาญจนา รองนายกรัฐมนตรี
ณ ศูนยประชุมสหประชาชาติ ถนนราชดําเนิน กรุงเทพมหานคร
************************
กราบทูลทราบฝาพระบาท
เกลากระหมอม นายพงศเทพ เทพกาญจนา รองนายกรัฐมนตรี ในนามของคณะรัฐบาลไทย
ผูนําประมุขสงฆทั้งในและตางประเทศ พุทธศาสนิกชน และผูที่เฝาทูลฝาพระบาทอยู ณ ที่นี้ รูสึกสํานึก
ในพระมหากรุณาธิคุณหาที่สุดมิได ที่สมเด็จพระบรมโอรสาธิราชฯ สยามมกุฎราชกุมาร ทรงพระกรุณา
โปรดฯ ใหฝาพระบาท เสด็จแทนพระองคเปนประธานเปดการประชุมชาวพุทธนานาชาติ เนื่องในวัน
วิสาขบูชา วันสําคัญสากลของโลก ประจําป ๒๕๕๖ ในวันนี้
เกลากระหมอม ขอประทานกราบทูลรายงานความเปนมาของการประชุม เนื่องจากวันวิสาขบูชา
เปนวันสําคัญของพุทธศาสนิกชนทัว่ โลก เพราะเปนวันทีพ่ ระพุทธเจาประสูติ ตรัสรู ปรินพิ พาน พระพุทธเจา
ทรงสั่งสอนใหมวลมนุษยมีเมตตาธรรมและขันติธรรมตอเพื่อนมนุษยดวยกัน เพื่อใหเกิดสันติสุขในสังคม
อันเปนแนวทางของสหประชาชาติ ทีป่ ระชุมจึงใหการรับรองโดยฉันทามติวา วันวิสาขบูชาเปน วันสําคัญสากล
ที่สํานักงานใหญองคการสหประชาชาติและที่ทําการสมัชชาจะจัดใหมีการระลึกถึง ตามความเหมาะสม
ในเดือนพฤษภาคมของทุกป
รัฐบาลไทย เชื่อวา การที่สํานักงานใหญองคการสหประชาชาติและประเทศตางๆ รับรอง
วันวิสาขบูชาสําคัญสากล ถือวาเปนการยอมรับบทบาทของพระพุทธศาสนาที่มีตอจิตวิญญาณของ
มวลมนุษยชาติ กวา ๒๕๐๐ ปที่มา ดวยเห็นความสําคัญเชนนี้ รัฐบาลไทยจึงไดรับเปนผูสนับสนุนการ
จั ด ประชุ ม ชาวพุ ท ธนานาชาติ เ ฉลิ ม ฉลองในวโรกาสที่ ส มเด็ จ พระญาณสั ง วร สมเด็ จ พระสั ง ฆราช
สกลมหาสังฆปริณายก เจริญพระชันษา ๑๐๐ ป เรื่อง “การศึกษากับการเปนพลเมืองโลก มุมมอง
พระพุทธศาสนา” โดยใหมหาวิทยาลัยมหาจุฬาลงกรณราชวิทยาลัยเปนผูป ระสานงานหลัก ในการประชุม
ชาวพุทธนานาชาติเนื่องในวันวิสาขบูชา วันสําคัญสากลของโลก ประจําป ๒๕๕๖นี้ ผูเขารวมประชุม
ประกอบดวย พระสังฆราช ประมุขสงฆ ผูนําศาสนา และนักวิชาการทางศาสนา จาก ๘๕ ประเทศทั่วโลก
3
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จํานวน ๑๕๐๐ ทาน โดยมีวัตถุประสงคเพื่อรวมประกาศคุณูปการของพระพุทธศาสนาที่มีตอธรรมาภิบาล
และการพัฒนามรดกทางปญญาที่สําคัญของโลก และเฉลิมฉลองในวโรกาสที่สมเด็จพระญาณสังวร
สมเด็จพระสังฆราช สกลมหาสังฆปริณายก เจริญพระชันษา ๑๐๐ ป โดยจัดกิจกรรมทัง้ ดานการประชุมทาง
วิชาการ การแสดงธรรม ศาสนพิธี และวิถชี มุ ชน ระหวางวันที่ ๒๑- ๒๒พฤษภาคม พ.ศ. ๒๕๕๖ แสดงความเปน
นํ้าหนึ่งใจเดียวกันของชาวพุทธตั้งแตระดับประเทศถึงนานาชาติตามนโยบายของรัฐบาล และถายทอด
ศิลปวัฒนธรรมทางพระพุทธศาสนาของชาติไทยสูนานาอารยชนทั่วโลก
บัดนี้ ไดเวลาอันเปนอุดมมงคลฤกษแลว เกลากระหมอม ขอกราบทูลเชิญฝาพระบาททรงมี
พระดํารัส เปดการประชุมชาวพุทธนานาชาติเนื่องในวันวิสาขบูชา วันสําคัญของโลก ประจําป ๒๕๕๖
พรอมทั้งทรงประเคนของที่ระลึก แดผูแทนสมเด็จพระสังฆราช และประมุขสงฆจาก ๘๕ ประเทศ
และทั่วโลกตลอดไป
ควรมิควรแลวแตจะโปรด
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Statement
of
Her Excellency Ms. Yingluck Shinawatra
Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Thailand
At the Closing Ceremony of the 10th
Anniversary Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak,
an Important International Day on 22nd May 2013.
Chief High Priests,
Buddhist Leaders,
Buddhist Monks,
Buddhists from the World Over,

I am both honored and delighted to be with you today to participate in the 10th
Anniversary Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak, which is an Important
International Day.
‘Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective’ is the theme of this 10th
Vesak Celebration which is held during 21st to 22nd of May 2013 in honor of the auspicious
100th Birthday Anniversary Celebration of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Supreme Patriarch of the Kingdom of Thailand, at the United Nations Convention
Centre, Rajdamnern Nok Avenue, and at Putthamonthon in Nakhon Pathom province.
As you all know, Vesak Day is the day that celebrates the Lord Buddha’s life, that
is, the day that the Lord Buddha was born, reached enlightenment, as well as ascended to
Nirvana. All through his life, the Lord Buddha contributed various benefits to humans,
and his teachings are widely spread throughout the world bringing peace and harmony to
humanity. As a result, on 13th December 1999, the United Nations unanimously resolved to
declare Vesak Day as an Important International Day. Since then, many countries around
the world have been taking turns to be a coordinator of the Vesak Celebration annually at
the United Nations in New York City and at the regional United Nations offices in each
country. In Thailand, we have been holding the International Celebration of Vesak Day
since 2004 until today.

5
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It is widely known that Buddhist principles were clearly declared when the Lord
Buddha delivered his first sermon to his five disciples at IsiptanaMaruekhathaiyawan,
where He also introduced the Middle Way or the Noble Eightfold Path. According
to Buddhist Moral Code, the social and environmental development must follow the
Buddhist principles, that is, to develop based on the Middle Way or the Noble Eightfold
Path starting from having opinions, knowledge, correct understanding, Right View, Right
Thought and determination to develop, which includes Right Effort, Right Mindfulness,
and Right Concentration. These are the initial parts of wisdom and concentration which
need to be implanted, accumulated, and self-taught constantly.If one has more wisdom and
concentration, physical and verbal expressions, as well as actions and working conditions
will become appropriate and greatly beneficial for oneself, society and humanity, because
they contain Right Speech, Right Action and Right Livelihood, which are parts of Buddhist
precepts. The development of the Middle Way can be recognized as a holistic development,
since it merges various dimensions of life, without being separated or extreme, which is
truly suitable to be adapted in order to cope with the social and environmental crises we are
facing today.
On behalf of the Royal Thai Government and Buddhists in Thailand, I would like
to welcome chief high priests, Buddhist leaders, Buddhist monks and Buddhist scholars
who are participating in this Celebration. I would also like to express my appreciation to
the organizing committee, especially the Buddhist Sangha led by the Sangha Supreme
Council, Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, and related government and private
sectors for the commitment and dedication in organizing this celebration. May the 2013
Vesak Day Celebration, an important International Day, proceed with success and achieve
all its goals.
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The Buddha pointed out that there is only one mankind or one human race. We cannot
determine or divide human types based on the types of hair, head shapes, eyes, noses
etc. According to Buddhism all human beings regardless of their races and religions are
the same mankind or same species. In another words, we all are global citizens.
On this occasion of our assembly here for the 2013 United Nations Day of Vesak,
the celebration of the Birth, Awakening, and Death of the Buddha who proclaimed
the Noble Truths and guided mankind to realize the truths of being a human, we should
apply the Buddha’s teachings of the truths in our study and practice to gain a proper
understanding of the truth of being a human. Having understood the truth we should then
encourage our worldly friends to study and realize the Buddhist principles of education on
how to be a perfect human being. The Three Trainings (tisikkhā) of ethical conduct (sīla),
mental discipline (samādhi) and wisdom (paññā) are the Buddhist educational principles
which are necessary for being a good global citizenship.
I am thankful and appreciative for all of you who are assembling here in this celebratory
gathering and express your friendly wishes on the celebration of the 100th birthday
anniversary of mine which falls on the 3rd October 2013.
I express my appreciation for this celebratory assembly and I bless you all for the success
deliberation of the conference. May every objective of the conference be successfully
achieved for promotion of better education and global citizenship.

9
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Message
On the Auspicious Occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak
Vesak Day is a significantly important day. For Buddhists, Vesak Day is of
importance as the Buddha Himself as it is the day when He was born, enlightened and
passed away. It was on the full moon day of the sixth lunar month. All Buddhist feel deeply
bond to this day and unit specially to celebrate the Buddha. The special celebration of
“Vesak Day” is due to the enlightenment of the Buddha has brought peaceful happiness and
warmth to the world. What He enlightened the Dhamma, the most valuable heritage that
creates happiness and great warmth needed to mankind, on the contrary to sufferings and
flame. The Dhamma is therefore a valuable heritage.
For Thailand, we have intelligent ancestors who understand Buddhism so deeply
therefore, we have inherited their heritage and bring us happiness and warmth from then
until now.
The United Nations has recognized the importance of Buddhism that has expanded
in the world and agreed a consensus to make Vesak Day an International Day since 15
December 1999. The world has accepted that as well as happiness and warmth. On the full
moon day of the sixth lunar month, we therefore gather together to celebrate.
This Vesak Day 2013, Thai government has contributed a budget to promote
meditation practice and Dhamma propagation that are the greatest of all homage to signify
Vesak Day. In addition, it is to celebrate the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness
Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the supreme patriarch of Thailand.
Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai University has been honored to invite Buddhist
leaders around the world to celebrate this occasion in Thailand. With the agreement of the
Sangha Supreme Council, the organization is deemed to be with appropriateness and high
importance. An organization committee has been established to serve the purpose.
I thank the government who recognizes the importance of Vesak Day and thank all
parties and persons who are part of this highly honored celebrations to Vesak International
Day.

Somdej
Phra B
Buddhacharya
S d j Ph
ddh h
President of the Exclusive Committee for the Supreme Patriarch
10
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CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
-------------------Through its long history of over 2556 years, Buddhism has contributed so much
to the social development, especially education. The process of self-development that
begins with the control of physical and verbal behaviors or Sila(Precept), followed by
the control of mind or Samadhi(Meditation) and cultivation of Panna (Insight-wisdom)
ensures the self-purification process that must be performed by one’s own self, not by
others nor any external power, as says a Buddhist verse, ‘Purity and impurity is the matter
of an individual; one can, by no means, purify another.’
As a matter of fact, Buddhism emphasizes on ‘wisdom’ and ‘how to train men,
who are trainable, to be armed with wisdom’. It virtually believes that not only can
the wisdom-armed world citizens save all living beings and the planet, Earth, or even
the universe, from all the dilemmas confronting them at the time being, but also deliberate
themselves of all internal bondages, viz. defilements or kilesas, to enjoy the full-final
freedom, Nibbana.
The celebration of the UN Day of Vesak 2013 organized by
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University during 20-21 May 2556(2013) under the main
theme : Education and Global Citizenship : A Buddhist Perspective that brings together
Buddhist leaders and scholars across the world will be able to find out, through the process
of Buddhist education, the all-new, effective solutions to the world-confronting problems
so that the world and all living beings can live in safety and peacefully in the light of
the principle of Buddhism.

(His Holiness Somdet Phra Mahamuniwong)
Member of the Thai Sangha Supreme Council
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Congratulatory Message
the 10th Anniversary Celebration of the United Nation Day of Vesak (B.E.2556)
May 21-22 2013 Bangkok Thailand

Your Holiness,
Most Venerables, Venerables,
Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,
First of all, please allow me to express my heartfelt thanks to the organising committee,
especially to Royal Thai Government, for their kind invitation to attend the 10th Anniversary
Celebration of the United Nation Day of Vesak (B.E.2556) 2013. It is a privilege and
a pleasure for me to address to this aseembly.
Buddhism is a religion of tolerance, patience, peace and freedom. Buddhism teaches
its followers to love peace, not to feel negative or prejudicial towards others, not to do
anything that will harm other people or anyone else. Wherever Buddhism is found, peace
and happiness could also be found. Buddha taught his followers to spread goodwill and
good sentiments to each others and to all creatures in the world, be they humans, celestial
beings, ghosts or lowly beasts. On the whole, Buddhism not long teaches Buddhists to have
goodwill, but also not to oppress or harbor revenge toward one another.
I am very excited to meet all Buddhist Family such Theravada, Mahayana and the Vajrayana
Buddhism, in which from around the World to attend in this occasion. This is a good
opportunity to us make close each other to understand and strengthening our networking to
support our Buddhism and revert the teaching of Lord Buddha.

May the Buddha be with all of us.
Thank you very much.
Samdech Preah Abhisiri Sungandha Mahasangharajah Dhipati Kitti Uddesa Pandita
The Great Supreme Patriarch of Dhammayutt Sangha of Kingdom of Cambodia
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Supreme Sangha
S
S
h Council
C
of Cambodia
His Holiness Samdech Preah Aggamahasangharajadhipati Tep Vong
The Great Supreme Patriarch of Kingdom of Cambodia
Phnom Penh, 27 April 2013
Congratulatory Message
It is my distinctive honor and privilege to send a congratulatory message to the 10th
Anniversary Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak, being held in Bangkok, Thailand,
21-22 May, 2013. I also take great pride in having the opportunity to participate in all
the previous nine celebrations right from the outset.
The Supreme Sangha Council (Thera Samakhom) and the Royal Government of Thailand
must be congratulated for their excellent leadership, generous sponsorship and hard work
in organizing celebrations of the UN Day of Vesak from the beginning including this 10th
anniversary event.
This year’s theme: Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective, is well
perceived and extremely relevant in the present world in which unfair treatment,
discrimination, conflicts-ethnic community and transnational, are still going on unabated.
In this context, the Buddhist teaching which is based on non-violence and universal value
aiming at eradicating individual’s greed, hatred and delusion is no doubt aptly appropriate
and conducive to promoting universal humanity and global citizenship.
I extend my sincere wish to the 10th Anniversary Celebration of the United Nations Day of
Vesak a great success for the benefit, welfare and happiness of all beings.

H.H. Samdech Tep Vong,
The Great Supreme Patriarch
of Kingdom of Cambodia
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Congratulatory Messages
From
The Most Venerable Xue Cheng
Vice President in Executive, the Buddhist Association of China
Vice Chairman, International Council of the United Nations Day of Vesak
Vice Chairman, International Association of Buddhist Universities
In the May of 2004, the first international Buddhist conference to celebrate the U.N. Day of
Vesak was held in Bangkok, Thailand. Since then, through the stage of UNDV celebrations,
there are major issues discussed by Buddhists in worldwide, together with peoples in
whole world, for resolutions to safeguard world peace, promote sustainable development,
construct equal, democratically and civilized society as well as resolve global crisis in
recent times. There is more and more significant a role functioned by UNDV to the world
today.
In admiration to the Most Venerable Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit, Rector of
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for his excellent contribution to the United
Nations Day of Vesak celebrations, I’d like to extend sincere congratulations to his
most venerable’s promotion and the Religious Rank Appointment by His Majesty the
King of Thailand as Phra Brahmapundit Sitthiworadhamprayut Visutthisilajarnnivith
Paisanwitessassanakijdilok Treepidoklpundit Nahakanisson Bowornsangharam Kamawase
on Sept. 5th of B.E. 2555 (2012)
Finally, at the opening of the celebration on the Occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak
2013 being held in Bangkok, Thailand from 21stt to 22ndd , May of 2013 in celebration to both
the 100th Birthday Anniversary of the United Nations Day of Vesak, I wish the Celebrations
a complete success!

The Most Venerable Xue Cheng

Vice President in Executive, the Buddhist Association of China
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Congratulatory Messages
From
The Most Ven. Ching Hsin
Rector, Ching Chueh Buddhist Sangha University
President, World Chinese Buddhist Sangha Council
Taiwan
The thrice-sacred day of Vesak, celebrating the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing
away of the Buddha Gautama, is the most important event for Buddhists all over the world.
I am truly happy to learn that the celebration of the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet
Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand and the United Nations Day of Vesak
2013/2556 will be held in Thailand under the theme of “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective.”
After becoming enlightened under the bodhi tree, Sakyamuni Buddha devoted his
whole life, out of his compassion to the world and his concern to humanity’s well-being,
to promote truth and relieve living beings from sufferings until the last moment prior to his
attaining pari-nirvana. This year is the 2556th year in Buddhist calendar. We are living in
the so-called E epoch when the information technology is advancing rapidly. All Buddhists
should concern about the subject of upholding Buddha’s compassion, complying with
the needs of time, and implementing the dissemination and promotion of Buddha dhamma
to work together for the well-being of all humanity.
From the bottom of my heart, I fully admire the Thai Government and the Most
Venerable Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit, Rector of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University in organizing the tenth United Nations Day of Vesak. The theme of
the Celebrations, “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective,” is of great
importance. I believe the participants will have productive discussions and be able to come
up with positive policies and solutions. Finally, I wish the Celebrations a big success!
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Congratulatory Message for the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak
By His Holiness Most Venerable Kojun Handa
Supreme Priest, The Tendai Buddhist Denomination
I offer my sincere congratulations on the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations
and International Buddhist Conference, which celebrate the three blessed events of
Lord Buddha, and extend my respectful congratulations to His Holiness Somdet Phra
Nyanasamvara on the 100th Birthday Anniversary.
I also express my profound gratitude and thankfulness to Thai Government and
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for their great efforts to hold these celebrations
at UN Convention Center Bangkok.
I would like you to let me say a few words related to this year’s theme, ‘Education
and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective’.
There are a huge number of children in the world who are deprived of educational
opportunities because of poverty. I feel deep sorrow for this fact, for it is through education
that human beings can know about the world and sustain their dignity. Buddhists should
make every effort to improve this situation as soon as possible.
Nowadays, we can instantly share information and communicate with each other
thanks to developments of transportation and remarkable progress of communication
means. In this sense, we can say we are all global citizens, and it is no wonder that there are
various kinds of definitions of what they are. In my opinion, global citizens are ‘those who
agree that all the people in the world have the right to co-exist peacefully’.
In reality, some nations assert their strong presence by atomic weapons, which
makes us easily anticipate the end of the world though no one on the earth wants such
tragedy.
When we Buddhists talk about perspective of the future, we have to make it clear
that we should not pass ‘the risk that the earth may collapse’ to the next generation.
The societies of the times when Lord Buddha lived were small. However, they
grew larger and larger until they became nations as they are today. In this reality, what is
important is, I am sure, ‘to help each other and live together’.
Its basis is ‘compassion’ of Buddhism. I firmly believe that, in order to urge
the present national ego and terrorism to reflect and straighten themselves up, we Buddhists
should practice ‘helping each other and living together’.
I heartily hope that these celebrations can help propagate Buddha’s wisdom to
the world.
17
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Congratulatory Message for the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak
On the occasion of the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak, we Buddhists from all over
the world have got together here at UN Convention Center Bangkok in order to celebrate
the Day of Vesak and are enjoying sheer bliss. I would like to thank all the people who
have worked to organize this celebration for their efforts and for their invitation of us.
I would also like to send my hearty congratulations on the twofold auspicious event of the
100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara.
The Day of Vesak is the most sacred day when Buddhists all over the world commemorate
the birth, the attainment of enlightenment and the passing away of Buddha, who showed
everlasting truth to the world. The fact that it was recognized as a United Nations Day at
the United Nations General Assembly in 1999 is a great joy and honor to us Buddhists,
and it allows us to feel confident in the value of Buddhism education and its promotion for
the future.
Lord Buddha stated that all things and phenomena in this world reflect the truth
(Shoho-Jisso); He realized the truth that reality be affirmed, and became the Enlightened One.
In the world, people have been and are still in conflict with each other, and are now facing
unprecedented environment changes as well as uncontrollable violent nature forces, both
of which are caused by human actions lacking consideration to nature. Nevertheless,
human beings are struggling and making untiring efforts to follow the path to sustention
and further development of their existence.
The spiritual light of Lord Buddha, who taught us to love nature, live with nature and
humbly accept reality of human existence, will keep shining more and more brightly
over the places where Buddhism is believed and taught, and the places will shine on with
brighter light in the future.
At the end of my speech, I would like to express my wholehearted gratitude and thankfulness
again to Thai Government and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for their great
efforts devoted to this celebration.

21 May, 2013

Most Venerable Kakuhan Enami
Supreme Priest, Monseki (Head Priest) of Bishamon-do Temple
C i
Cairman
off Japan
J
Buddhist
B ddhi t Conference
C f
for
f the
th World
W ld Federation
F d ti
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Message from His Eminence Khamba Lama Ch.Dambajav
I am pleased to send this message of felicitation to the 10th Anniversary
of celebreation of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2013 and the 100th of birthday of
His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand.
On behalf of Monolian Buddhists, I would like to extendmy appreciation to all
Buddhists who are gathering here at this meaningful occasion. It is a good opportunity of
which knowledge able people and specialist of Buddhism from international school are able
to meet and exchanging their opinion which is beneficial to education and dissemination of
Buddhism.
Moreover, all Buddhists from various denominations could acknowledge and
understand each other’s ways of practicing which will lead to cooperation in conducting
good deeds to all mankind and also preserve the existence of Buddhism and would peace
at large the people of Mongolia truely believe in the ideals of harmonious and peaceful
co-existance of all human beings.
I express my sincere whishes for the success of this international Buddhist event.

May the triple gem bless you!
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Message from Ven, Napana Pemasiri Mahanayaka Thero
of Ramangna Sect Sri Lanka
It is with immense pleasure that I send greetings on the occasion of 10th Anniversary
Celebrations of the United Nations Day of Vesak celebrated in Thailand.
This important day was declared by the United Nations as the result of the proposal
made towards the end of 1990’s. This utmost important proposal was presented to
the United Nations by the late foreign minister of Sri Lanka, Mr. .Lakshman Kadiragamar
who was recognized as a prominent figure in foreign affairs by many countries. Accepting
this proposal by the United Nations and subsequently declaring the Vesak day as
an international holy day is a great repute to the Buddhists all over the world.
The term “Buddhist” means a person who acts wisely. Thus he is a person who
possesses and inculcates patience, mercy, kindness and compassion and one who practices
these virtues.
In accordance with Buddhist doctrine he should also be a person who follows five
precepts. Only such people are considered and respected as real Buddhists by the world. It is
also important to mention here that the Buddhist monks have to bear a heavy responsibility
in maintaining this situation.
Further I mention here that His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangaraja
of Thailand who celebrates his 100th birth day is a great blessing for the whole world.
It is with due respect that I appreciate the guidance and co- operation given towards
the establishment of the higher ordination of the Buddhist monks in Sri Lanka. I take
this opportunity to bestow blessings in His Holiness somedet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Sangaraja of Thailand for a long healthily life. May the blessings of the Noble Triple
Gem be upon United Nations and all people throughout the world.

Most Ven Aggamaha Panditha Napana Pemasiri Mahanayaka thero of Ramangna sect Sri Lanka
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Message from the Supreme Patriarch of
the Sri Lanka Amarapura Maha Nikaya
It is my pleasure and privilege to send this message on the occasion of the tenth anniversary
of the UN International Vesak Day which coincides with the birth centenary of the present
Sangha-Raj of Thailand
At a time the entire Buddhist world is going to celebrate the 2557th Vesak anniversary,
I am happy to hear that Thailand is organizing the International Conference and also feel
honoured to have been invited to the kingdom of Thailand to witness these two significant
events of the year 2013. However, due to my being physically feeble which prevents me
from travelling, I will not be able to first-hand experience these significant events; hence
I take this opportunity to place on record my sincere sentiments about these significant
events which are so important to both Thailand and Sri Lanka.
As Supreme Patriarch of the Sri Lanka Amarapura Maha Nikaya, I reminiscence of
the centuries-long uninterrupted goodwill relations between Thailand and Sri Lanka, wish
the organizers of the conference all success, and the present Sangha-Raj of Thailand good
health and speedy recovery, while wishing the King of Thailand the same.
Your honour Sangha-Raj, I wish to remind of an account of King Mahakappina who lived
in Dhamba-diva duringthe life of the Buddha who having renounced worldly life entered
the Order and later attained Arahanthood, the state of the fully liberated person. Having
heard the uttering of the word “Aho Sukkhan, aho sukhan” by Mahakappina thero,
the bhikkhus misunderstood him to be still thinking of past luxurious life he enjoyed
and brought to the notice of the Buddha. The Buddha summoned Mahakappina thero
and enquired. Mahakappina thero replying to the Buddha said, “I do not lament over
the pleasures and comforts I enjoyed, but the joy I derive from my present life. I think only
of the joy of the liberated state I achieved; “thus I utter “aho skkhan, aho sukhan”.

I quote: “Dhammapeethin sukan sethi-vippasannena chethsa
Ariyappa vedithe damme-sada ramathi panditho”
(Dhammapada)
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Message by Most Venerable Thibbotuwawe
i
Sri
S i Siddhartha
Si
Sumangalabhidana Mahanayake Thero of Malwatta Chapter, Sri Lanka
on 10th Anniversary of United Nations, Wesak Celebration and birth
Anniversary of Venerable Sangharaja Thero of Thailand.
It is a great pleasure to have this occasion to issue a message of goodwill on the 10th
Anniversary of the United Nations, Wesak Celebration and Birth Anniversary of
the present Venerable Sangraja Thero of Thailand on the day of Sri Gautama Buddha’s
Birth enlightenment and demised.
After 236 years of the demise of Lord Buddha, during the reign of King Dewanampiyatissa
and with the visit of Mihindu Thero to Sri Lanka Wesak day is highly celebrated by Buddhist.
As per proposal submitted by Sri Lanka to United Nations Organisation in the year 1999
the Wesak day has been declared and International Wesak Day and it is considered by
Sri Lankan Buddhist a great privilege and highest achievement. It is greatly valued that
this internationally known Wesak day is grandly celebrated on the 10th Anniversary as well.
It is a great pleasure that the 10th anniversary celebration of the present Maha Thero of
Thailand is fallen on the International Wesak day. Thero Som Thet Prah Gnanasamvara
born in Kanvanburi on 03rd October 1913 was honored with position “Sangaraja” in 1989
by King and Queen of Thailand.
The Thero who followed Buddhism and used to a life in hermitage, step by step, received
positions in Buddhism, did all possible for upgrading education, building of hospitals
and did social work. The Thero also delivered sermons on Buddhism, meditation and
encouraged learning Buddhism even by those who are not people from Thailand. While
the books written by the Thero have been translated into English he has taken the leadership
to do whatever possible to preserve Theravada Sangha Society. Wishing the Thero the aid
of the Triple Gem for Happy continues life span with blessings of divine beings.
Yours in Dhamma,

Most Venerable Thibbotuwawe
Thibbotuwaw Sri Siddhartha Sumangalabidhana Mahanayake Thero
Mahaviharavansika Syamopali Maha Nikaya
Malwatta Chapter, Kandy, Sri Lanka
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THE MESSAGE OF THE MOST VENERABLE MAHANAYAKA THERO,
THE CHIEF INCUMBENT OF MAHA VIHARA VANSHIKA SHYAMOPALI
MAHA NIKAYA, ASGIRIY MAHA VIHARA CHAPTER

Vesak Full Moon Day is the most sacred day for the Buddhists all over the world. It is
the day on which the Bodhisattva was born, attained the Buddhahood and passed away. It is
an occasion in which the Buddhists, throughout the world engage in both materialistic and
ritualistic offerings to commemorate these historical events. It brings them spiritual bliss
and enriches their religious lives. In order to materialize their moral obligations the masses
should be in a calm and peaceful milieu. Accordingly the UNO declared Vesak Full Moon
Day as a special holiday providing the Buddhists with opportunities to engage in religious
observances.
As a measure of marking the aforesaid event and to enliven Buddhistic affairs in the world,
Mahachulalangkone Raja Vidyalaya of Thailand with the help of the Thailand government
initiated an International Vesak celebration in association with the Buddhist leaders of
Theravada, Mahayana and Thantrayana who are spread all over the world. We should
mention here that the very fact brings us a great pleasure. At this juncture that it completes
ten years from its inception we would like to express our gratitude to the government
of Thailand and to the rector of the Mahachulalangkone Raja Vidyalaya, the trailblazer
and others who organize manifold religious activities that enhance the faith of masses in
Dhamma.
I am personally learnt that the high priest of Thailand who presently reaches his centennial
birth anniversary has done a yeoman service to promote Buddhasasana, for Thais and for
the unity and prosperity of their country. While appreciating the service rendered by this
high priest in the sphere of international religious affairs by keeping contacts with Buddhist
countries, I would like to take this opportunity to wish him good health and long life
evoking the blessing of The Triple gem, The Tooth Relic and Jaya Sri Maha Bodhi!
Moreover I admire the appointment of the rector of the Mahachulalangkone University into
the Brahma Pandith or board of Sangaraja for his valued contribution to Sasanaya, religion
and Buddhist education. My blessing goes with him.

May the triple gem bless you all!

Udugama Sri Buddharakkitha Maha Nayaka Thero
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28 April 2013

Congratulatory Message
Venerables, Sirs and Friends in the Dhamma

Once again we are gathering here to commemorate the thrice-sacred day of Vesak.
This significant event proves that the personality and teachings of Gotama Buddha have
been more and more widely appreciated by people in the world.
The reason for this is now unquestionable: the world is developing, and what we
need most is a sustainable development.
For such a development to be achieved, a true insight into the interrelation and
interdependence between people and nature is indispensable. And this is what Buddhism
has been able to afford humanity for more than 2500 years.
May the Dhamma be a source of inspiration to mankind in its development, today
as well as in the future!

Mostt Venerable
Dhammavamso
M
V
bl Dh
Principal of Vietnam Theravada Buddhist College
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Congratulation Message
Vesak day is one of the most significant days in Buddhist Culture and History. It commemorates
three virtuous events of Lord Buddha-His luminous birth dignified enlightenment and
sacred Parinirvana (Great Passing Away). I feel proud of sending congratulatory Message to
the most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit Rector, MCU, The Royal Thai Government,
The Supreme Sangha Council of Thailand and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University.
I am highly delighted to know that International Council for Day of Vesak along with
the Supreme Sagnha Council and the Royal Thai Government is going to celebrate
the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, The Sangharaja of Thailand
and the 10th Anniversary celebration of the United Nations Day of Vesak scheduled to
be held in the Royal Kingdom of Thailand. The role of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University is highly appreciable for being the host of the celebration. The theme for
the 2013-Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddha’s Perspective, Carries an enriched
and important teachings of Lord Buddha’s Metta, Karuna, Mudita, Upekha for instilling
Truth, Love, Non-Violence, Peace in the hearts of human as well as all sentient beings.
The Buddhist message of compassion, tolerance and loving kindness for the good of all
sentient being should helf promoting ideals and values of Buddha’s teaching by eliminating
the evil force of Hatred, Violence, Anger, Greed, Unrest, Confrontation from the mind of
each individual in particular and all living beings of our strife-torn and conflict ridden
world in general.
Today’s world is at the octopus-grief of political unrest, social conflict social in-equality,
Terrorism, Imperialism, Oppression and Suppression. Lord Buddha’s great teachings
and the value of Triple Gems may help discarding the clouds off evil and destructive forces.
I wish a Grand Success of this Auspicious Vesak Day. I hope this happy and tranquility
in world of turbulence.

May all living beings be happy and the world be peaceful.

Ven. Bodhi Mitra Mahathero
Secretary General
Bangladesh Bouddha Bhikkhu Mahasabha
(Supreme Buddhist Sangha Council of Bangladesh)
25
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CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
I am pleased to know that with the blessings of the Supreme Sangha Council and
the Royal Thai Government the two-day Celebration of the 10th United Nations Day of
Vesak is going to be held in Bangkok, Thailand from 21st to 22nd May, 2013. I think the
theme for the celebration is ‘Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective’ is
most appropriate in the present day global situation.
On behalf of the Buddhists of Bangladesh and the Supreme Sangha Mahanikaya of
Bangladesh I extend my deep felicitation and blessings to all so that all living beings be free
from sufferings and be happy & peaceful in their lives. The thrice sacred Vesak Day birth,
enlightenment and great demise of Buddha is a historic event in the life of compassionate
Buddha enlightening the whole humanity with universal loving kindness, compassion,
sympathetic joy, equanimity and all other qualities pertaining human beings for attaining
ultimate bliss Nibbana.
I extend my sincere thanks to the organizers for their sincere continuous efforts in
materializing the far visions of UNDV for the welfare and happiness of human beings
through conferences, seminars and symposiums on various subjects focusing specially on
global issue like education, environment which are very much relevant to the Buddha’s
teachings in the context of the present day world. I also hope that in this present day
turmoiled world the more Buddha’s teachings are propagated, practiced the more the world
people will be benefited and the world peace will be restored.
I wish the Celebration a great success.

May all living beings be happy.

(Sanghanayaka Suddhananda Mahathero)
President
Bangladesh Bouddha Kristi Prachar Sangha
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WORLD LINH-SON BUDDHIST CONGREGATION
Message
To the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration
Bangkok, 21-22 May 2013
On behalf of Buddhist in France and my own, I wish to convey you my warmest
Congratulations to the Organizing committee of the 10th International Celebration of the
United Nations Day of Vesak in 2013 in the Kingdom of Thailand under the auspicious of
the Supreme Sabgha Council, Royal Thai Government and International Council of United
Nations Day of Vesak. My special thanks go to the Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Brahmapundit, the
Rector of Mahachulalongkorn Rajavidyalaya University and his energetic team who work
hard to make a great success of this event once again in the Kingdom of Thailand.
This year observance of the United Nations Day of Vesak, will become an exceptionally
important event as a reason of jointly celebration of the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing
away of the Buddha, Sakyamuni Gotama and the celebration of the 100th Birth Anniversary
of the His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of the Kingdom of
Thailand.
In his 45 years Ministry, as a teacher, the Buddha was to proclaim a path of deliverance. He
was popularly known a teacher of men and gods, as a reason of his revolutionary campaign
in opening the door education for ALL. Therefore, I certainly believe the Buddhist leaders,
who come to Thailand from around the globe, will jointly celebrate above events and, will
explore the main theme on “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”
in order to establish a society where each and every human being would enjoy peace and
security, social and economic progress, protection of bio-diversity and work for a better
human world.
I wish a great success of the Celebration in Bangkok Thailand.

Ven. Tempalawela Dhammaratana (Ph.D. Sorbonne)
Secretary General, Linh Son Buddhist Institute and Leadership Academy
Hon. President of French Buddhist Union, France
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MESSAGE
The Maha Bodhi Society of India established by Angarika Dharmapala in 1891 takes this
opportunity to sent this message on the occasion of 10th United Nations Day of Vesak from
21st to 22nd May, 2013 (BE 2556) in Thailand, Bangko
I am sending this message from the birth place of Buddha and Buddha Dhamma.
In my 40 years experience in India as a Buddhist Monk. Buddhism is still living in Indai in
a simple way but Thailand is known as yellow country. They still preserve Buddhism and
Buddhist Cultrue.
Therefore United Nations gave the responsibility to the Thai Sangha Council and Royal
Thai Government.
Through this Conference Buddha’s Peace message shall spread all over the world.
This is our prayer.
I saw past year the Most Venerable Prof. Dr.Phra Dharmakosajarn, Rector,
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University was very well organized and conducted
the auspicious occasion with his dhamma friends.
I am praying to Triratna to successful Vesak Celebrations 2013 from 21st to 22nd May
(BE 2556)

Bhavatu Sabba Mangalam,
Your in the Dhamma,

Ven. Dr. D. Rewatha Thero
General Secretary Maha Bodhi Society of India
And Chief Sanghanayake of India
Mob.09936408000
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Message of the Principal of Smaratungga Buddhist College on
UN Vesak Day 2556 BE/2013
Namo Sanghyang Adi Buddhaya
Namo Tassa Bhagavato Arahoto Sammasambuddhassa
Namo Sarve Bodhisattvaya Mahasattvaya
‘The Buddha Come to Enlight the World’
Vesak Day is celebrated every year aims to embody and reflect the birth of a great
man “Sidharta Gautama”, struggle, and his success in overcoming the hardships of life.
For the humanistic side of ritualistic, religious life is a feature of Eastern Culture.
In harmony with the teachings of the Buddha of the middle way that to achieve the highest
goals are individual without neglecting the duties of a social obligation.
On behalf of Smaratungga Buddhist College, Boyolali, Indonesia, we would like
to say ‘Happy Vesak Day 2556 BE/2013’ , may The Dhamma of thrice of Vesak will be
enlighten to all of us.

May all being be Happy
Sabbe Satta Bhavantu Sukhitatta

Best Regards
Principal of Smaratungga Buddhist College

Ven. Sutikyanto Sasana Bodhi, S.Ag, M. Hum
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Sitagu International Buddhist Academy
Date: 21

. 5 . 2013

Congratulatory Message
To
The 10th Anniversary of Vesak
and 2602 years Anniversary of Birthday of
Siddattha Gotama, The Buddha
Today is the most significant day of the holiest teacher of the greatest religion.
First Prime minister of India, Nehru said “The Gotama Buddha is greatest Son of India.
Sir Edwin Arnold said “The Buddha is the light of Asia. But today on this occasion, I would
like to say the Gotama Buddha is Greatest Son of the Global mankind and he is the holy
light of whole universe. His teachings are also holiest religion of all religions.
Now, you all from many countries, from many different schools, come and gather
together in the united nation assembly hall on the great occasion of United Buddhist nation
day. This is the greatest manifestation of Peace, Harmony and Co-existence of Global
Buddhist brothers and sisters. Global Buddhist Unity will lead to Global peace and
happiness.
So the Buddha had announced the following statement 2600 years ago.
1. Sukho Buddhana Muppado, Arising of the Buddhas is happiness for the Global Citizens.
2. Sukha Saddamma Desana, Teaching of the sublime Dhamma is happiness for Universal
Citizens.
3. Sukha Samghassa Samggi, Unity of Buddhist community is happiness and peace for
the world.
4. Samagganam Tapo Sukho, The conducting of United monks, Nuns, all Buddhist brothers
and sisters is guiding and leading to peaceful, happy and better world we live in.
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I really appreciate and congratulate you all on successfully hosting 10th Anniversary of
United Nation day of the Buddha.
May all beings be peaceful, happy and liberated from sorrow and suffering.

Venerable Dr. Ashin Ñyāņissara (Ph.D., D.Litt.)
Chancellor of Sitagū International Buddhist Academies
Honorary Professor of
International Theravada Buddist Missionary University
Chairman of International Association of Theravada Buddhist Universities
Chairman of the board of director (TDSA)
Aggamahāpaņdita, Mahādhammakathika Bahujanahitadhara,
Aggamahā Saddhammajotikadhaja
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State Pariyatti Sasana University (Yangon, Myanmar)
Date 5-5-2013
Congratulatory Message for
The 10th Anniversary Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak

-Yours Holiness, Most Venerable and Members of the Maha Sangha
-Excellencies, Distinguished Participants, Ladies and Gentlemen
It is my pleasure and honour to extend a congratulatory message, on behalf of the State
Pariyatti Sasana University (Yangon), on this auspicious occasion of the 10th International
Conference of United Nations Day of Vesak being held at the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University and at UNCC Conference Hall in the Royal Kingdom of Thailand from 21 May
to 22 May 2013 to celebrate the commemoration of the Birth, Enlightenment and entering
into Parinibbana of the Buddha Gotama. It is noted that this occasion coincides with the
Birthday of HH the Sangharaja of Thailand which celebrates its 100 anniversary on the 22nd
of this month.
In this occasion, Education and Global Citizenship will be discussed with the viewpoint of
a Buddhist. Today, the world has faced numerous conflicts and crimes.
All those spring from three roots of evils such as greed (Lobha), anger (Dosa) and delusion
(Moha). They can be reduced and destroyed by the teaching of the Buddhas as follow:
Not to do any evil,
To do what is good,
To purify one’s mind,
This is the teaching of the Buddhas. (Dhammapada)
I would like to think to the organizer and host of this celebration and the Royal Thai
Government for their invitation to attend the ceremony. May last long the teaching of the
Buddha across the nations. May the people over the world practice the Dhamma preached
by the Buddha. May all beings be well and happy.
With the blessings of the Noble Triple Gems.

Ven. Prof. Tejaniya
Head of Department
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Heartiest Congratulation on Success
There is no any doubt of its achievements of your 10 years experiences on uniting
the Buddhists from all over the world is worth worthy.
It practically educate us the sense of global citizen under the family giving a great chance
of developing the brotherhood and sisterhood in your heart of humanity of mankind.
Buddha’s teaching of Ćatur brahma viharana - four great characters of living namely;
Méttā - loving kindness
Karunā - Compassion
Muditā - Sympathetic joy
Upékkhā- equanimity
Empower us to cross all kinds of barriers and to overcome all kinds of difficulties.
In fact, your timeless effort to educate and unite us giving chance to gather here is practical
platform of sense of global citizenship.
Indeed, we are all human mankind and thus a family; we have to realize the proper sense of
humanity and global citizenship through the education of Buddha’s teaching.
In such this is the practical ground to develop our brotherhood - sisterhood and harmony
under the one family concept of global citizen.
So, the organizer; you’re grateful for giving us the chance to feel it. You’re highly
appreciated by all of us.
Our sincere thanks goes to you and your entire members for successful completion
of 10th International conference on Vesak day of UN in Bangkok. We should thank to
the government of Thailand and Supreme Sangha Council of Thailand for their financial
and spiritual supports.
May Triple gem bless you all
Yours in dhamma

Venerable Dharma Murti Maha Thero
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Buddhist College of Singapore
88 Bright Hill Road, Singapore 574117
08 April 2013

Congratulatory Message

I hereby extend my congratulations to the Royal Thai Government, the Supreme
Sangha Council, His Majesty the King and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
on the occasion of this 10th anniversary celebration of the most sacred United Nations
Day of Vesak and the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Sangharaja of Thailand.
2013 started with tensions between some Asian countries which perhaps rightly justify
the theme for this year’s Vesak celebration, “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist
Perspective”, a call for a global citizenship of harmonious and peaceful character.
I wish that the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations will be a resounding
success. May the Buddha bless His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara with health and
wisdom!

__________________________
Chuan Cheng (Venerable, PhD)
Vice-Rector /Assistant Professor
Buddhist College of Singapore
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Well timed and Appropriate Theme for Discussion
It is a great pleasure to send a message of felicitations to the two-day celebration of the 10th
United Nations Day of Vesak to be held at United Nations Convention Centre in Bangkok,
Thailand from 21-22 May 2013/ BE 2556.
This year’s theme “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” selected for
discussion is well-timed and appropriate particularly in the context of the present political,
social and religious environment of the world. Since the world is becoming smaller and
smaller due to the unprecedented progress of communication and transport facilities in our
time, every Buddhist may eager to know his status and obligations as a global citizen.

I wish the conference every success

In this occasion I also invoke the blessings of the Triple Gem to be bestowed on Somdet
Phra Nyanasamvara, Sangharaja of Thailand for his good health and long life to continue
his good work for the Sasana.

Ven. Dr. P. Gnanarama PhD.; D.Litt. (Hon)
Principal
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11th April 2013

Congratulatory Message from Singapore
Our congratulation to His Holiness Somdet Phra. Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of
Thailand, on his 100th birthday. May the blessing of the Triple Gem be with him always
and may he lives as long as possible so that he can continue to share his wisdom in the Gift
of Dhamma with the world. With his wise advice and guidance, may the Buddha-Dhamma
reaches to wider masses of audience in the main population of every country in very corner
of the world.
To the host, The Royal Thai Government, and the principle organizer,
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, for putting together this event and also
creating an opportunity for Buddhists representatives from around the world to share and
discuss their respective experiences in expounding the Buddha-Dhamma, this would not be
possible through your dedicated, concerted hard work and energy. Sadhu! Sadhu! Sadhu!
to you.

Ven Seck Kwang Phing
Secretary-General
Singapore Buddhist Federation
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United Religions Initiatives of Asia
Office of Ven. Prof. Jinwol, 707 Seokjangdong, Gyeongju, 780-714 Republic of Korea
Phone: (+82-10) 6264-8260 E-mail: Jinwol@korea.com

April 28, 2013
Dear Members of Maha Sangha and Friends of the World:
Greetings of peace and compassion on the occasion of UNDV celebration. I wish that this
finds all of you in everywhere and anytime well and happy.
As the Secretary General of URI Asia, a multi-religious global network to create culture of
peace and healing for all living beings and Earth, as well as a Buddhist monk and professor
of Seon (Chan/Zen) studies and practice at Dongguk University, representing members
of the spiritual and academic communities of Asia in general and Korea in particular,
I would like to join with you all in the celebration for the triple auspicious day of Sakyamuni
Buddha, regarding His Birth, Enlightenment and Passing to Nirvana. I think that Vesak is
the most important and meaningful day for all human beings, no matter what one takes
a way of life, since the Buddha has been the greatest teacher for humanity and the most
compassionate leader of all sentient beings. Therefore, we should commemorate His life
and appreciate His teaching to promote peace and happiness of people around the world.
We have to carry out the purpose of resolution of UN keeping in mind with the universal
value and benefit for everyone.
I appreciate generous supports and efforts that financial contribution of the Thai
government and spiritual leadership of Thai Sangha, as well as the huge works
of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for preparation and management of
the event. We know the Cause and Effect that contributions and dedication of them to be
achieved great merit and rewards not only for themselves but also for all sentient beings
in the world.

May Buddha Dharma save all sentient beings and Earth!
May Peace and Harmony prevail on Earth!

(Ven. Dr. Jinwol Young Ho Lee)
Director, Institute of Seon, Dongguk University; Vice President of WFB;
Secretary General, United Religions Initiative of Asia
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People Sharing Happiness
PSH Korea
2013/4/30
Congratulatory Message

On behalf of the members of PSH Korea, I would like to express my warm greetings
and congratulations to the Organizing Committee for the 10th International Celebration on
the Occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak 2013/2556 held in Thailand.

Nowadays the thrice-sacred day of Vesak, Celebrating the Birth, Enlightenment and
Final Passing Away of the Lord Buddha, is not only celebrated by the Buddhist but also
the people being associated with the Buddha’s universal message of peace.
As followers of the Lord Buddha, more than anything, we have to enhance the level of
mutual trust and integration a step. This means we have to admit the other side. We should
try to solve problems through dialogue and compromise, and even after a conclusion
is reached we have to cooperate. What has been promised should be carried out with
responsibility so that our society will have a higher degree of predictability.
As for it, this gathering is the good chance to help raise awareness of the harmonization in
both its achievements and its challenges in the world.
Again, on behalf of the PSH Korea, I send my best regard to the members of the Organizing
Committee who have persevered in their efforts on UNDV (B.E. 2556) 2013 (The 10th
Anniversary of the United Nations Day of Vesak).
Yours sincerely in the Dhamma

Ven. Sun Up
President, PSH Korea

1501 ART CASTLE, 198-10 Daejo-Dong, Eunpyung-Gu, Seoul, Korea
Zip:122-842
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April 19, 2013

Re: Congratulations to the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations 2013.

On behalf of the Buddhist community in Uganda, Africa, I feel very honoured to write a
message of congratulations to His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara on His 100th birthday,
the Sangharaja of Thailand, the most venerable Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit, the Royal
Thai Government, the Supreme Sangha Council and the Mahachulalongkornrajavidhalaya
University. I am deeply grateful that you are organising the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak
celebrations on the theme of Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Persapective.
I truly rejoice in this auspicious gathering of an international community of Buddhists
that are here to celebrate not only Vesak Day and the birthday of His Holiness but also to
discuss the relevance of the Buddhist enlightenment to the theme of education and global
citizenship in the 21st century. Such Dhamma discussions enable us all to contribute to
upholding the ancient wisdom of Lord Buddha while we develop new ways of applying the
teachings to the challenges we face in the modern world.
Moreover, I am extremely grateful that hthis august assembly has invited me along with
our Ugandan delegation to be part of this celebration. I do hope that our participation will
further promote the understanding of Buddhism in Uganda and Africa.
I wish a grand success to the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations and the 100th
birthday celebrations of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara.

Yours sincerely in the Dhamma,

Venerable Bhikkhu Buddharakkhita
Abbot and President of the Uganda Buddhist Centre.
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Wednesday, April 24, 2013

ICDV – the Synergizer and Energizer
There are many international Buddhist organizations and the ICDV, founded around
the historical and sacred Vesak day, is one of the prominent ones. It is now a decade since
the ICDV first brought together in Bangkok diverse international Buddhist communities,
both from the south and north divide or the east and west. Theravada, Mahayana and
Vajrayana from all corners of the world meet annually here. Buddhists from Africa, Central
and Latin America have also been amongst us.
One of the outcomes of those annual gatherings is the birth of the International
Association of Buddhist Universities, IABU, in 2007. Since then, the IABU has taken
the responsibility of some ICDV’s flagship projects. One of such projects is the Common
Buddhist Text, CBT, representing all Buddhist traditions, which aims at producing
an up-to-date text for the 21st century audience. While celebrating the rich and diverse
traditions, the project also emphasizes a shared “journey of global awakening”. Comprising
of scholars from all traditions who have been working on this since 2010, the CBT
Compilation Committee is pleased to present a draft to the ICDV at its tenth conference
for comments and approval. In fact, this year, besides the plenary discussion session
on the main theme, the CBT will be the only working panel at the ICDV conference. Once
the comments and suggestions from leaders and scholars of the international Buddhist
communities have been incorporated, the CBT will be published and distributed free of
charge worldwide.
Another important international project the IABU has been working on is the Union
Catalog of Buddhist Texts, UCBT, an electronic undertaking to bring all Buddhist canonical
CD ROMs into one synergized resource. More technical and complex, this project is at its
advanced stage, requiring more dedication and collaboration on administrative, financial,
academic and technical aspects from all concerned.
It has been a privilege personally for me to have been part of this gathering for
the last nine years. I often read and reflect from the Bangkok Declarations we issue each
year to refresh the issues we have discussed, the ideas exchanged and the agreements
reached. Again, I have been truly honoured to have headed the Bangkok Declaration
drafting team for most of the past years. Although we have an awful lot of improvement
to do, the Declarations themselves express our ideals and dreams for a peaceful and better
world; they have in turn inspired many at the regional level to bring together positive
ideas. The annual ICDV gathering has certainly synergized and energized the Buddhist
communities.

Venerable Dr. Khammai Dhammasami D
DPhil (Oxford)
Executive Secretary, IABU; Chairman, CBT Compilation Committee;
Co-Convener, UCBT; Fellow & Trustee, Oxford Centre for Buddhist Studies & Buddhist
Chaplain, University of Oxford, Britain
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Dear venerable and distinguished guests,

On behalf of the Los Angeles Buddhist Union, I send these
greetings to you in appreciation of the effort that was during
the United Nations Day of Vesak (UNDV) this year. UNDV
had made history by bring all Buddhist traditions together.

I hope that other international Buddhist organizations will
learn from the activities at UNDV to recognize the importance
of unity because all Buddhists face different challenges every
day. With the success of these activities, we can continue
to improve the friendship among Buddhists and other
communities to address global issues.

May the blessings of the Buddha be with all of you.

Godakalana Gunaratana
Bhante Chao Chu
President, Los Angeles Buddhist Union
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1st of May 2556 (2013)

Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective
One question frequently encountered in Germany is the matter of how to classify
Buddhism. Is it a religion, is it a philosophy or maybe a way of life? Any of these answers
would be correct, yet the most precise response might be that it is an education system.
This teaching of Gotama Buddha, whose birth, going forth, awakening, and passing away
we now commemorate on the Day of Vesak, focuses on making the universal truths of
nature - the Dhamma - accessible to the student. Just as education aims at benefitting
anybody receptive to it, the Buddhist teaching awaits every person on this globe interested
in gaining knowledge about the physical and mental laws of nature while increasing one’s
practical understanding of the essential conditions of existence. An unshakeable optimism
generally harbored by educators is the prerequisite for any form of education and lies in
the conviction that mankind is able to solve its problems by selecting the right means
and methods. Buddhists equally believe in this possibility of human progress and reform.
This conviction gets even widened in Buddhism to the scope of embracing all sentient
beings on this planet, irrespective of their individual differences and free from any form of
illegitimate discrimination. At the same time, the focus is put on the spiritual and mental
aspects which lie at the core of all our activities.
According to the truth discovered by the Buddha, all beings are equally subject to the laws
of impermanence, suffering and non-self. Thus all beings equally partake in a global
community of students bound to the way towards liberation from all oppressing
circumstances through fully understanding the principles of existence. The identity of
global citizenship, brought about through this incredibly tightly woven net of karmic
interdependence of beings, can only be ignored by those who have not been able to obtain
the information needed to achieve to a correct understanding of what the world is really
like. We observe that the dispelling of ignorance and the bringing of light is the common
principle that education is based on, be it academic or spiritual. For this reason, education
is globally treasured by the whole world community.
Now, on the other side, education and citizenship do not only come along with privileges
yet also rightfully with duties. Therefore, on this auspicious occasion I would like to point
out the immense need for the traditionally Buddhist nations to reinforce their dedication
to share the teachings, to educate those willing to train, and to promote the awareness of
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being a role model to the rest of the world community in regard to Dhamma practice. As
a delegate from a country where Buddhist education is still hardly available and even
the basic facilities for monastic life and communal activities are not sufficiently established,
I would like to appeal to our venerable Dhamma brothers and sisters from the Buddhist
homelands to increasingly focus on the importance of supporting Buddhist structure
building and to continue to improve dhammaduta efforts in a global approach. Anukampam
upadaya!
With deep gratitude to the venerable Sangha’s efforts, the Royal blessings, the just
Government’s protection and all the well wishings from the divine guardians, I thank you
for this supreme honor and opportunity bestowed on us delegates from Germany to join in
the celebrations of the UN Day of Vesak.
With anjali,

Thitadhammo Bhikkhu
spiritual director
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The United Nations Day of Vesak is a great event when world Buddhists celebrate the birth
day, enlightenment and passing away of the Buddha. It is the day we celebrate the great
victory, the attainment of purity and Nibbāna. Today, on this very auspicious occasion,
Buddhists from all over the world should join hands to bring forth the message of wisdom
of the Buddha in promoting Education and Global Citizenship.
There are three problems of the religion followers of the world, including the Buddhist,
that they don’t consider religiosity is the essence of all religion. The impact is that religions
are not capable to response many crucial humanity issues, such as poverty, consumerism,
hedonism, sexual exploitation unjust and violent especially to the marginal or minority
communities. Solidarity, caring, loving-kindness and compassionate teaching are only seen
in the holy books. It’s very difficult to be found in the real life.
All religions and faiths should focus to influence their followers to improve their spirituality
which reflection in their activities related to free from the above suffering. Buddhism
is popular with non-violence teaching but the reality in many Buddhist countries the
discrimination and violence are happened there. That is not good promotion of Buddhism.
Religions and faiths should be able to change the adherents and the government to be
more sensitive to the humanitarian issues and more professional to give their service to
the marginal communities.
On behalf of the Kertarajasa Buddhist College, I would like to convey my heartfelt gratitude
to the Supreme Sangha Council, the Royal Thai Government, the International Council
Day of Vesak (ICDV) and Mahachulalongkornrajvidyalaya University (MCU) for making
much effort and hosted the 10th Anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations Day of
Vesak 2013 (B.E. 2556). Let us celebrate the auspiciousness of Vesak by performing as
much as meritorious deed to bring peace and happiness in the world.

Bhikkhu Subhapñño Mahāthera, S.H.,M.M.
Dean of Kertarajasa Buddhist College
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Vesak is the most important date in the Buddhist calendar. In the Theravada countries
this date is used to mark a new Buddhist year. Therefore this year’s Vesak will mark the
beginning of the year 2556 since the Buddha’s passing away.
This tenth international celebration represents a continuing remarkable effort to bring
together Buddhist leaders, academics, scholars and participants to commemorate the three
important events in the life of the Buddha, His Birth, Enlightenment and Passing Away, and
also, this year, to discuss the main subject: Education and Global Citizenship - A Buddhist
Perspective.
On behalf of the Mexico Delegation I would like to express our gratitude to the organizers
of this important event for making possible this large congregation of Buddhists from
every part of the world to discuss and exchange ideas on how to make a better world
through education and global citizenship under the Buddha’s main guidelines of wisdom
and compassion.
May the Buddha’s teachings illuminate the way of all of us for the peace and welfare of all
beings!

Ven. Bhikkhu Nandisena
Abbot Dhamma Vihara
Spiritual Director of
Buddhismo Theravada México AR
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Congratulatory Message to the 10th Anniversary Celebration United Nations
Day of Vesak 2013 at Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU) of Thailand.

I am very happy to give this message of congratulation for the success of the 10th Anniversary
Celebrations of United Nation Day of Vesak (B.E. 2556) 2013 and 100th Birthday celebration
of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand. We are proud
to be your side for the rocking achievement and success the Mahachilalongkorajavidlaya
University (MCU) is making in the field of Buddhist education and now as the principal
organizer and host to this event.

It is my firm belief that we Buddhists will have a significant contribution to spread Buddha
Dhamma which has been in existence for over 2500 years to serve the humanity in this
universe, through the teaching of Buddhist philosophy, which has the practical role to play
in the life science in this modern world.
The event with theme f “Education and Global citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” is very
timely to build a network and collaboration with all the countries of the word to establish
the World Peace as envisage by the United Nation in Buddhist Perspective.
I offer my greetings to all the participants to this event, as well as my sincere prayers that
this even be successful in realizing practical way of understanding “Buddhist Education”
and give inner peace to the humanity, and help to lead for world peace.

Your in Dhamma

Bhikshu Nigrodha,
Principal, World Peace Buddist School
Secretary, Vishwa Shanti Viher.
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Consequent to the proposal made to the United Nations by Sri Lanka., in the year
1999, the Vesak Day was declared an International Day for Commemoration. This day
was celebrated for the first time in 2001 in the city of New York from the year 2004.
The Government of Thailand celebrated this day continuously for ten years. On this
occasion of its 10th anniversary. I wish to extend my heartfelt felicitations. This anniversary
celebration was organized from the beginning by the Maha Chulalankorn Rajavidyalaya
University, and was continued under the leadership of its Rector with the participation of
about 70 countries successfully with great splendour. From the start, up to this day, there
was full participation of Most Venerable Maha Nayaka Theros, leaders of Governments,
Ministers, Members of Parliament and Professors.
This International Day of Vesak is to be commemorated in the year 2013 also with
the intention to mark the one hundredth Birth Anniversary of most venerable Gnanasamvara
Snagharaja Maha Thera to bless Him and the King. Concurrent to this anniversary
celebrations, a conference is held on the theme “Education and the Global Citizenshipa Buddhist Perspective”, This time too, as usual, Most Venerable Mahanayaka Theras
of the Three Nikayas, Ministers, Members of Parliament and a large number of scholars
would participate.
While wishing professor Brahma Pandit Nayaka Thero, the Rector of the Maha
Chulalankorn Rajavidyalaya University who gives leadership to all these activities
to continue to lead these affairs for a long time by the Grace of Triple Gem, I also wish
long life and good health to the Most Venerable Sangharaja Maha Thera and the King of
Thailand.

Dr. Akuratiye Nanda Nayaka Thero.
Editor in Chief of Sinhala Dictionary and
Chief Prelate of Western Province in Sri Lanka.
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“ Dhamma chari sukhan seti asmin loke paran hicha”
May The Noble Triple gems Bless you all !
Dear Friends in Dhamma,
I am very happy to give my felicitations for the occasion of the united day of Vesak
Celebration which will be held from May 21st & 22nd, to celebrate the Birth, Enlightenment
and Passed away of the Buddha in Bangkok in Kingdom of Thailand. I would like to
express my profound thanks to the organizing committee to make this event very valuable
for all in every year since 2004. This is the very wonderful occasion to keep our unity
among different sectors on Buddhism around the world.
I firmly hope that this UN day of Vesak celebrations will bring about resounding success
in forging strong solidarity and brotherhood of all Buddhists for the good, for benefits and
for happiness of all beings.
At the end of my message, I wish all of you be endowed with four wishes of our Buddha,
Longevity, Good Complexion, Happiness and Strength.
May all beings be freed from suffering and in Peace!!!

Rev ILukpitiye Pannasekara Nayaka Thero
The Chief Monk for Africa Continent
PATRON – THE BUDDHIST ASSOCIATION – TANZANIA
VICE PRESIDENT – DHAMMADUTA COMMITY ( WFB) WORLD FELLOSHIP OF BUDDHIST THAILAND
PRESIDENT AND PATRON – KIND HEART AFRICA Orphanage Project – (KHA) TANZANIA
COMMISSIONER – INTERFAITH ACTION FOR PEACE IN AFRICA (IFAPA)
TRUSTEE—INTER RELIGIOUS COUNCIL FOR PEACE, TANZANIA (IRCPT)
AMBASSADOR FOR PEACE – INTER RELIGIOUS & INTERFAITH FEDARATION FOR WORLD
PEACE (IIFWP)
PRESIDENT AND PATRON - INTERNATIONAL BUDDHIST RELIEF ORGANISATION (IBRO) –
TANZANIA
DHAMMA TEACHER - AFRICAN BUDDHIST SEMINARY (ABS) – SOUTH AFRICA
HONURARY MEMBER - DAR ES SALAAM ASSOCIATION OF SPAIN
www.pannasekara.com
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Tongmyong University

428, Sinseon-ro, Nam-gu
Busan, 608-711, Republic of Korea
Tel. (82) 51-629-0114
Fax. (82) 51-629-2819
URL: www.tu.ac.kr

Congratulatory Message
Your Holiness, all Venerable Sangha, Distinguished Delegates, and Dhamma Friends!

It is a great honor for me to participate in the celebration of the 10th International
Celebration on the Occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak 2013/2556 in Thailand. The
event is to be held in Thailand from May 21st to 22nd. I would like to express my profound
gratitude to the event’s organizers: The Royal Kingdom of Thailand, The Supreme Sangha
Council, The Royal Thai Government, the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University.
I also very congratulate the 100th Birthday of his Holiness Somdet Phra
Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand. I look forward to wishing his Holiness Somdet
Phra Nyanasamvara many more happy birthdays.
The theme of this conference is Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist
Perspective. This theme is very appropriate for the age of globalization because this world
is a great flow of events that are linked together and participate in one another. Buddhism
also presents in the situation of globalization, so that we Buddhists must contribute to
improve the world globalization based on the Buddhist teachings.
My special thanks go to the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for taking this
good chance to share our viewpoints in integrating the Buddha’s progressive idea into the
globalized world.
Finally, I would like to express my best wishes for the utmost success of the
celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak 2013/2556.
May all beings be well and Happy!

Bhikkhuni Soun
Assistant Professor
Tongmyong University
Busan, Korea
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Jodo Shinshu Buddhist Association from Romania
April 11th 2013
Dear brothers and sisters in the Dharma

In the Mahayana Brahmajala Sutra (Bommo kyo in Japanese) it is said:
“A disciple of the Buddha should have a mind of compassion and cultivate the practice
of liberating sentient beings. He must reflect thus: throughout the eons of time, all male
sentient beings have been my father, all female sentient beings my mother. I was born of
them.”
Also, Shinran Shonin, the Founder of Jodo Shinshu school to which I belong, said:
“All sentient beings, without exception, have been our parents and brothers and sisters in
the course of countless lives in many states of existence.”
The filial piety towards all sentient beings is strongly related with the Buddhist doctrine
of interdependence according to which all beings and things in the Universe are closely
related and they influence one another. Nobody lives alone and we all depend on each other.
It is told that in the heaven of the great god Indra there is a wonderful net which has
been hung in such a manner that it stretches out infinitely in all directions. In each eye of
the net there is a glittering jewel, and the net being infinite, it follows that the jewels are
also infinite in number. If we arbitrarily select one of them and look closely at it we see that
on its polished surface there are reflected all the other jewels in the net, infinite in number.
Not only that, but each of the jewels reflected in this one jewel is also reflecting all the other
jewels, so that there is an infinite reflecting process occurring.
This image of the jewel net of Indra is often used in Buddhism to illustrate the infinity of
reciprocal relations between all the members of the Universe. Let us meditate on it when
celebrating this year Wesak meeting.
Namo Amida Butsu

Rev Jōshō Adrian Cîrlea
Head priest and representative of Jodo Shinshu Buddhist Association from Romania
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U N I T E D NAT I O N S

NAT I O N S U N I E S

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
-MESSAGE ON VESAK DAY
24 May 2013

Vesak Day is a celebration for Buddhists worldwide and an opportunity for all
members of the international community to benefit from their rich traditions.
This year’s observance, falling at a time of widespread strife and misery, is
an occasion to examine how Buddhist teachings can inform our response to prevailing
challenges.
Confronting the troubling problems facing our world is consonant with Buddhism.
The Buddha himself, as a young prince, left the safety of his palace to discover the four
sufferings of birth, sickness, old age and death.
While such painful realities cannot be avoided, Buddhism offers insights into how
to cope with them. Its history is replete with inspiring examples of the transformative
power of Buddhist philosophy.
The legendary King Ashoka, a conqueror who presided over a brutal reign
in India some three centuries after the Buddha’s passing, ultimately converted to Buddhism,
renounced violence and embraced peace.
The values that King Ashoka espoused, including human rights, democratic
governance and respect for the dignity of life, are common to all great religions. The fact
that he was able to embrace them after years of brutal war offers proof that the goodwill of
individuals can end widespread suffering.
Now more than ever, we need the spirit of non-violence to help inspire peace and
quell conflict.
I offer my best wishes to believers celebrating Vesak Day, and my sincerest hopes
that we may all draw on spiritual ideals to strengthen our resolve to improve our world.
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Ms. Irina Bokova
Director-General of UNESCO
for the souvenir program of the United Nations Day of Vesak celebration

“Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”.
Bangkok, 21-22 May 2013

On this 10th anniversary of the celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak, I wish
to express heartfelt greetings to all Buddhists around the world. I congratulate
the Royal Thai Government and the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University for marking this year’s celebration with an international conference
on the theme of “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective.”
This theme could not be more timely or relevant.
We are living in times of uncertainty. Individuals are buffeted by change,
and societies everywhere are being tested by crisis and natural disasters,
deep inequalities and enduring tensions. Local challenges are increasingly
global and increasingly complex. In this context, education has never been
so important – as a basic human right, essential for human dignity, and as
the foundation for sustainability.
“Peace comes from within,” Buddha said. “Do not seek it without.”
Education is the best way to build peace from within, by giving everyone
the tools they need for self-fulfilment. On a planet under pressure, education
is a force to shape new ways of thinking and acting, to build resilient societies
able to adapt to change and mitigate its impact. Each of us must recognize
the responsibility we carry towards others and our planet. This is a wellspring
for the global solidarity we need to tackle the challenges all societies face
on the basis of equality and respect. For this, education is essential.
These goals underpin the Education for All movement that UNESCO is leading,
as well as our work in advancing education for sustainable development
for peace and human rights, and for health. Fostering global citizenship
stands at the heart of the new Global Education First Initiative, launched by
UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-moon, in September 2012, which UNESCO is
steering forward. Our aim is to equip children, young people and adults with
the knowledge, attitudes and skills to allow them to make informed choices
and responsible decisions on the basis of solidarity and respect. Education is
the way to link the ‘local’ with the ‘global’ and to ensure action on the basis of
shared values and responsibility.
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Fostering global citizenship through education is essential for building genuine
and lasting peace. It is vital also for laying the foundations for more inclusive
and sustainable development. Our goal must be to empower all women and
men, girls and boys, to act for positive change, together.
This is why this International Conference is so important. I wish you fruitful
deliberations and look forward to their results.

Ms. Irina Bokova
Director-General of UNESCO
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PRIME MINISTER
CANBERRA

MESSAGE FROM PRIME MINISTER JULIA GILLARD
UNITED NATIONS DAY OF VESAK 2013

It is with great pleasure that I send my best wishes to everyone celebrating
the United Nations Day of Vesak.
Vesak is of global importance to the Buddhist community as it gathers to
commemorate Buddha Gautama and contemplate his message of compassion
and goodwill.
This occasion also offers a time for reflection and the opportunity for all to learn
from the teachings of equality, respect and understanding that are such a rich
part of Buddhism.
The world is increasingly interdependent and complex, and we are more
connected to one another than at any point in history. It is thus increasingly
important that tolerance, non-violence and diligence – Buddhist values – are
demonstrated in all of our relationships within local and global communities.
In Australia, the Buddhist community has done much to shape the strong
and resilient multicultural nation we enjoy today; a nation that celebrates all
backgrounds, cultures, customs and religions and ties our society with the
region and world around us.
With these thoughts in mind I send my warmest regards to all those celebrating
the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak. May this be a time of peace and blessing
for you all.

Thee Honourable Julia Gillard MP
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Message
I am delighted to know the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak (UNDV) is going
to be observed at Bangkok from 21-22 May 2013 sponsored by the Royal Kingdom of
Thailand, Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University and Supreme Sangha Council of
Thailand.
Buddhism in Bangladesh is as old as from the time of the Buddha. The people
of Bangladesh are enriched with its rich heritage and civilization. Recent excavation and
discovery of Vikrampuri Buddhist Monastery at the birth place of world renowned saint
scholar Atisha Dipankar Srijnan bears testimony of the Buddhist heritage in Bangladesh.
Historically, Bangladesh maintains communal harmony. The believers of various
religions of the soil have been practicing their religious activities freely and share
the festivities with others. The present government patronizes the development of
the religious institutions including Buddhism.
I wish the UNDV World Buddhist Congregation a great success.

Joi Bangla, Joi Bangabandhu
May Bangladesh Live Forever.

Sheikh Hasina
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Congratulatory Messages
From
H.E. Mr. Dan Ba
Adviser, Chinese Buddhist Delegation for the UNDV 2013 in Bangkok
Chief of Policies and Legislation Department
State Administration for Religious Affairs of China
It is a great honor to be invited by the Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit, Rector of
Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai University for the celebrations both to the 100th Birthday
Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the supreme patriarch of
Thailand and the 10th Anniversary Celebration of the United Nations Day of Vesak on
the Occasion of UNDV 2013, which will be held in Bangkok, Thailand from 21stt to 22nd,
May of 2013. I hereby, as the adviser of Chinese Buddhist delegation and representative
of State Administration for Religious Affairs of China, extend sincere congratulations for
opening of the grand occasion. May a happy Vesak Day to all delegates from various
countries and religions in the world for the celebration in Bangkok!
In celebration to the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the supreme patriarch of Thailand in this year, we’d like to extend the best wishes to
His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the supreme patriarch, His Majesty of the King
and the Queen as well as people of Thailand.
May His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the supreme patriarch, His Majesty of
the King and Queen as well as people of Thailand in blessings of happiness and
auspiciousness in everyday!
May the grand occasion a complete success!

H.E. Mr. Dan Ba
Adviser, Chinese Buddhist Delegation for the UNDV 2013 in Bangkok
Chief of Policies and Legislation Department
Stat
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Message of Congratulations on the United Nations Day of Vesak B.E.2556 (2013)
From
General Prem Tinsulanonda, President of the privy Council and Statesman

************************
The United Nations Day of Vesak commemorates the Birth of the Lord Buddha,
His Attainment of Enlightenment (Nirvãna) and His Death (Parinirvãna) with the religious
activities in His remembrance. Most notably, this 10th International Celebration of
the Occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak 2013 also coincides with the Celebration of
the 100th Birthday Aniversary of His holiness Somdet Phra Nyãnasamvara, the Supreme
Patriarch of Thailand
I hereby extend my sincere congratulations for Thailand’s successful organization
of the United Nations Day of Vesak to pay homage to the Lord Buddha and also my
felicitations to Thai Government, Thai Sangha and all those who made great effort and
contributions to these remarkable and precious activities for all Thais and Buddhists
worldwide.

General
(Prem Tinsulaninda)
President of the privy Council and statesman
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Message
from
Her Excellency Ms. Yingluck Shinawatra
Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Thailand

______________________________________
Vesak Day encompasses the birth, enlightenment and reaching of Nirvana of
the Lord Buddha. Not only is it well recognized as one of the most meaningful days in
the Buddhist calendar, but this Holy Day has also been officially recognized by the United
Nations through its General Assembly’s resolution 54/115 adopted in 1999 which Thailand
was honoured to co-sponsor. Indeed, Vesak Day is commemorated annually at the UN
Headquarters and by many countries with Buddhist communities worldwide.
Traditional Buddhist activities on Vesak Day included listening to sermons, walking
around Buddha’s relics, or “Wien Thien” and making merit in order to pay respects to
the Holy Triple Gem. In addition to these formal religious activities, Buddhists should also
pay attention to right practice and follow the Lord Buddha’s teachings in everyday life.
I would like to thank the International Association of Buddhist Universities and
International Council of the United Nations Day of Vesak for organizing the celebration of
United Nations Day of Vesak, under the timely theme “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective”. The conference will also mark the celebration of the 100th
Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch
of Thailand, on 3rd October 2013.
By the grace of the Holy Triple Gem, may the international celebration on
the United Nations Day of Vesak 2013 and all individuals and agencies involved in this
event be blessed with happiness.

(Yingluck Shinawatra)
Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Thailand
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Message on the Buddhist Vesak Day, 24 May B.E.2556
By His Excellency, Plodprasop Suraswadi, Ph.D.
Deputy Prime Minister, the Kingdom of ThaiLand
On December 13rd, 1999 the United Nations General Assembly praised and
declared the full moon day of the 6th month (Thai lunar calendar) as an important day
of the world due to the Buddha’s miracle and the Buddha’s teaching (Tri-Pitaka 84,000
Dhamma-Kanta) leading for a peaceful home. Let all people in the world study and apply
the knowledge of the Buddha’s teaching as these suggestions:
1. Be aware that the Buddha’s teaching are difficult, complicate, profound and hard to
understand. The Buddhist doctrine must be continuously studied on a regular basis
as a normal education in the world. It must be start from kindergarten, elementary,
secondary then higher education so that the knowledge would be strengthened
step-by-step.
2. Must know that the Tri-Pitaka consists of Vinaya Pitaka 21,000 Dhamma-Kanta
Suttanta are the teachings of results (Vipaka: the result of Kamma 49); they are final
and difficult to understand by nowadays human beings (Sukati-Ahetuka-Bukala).
So people who need to learn the Tri-Pitaka must start remembering at Apidhamma
which is the original of Vinaya and Suttanta.
3. The Buddha appointed the Tri-Pitaka to represent the Buddha after the day of Parinipana
(the Buddha died). Thus, we must promote and support the study of Tri-Pitaka and
the complete of –Pitakaa-Jatuparisa (Bhikku, Bhikkuni, Upasaka, and Upasika) to
build the strong unity and exchange knowledge under the Buddha teachings. We do
not whatever contradicts to the discipline and try not to repeat the same mistake again.

Plodprasop Suraswadi, Ph.D.
Deputy Prime Minister
The Kingdom of ThaiLand
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Message
H.E. Mr.Surapong Tovichakchaikul
Deputy Prime Miniter and Miniter of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of
Thailand

****************************

I wish to command the International Association of Buddhist Universities,
the International Council for the Day of Vesak, the Sangha Supreme Council, and
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, for their continued efforts in organizing
a series of international seminars on the auspicious occasion of the World Visakha Bucha
Day during the past ten years. The theme for this year’s seminar - Education and Global
Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective captures the dynamics of education in a globalized
world and will certainly generate discussions that reflect the Buddhist approach to education
and human resource development.
The celebration of Visakha Bucha Day plays an important role in reminding all
Buddhists of Lord Buddha’s life-guilding principles and His contributions to mankind.
Buddhism although originated in remote antiquity, still carries much relevance in modern
times, as it points the way to overcoming basic human sufferings – birth, old age, illness,
and death.
Thailand’s hosting of international events in observance of the World Visakha
Bucha Day 2013 will not only further promote the Kingdom as the world’s center for
Buddhism, but will also help foster closer relations among Buddhist communities in all
corners of the world.
I am confident that the international seminar will serve as a platform for Buddhists
worldwide to show their unity and commitment to spreading the noble teachings of Lord
Buddha to a wider audience across the globe, I wish the organizing committee of this
seminar success in its endeavors to celebrate the birth, enlightenment and passing of Lord
Buddha.

(Surapong Tovichakchaikul)
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs
of the Kingdom of Thailand
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Message
From
His Excellency Mr. Phongthep Thepkanjana
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Education
Vesak Day is one of the most meaningful days for Buddhists all over the world.
The day commemorates the birth, enlightenment, and attainment of Nirvana of the Lord
Buddha, who is greatly filled the wisdom, purity and compassion. Having been enlightened,
the Lord Buddha deliberately spent 45 years traveling across India to preach his teachings
and take humankind away from all of their sorrow. Although it has been 2,600 years since
his enlightenment, the teachings still remain as powerful and applicable philosophy to
follow as ever. In recognition of the significance of Vesak Day, the United Nations officially
adopted a resolution honoring Vesak Day to be an important day of the world.
Thailand is honored to host the 10th International Celebration on the United Nations
Day of Vesak during 21-22 May 2013. The event ensures the wide spread of Buddhism
throughout the world and reveals the strong solidity among all Buddhists. Moreover,
the Event held this year will mark the celebration of the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His
Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand, on 3 October
2013.
On the auspicious occasion, I would like ot extend my sincere appreciation to
the organizer and all concerned parties of the Event. Therefore, by the grace of the Holy
Triple Gem, may the 10th International Celebration on the United Nations Day of Vesak be
blessed with success, so that it can bring inner peace and serenity of all Buddhists forever.

(Phongthep Thepkanjana)
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Eduation
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Message
By
H.E. Mr. Somsak Pureesrisak
Minister of Tourism and Sports
On the World Vesak Day 2013
**************************
It is my great prestige that Thailand will be the host to organize the significant
international Buddhism event entitled “Education and the world’s Citizen: A Buddhism
Perspective” on the occasion of celebrating the 10th Anniversary of World Vesak Day 2013.
It is, therefore, a good opportunity for the Thai people to welcome worldwide people to
participate in this auspicious event.
Additionally the objective of this event is to celebrate the 100th Birthday Anniversary
of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyaasamvara, the supreme patriarch of Thailand. It is a great
time for Thai Buddhists not only to pay respect for their beloved families, but also to
pay the royalty to His Majesty the King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Her Majesty the Queen
Sirikit.
On behalf of the Ministry of Tourism and Sports, I would like to take this opportunity
to convey my good wishes to all the Thai people for contribution to promote and support
all the Buddhism activities to be prosperity. Lastly, I wish the “Education and the world’s
Citizen: A Buddhism Perspective” success and attain the optimum goals.

(H.E. Mr. Somsak Pureesrisak)
Minister of Tourism and Sports
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Message from
Air Chief Marshal Sukumpol Suwanatat
Minister of Defence
On the Occasion of Celebrating Visakha Bucha Day 2013

************************
Visakha Bucha Day (Vesak Day) is one of the most important days in Buddhism.
Three important incidents in the life of Lord Buddha, i.e. the Birth, The Enlightenment,
and The Passing Away, miraculously fall on the same month and day (the full moon
day of sixth lunar month in Buddhist calendar). To celebrate this great day (declared by
the United Nations as an International Day), Buddhist from all over the world are gathering
in Bangkok to attend the conference titled “Education and the world’s Citizen: A Buddhism
Perspective”. In this auspicious occasion we also celebrate the 100th Birthday Anniversary
of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyaasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand.
I would like to take this opportunity to convey my best wishes to all the participants
for attending these academic and religious activities. I hope this will contribute to the
well-being of mankind and undoubtedly, enhance the religion institution in this country.

Air Chief Marshal Sukumpol Suwanatat
Minister of Defence
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Message
Form
H.E. Siriwat Kajornprasart
Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Thailand
Visakha Puja Day falls on the full moon day of the sixth lunar month, marking
the three significant incidents in the life of the Lord Buddha, i.e. his birth, his enlightenment,
and his entry into parinibbana (passing away). Attaining the enlightenment on Ariyasacca
or the Four Noble Truths, the Lord Buddha was free desire and depression. He graciously
taught all living creatures, gods, and men. The Enlightened One’s 3 virtues are infinite useful
for humanity. Accepted by Buddhists and the world: he has named “The Great Spiritual
Leader”. The United Nation has also recognized it and declared the Visakha Puja Day as
an International Day and makes appropriate arrangements for international observance of
Visakha Puja Day in every May. All Buddhists should pay homage to grate patronage of
the Enlightened One.
Therefore, gathering of the worldwide Buddhists so celebrate the World Visakha
Puja Day B.E. 2556 (2013) in the 10th Conference of the United Unions Day of Vesak
hosted by Thailand is a propitious opportunity for us to recall the significant of Buddhism,
and apply the wise Doctrines to our life benefiting to ourselves and society.
On behalf of the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand, I am very grateful and
honored to participate in this important event, I would like to express my appreciation to
the Sangha Supreme council of Thailand, Thai Bhikkhus, and all agencies in both public
and private sectors for mutual implementation of the activities to be successful. May all
flourish in the Lord Buddha’s Doctrines, and collaborated in maintaining Buddhism to be
everlasting.

(Mr.Siriwat Kajornprasart)
Deputy Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives
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Massage from the Deputy Minister of Finance
The United Nation recognises the importance of the Day of Vesak and has announced
this day as an internationally important day since 1999. The Day of Vesak or the Visakha
Puja Day is the thrice-sacred day that marks the three important events in the life of the
Lord Buddha, which are the birth, the enlightenment, and the passing away. On this day,
Buddhists all over the world are gathering to commemorate and pay worship the Lord
Buddha and his Dharma which serves as a guideline for ways of living and responsibilities
for other people and the society as a whole.
The Lord Buddha attained the enlightenment at the age of 35 to become the self-enlightened
one, and the Arriyasacca (or the Fourfold Noble Truths) found by the Lord more than two
thousand years ago, has been regarded as one of the fundamental Buddhist principles until
these days. The Fourfold Noble Truths include Dukkha (the nature of suffering), Samudaya
(the cause of suffering), Nirodha (the cessation of suffering), and Magga (the way leading
to an end of the cause of suffering). It could serve as a guideline and be applied to manage
or end suffering at the individual and the societal levels in our modern world. Buddhists
who adopt and practise the Lord’s Dharma will live in the Middle Way and interact with
other people on the basis of appropriateness. In other words, they will be responsible for
their actions and the consequences of their actions to other people and the society as a
whole. Such responsibility of individuals serves as a foundation for equity and sustainable
peace of the world.
For Visakha Puja Day, I, as a Buddhist, would like to take this opportunity to express my
grateful appreciation and acknowledgement of the Lord Buddha’s invaluable contribution
to the world. I am also delightful and would like to congratulate all Thai citizens for another
success that Thailand has again received an honour to host the International Celebration on
the Occasion of United Nations Day of Vesak 2013 “Education and Global Citizenships:
A Buddhist perspective”. I sincerely hope that this year’s cerebration will continue and
enhance our wisdom and joy.

(Mr
(Mr. Tanusak Lekuthai)
The Deputy Minister of Finance
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A Congratulation Missive
*******************
Vesak Day (Visakha Puja Day) is on the 15th day of the waxing moon of the 6th lunar month
of the year. It is a meaningful day for Buddhists around the world because it is the day that
commemorate the birth, the enlightenment and the passing away of Lord Buddha who is
full of pureness, intelligence and kindness and he is the one who taught and proclaimed the
truth to humanity mercifully.
In 2013 (B.E.2556), Thailand will once more host an international activity “Education and
Global Citizenship : A Buddhist Perspective” and “the Celebration of the 100th Birthday
Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch of
Thailand on October 3, 2013”. In order to organize a meeting, the International Council
of United Nations Day of Vesak assigned Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
to invite 1,500 Instructional and Regligious Leaders approximately from 85 countries to
participate.
It is great honor for me to be a part of this significant activity. On behalf of the Ministry
of Justice. I would like to thank everyone and all involved agencies who co-organized
this activity successfully. I do hope that this activity will help to promote knowledge and
understanding in Lord Buddha’s doctrines which aim to avoid all evil, to cultivate good and
to purify one’s mind including peace and harmony building for humankind forevermore.

Police General
al
(Pracha Promnog)
Minister of Justice of Thailand
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Message from
Minister of Social Development and Human Security
(Mr. Santi Promphat)
On the occasion of Visakha Puja Day
The International Important Day, year 2013
Visakha Puja Day of the 15th day of the new moon in the 6th lunar month which
falls on Friday 24th, May this year marks the three important incidents in the life of Lord
Buddha which are the birth, the enlightenment and the nibbana. On this sacred religious day,
the Buddhists perform the ceremonies recollecting the great wisdom, purity and compassion
of the Buddha to humankinds. The most important factor of the day is the enlightenment
of the Lord Buddha which has brought the world the priceless treasure called Dharma or
the “teaching”. This creates for peace, warmth, and happiness among people. The United
Nations has considered the importance of the Dharma, which has spread far and wide
through the world and announced the Visakha Puja Day (Visak Day) as the International
Important Day in 1999. Various activities to celebrate the events have commenced the UN
headquarter and UN offices.
The Dharma teaches us that the truth of life is Suffering and Cessation of Suffering
which is an ultimate goal of life. Generally, the Dharma teaches us to Do Good, Avoid
Evil and Purify the mind or practically, Sila, Meditation and Wisdom. The world’s peace
which can only be obtained through wisdom and liberated mind of people. Only when
people liberate themselves from suffering, bias and selfishness, can they work hand in hand
towards the development and equality of all people.
Therefore, Visakha Puja Day is one of the most important days in Buddhism when
the Buddhists recall the Buddha’s Purity, Wisdom and Compassion to humankinds and
creatures and adopt his teachings as guidance in real life as well as spread the Dharma to
bring eternal peace to the world.
On behalf of the Minister of Social Development and Human Security, I would
like to convey this message to celebrate the Visakha Puja Day of the year 2013 which is
undoubtedly important to all Buddhists.

(Mr.
Mr Santi Promphat)
Minister
i i
off Social
S i l Development
l
andd Human Security
S
i
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Message from

Minister of Information and Communication Technology
Group Captain Anudith Nakornthap
on the occasion of the Day of Vesak 2013

*****************
The Day of Vesak marks a very crucial day in Buddhism with relation to
Lord Buddha as it is the day to commemorate the Birth, the Enlightenment and
the Nirvana of Lord Buddha that occurred on the full moon day of the sixed lunar
month. The United Nations General Assembly has unanimously proclaimed the Day
of Vesak as the world’s international important day that all Buddhism around
the world is united to commemorate and worship the greatest virtues of Lord Buddha.
I would like to congratulate to all associate of the 10th World Vesak Day during
21-22 May 2013. This year is also considered a great opportunity to celebrate the 100th
Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the Supreme Patriarch of
Thailand. It is the auspicious moment for all Buddhists as well as Buddhism organizations
all over the world to firmly express faith in applying oneself to entering into the excellent
path of Lord Buddha’s teaching for the benefit towards social and economic development
based on the topic “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”. I sincerely
hope that the teaching on the Dharma that had been enlightened by Lord Buddha would be
the light of wisdom that could widen thoroughly to the global community henceforth.
On behalf of the Ministry of Information and Communication Technology, I would
like to extend my best wishes towards the good intention and faith that lead to this important
religious activity so that all beings could bring the great value of Buddhism into practice
onwards.
May the blessings of the Lord Buddha bring success to this important Buddhism event.

Group Captain
(Anudith Nakornthap)
Minister of Information and Communication Technology
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Message
Minister of Energy
On the Vesak Day Buddhist Era 2556 (2013)
United Nations Day of Vesak Day is a very important day in Buddhism. This year,
Thailand has hosted the annual Vesak Day Buddhist Era 2556 (2013) titled “Education
and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspectives”, and to celebrate the 100ft birthday
anniversary for His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara Somdet Phra Sangharaja
Sakalamahasanghaparinayaka (the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand). According to the
previous year is a year of celebration, “Buddhajayanti: The Celebration of 2600 Years of
Buddha’s Enlightenment”, United Nations Day of Vesak Day is the most meaningful for all
Buddhists. It marks the birth, enlightenment and passing of the Lord Buddha.
The Buddha’s teachings (the Five Precepts, which emphasize respect for life,
property and family; responsible speech; and mindful consumption of food and drink) have
taught Buddhist to be practical and proved by all ages. The Buddha’s message on being
mindful of oneself, one’s actions and the world, and his teachings of compassion and peace,
are indeed more accessible, more widely known and have universal application by a real
practiced person. Moreover, the Buddha’s “Middle Path”, the principles for appropriate
conduct based on moderation, reasonableness, self-awareness and knowledge, also help us
find the right balance at each level of society and all kinds of activity. ,
Thailand hosts the International Buddhist Conference on the Vesak Day celebrations
Buddhist Era 2556 (2013) to promote the Buddhism, collecting wisdom of the Buddhist
leaders and scholars from 85 countries. The representatives from each country approach
the Conference to help strengthen society’s moral value, and to maintain the beauty of
the Buddhist tradition. Studying the Buddha’s message affects to the life of the Buddhist
as a global citizen as well.
I feel very delighted that Thailand has hosted the International Vesak Day. In order
to be declared to the global community to recognize and acknowledge the Vesak Day to
strengthen the permanent successor to Buddhism, the predominant religion. And I hope
that the willingness of all parties to further spread the Buddha’s message of peace and
compassion be a driving force to achieve the objectives of the Conference in all respects.
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Message from
H.E. Mr.Sermsak Pongpanit
Deputy Minister of Education, Thailand

As Deputy Minister of Education and a Buddhist myself, I am personally very
pleased to see Thai people adopt and practice the ethical and moral values of Buddhism.
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome all of you to the 10th Anniversary
Celebration of United Ntions Day of Vesak to be held on 21st and 22nd May, 2013 at the UN
Conference Centre Bangkok. The theme of this year’s conference, which is Education and
Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective, couldn’t not be more timely and appropriate.
I greatly appreciate the essential role of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University in guiding Buddhists in today’s modern and globalized world. I also would like
to offer my congratulations to Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for hosting this
very important Buddhist Conference. I am certain that the university, under the leadership
of the Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit, will make this conference a great success.
My appreciation is also extended to all the organizations, institutions, agencies and
individuals for their contribution to this conference. I hop that this conference will be
successful in all its deliberations.

Mr. Sermsak Pongpanit
Deputy Minister of Education, Thailand
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Message
From
His excellency Mr.Charupong Ruangsuwan
Minister of Interior
The Kingdom of Thailand
On the United Nations Day of Vesak 2013
---------------------------------------------------The Day of Vesak or Visakha Puja ( the full moon day of the 6th month Of Thai lunar
calendar had been considered as a very significant’ day for all Buddhists Since it marks
the Lord Buddha’s phenomenon of birth, enlightenment, and demise (Parinibbana).
All through 45 years after his enlightenment, the Lord Buddha had been traveling
continuously across India and regions nearby to deliver his teachings (Dharma) and
wisdom to all mankind. As a result, Buddhism was spreading all over the regions, freeing
a great number of people, regardless of ethnics or social ranks, from misery and became
eventually enlightened. As an expression of gratefulness to the Lord Buddha and his
Dharma supporting humanity for over 2,600 years, the 54th Session of the United Nations
General Assembly adopted the resolution on internal recognition of the Day of Vesak.
As for the year 2013, this occasion becomes even more special since the International
Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU) and the International Council of the United
Nations Day of Vesak(ICDV) have contributed to celebrate this special occasion together
with the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holines Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the
Supreme Patriarch of the Kingdom of Thailand. To mark these two special occasions, the
10th International Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak, “Education and Global
Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”, will be held at the United Nations Conference
Center ( UNCC), Bangkok, During 21-22 May 2013, with over 1,500 participants from
85 countries, including the Supremem Sangha, Buddhist leaders and Buddhist academic
profressional.
On behalf of the Ministry of Interior of the Kingdom of Thailand and the Thai
people, it is my great pleasure and honor to participate in this important commemoration.
Furthermore, I would like to express my sincere thanks to all personal and organizations
contributing to this auspicious celebration. Last but not least, I wish you all happiness and
success for this symposium.

(Charupong Ruangsuwan)
Minister of Interior
The Kingdom of Thailand
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Message from
Admiral Surasak Rounroengrom
Commander-in-Chief, Royal Thai Navy
On the Occasion of the 10th Anniversary of
The United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration
In 1999 the Day of Vesak was recognized by the United Nations as another
important day of the world. Appropiate arrangements have been made for international
observances of the Day of Vesak ever since then to mark the tree important events that
occurred in the Buddha’s life on the same date, these are the birth of the Buddha, his
attainment of enlightenment, and his passing away. All Buddhists around the world will join
today in walking clockwise around a sacared temple ground three times to commenmorate
the compassion of the Buddha, his wisdom and his purity showing mankind to love and
have tolerance towards one another, thereby contributing to the enhancement of peace arrd
harmony in the world for more than 2,600 years.
The 10th Anniversary of the United Nations Day of Vesak is thus held in line with
the UN resolution to commemorate the three great events of the Buddha, coupled with
the celebration of the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdej Phra Nyanasamvara
the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand. The organizing of the celebration is, therefore, of great
value to all Buddhist people, especially those who come from around the world to join
in declaring to the world the principles of Buddhism as well as sharing their ideas for
the common good on how to apply the teaching of the Buddha to their livelihood in harmony
with the world and its currently prevailing economic situation.
Finally, may I take this opportunity to extend my best wishes to all the Buddhist
leaders, academics and delegations on their great success in participating in the 10th
Anniversary of the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration 2013 and International
Symposium

Admiral
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Message
from
General Prayut Chan-o-cha
Commander – in –Chief of the Royal Thai Army
On Visakha Bucha Day 2013

*********
Visakha Bucha Day is considered the day of the birth of Buddhism. This auspicious
day marks the three most important events in Buddhism; the birth, the enlightenment,
and the passing away of the Lord Buddha who, on this day, is worshiped to recollect his
compassion, wisdom and purity. Visakha Bucha Day is an important day when Buddhists
around the world come together to show gratitude and remember the Lord Buddha’s
teachings that clearly reflect the reality of all things, and encourage people to be self reliance
and live with morals. This will lead to the long lasting peace within the community and the
world.
Visakha Bucha Day 2013 is organized to promote Buddhism, as well as to celebrate
the 100th birthday anniversary of His Holiness Somdej Phra Nyanasamvara the Supreme
Patriarch of Thailand, who has graciously followed the Lord Buddha’s teaching and show
kindness and compassion to all people.
On this auspicious occasion, I would like to ask the power and the blessing of
the triple gems of Buddhism to bestow upon you, and those who were involved in this
celebration, continued happiness, prosperity and success.

Generaal
Prayut Ch
P
Chan-o-cha
h
Commander –in-Chief
Royal Thai Army
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Speech of
Director General, National Office of Buddhism
********************
Dear Most Venerable, Buddhist leaders, Buddhist philosophers, and all of the
Distinguished Guests,
I am glad to express that Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, International
Association of Buddhist Universities and International Council of the Day of Vesak who
organizes the United Nations Day of Vesak in 2013 with the title “Education and Global
Citizenship: A Buddhism Perspective”. Not only organize the United Nations Day of Vesak
to worship the Buddha but also celebrate the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness
Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand in this time.
National Office of Buddhism, which serves for monks and Government in any
fields of Buddhism, considers that the result of organizing of the United Nations Day
of Vesak in this time should not have only academic Buddhist activities, but also have
the practice as doctrine of Buddha; that is to say “This event must be useful, happy, helpful
to human being”. So we ought to consider that how can Buddhist gain the knowledge in
this event? , which method? , how can we help Buddhist to live together with happiness as
the way of Buddhism?
Let me say thanks a lot to all of venerable monks and all of you who give time to
attend this international conference and may this event succeed in any objectives.

(Mr. Noppoarat Benjawatananun)
Director General, National Office of Buddhism
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Message from Mrs. Panita Kambhu
Permanent Secretary for Education

***************************
It gives me very great pleasure to welcome all participants to the 10th Anniversary
Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak. In particular, I congratulate the conveners
of this conference on its highly relevant theme, which is Education Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective.
The Ministry of Education is proud of Thailand’ s education system. It is also
committed to supporting the UN Secretary General’s Global Education First Initiative.
We may be proud, but we should not be complacent. This initiative, therefore, encourages
us to recognize that globalization is a growing force and phenomenon today throughout
the world. It is the fact of life which we cannot afford to ignore in Thailand. The SecretaryGeneral’s initiative reminds us that educational priorities and imperatives need to be
constantly reviewed and updated to meet the challenge of a changing educational climate.
Since over ninety percent of the Thai population is Buddhist, it is also particularly
appropriate that we should consider how the Buddha’s teachings can guide this process
and contribute to the Global Education concept. I have no doubt that the collective wisdom
of the distinguished Buddhist leaders and scholars convening here will stimulate and
interesting and valuable dialogue.
In this opportunity, I would like to thank all organizations, sponsors and participants
gathered here today and congratulate the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University as
host of this conference. I am sure this conference will be successful and generate a fruitful
discussion.

(Mrs. Panita Kambhu)
Permanent Secretary for Education
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Statement
Of
Dr.Preecha Gunteeya, Director – General of the Religious Affair
Department
On the World Visakha Bucha Day of 2013
Visakha Bucha day is one of the most important day in Buddhism which has been
considerably acknowledged among Buddhists worldwide. The United Nations declared
the Visakha Bucha Day as “World Heritage Day” as the doctrine of the Buddha has placed
an importance on peace which is relevant to the goal of the United Nations. It can be
said that Buddhism did emerge for the real humans peace and development with the three
teaching of the Buddha, namely 1) do not commit bad things physically, verbally and
mentally and mentally, 2) do good things or beneficial activities physically, verbally and
mentally and 3) be pure at heart. In general, humans with no regards of nations, languages
and race do not want physical and mental suffering but happiness and there is a diversity
of ways and means to address such suffering and to be happy. Some people are happy on
the pain of others but Buddhism has taught people to seek happiness on the other’s happiness
as the words “Be happy, never face misfortune and do not exploit or have a great malice”.
On the occasion that Thailand to host the World Visakha Bucha day of 2013, the
ReligiousAffair Department would like to highly praise the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University with Phra Phrom Bandith as the Chair to organize this event the remarkable and
beautiful image of the country. Besides, this auspicious event is to publicize the world
on the supreme power of accumulate merit of His Majsty King Bhumibol Adulyadej and
Her Majesty Queen Sirikit who continuously patronized the Buddhist prosperity and, thus,
Thailand has been entrusted as the center of the world Buddhism.
It is hopeful that the World Visakha Bucha day event under the theme “Education
and Global Citizenship: A Buddhism Perspective” will be every success, rendering the high
appreciation to all followers of Thailand as well as fostering the stability of the nation,
religions and the King.

(Dr.Preecha Gunteeya)
Religious Affair Department
Director – General
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MESSAGE
On this unique auspicious day of the Vesak I have the honour to offer my warmest greetings
and respects to the Supreme Sangha Council, the Government and the friendly people of
Thailand.
That the United Nations has recognized the importance of this Thrice-Sacred Day is a
testimony to the relevance of the teachings of Shakyamuni Buddha in the world today
buffeted by many man-made and natural crises.
Bhutan share many striking similarities with Thailand including a common spiritual
heritage, respect for the institution of monarchy, and peace-loving society blessed with
living culture and tradition.
As Ambassador to this great nation I offer my prayers for the enduring friendship between
Thailand and Bhutan to grow from strength to strength.
I take this opportunity to express my commendation to the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University of Thailand for organizing this significant event.
Tashi Delek and Khub Khun Khrub!

Kesang Wangdi
Ambassador
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Embassy of the Republic of Cuba
Bangkok
Congratulatory Message
In the auspicious occasion of the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak organized by
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU) of Thailand, allow me to extend
my most profound congratulations to all Buddhists and especially to all attending such
an important celebration.
In the present year there is an additional and very special motivation to celebrate, that at
the same time has a great meaning, because the Thai people celebrate the 85th Birthday
Anniversary of His Majesty the King, who has dedicated his life to promote Buddhist
virtues and also socio economic development for his beloved people. So, there is not a better
theme for this year celebrations than Buddhist virtues in Socio-Economic Development.
In the world full of conflicts, aggressions, hostility, as well as natural and social disasters,
the expansion of Buddha’s teaching, based on compassion, harmony, love and goodwill is
more important than ever.
I wish success to all of you, organizers and participants in your noble endeavor to enhance
the virtues of Buddhism and to bring peace, friendship and love to the humanity, which
constitute the principle foundation on which the human species can survive.

Victor Danial Ramirez Peña
Ambassador of the Republic of Cuba
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AMBASSADOR
O OF
O HUNGARY
It is an honour to convey my most sincere felicitations on the occasion of the thrice sacred
United Nations Day of Vesak, celebrating the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing Away of
the Sakyamuni Buddha, organized by the prestigious the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University of Thailand.
The celebration of the UN Day of Vesak reflects the important role played by Buddhism
in all over the world in the spiritual life of the society as well as the strengthening of
the relationship among different Buddhist traditions, countries, individuals and universities.
In our rapidly changing world, Buddhism offers core and deep rooted moral values for
people aspiring of inner peace and stability.
While celebrating Vesak Day, tribute should be paid to the hospitality of the people and
Government of the Kingdom of Thailand and to the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University of Thailand which have made possible the celebration of the Day of Vesak
this year, too. I think the subject selected for this year-Education and Global Citizenship:
a Buddhist perspective- demonstrates the wisdom and forward looking way of thinking of
the Government of the Kingdom of Thailand as well as the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University. As an institute for higher education of Buddhist monks, novices and laypeople,
the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University under the competent leadership of
the Most Venerable Rector Prof. Dr. Phra Dharmakosajarn will be in a position to make
the proper conclusions from the deliberations of the celebrations and to update its curriculum
in order to keep up with emerging new ideas.
Hungary attaches a great importance to the freedom of religion, and the basic principle is
enshrined in its Fundamental Law and particularly in the “Law on the Right to Freedom
of Conscience and Religion and on the Status of Churches, Religions and Religious
Communities” adopted by the Hungarian Parliament recognizing and confirming among
others the official status of five Buddhist communities in Hungary.
The popularity and influence of the Buddhism has been growing in Hungary for the last
decades. Just to name as an example, the main mission of the Budapest based Dharma
Gate Buddhist College that offers the metaphorical gate to the Dharma for the Hungarian
public and to help preserve and propagate the living tradition in Europe. The Dharma Gate
Buddhist College is an affiliated institute of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
and in October 2011 an agreement was signed about setting up the European Buddhist
Training Center in Budapest to enable the MCU to run its international doctoral programme
in Buddhist Studies.
I am confident that this kind of relations between the higher education institutes of our
two countries will certainly contribute to the mutual respect and better understanding
between our peoples. The UN Day of Vesak has the same mission, and I wish a successful
accomplishment of this mission to all distinguished participants of this year celebration.
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UN Vesak Day Celebration 2013
On the auspicious occasion of the VesakDay, I express my best wishes to all
followers of Lord Buddha’s teachings. I also compliment Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University and the Royal Thai Government for organizing the commemorative ceremonies.
The University’s efforts in organizing the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations
are indeed praiseworthy.
Vesak, which is known as Buddha Purnima in India, commemorates the three
significant events in the life of Lord Buddha – Birth, Enlightenment and Passing Away.
Vesak is the most important of all Buddhist festivals, and is considered the most sacred
of all the days in the year. Vesak offers to all of us an opportunity to reflect on the life and
teaching of Lord Buddha. The profound message of Lord Buddha has inspired generations
of monks, scholars and pilgrims in our countries. The Dhamma Chakra is a visible symbol
in our lands of His teachings on righteousness. It is apt that it is also reflected in India’s
national emblem.
The theme for the 2013 celebrations “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective” is of great significance. The principal objective of education has been
the development of the whole individual. Education prepares the individual to content
and live in harmony with the environment. In the current borderless information society,
education need to be able to respond to additional demands of a rapidly globalizing world by
raising awareness about peace, environment, cultural and social diversity and the concept
of global village. Vesak inspires us to attain the potential for inner peace and happiness
that lies within us. Lord Buddha’s teachings provide us an opportunity to commit to living
a moral and compassionate life. May His teachings continue to enlighten our common path.

(Anil Wadhwa)
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Tenth International Celebrations
of the United Nations Day of Vesak
21-22 May 2013

Congratulatory Message by H.E. Jorge Chen,
Ambassador of Mexico to Thailand
It is an honor to be the part of the International Celebrations of the United Nations Day
of Vesak. As a date base on the fundamental principles of our major multilateral organism,
the United Nations Organization (UNO), Mexico is happy to be present in such celebrations
in Thailand. We all know that the main goal of the UNO is to maintain international peace
in the world through the practice of tolerance and promoting the life together as good
neighbors. The Charter of the United Nations reaffirms the people’s faith in essential human
rights such as the equality and education of all men, women, and children.
The Day of Vesak was recognized by the assembly of the United Nations in 1999 in New
York, confirming with such act the commitments of the organization and its members with
the basic and fundamental rights along with the message and principles of Buddha such as
compassion and devotion to the service to humanity.
“Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” as this year’s Conference
theme cannot be more appropriate for this time since education is the key to reach economic
and social developments of countries which also leads to social peace, one of the principles
of the United Nations Charter and its organization.
As I said in previous years, I am glad to welcome the Tenth International Conference on
the United Nations Day of Vesak and my congratulations go to the organizers, the Government
of Thailand and the United Nations Organization for the support to this year celebrations in
Bangkok, especially to the International Council for Day of Vesak (ICDV), the International
Association of Buddhist Universities and the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
for organizing this event.

Sincerely yours,
Amb. Jorge Chen
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Message
LET’S BUILD COMMON PLATFORM
This “Threefold Sacred Day” is the most significant and auspicious day for the Buddhist
world, since Siddhattha Gotama was born at Lumbini Park in Nepal, attained supreme
enlightenment, became the Buddha at Uruvela Forest near Gaya in India, passed into
Parinibbana (final Demise) at Sala Forest in Uttarapradesh of India. These three events
were taken place on the very full-moon day of May.
After his enlightenment, he lived for forty-five years as a Buddha, within 45 years
the Buddha taught only the Dhamma. Dhamma is a system to learn, to practice, to train, to
understand for those who are keen to turn new leaves of life, and to convert from evil to
noble. Dhamma is all mighty way to solve the problem of mankind.
The message of the Buddha is to be absolutely tolerant. Intolerance is the most
important issue for all religions. The Buddha advised His disciples not to become angry, not
to be discontented, even not be displeased when others spoke of ill Him and His teaching,
“if you show displeasure, you will only bring yourself into dangers of spiritual loss”.
Another one of His profound message is to exercise the loving-kindness to every
living being making no distinction whosoever. He clearly stated that loving-kindness
and tolerant, are called a common platform to walk on together for the human being are
the foundation for the brotherhood spirit of all nations or all religions. This universal
brotherhood spirit of loving-kindness, boundless compassion and great tolerance will break
down all barriers separating one nation from another.
So, we all religious leaders try to build the common problems of all nations we should build
a common platform to walk on together. These are our common platform with the thought
of selflessness, the thought of compassion, the thought of tolerance and the thought of right
understanding and let’s extend the loving kindness to each other to become a peaceful;
world.
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UNITED NATIONS DAY
OF VESAK CELEBRATIONS 2013 (B.E. 2556)

This year marks the 10th Anniversary of the United Nations Day of Vesak, which
coincides with the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand. On this special occasion, I would like to extend my
best wishes to all Buddhists in Thailand and other parts of the world.
The world has become more inter-connected, and we are all global citizens.
As global citizens, our actions have an impact on others. So it is important to promote deeper
understanding of people of different cultures and religions through education. This year’s
theme of “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” is therefore both
meaningful and timely. Many valuable lessons can be drawn from Buddhist teachings, such
as the importance of suspending judgement and making objective observations. Efforts to
promote education and share perspectives will benefit Buddhists as well as people of other
religions.
Singapore is a multi-racial and multi-cultural nation where people of different
religions live together in peace and harmony. As a global citizen, we would like to see such
peace and harmony prevail among people of different ehnicities, cultures and religions
across nations. We also have much to learn from one another, Buddhists and followers of
other faiths.
As we celebrate the United Nations Day of Vesak, let us continue to foster deeper
understanding and mutual respect to help make the world a more peaceful and vibrant
place for everyone.

Mrs Chua Siew San
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the Republic of Singapore to the Kingdom of Thailand
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EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Congratulatory Message
10th the United Nations Day of Vesak
On behalf of the Embassy of the Republic of Korea, I am very pleased that the 10th the
United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration is being held in Thailand on 21-22 May, 2013
under the theme of “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”.
As the day of Vesak celebrates the Birth, Enlightenment, and Passing Away of the Buddha,
it is a good time for us to reflect upon his wisdom and compassion for humanity and to
consider applying Buddhist perspectives on issues of global concern.
I would like to thank the Royal Thai Government and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University for hosting and organizing the celebration and convey my best wishes for the
distinguished participants at this meeting in furtherance of peace, harmony and cooperation
in the world.

Jeon, Jaeman
Ambassador
Embassy of the Republic of Korea
Bangkok, 1 May 2013
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Message
As a Buddhist myself, I deem it an honor to write this message to the souvenir to be
published to mark the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak – 2013/2556 under the theme
“Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”.
There is many a debate as to the definition of Global Citizenship. Broadly it can mean that
every human being is a citizen of the world. Oxfam Education further describes Global
Citizenship as enabling our younger generations with core competencies to engage with
the world and treat the world more than just as a place to live in. The concept of Global
Citizenship is fast invading the education sector, whereby students are encouraged to look
at the concept as a way of thinking, an outlook on life, a belief that a difference can be
made.
Historical events of the world have been paving the way to expansion of globalisation in
the present day and age. Starting from the “Silk Route” which connected Asia, Africa and
Europe, we have not only been bartering spices, gems, gold & silk, but also philosophies,
ideas, religions, art and culture as well. With the constant development of technology,
sharing of ideas, gathering of information and being connected to people around the world
is just a click away. Education systems all over the world are equipping young minds with
the tools they will need to travel and live beyond the geographical boundaries. The world
is slowly but surely becoming local. Many of us are at present active citizens of countries
others than which we are born in. ‘Active Citizen’ being a key world, it is imperative to go
back to the concept of ‘self’. Each person’s action is a manifestation of their self and their
conception of right and wrong. Therefore, if the world is fast becoming localised, and if
geographical circumstances are no more a hindrance to mankind, then the present moment
could not have been a more apt and to reflect on the values, education and the humaneness
of one’s self, in order to ensure that all citizens of the world will be united and transcend
constrains of religion, race, sex, colour, language, political affiliation etc. Education and
awareness are key factors in achieving this.
Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “All human beings are
born free and are equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience
and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood”. I couldn’t think of a better
message to reflect on in this significant month of May, when Buddhists globally celebrate
with reverence the birth, enlightenment and entry into Nirvana of Lord Buddha. It is a time
where many Buddhists reaffirm their faith in the preaching of Lord Buddha, known as
the “Dharma”, a time where people take a moment to reflect an their lives and remember
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the noble truth and persevere to lead a noble life. To many, Buddhism has become a way
of life, a philosophy more than a religion. Followers of Buddhism are not restricted in any
way.
In a nutshell, Buddhism teaches us to lead a morally fulfilling life, it teaches us to be mindful
of our thoughts and actions and it helps us to develop the mind and equip us with deeper
understanding of life and reality. Buddhism appeals to many due to its straightforward
and practical nature. Buddhism is built on the basic principles that nothing is fixed or
permanent, every action has a consequence & change is possible. Hence Buddhism reaches
out to people irrespectively of race, colour, gender, nationality or caste and enables people
with practical knowledge to lead a noble and moral life mindful and respectful of others
around you.
From the perspective of a Buddhist, it is of my opinion that the values, principles, and
guidance that can be imparted from Buddhism will further enhance the process of becoming
a global citizen. Many have identified the teachings of Lord Buddha as being pertaining
to modern day life, which has most resulted in its popularity in the western world. As
Buddhists while we take the time to reflect and awaken our minds to the teachings of Lord
Buddha, it is not in vain to hope for the world where citizens, although will preserve the
culture and tradition they grow up with, will also be united in the oneness of spirit and
brotherhood, without disparity or enmity towards each other.
May the blessings of the Noble Triple Gem be upon all!

General S.H.S. Kottegoda WWV, RWP, RSP, VSV, USP
Ambassador for Sri Lanka in Thailand
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Congratulatory Message of H.E. Mrs. Christine Schraner Burgener,
Ambassador of Switzerland to Thailand
On the occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration 2013
Bangkok, 8th May 2013

It is my great pleasure to congratulate you on the occasion of the UN Day of “Vesak”,
celebrating the Birth, enlightenment and Passing Away of the Buddha. The international
community is thus reconfirming the place of Buddhism among the world religious.
Religions, and especially Buddhism with the Dharma given by its great Founder, have
great potential in the fostering peace among the peoples.
Among the many riches and beauties of Thai culture, the local expression of the Buddhist
religion is one of the features that most appeal to the Western visitor. The festival of “Visakha
Puja” is one of its most beautiful expressions. It is thank to present Chakri Dynasty, and its
fourth Monarch, King Mongkut (Rama IV), that this religious festival was reinstated in its
full glory in Thailand.
My special thanks go to Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU) for being our
most graceful host on this memorable day.

Christine Schraner Burgener
Ambassador of Switzerland to Thailand
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EMBASSY OF THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM
BANGKOK

Friday, May 10, 2013
I am greatly honored to send my congratulatory message to the 10th United Nations Day
of Vesak Celebration. The event is to be held in Bangkok, Thailand from 21-22 May 2013
with the theme of “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”.
The theme of this year’s celebration will be discussed on the role of Education and its
implications to Global Citizenship. In the world of Global Citizens, Education must be a
priority. Education for Global Citizenship will give people knowledge, understanding, skills
and values that they need to cooperate in resolving the challenges and common concerns
of Human being in the new era. In particular, Education based on the Buddhist idea will
encourage children and young people to take care of our people and our planet. It is time
for us to unlock the real potential of the Buddhism for more inclusive and sustainable
development.
Building on the joint decision from this Celebration, we will now work to ensure Education
for Global Citizenship as a critical aspect of the cause of integrating the Buddhist progressive
idea into a happy and peaceful life.
May the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration
on this year be a great success.

H.E. Mr. NGO DUC THANG
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of
The Socialist Republic of Viet Nam to the Kingdom of Thailand
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Congratulatory message on the occasion of celebrating the thrice-sacred
day of Vesak from `the Buddhists of the Republic of Armenia.
Your Holiness, all Venerable Sangha, Distinguished Delegates, and Dhamma Friends!
It is a great honour for me to convey best wishes and warmest greetings from all
the Buddhist people of the Republic of Armenia to the Supreme Sangha, to the people
of Thailand and to all Buddhists as well as to all the people of good will worldwide with
the thrice-sacred day of Vesak.
I would like to sincerely express my deep gratitude to Thai Sangha and Mahachulalongkorn
University for the opportunity to present the Republic of Armenia in the conference and to
celebrate this grand festive occasion among so many Venerable Buddhist Monks and Nuns
and high scholars from all over the world.
National citizenship is an accident of birth, whereas global citizenship is different. It is
a voluntary association with a concept that signifies ways of thinking and living within
multiple cross-cutting communities—cities, regions, states, nations, and international
collectives.
The idealized Global Citizen as a person who is aware of the wider world, respects
and values diversity, has an understanding of how the world works: socially, culturally,
technologically, environmentally, economically and politically. He or she participates in
activities, which make the world a more sustainable place and takes responsibility for one’s
own actions.
In this sense, this Global Citizen is a person, who acts according to the teaching of
the Blessed One, regardless of his or her faith, place of living and other “important” things.
People come to consider themselves as global citizens through different formative life
experiences and it is almost impossible to bring one to become a global citizen forcefully.
It is very difficult to teach intercultural understanding to people who are unaware that
they, too, live in a culture that colours their perceptions. Thus, awareness of the world
around each person begins with self-awareness. Self-awareness also enables one to identify
himself with the universalities of the human experience, thus increasing their identification
with fellow human beings and their sense of responsibility towards them.
On a practical level, global citizenship provides a concept that can create bridges between
the work of internationalization and multicultural education.
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Taking into account the definition and main criteria of a global citizen, it is obvious that
Buddha Dhamma can give a lot as methodologically as well as ethically to teach the people
to become good global citizens.
From this perspective this conference plays a significant role in delivering the Buddhists’
point of view to those who want and are able to hear. What is being done to achieve this
goal with the invaluable assistance of the Thai Sangha, the Thai people and His Majesty of
the King, is difficult to overestimate.
I wish this conference to proceed with the utmost success and fulfillment of all aims.

May all beings be well and Happy!

Armenian Buddhist Center

Dr. Artashes K. Ghazaryan
President
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MESSAGE
SS G
United Nations Day of Vesak 2013 in Thailand
It is indeed with great pleasure that I extend my warmest congratulations and wishes to
the Supreme Sangha Council of Thailand, Royal Thai Government, International Council
for the UN Day of Vesak and those celebrating the United Nations Day of Vesak 2013 in
Thailand.
Celebrations of the birth, enlightenment and passing away of Sakyamuni Buddha have
evolved over a 26-centuries-old tradition. Vesak reminds the human beings of many of the
key tenets of Buddha’s teachings. The qualities of peace, wisdom, compassion, freedom
and service to humanity are of great benefit to everyone regardless of race, faith, gender,
and cultural backgrounds to aspire to and incorporate into their daily lives
Vesak is also a significant point of time for Buddhists to learn from one another, to work
together for unity and solidarity and to refresh and refine the Buddha Dhamma practices in
order to cope adequately with the modern changing society.
This year’s Vesak encourages Buddhists to give more thought of, and to play a more
active role in response to, the many vital challenges facing the world community, to which
the Buddha Dhamma should be favourably considered as appropriate solutions.
In Australia, the Australian Observance of the United Nations Day of Vesak was first
held at Sydney Town Hall, New South Wales in May 2007 and has continued on. It is
noteworthy that the 3rd Australian Observance of the United Nations Day of Vesak was, for
the first time in the history of Australia, solemnly held on 26th May 2010 in the Parliament
of Australia under the auspices of all Australian political parties and many ambassadors to
Australia. On this historic occasion, the Honourable Harry Jenkins, Speaker of the House,
on behalf of the Parliament of Australia, respectfully received and placed a complete set of
Tripitaka - English version in the Parliament library.
I am pleased and honoured to be a part of the UN Day of Vesak celebrations and International
Buddhist Conferences in Thailand over the past many years. The Australian Buddhist
delegates and I deeply appreciate the outstanding work, dedication and support provided
by the International Council for the UN Day of Vesak and the MCU in Thailand.
May the merit made by you be shared by all sentient beings and lead you to greater peace,
wisdom and success in the years to come.

Henry Dang, J.P
Hon. Secretary-General, Buddhist Federation of Australia
Chairman, Standing Committee on Unity and Solidarity, World Fellowship of
Buddhists
President, BuddhaCare
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Congratulatory
g
y Message
g for
f United Nations Dayy off Vesak Celebrations &
Buddhist Conference
f
2013
I am very honoured to be part of this important conference and I am very grateful to
Mahachulalongkornrajavidjalaya – University of Thailand as the principal organizer – also
to the Royal Thai Government as the host.
My home country Austria is in the wonderful situation that the Buddhadhamma has been
known there since about more than 100 years and Buddhism has been officially recognized
by the Austrian Government in 1983 as religion like Christianity for instance is. So this
year, we have the celebration of the 30th anniversary of recognation the buddhist religion
in Austria!
To develop the Dhamma in Austria and Europe with success, we need the support and
help of Asian Nuns, Monks und Dhammateachers. We got this support in the past and also
in the present and hopefully in the future. This is an important reason to say Thank you
very much to all Buddhist countries in Asia – especially to Thailand for this event and
the possibility for participation. May this conference bring wisdom and peace to participant
countries and finally to the whole world.
The Austrian Buddhist Society would like to express their deeply felt wishes on this
outstanding occasion. May the united prayers of all here assembled praise the thrice-sacred
day and thank the Royal Thai Government for the generous invitation to make it possible
for so many Buddhists to meet.
Yours sincerely in the Dharma,

Gerhard Weißgrab
President of the Austrian Buddhist Society
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It give me immense pleasure to know that the 10th Anniversary Celebration
of the United Nations Day of Vesak (B.E.2556) 2013 is going to be organized by
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU) with the blessings of Supreme
Sangha Council and the Royal Thai Government. I am also very happy to know that
the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyansamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand
will also be observed in this auspicious celebration.
Observance of United Nation Day of Vesak Celebration every year has created
a great impact throughout the world specially assembly of world Buddhist Leaders and
intellectuals discussing on various issues of the present day world through Buddhist
perspectives since the initiation from 2004.
Thus this year them : Education and Global Citizenship : A Buddhist Perspective has been
rightly chosen. As education is the basic criteria to be global and as for as Buddhism is
concerned Buddhist education extends its loving kindness to all sentient beings in this
universe. Buddhism contains global education of liberation suffering humanity from all
sorts of distress, despair, violence, etc. Global citizenship is achieved if Buddha’s teachings
are properly practiced specially if Buddha’s Panchashila (five disciplines) be followed by
all human beings in their personal lives. It may mentioned here that Panchashila is taken
as education for global citizenship and it is Panchashila which can bind all human beings
is one tie and global human concept be developed based on morality as envisaged in ever
useful Panchashila for all human beings and suffering humanity.
May all beings be happy and free from all sufferings.
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Minsk Theravada Group (City of Minsk, Belarus)
April 29, 2013
Dear Venerables and Dharma friends,

I am honored to participate in the celebration of The 10th Anniversary Celebrations of
the United Nations Day of Vesak. I want to express my gratitude to the organizers of this
important event. To some extent, this celebration is a vivid proof of global relevance of
the Buddhist teaching.
Buddhism unlike most of religions that are based on ethnic mythologies was originally
founded as a global teaching in some sense. The Buddha Dhamma is not limited to
a particular region, culture or time period and this makes Dhamma become popular in
the world because it touches upon suffering and happiness issue. It addressed things
common for all living being.
According to Buddhism all events in our life are interconnected. A human being is not
an isolated island. All events around us are intertwined and subject to the cause-and-effect
law. All our interactions with nature bring about their consequences that may not be visible
at the moment but will manifest in the future. The happiness based on the development
of mind. The happy mind also depends on observing the moral principles in relation with
environment, politics, economy, interpersonal relationship, etc. There is no area in our life
where cause-and-effect law does not work.
Therefore, this universal law of the Dhamma should be always taken into account before
any action is taken. This conference theme “The Education and Global Citizenship:
a Buddhist Perspective” is relevant to our day and age. We hear about economic and
natural disasters, clashes between different religious and ethnic communities in a number
of countries. How do we deal with them? Buddhism can offer rational solutions to
the above problems as most of them caused by people’s delusion that Buddha dealt with.
I am sure this event will deepen our knowledge of how to deal with different challenges
in Buddhist way and increase our Buddhist awareness and solidarity.
May Buddha Dhamma be spread all over the world!
Andrei Dzmitryieu,
Theravada Group Cofounder
nibbanadhatu@gmail.com
+375 (29) 396-56-20
www.budha.by
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Congratulatory Message
I feel indeed honoured and proud to have given opportunity to present this congratulatory
message on the occasion of the two-day celebration of the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak
being held to celebrate the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Sangharaja of Thailand, hosted by Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
(MCU). His holiness has always remained a source of inspiration of the propagation of
the teaching of Lord Buddha in and outside Thailand. On this auspicious occasion, I would
like to extend my heartiest wishes for long life and sound health of His Holiness.
I would also like to take this opportunity to extend my deepest respect to all the prominent
Buddhist leaders and delegates for their strenuous devotion and efforts in their noble misson
to preserve and propagate the lord Buddha’s teaching, as well as their continued dharma
activities for the strengthening of peace and harmony all over the word
The celebration of the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak will be another historic event
succeeding the 9th that was held in the kingdom of Thailand in 2012. This celebration
is symbolic of the firm solidarity of Buddhist followers in the world to collaboratively
sustain, promote, and value the further development and prosperity of Buddhism with
the aim of building happiness, peace, growth, and prosperity on this ;planet earth.
The Royal Kingdom of Thailand derives prominence and greatness from in unbroken
tradition of Buddhism. The great Thai Kings have, through its long march of history,
showed special devotion to the teachings of Buddha and to preserving Buddhist culture
and traditions. The service they have rendered in ensuring the continued radiance
of these sublime teachings cannot be stressed enough. They represent a gift to humanity
of incalculable worth. This rendition continues uninterrupted through the selfless work
of His Hliness the Sangha Rajana and the great sangha, and the Royal Family, allowing
Thailand to become bastion of Theravada Buddhism.
May His Holiness Sangha Raja and His Majesty the King of Thailand enjoy many more
years of good health, prosperity and success, and may the blessing of the Buddha protect
them all difficulties.
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May I also take this opportunity to offer an warm congratulation to the Most Ven. Prof.
Dr. Phra Brahmanpundit, Rector, MCU and his team for being the determined and
committed host of the successive Vesak celebrations, and under your able leadership, may
the message of Buddha Dharma spread throughout the world so that all sentient beings can
live in peace and harmony.

I wish all the best for the success of this auspicious event.

Yonten Dargye
Chiet Research Officer
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May 1st, 2013

Congratulatory Message from Brazil
Distinguish participants of the 10th Anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations Day
of Vesak, 2013. Here we are meeting again in friendship under the auspices of Sangha Supreme
Council of Thailand, the Royal Thai Government, and the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University to celebrate together the most important day for Buddhists all around
the world. “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” is the theme for
our celebrations this year. As people of the world know more and more about the teachings
of the Buddha, it is hoped that everyone will grow in civility and harmony. We will also
celebrate the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja
of Thailand, conjointly with the 10th Anniversary celebration of the United Nations Day
of Vesak.
Though we come from different traditions, countries and cultures, we are here united
as students of the Great Educator. Let us hear the Teachings and apply the Buddha´s
advice. Nalanda Center for Buddhist Studies was created exactly to collaborate in the true
education of the mind and heart of human beings in the Portuguese language countries,
providing a wealth of resources to help the suffering beings to understand and come out of
their miseries. It is our distinct pleasure and honour to join the larger Sangha to celebrate
the great legacy of our Teacher.

May all beings be happy and aim for liberation,

Dhammacariya Ricardo Sasaki
(mahasaddhammajotikadhaja)
Director of Nalanda Center for Buddhist Studies, Brazil
Rua Albita 194 / 701 – 30310-160
Belo Horizonte MG
http://nalanda.org.br
email: nalanda@nalanda.org.br
tel: +55.31.9651.6369
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Education and Global Citizenship, a Buddhist perspective
It is common to represent our planet like a space ship sailing in the cosmos, thereby
emphasizing its relative smallness, the crews are forced to work together because there is
no other place to go, and their destruction is the destruction of all. If you elaborate more
on this image, this ship, our planet, is very special because it is also a living organism,
the component ecosystems are intimately linked and that sustain life on this planet, rivers,
mountains, flora , wildlife, insects, in general all forms of life, are held each other enabling
life. In other words we eather sabe eachother or we all perish, there is no other possibility. If
we add the rapid growth of the human race, technological development multiplies material
consumption and therefore the ecological footprint we can say we are in a historical moment
of great significance for humanity. The cause of suffering, the Buddha says, is ignorance.
Not understanding the nature of things is what makes us suffer and exteds this suffering
to others. Education is the vehicle to overcome this ignorance, but not any education, not
just about gathering information, but an education that sees the person as a whole, based on
correct understanding and compassion. To the extent that we understand the nature of things
and develope a compassionate heart, in that extent both, our actions and decisions will
affirm life and propagate good. The practice of generosity, tolerance, mutual respect, right
livelyhood , and a genuine concern to help other sentient beings should be the features that
characterize our individual and collective actions. Environmentalists say: “think globally
and act locally”. This is a wise way of thinking. Although many of humanity’s problems
affect us all, such as poverty, climate change, to name a few, the way to address them
is in our inmidiate sorroundings: in our neighborhood, within our families, in our cities,
countries, and so on, not in a linear fashion, but understanding the interdependence of all
things and that each level will affect others in ways unimaginable. This Vesak celebration,
is a living example of right action, to the extent that connects countries, continents and
cultures under the Buddha Shakyamuni´s example, creating a space, a meeting place and
promote understanding and compassion. Here we emphasise on everything that we have in
common, on everything that unite us. This is a will power to work together for a world of
no suffering and freedom.

Dora Gamboa
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Dordiceva 23, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia

5/1/2013

Congratulatory Message for the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations & Buddhist
Conference 2013/B.E 2556
Venerable monks, venerable nuns,
Distinguished delegates and guests
Ladies and gentlemen
Friends in the Dharma
It is with great honour and pleasure that I extend to you warmest greetings and best wishes
on behalf of the Chan Buddhist community in Croatia and myself, and I wish that organizers
of this celebration, marking the most important events in the Buddhist calendar would
have yet another successful celebration of Vesakh which is to be held in the Kingdom of
Thailand. I am also congratulating on the successful completion of the 10 consecutive
years of the celebrations held in Kingdom of Thailand, in which time this event became
the largest gathering of Buddhists from around the world which is in itself truly a great
achievement.
Also, I would like to express my deep gratitude for the invitation to attend this celebration.
The subject of the conference “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”
makes us think about the ways in which Buddhist education can contribute to solving
deep divisions of today’s world. The world is becoming a much smaller place than it ever
was. We are often confronted with differences that go beyond our ability to understand
and accept. It is only through knowing “the Other”, through finding out not only about
differences, but also through learning about the commonness of our human condition that
we can truly begin to build a global society of equally appreciated individuals. Buddhism
can no doubt offer valuable solutions for tackling these deeply felt problems.
I am convinced that this celebration of Vesakh as well as the Conference will make
an important contribution for both establishing a deeper harmony between Buddhist leaders
from around the world as well as for finding effective solutions to problems of today’s
world.
Yours in the Dharma,
Shifu Žarko Andričević

President
Dharmaloka – Chan Buddhist Community, Croatia
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MESSAGE

The timeless teachings of Buddha are vast and profound and influence everyone.
We, disciples of Buddha, are blessed for receiving this dharma of peace and happiness.
Therefore, even in this world that we find so imperfect at times, we still have many reasons
to celebrate together with joyfulness the birth, enlightenment and passing away of Buddha
on the Vesak day.

I am very happy to be here once again with you, friends in the dharma.

On behalf of the Zen Center of Cuba, I wish to congratulate the Supreme Sangha Council of
Thailand, Royal Thai Government, MCU University, supporters, organizers and volunteers
on the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak Conference.

Wishing all sentient beings a peaceful and joyous Vesak!

Alejandra Pino Díaz
Nun
Zen Center of Cuba

Timeless teachings of Buda

The Bouddha `s timeless teachings are vast and profound and influence everyone.
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05.05.2013

Congratulatory message of the Triratna Buddhist Community in Estonia on the occasion of
the United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration 2013

I would like to offer my hearty congratulations on the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak
and on the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara.
With an admiration and amazement I look how The Royal Thai Government and
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University have made within years Vesak truly worldwide
celebration giving an opportunity to Buddhist from all the over world to come together
and cherish jointly Buddha’s birth, enlightenment and passing away. This is a valuable
break to be inspired by the teachings of the Buddha and to deepen the feeling of unity.
On behalf of the Triratna Buddhist Community in Estonia I wish to express my gratitude
and congratulations to the Royal Thai Government and to Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University for all their efforts towards making this celebration a success. As this year’s
celebrations are held in conjunction with the auspicious occasion of the 100th birthday of
His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, I would like to offer my sincere congratulations
to His Holiness for his health and wellbeing.
May the 2013 United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration be a joyous event full of inspiration
and learning to all its participants and organizers.

With metta,

Ester Veskimets, Trustee
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Congratulatory Message
The United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations 2013
Excellencies, Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen
The Buddhist Union of Finland wishes you a wonderful United Nations Day of Vesak
Celebration. We Finns here far away in the north are very grateful that the representative
of our young national Union has been invited to join this unforgettable celebration where
many of the world’s Buddhist traditions are represented.
Our Union is still small compared to many other countries, however, most of the biggest
Buddhist practices did already arrive in Finland by 2000. Even though the groups are small,
there has been a lot of enthusiasm among the practitioners, and there has been constantly
more and more interest.
We have started a dictionary project in Finland, the aim of which is to familiarize researchers,
and especially new practitioners, with essential Buddhist Dharma terminology. We are also
working on a project that focuses on informing different levels of society about the needs
of those immigrants, whose cultural background is in Buddhism. Finnish society aims at
recognizing different traditions and cultural needs, but there is still a certain lack of general
knowledge and readiness for acknowledgment.
I whish from the bottom of my heart all the best to United Nation’s humanitarian projects,
and especially to this Vesak event that is celebrated in Thailand in spirit of the Metta,
Karuna, Mudita and Upekha that Buddha teaches.

May all living beings be happy!

Vimalamitra Mikko Koponen
President, The Buddhist Union of Finland
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Dharma Gate Buddhist College
1098 Budapest, Börzsöny street 11, Hungary
April 30, 2013
Buddhist education in Hungary, B.E. 2556 (2013)

Hungary, a member of the Executive Committee and one of the founders of the International
Association of Buddhist Universities, celebrates with joy the 10th anniversary of the UN
Day of Vesak. The Dharma Gate Buddhist College, the first and only state accredited
full-fledged college of tertiary education of Buddhist studies in Hungary avails itself
the opportunity to renew to the Sangha of Thailand its highest consideration on
the occasion of the 100th birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Sangharaja of Thailand.
Some Hungarian scholars, like the founder of the first Buddhist Mission in 1951 in Hungary,
Ernő Hetényi, a disciple of Lama Anagarika Govinda from 1953, half a century ago, hold
the supposition that Buddhism could come to our land already with our ancestors who
came to the Carpathian basin from Asia in the 10th century and could be well aware of
the Teachings. Dr. Hetényi thought that even some of them could made use of the tolerance
of Buddhism to follow it together with Shamanism that was their prevailing religion at
the time. Others, as Dr. T. Kardos, pointed to a well-known Italian, Galeotti (1427-1497)
living at the court of the Hungarian king Matthias, who referred to a great ‘Indian sage’,
and even speculated that the still not know origin of the name of the Hungarian capital,
Budapest, might contain the name of Buddha.
What ever was the past relationship to Buddhism, Alexander Csoma de Koros went on
foot as far as Zangla in North-West Tibet at the beginning of the 19th century to search for
the origin of the Hungarians. He spent more than a year in a Buddhist monastery to study
and summaries in two compendiums the main teachings of Buddhist scriptures, as local
monks explained it to him, and wrote the first Tibetan-English Dictionary and Grammar.
A major breakthrough occurred in 1991 when the Dharma Gate Buddhist Fellowship
(‘Church’ by Hungarian Law) was created and within half a year established the Dharma
Gate Buddhist College. In 2012 the Hungarian State re-confirmed its commitment to
consider the Fellowship and the College as an official partner of the State. During the last
more than two decades, the Dharma Gate Buddhist College taught the Dharma to more
than a thousand students. From 2011 the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University,
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in the partnership with the Dharma Gate Buddhist College, licensed by the Hungarian
government’s Office of Education to run joint MA and PhD Programs in English at
the premises of the Fellowship’s estate. In 2011 during the census near 10 thousand
Hungarians declared themselves Buddhist. Thus the Teachings of the Buddha firmly rooted
in the land of Hungary.

Postscript
Signature

Name and position: H.E. Janos JELEN, Rector, Dharma Gate Buddhist College,
Budapest, Hungary
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Central University of Tibetan Studies
Sarnath, Varanasi, India
Date: 10th May, 2013

Message
The full moon day of Vesak is celebrated throughout the world as the day of the three
great events of the Buddha’s life i.e. the Birth, Enlightenment and Mahaparinirvana.
The United Nations has recognized the day in 1999. Since 2004, this day is being celebrated
mostly in Bangkok, Thailand hosted by the Royal Thai Government and organized
by Mahachulalongkornrajvidyalaya University (MCU). I am glad to know that with
the blessings of the Supreme Sangha Council and the support of the Royal Thai Government,
the two day celebration of the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak will be held at the United
Nations Convention Center in Bangkok, Thailand on 21st and 22nd May, 2013.
I am happy that with the celebration of this great day, the message of peace of the Buddha
would be disseminated to ten directions through the participants from all around the world.
The modern world is desperately in need of inner peace in order to maintain balance
between the material world and spirituality. Therefore, I am sure that the celebration will
be instrumental in giving the message of peace to the people of world.

Prof.
Geshe
Ngawang Samten
P f G
h N
Vice Chancellor
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Congratulatory Message
I am deeply honored to extend my Congratulatory message on the auspicious
occation to celebrate the 10th Anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations Day of Vesak
(B.E.2556) 2013 in Thailand. I congratulate the organizers for celebrating this historic and
eventful day which is related to the birth, enlightenment and passing away of Lord Buddha
and make us aware ofthis purposeful life, teachings, achievements and contribution towards
entire human civilization.
I am happy to learn that the theme for the 2013 celebrations is Education and
Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective. As we all know, Dhamma is the ultimate
foundation of the Buddhist education. The present day the secular society dictates that
institutional education should only focus in preparing students mainly for their career.
As a result the major cause of our educational problems lies in this commercialization
of our education. In today’s turbulent world, however, eagerness to learn is often stifled,
defamed by the moral twists that afflict the wider society. Such a conception of the aim of
education is quite different from that of consistent Buddhist principles. Practical efficiency
certainly has its place in Buddhist education, for Buddhism propounds a middle path which
recognizes that our loftiest spiritual aspirations require a healthy body and materially secure
society. But for Buddhism the practical side of education must be integrated with other
requirements designed to bring the potentialities of human nature to maturity in the way
envisioned by Lord Buddha. Most importantly, an education policy guided by Buddhist
principles must aim to instill values as much as to impart information. It must be directed,
not merely towards developing social and commercial skills alone, but towards nurturing
in the students the seeds of spiritual nobility.
I on behalf of Nava Nalanda Mahavihara (Deemed University), Nalanada and on behalf
of the followers of the Dhamma send my good for the success of the event and once again
congratulate the organizers of the Vesak Day Celebrations.
May all beings be happy

Dr.Ravindra Panth
Director,
Nava Nalanda Mahavihara
(Deemed University)
Nalanda, Bihar, India.
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It is personally our great pleasure on behalf of Sriwijaya Buddhist College of
Indonesia to convey congratulation to The Royal Thai Government has been the host
and Mahaculalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU) as the principle organizer,
International Council for Day of Vesak (ICDV) in the year 2013 (2556), United Nations
Day of Vesak celebration with the two objective 100th Birth day of His Holiness Somdet
Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand and the 10th Anniversary to the United
Nations Day of Vesak which is to be held in the Royal Kingdom of Thailand and hosted by
Mahaculalongkornrajavidyalaya Universit (MCU).
We extremely appreciate to the theme of celebration, is Education and Global Citizenship:
Buddhist Perspective, as it is very excellence theme for all people in the world. People
need best solution for universal problems and to uplift their lifestyle. Buddhism provides
all solutions people need, not only for spiritual problem but material problem also. Beside
that, Buddhism is a model of education to show the way to get rid of human problem
(dukkha) and to attain the highest happiness (Nibbana).
Buddhism teaches a moral life (sila), Samadhi (meditation) and wisdom (panna). Today
we need principle guidance of life, Sila (Pancasila) is suitable being practiced by Buddhist
and non Buddhist, if they want to live happily present and future. To solve problem, we
need wisdom to get best solution, and wisdom should be attained by practicing Samadhi
(meditation). So Buddhism is right way to educate citizen to face any problem and to solve
it, without creating a new problem.
We wish all members of committees of the Vesak celebration be successful and happy
under blessing Triple Gem (Tiratana).

Banten, April, 22th, 2013
Director,

Sapardi, S.Ag., M.Hum.
NIP 19650609199404031003
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Congratulatory Message
United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations
I consider it is a great pleasure and honor for me to represent Indonesian Association
of Buddhist Higher Education Institutions (IABHEI), and also Nalanda Buddhist
College as it’s Chairman, to join IABU and ICDV celebrating vesak day in Bangkok.
We commemorate triple sacred event; the birth, enlightenment and passing away of our
Lord Buddha along with our fellow buddhists around the world. Especially this year we
also have got a chance to participate the 100th birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra
Nyanasamvara, The Sangharaja of Thailand as well as the 10th anniversary of vesak
celebration organized by United Nations.
People in the society of globe are enjoying material wealth in search of fulfilling
their own desire without paying any care of other fellow people’s sufferings. They are
intoxicating their physical and sensual pleasures considering as the sole aim of life is only
for satisfying desire. They have forgotten that material pleasure not long last, and there is
spiritual pleasure that brings real pleasure for themselves as well as for others. For that we
need knowledge to change our attitude towards others and even to environment. That is
why we need education to make our life better. We can create better society with learned and
skillful people thanks to the education. We can help others, solve human problems when
we are armed by knowledge based on morality, compassion and benevelence not armed by
bombs, weapons and technics of war.
So in Indonesia with the help of 14 buddhist colleges we are preparing young
generation to become dhamma teacher hoping better peaceful happy world for the human
race.
The Lord Buddha devoted his entire life for the happiness and welfare not only for
the human beings but also deva, brahma and all beings. And He has sacrificed his very many
lives in the past in order to achieve his goal which is called Enlightenment (Buddha-hood)
because by being the Buddha, He might be able to help all beings especially mankind.
This historical day of vesak is the best moment to think, speak and act in different way for
the welfare and happiness of ours and other people all over the world, because by that way
only we can offer our highest respect to our teacher, The Lord Buddha.
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On this occasion of world Vesak puja day 2013 (B.E.2556) let me wish the good
health and happiness for His holiness Sangharaja of Thailand and may the conference
of IABU be successful and be able to produce useful standard curriculum an modules
as expected. I also would like to extend our warmest vesak greetings especially to our
Buddhist friends scattered in all parts of the world, and in general I hope the peace harmony
and security for the whole mankind in the world by the power of love , compassion and
the benevolence of the Lord Buddha.
Yours in Dhamma

Lauw Acep, S.Ag.,M.Pd.B

Chairman of STAB Nalanda (Nalanda Buddhist College)
Chairman of APTABI / IABHEI ( Indonesian Association of Buddhist
Higher Education Institutions)
Excecutive Committee of IABU
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Bhavana House
Dhamma Sanctuary and Meditation Centre
Regional Centre of the WFB
16 Miriyam Hahashmonait Tel-Aviv 62666, Israel
CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE FROM ISRAEL FOR THE 10th UN DAY OF VESAK
CELEBRATIONS & BUDDHIST CONFERENCE 2013

1 May 2013
Dear Friends in the Dhamma,
Thank you so much for welcoming us so warmly. This auspicious gathering is
an opportunity to meet and to learn from dear Dhamma friends that gives us courage and
mental support in our effort to cultivate and propagate the Buddha-Dhamma in Israel.
Israel is situated in the midst of an unstable region, boiling with unpredictable changes
on the outside. It is very easy to loose ground. Inside, the Israeli society pays a very
high price for arrogant nationalism and a long term “subliminal chronic-war-anxiety”.
The occupation of the Palestinian territories inflict a disease of societal cruelty, opportunism,
fear, lack of ethical conduct and confusion. It is so easy to feel despair and anger, being
helpless in spite of the good intentions of many.
One of the only hopes that we still have is in educating the young generation to values
like compassion, metta and non-violence, which are based on mindfulness. These values,
which are among the foundations of the Dhamma, will enable us to live harmoniously in
this bleeding region. We are grateful to the Organizing Committee for choosing this crucial
topic for the Conference. As educators, we are sure that the panels and discussions will
give us skillful means & tools to go against the murky stream.
We try our best to sow the seeds of good-will, harmlessness and letting go with a sense
of urgency, before it will be too late. Walk the Path as long as one can. We thank and
congratulate with joy and deep gratitude the lay and monastic sangha, the individuals,
committees, organizations, government and Mahachulalongkorn University, which made
this UN day of Vesak celebrations and Conference 2013 possible.
May all beings be free from suffering and live in peace,

Dr. Itamar Bashan,
Founders of Bhavana

Dr. Thor Gonen
House and Educators
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UNITED NATION VESAK CELEBRATION 2556/2013
Rome, 30th April 2013
On behalf of the Italian Buddhist Union I express to the Supreme Sangha Council of Thailand,
to the King of Thailand H.M. Bhumibol Adulyadej , to the Royal Thai Government , to the
organizers, the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University my deepest gratitude for their
contribution to hosting again the United Nation Vesak Day in Bangkok.
We are very honored to be together to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the United Nation
Day of Vesak and to honor the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Sangharaja of Thailand, two major events that attest the long lasting history of Buddha’s
teaching and its vitality today in every part of the world.
The theme of 2013 Vesak is “Education and Global citizenship: a Buddhist Perspective”.
Lord Buddha was a great pedagogue; he considered carefully who he was teaching so
that the message arrived more directly and clearly possible. And even today His words
can serve as a stimulus to educate young people to feel part of a world that is increasingly
linked in a common destiny.
Humanity has reached a high scientific and technological development and this can be of
great benefit, but at the same time needs more than just the values of money and success.
Efforts must be made to promote human and spiritual values that make it possible to feel
that we belong to a single community, the human community of which everyone is partly
responsible. The Day of Vesak is important not only to pay homage to the Buddha, the
Dharma and the Sangha but also, based on them, to try to find new forms of contact and
dialogue with the various aspects of the different societies, the cultures, the economy in the
light of the vision we have in common: the interdependence between each of us and with
everything in the world, at any level.
In this time of growing globalization in which the means of communication make fast
meetings, ways of living tend to standardize, wealth and poverty divide people and countries,
the message of the Buddha is critical to bring attention to the interdependence that binds
us together - living beings and nature – and to the values of respect and compassion for
educating to follow responsible behavior and to transform our mental attitudes in the light
of the teachings and example of Lord Buddha.
We honor all those who over time have been practicing and transmitted the Dharma to
future generations so that they could also practice on the path of awakening. We honor His
Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand, and we wish Him and
all the Venerable Members of the Sangha a long and fruitful life for the transmission of
the Dharma.
“The Gift of the Dharma exceeds any other Gift”. Dhammapada v. 35.

prof. dr. Maria Angela Falà
Vice President Italian Buddhist Union Delegate for International Affairs
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C
Congratulatory
Message
To the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations
Masakazu Matsumoto
Vice Representative of the Inner Trip Reiyukai International
Vice Chairman of the Executive Council, the International Council
for the United Nations Day of Vesak
I would like to offer my heartfelt congratulations on the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak
International Conference and Celebrations.
Just as suggested by this year’s theme, ‘Education and Global Citizenship: Buddhist
Perspective’, internationalization has prevailed since the Industrial Revolution in every
field such as politics, economy, religion, culture, science and sport. Whether good or
bad, human activities in modern times have become global, and such trend of the times
produced the word ‘globalism’. Today, everything moves, develops and changes rapidly
and dynamically on a global scale, and things are very unstable in a sense. Involved in
the intense dynamism, each individual is irresistibly played with like a ship in the raging sea.
Then, what has caused this troubling situation? It is without doubt an individual person,
because any nation, any group or any organization is composed of individual persons.
According to the living place, an individual is a villager or a townsperson or a citizen,
and, at the national level, the individual is a citizen of a nation. This much everybody
knows and is aware of. However, in the age of globalism, it is not enough; any individual
needs to have awareness of a global citizen. Exactly because living in the unstable age,
any individual has to think and act with awareness and responsibility as a global citizen,
and make efforts so that the world will not get destabilized and all the human beings can
live peacefully. It is a duty as a global citizen. On the other hand, because of his or her
citizenship, any individual has global citizens’ rights such as right to life, right to education
and right to human dignity. These rights have to be secured and assured.
Reasonably, such a duty and rights are indivisible and cannot be separated. Anybody
owes a duty to guarantee and respect rights of others so that his or her own rights may
be guaranteed and respected, but it is not the case today. We are always asserting our
rights for our own benefit and neglecting our duties. For example, if the people living in
the upper river area use the water only for their need and make it dirty without consideration
of other users, and if, as a result, it becomes impossible for the people living in the lower
river area to use the water any more, it will surely end up with conflicts between them.
They are caused because one side thinks only of its own interest and asserts its rights, while
it doesn’t take the other side into consideration and neglects its duties to keep the quality
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of the water good. Such things are happening today on a global level. Climate change can
be counted as such. Though more scientific study is necessary, we can say that excessively
egoistic economic activities on an individual level as well as on a nation level have caused
the climate change at a global scale.
Now, human beings are expected to have awareness, consciousness and norm as global
citizens. For the education of them, I am very sure Buddhism can play a certain important
role. Thinking ways of Buddhism, methods of Buddhism and resources of Buddhism must
be very useful for such education. I don’t know whether my opinion above accords with
the theme of this year’s conference, but I sincerely expect meaningful discussions and
results from them.

I extend my best wishes to the fruitful accomplishments and success of the 10th United
Nations Day of Vesak International Conference and Celebrations.
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Riga Zen Center, Latvia, EU
www.dzen.lv

1st of May, 2013

CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
on the occasion of
The 10th Anniversary Celebrations of the United Nations Day of Vesak
(B.E. 2556) 2013
In my home country of Latvia, Buddhism was first introduced in the twenties
of the 20th century. After more than 60 years, the teachings of the Buddha once again
become available to residents of Latvia due to individual enthusiasts and small groups of
practitioners. Even nowadays words Dharma, Buddha, Sangha as well as Karma remains
as something exotic elements of Eastern culture. But in fact, all this terminology is not just
fancy words, but they describe universal Wisdom and Truth.
In this regard, year 2013 event in Thailand “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective”, can play a significant role for popularization in the World of
Buddha’s Teachings.
Every year our world change and became more border-free. Disappear not only
the borders between countries, but also cultural boundaries are erased. The World becomes
truly united and to determine the nationality of this or that person becomes more difficult
or even impossible. We all become citizens of the world.
As in our small multi-ethnic country we wish to all participants, organizers and their
countries peace and mutual understanding.

May all sentient beings be saved and happy!
In the Dharma,
Aleksandrs Lahtionovs
Riga Zen Center Co-Fouder
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Buddhist University of Mongolia
14 April 2013

Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia

Congratulatory message
10th United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations and Buddhist Conference
On behalf of Buddhist in Mongolia, as well as my university community, we are extending
our deepest and warmest greeting to the whole delegations and organizing committee and
the government of the Kingdom of Thailand on this 10th United Nations Day of Vesak
International Conference and Great celebrations.
The main theme of this year conference-Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist
Perspective. I believe it is a timely subject for all people around world. The Lord Buddha
is the first human being to have discovered ultimate knowledge which can challenge all
beings out off suffering.
This will also awaken vision of the Buddha in our World and to contribute to emergence of
a global enlightened society.
We do believe conference surely enhance again the bonds of friendship between Buddhists
from all around the world and allow a fruitful exchange of ideas and strengthen understanding
among Buddhists toward working together for the peace and harmony.

Yours in Dharma,

Dr. Dolgor Tsedev
Chancellor of Buddhist University
Ulaanbatar-51/261, Mongolia
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On behalf of the Buddhists in Malaysia and in particular Loka Mitta Buddhist
Fellowship Malaysia, I wish to express my thanks and appreciation to the Most Venerable
Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit, Rector, Mahachulalongkornraja avidyalaya University;
President, International Council for Day of Vesak and President, International Association
of Buddhist Universities for the invitation to attend the 10th Anniversary Celebration of
the United Nations Day for Vesak scheduled to be held in Bangkok on May 21-22, 2013
(BE 2556).
On the occasion of the thrice-sacred Day of Vesak 2013 which falls on 24 May 2013,
may I extend our best wishes, warmest greetings and a blessed Happy and Joyous Vesak to
all the Buddhists and Buddhist leaders from all over the world gather at the United Nation
Convention Center Bangkok and Phuttamonthon Buddhamonthon for the 10th Anniversary
of the United Nations Day for Vesak.
In conjunction with this auspicious event in the celebration of the, we are also
honoring and celebrating the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra
Nyanasamvara, the 19th Supreme Patriarch of Thailand. May we wish him and blessed
Happy Birthday and A Healthy Long Life!
The theme for the 10th Anniversary of United Nations Day of Vesak is “ Education
and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” and the second theme is “Contribution
of Buddhist Sangha to Promote Education and Humanism”. Both these Themes will be
focusing on the importance of Buddhist education which is most appropriate and timing.
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When we discuss the Buddhist education, we should always encourage all our Buddhist
devotees to devote our practices on threefold Buddhist education i.e. Sila, Samadhi and
Panna.
The Thrice-sacred day of Vesak is a day where we should devout our time and energy for
the practice of Metta and Karuna (Loving-kindness and Compassion) as foundation of our
true awakening. It is not just a day for the Buddhist to get together to meet and celebrate
the 10th Anniversary of United Nations Day of Vesak but it is also the day for us as Buddhists
to remember the Teachings of our Great Master, The Buddha.
Today the world is faced with various kinds of global problems and disturbances
such as suicides, drugs among young, wars, political conflicts, religious conflicts and many
other issues due to lack of practice of Metta and Karuna as well as true understanding of
self and others. It is time for us to reflect on our individual weaknesses such as ego and
jealousy. I called upon everyone to start practicing, if you have not stated the Dhamma of
the Buddha in order to improve spiritual life.
MCU has spent an enormous amount of money in organizing such a mammoth
event and we pray that all the delegates and participants of this 10th Anniversary of United
Day of Vesak will be enlightened by the distinguished speakers who have assembled at this
conference.
In conclusion I wish this celebration a great success! With Buddha-Dhamma as
the guiding energy, let us all work together to help this world become a better place to live
in.
Sukhi Hotu!
With the blessing of the noble Triple Gem, may all Being be well and happy.

Goh Seng Chai, PJK, PBB
President, Loka Mitta Buddhist Fellowship Malaysia
Assistant Secretary-General, International Council for United Nation Day of Vesak (ICDV)
Consultant, Young Buddhist Association of Malaysia (YBAM)
Member of Advisory Board, International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU)
Lay Adisor, Setenang Buddhist Society Selangor & Kuala Lumpur
Lay Adisor, Selangor Khamgar Druk Dharmakara Buddhist Association
Consultant/Special Adivisor to Buddhist Federation of Australia
Consultant/Special Adivisor to United Vietnamese Buddhist Congregation of Australia &New Zealand
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International Theravada Buddhist Missionary University
Dr. Pavarabhivamsa on behalf of Rector
Dhamma Brothers and Sisters;
Vesak greetings to you all.
First of all, may I express that I feel honoured by giving greeting speech and
by the presence at the Thrice Sacred Festival to commemorate the three great events of
the Buddha – his birth, the attainment of perfect enlightenment and his passing away on
the same day, this day of Vesak.
All Buddhists across the world are now celebrating this festival with happiness and
peace of mind, wishing the perpetuation of the Buddha/s teachings which are rationally
expressive of unquestionable and scientific (maybe unbelievable or doubtful for some who
harbour dogmatism or blind – faith) facts to those who find true happiness and peace. None
but the one who knows the right way can show others that way. The Buddha’s teachings
have always proved the right way and we need to turn straight our wisdom – eye to
it and follow it. This thrice great event also proves that the Buddha is endowed with Sugata
attribute. He is extolled for having come well to the world as a human on this day after
fulfilling ten perfections starting from the day he was assured of a Buddha by Dipankara
Buddha. He could cope with a great renunciation for the welfare of all beings by striving
himself to find the right way. At the age of 35, also on this day, he attained the perfect
enlightenment accompanied by five kinds of special knowledge, so he is said to have gone
well from humanhood to sainthood to sainthood (arahantship). At the age of 80, on this day
too, he passed away and had complete emanicipation of khandalife, so he is said to have
gone well to the great bliss of Nibbana. This day, therefore, denotes the Sugata attribute of
well coming to the world and going well to sainthood and the great bliss of Nibbana.
If we follow straightaway the way the Buddha showed to us, it is assuredly true that
we achieve true happiness and peace. In conclusion, remembering the Buddha’s greatest
contribution to the world’s knowledge and wisdom, let’s honour this thrice sacred day
filled with Sugata attribute.
May all beings be in true happiness and peace.

Dr. Pavarabhivamsa
Dean of Faculty of Languages and Translation
International Theravada Buddhist Missionary University
Yangon, Myanmar
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April 24, 2013
CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE FROM THE NETHERLANDS
It is with great pleasure and deep gratitude that I offer my congratulations to everyone
gathered here on this auspicious occasion of the 10th United Nations Day of Vesak.
I also would like to express my deepest gratitude to the Thai government and to all those
involved in hosting this special event with so much generosity and care. As a representative
of a budding European Buddhist community, I am acutely aware of the need to learn from
and communicate with those who are born into a country where Buddhism has flourished
for many ages. At the same time, it is a true joy to see how the message of the Buddha
reaches hearts across borders and finds new fertile soil for practice, even in a country as far
away as The Netherlands.
Of course from the Buddhist perspective, there are no fixed borders, no solid lines of
separation between people and countries. And in our contemporary culture this perspective
seems to be gaining more credibility than ever. Amidst of all the confusion, anger, and
ignorance which have brought us to the brink of nuclear and ecological disaster, many
people have come to understand that we are in this together, and that it is of primary
importance to see oneself and others as members of one global community; not as a poetic
reverie or distant ideal, but simply because it is true. This world is one indivisible body
gifted with different parts that function best if they work for the benefit of everything and
everyone.
For this vision to really penetrate our hearts deeply enough to make a difference in our
everyday lives, education and practice are absolutely essential. And although many of the
traditional models of training are still proving fruitful in different cultural contexts, others
may require adaptation to the global age in order to really flourish. So following the laws
of nature, creativity is called for, particularly in devising models that modern people can
engage in. A meeting like this Vesak Celebration provides a wonderful opportunity to go
beyond any cultural bias to allow fresh reflections to emerge on the primary cause Buddhist
teaching has addressed throughout the ages: the happiness and well-being of all people.

May the wisdom and virtue of the Buddha be a shining example for everyone.

Te
T
nkei Coppens
Tenkei
Abbot of Zen River Temple
www.zenrivertemple.org
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This year we celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the United Nations Day of Vesak (B.E.
2556) 2013 and the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara,
the Sangharaja of Thailand.
I’m happy and honored to be here, and in the name of Light of Dharma Buddhist Community
of Paraguay I want to wish you Happy Vesak Day and Happy Birthday His Holiness. I also
want to extend our heartful thanks to the organizers, supporters and volunteers for this
great event.
The theme for this year’s celebrations is ‘Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist
Perspective’. According to dictionary one of main meanings of education is the act or
process of imparting or acquiring general knowledge, developing the powers of reasoning
and judgment, and generally of preparing oneself or others intellectually for mature life.
What would be the ultimate purpose of education? We found that behind all the efforts of
human beings is the pursuit of happiness. Lord Buddha awakened and revealed the Four
Noble Truths in order that we see that life is affliction and that we can walk the way to finish
affliction and be happy. The best education then is the education to be free from suffering
and find real happiness. That is what Lord Buddha started to teach 2600 years ago.
I hope that we establish new bonds of friendship between Buddhists from other traditions
and other countries and after this beatiful event all of us feel renewed and return to our
homes with more inner strength to strive to help people teaching and living according to
Dharma, keeping in mind that the ultimate purpose is to help all beings to be truly happy
in the peace of Nirvana.
Yours in the Dharma,

Han Shan Alzaa
(Miguel Angel de Alzáa)
President & Founder
Light of Dharma Buddhist Community of Paraguay
Ph. +595-981-583258
Email: sangha@nsparaguay.org
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Having this wonderful opportunity to celebrate the thrice-sacred day of Vesak,
the Birth, Enlightenment and Passing away of Buddha Siddhartha Gautama, one cannot
avoid feeling a deep thankfulness to have met with his precious teachings in our country.
Through the unbroken lineage of Karma Kagyu masters and a living transmission of
Buddha’s teachings in present time, we are allowed to practise the precious methods of
Vajrajana. We are therefore able to really use timeless wisdom, discovered by the Buddha
in everyday life situations and get closer to mind’s full potential realisation for the benefit
of everybody. Undoubtedly, the authentic power of our lineage lamas has reached and has
kept changing life of thousands of people not only across Europe, but worldwide, for over
40 years. No borders or cultural differences characterizing these dharma students could
disrupt the friendship based activity or the profound meaning of these methods, pointing
directly to a full development of our Buddha nature. Continuing on in the future, may our
activity stay solid and reach the openness of many beings, help them remove whatever pain
and suffering and bring them lasting joy, the fully realized state of a Buddha. May all beings
everywhere benefit in the most meaningful way from the timeless values, discovered by
Buddha Gautama.

Eva Polonyová
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Affiliated Institute of
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
Busan, South Korea
Date 29th April 2013
We are same disciples of the Buddha

Homage to the Triple Gem
I, on behalf of Korean Buddhists and our faculty members, staffs and students, congratulate
the 100th Birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand
and the 10th Anniversary celebration of the United Nations Day of Vesak which is to be
held in the Royal Kingdom of Thailand and will be the theme for the 2013 celebration
is Education and Global citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective, it is really suitable theme
and should be discussed by all Buddhists beyond sectarian level. Now days Buddhism
in Thailand is an example of Vinaya practice and keeping wonderful tradition of Sangha
community which has originated from the Buddha’s time. Other Buddhist traditions should
pay an attention to its significance of Sangha existence
Now the globe has a lot of difficult problems such as regional wars, ethnic strife, threat of
nuclear weapons and religious discrimination even. As far as I know that MCU has been
leading and expending effort in order to solve those matters, and specially among Buddhist
organizations having initial works of concentrating on religious harmony and interfaith
dialogue. Religion has responsibility for purification of human soul in order to make
the world and society peaceful and stable.
It is time ot share efforts with world Buddhists, regardless of denomination, to bring peace
and prosperity of mankind. That is why we need to untie as disciples of the Buddhists
and practice the teachings of the Buddha. We Buddhists should return to original message
of the Buddha which save all lining beings and construct Pure Land society where is no
sufferings and conflict.
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Once again I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to MCU’s continuous effort and
volition world peace and religious harmony. May 2013 celebrations be successful and
fruitful.

Yours in the Dhamma,

Dr.Hu Sung-Hyun
Chairman
Donggook Buddhist Chonbop College,
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As president of the Hispanic Association of Buddhism and on behalf of all
its members, I want to give my warmest congratulations to His Holiness Somdet Phra
Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand, for his 100th Birthday. I also want to congratulate
all the international Buddhist community for having made possible this tenth anniversary
celebration of the United Nations Day of Vesak. This celebration is the result of collective
efforts of all Buddhists, but it would not be possible without the help of institutions like
the University of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya and the Royal Kingdom of Thailand.
To both of them I also dedicate all our appreciation for their generosity and dedication.

For the small Buddhist communities of Spain and Latin America, this kind of celebrations
and meetings allow us to be in contact with the Buddhist majority countries. Thus, we are
an active part of the community to share a common goal, which is none other than deepen
the knowledge of Dhamma and apply the Buddha’s teachings into our daily lives to achieve
to make this world a better place for all beings. Happy Day of Vesak to all.
May the Triple Gem bless all of us.

Ricardo
Guerrero. P
President
Ri
d G
id
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MESSAGE OF DR. JAGATH BALASURIYA, HON. MINISTER OF
NATIONAL HERITAGE,
GOVERNMENT OF SRI LANKA
I am honoured to issue this congratulatory message on behalf of His Excellency
MahindaRajapaksa, President of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka and
the people of Sri Lanka on the occasion of the 10th Anniversary of the United Nations Day
of Vesak Celebrations.
Buddhists, all over the world are celebrating the thrice-sacred day of Vesak to commemorate
the Birth, Enlightenment and ‘Parinibbana’ - Passing away of Lord Buddha. During this
period, everybody’s mind is filled with thoughts of metta, karuna, muditha and upeksha.
In Sri Lanka,Vesak day is the most important day of Buddhist Calendar and it is considered
as both religious and cultural festival. Various programmes such as sil campaigns,
meditation programmes, bodhipoojas, ‘Dansals’ (giving food free of charge to the people)
and Vesak devotional songs, pandals and lanterns are organized by the temples, Buddhist
organizations and the people. From morning till late evening Temples are full of devotees
who observe atasil and pay homage to Lord Buddha. This is the time peace prevails in
the country at the highest level.
As a Buddhist country we appreciate very much the valuable work done by the International
Council for day of Vesak to celebrate this noble day and I wish to extend my special thanks
to the Royal Thai Government for hosting this event and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University for organizing this event.
May the Triple Gems bless entire world.

Dr. Jagath Balasuriya, M.P.
Minister of National Heritage
Government of the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka
30th April, 2013
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Ambassador (Rtd) Karu Jayasuriya
Former Minister of Power & Energy
Home Affairs & Public Administration
No.2, Amarasekera Mawatha
Colombo 5
Tel.No.2583477 / Fax No.2500972
E-mail: kjsun@sltnet.lk
30thApril 2013
Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit
Rector Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
President International Council for Day of Vesak
President International Association of Buddhist Universities
It is with great pleasure that I extend warm felicitations on the 10th Anniversary Celebrations
of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2013.
We recall that the resolution was adopted in 1999 and the first celebration of Vesak was
held in New York in 2001. The role played by our own Foreign Minister, Late Lakshman
Kadirgama and the enormous support extended by the Royal Thai Government is gratefully
remembered.
We note that 2013 celebrations will be held to commemorate two special occasions.
The 100 birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand
and 10th Anniverary Celebrations of the United Nations Day of Vesak.
We congratulate the selection of an appropriate theme “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective”, which is very relevant in today’s context.
We take this opportunity to wish long life and good health to His Holiness
May the Blessings of the Noble Triple Gem, protect His Holiness, now and always.
We also wish to record our appreciated to the Royal Thai Government and
the Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for the initiation taken to host the 2013
Celebrations. May the Blessings of the Dhamma protect the King of Thailand.

Yours sincerely in Dhamma
Karu Jayasuriya M.P.
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From: Minister of Water Supply And Drainage Sri Lanka
<minister@watermin.gov.lk>
It is with deep respect and honour that I send this message of kind thoughts and well
wishes to Maha Chulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU) for organizing the United
Nations Day of Vesak in Thailand on the Thrice Sacred Day of Vesak full moon Poya day
of 2557 (common era 2013) as this year celebrates few important milestones in our journey
together.
His Excellency Mahinda Rajapakse, President of Sri Lanka Participating from celebrating
in 2012 have made this UN day of “Vesak” an important event of us all Buddhist and for
peace across the world.
Prince Siddharta Gauthma destined to be the greatest religious teacher of the world was
born on a day like today. Though, brought up in lap of luxury, he clearly understood sorrow
of humanity, and after a super human struggle of years, unaided and unguided, but with
his own efforts and wisdom eradicated all defilements the process of grasping, realizing
pain as true they are on his own knowledge on the full moon day of Vesak, and he became
Buddha- the enlightened one. He was not born “a Buddha”, but He became “the Buddha”.
For forty-five years the Buddha taught and worked for good and happiness of all
beings-human and other, and passed away on the full moon day of Vesak. Leaving to
disciples the doctrine and discipline as their “only teacher”. The teaching compliments
& emphasises the importance on integration of human activity in madhayama pattipaja
(moderate or middle path) and “parattham patipajjath” (to engage in the service of other),
which, collectively protects and serves all ecology.
As we are gathered here in Thailand this year we celebrate the 10th anniversary of United
Nations Day of Vesak. It is an important milestone in our journey as Buddhists gathered
from all parts of the globe in fostering and propagating the teachings of the Enlightened
One, as over one-fifth of population of today’s world regard the Buddha as their supreme
teacher.
Let us take a moment to remember that today we celebrate this great day for Buddhists
world over because of a resolution moved on behalf of the Maha Sangha and followers of
the Buddha world over by an exemplary son of Sri Lanka, an international diplomat of par
excellence Late Hon. Laxman Kadiragamar.
Relations between Thailand and Sri Lanka are over millennia, as we exchanged
the teachings of the Buddha to establish and to revive the Buddhasasana over and over
again. Sri Lanka is always grateful to Venerable Upali Nayaka Maha Thera from Siam for
reviving the Sangha order in Sri Lanka.
Infact this year Sri Lanka will celebrate the 260th Anniversary of efforts of Venerable Upali
Maha thera (Thailand) and Venerable Saranankara Sangaraja (Sri Lanka) together who revived
the Sangha Order of Sri Lanka and established the Siyam Sector of Sangha in Sri Lanka.
In celebration of this great historic occasion Maha Sangha, His Excellency President
Mahinda Rajapaksha, the Government, and People of Sri Lanka will welcome Her Royal
Highness Princess Sirindhorn and Hon Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra for celebrations
planned for later this year in Sri Lanka.
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This august gathering and our journey so far would have not been possible if not for
the farsighted guidance and blessings of Most Venerable Sangaraja Maha Thero. Especially
on this occasion of his 100th birth anniversary, on behalf of His Excellency the President,
the Government and People of Sri Lanka, I extend warm wishes for best of health, happiness,
and long life to His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the Sangaraja of Thailand.
The success of this annual assembly is also mainly due to the farsighted patronage of
His Majesty the King of Thailand Bhumibol Athulyadej who celebrates his 85th birthday
this year. His Majesty is very special to Maha Sangha and People of Sri Lanka. I convey
the wishes of President of Sri Lanka His Excellency Mahinda Rajapaksa wishing
His Majesty the King, long life, best of health, and happiness.
I would like to reiterate how rightly fitting is this year’s theme “Education and Global
Citizenship : A Buddhist perspective” with the teachings of the Buddha. History speaks how
the ancient network of Buddhist educational institutions played a pivotal role in nurturing
the “humane” aspect in civilization. Nalanda in India and Mahavihara in Sri Lanka were
pinnacle institutions which were frequented by scholars in mind and practice. Today,
this path is further strengthened by Universities such as Maha Chulakonvidyala of Thailand,
Vidyodaya & Vidyalankara Pirivenas of Sri Lanka, and other Buddhist institutions
of learning across the globe.
Importantly it is the Dhamma Schools world over, where the FUTURE, young & youth
of Buddhists are nurtured in the most wholesome education focusing the “humane” aspect
in global scale and modern civilization.
This is the Age of Information, and information is powerful for betterment and for
worse. Misinformation can bring more danger than any other. The Buddhist world should
be mindful of this. I quote Dr. Ananda Guruge, an eminent Buddhist scholar “In
the twenty-six century Buddhist history, no major wars, invasions, coercion or use of force
had taken place in the name of Buddhism or on account of the rise of Buddhist tradition…
the recent and current conflicts in traditionally Buddhist countries are in no way connected
with Buddhism even though Western media sometimes so “misrepresent” them. On
the contrary, the Buddhist communities are inspiring example of selfless assistance
to victims of prejudice and violence. This is the impact of Buddha’s precept and practise.”
In conclusion I wish to express my sincere gratitude and pay my humble veneration to
Most Venerable Prof Phra Dhamakosajarn, Rector of MCU, for his continued untiring
efforts and commitment towards achieving great success in organizing and leading this
assembly of world Buddhist brotherhood for the 10th memorable occasion.
May blessings of the Noble Triple Gem be with you!

Dinesh Gunawardena
Chief Government Whip of Sri Lanka Parliament &
Minister of Water Supply and Drainage
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The United Nations is celebrating an Indian prince who abdicated and became
a renunciant leaving his small but prosperous kingdom disregarding the astrologers who
predicted that he would be a universal monarch if remained at home and disappointing his
father who arranged three extra luxury palaces with women, music, dancing and all sort of
enjoyables to prevent renunciation and make him the future king. He attained the highest
spiritual status and became an enlightened teacher for billions of men all over the world.
This prince was none other than Gotama the Buddha.
Vesak is the occasion of celebrating the Buddha’s birth, enlightenment and the final
death called Parinibbana. His parinibbana is not something to be sad; it is the highest
celebration in his life. It was the wish-fulfillment of Gotama the Buddha as it was the end of
his suffering; and the beginning of our forward march to end our suffering too, emulating
him.
The Buddha was the most rational and the most philosophic teacher among
the founders of religions. His approach is modern in modern terms. No superstitions,
no dogmatism and highly scientific. His psychology was positive, his political and economic
thoughts were democratic and world outlook aesthetic. He was so peace loving, broad
minded and accommodating that his religion is considered inter-faith by some modern
writers. It has manifested in multiplicity of forms in different socio-cultural contexts
helping people to live wisely and happily.
UN Vesak celebration is an excellent way of paying due respect to this finest human
being who showed how to get the maximum out of our fortune of being born human.
We admiringly congratulate everyone who joins this great event.

Drr Chandima
D
Cha
h ndima Wijebandara
Professor of Buddhist Studies.
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To the Compassionate Master
The Supreme Sangha Council
The Royal Thai Government
The Venerable Organizers and Dignitaries.

We wish to heartily congratulate you on being awarded the hosting of this 10th United
Nations Day of Vesak conference.
This 10th occasion coincides with the auspicious date of Vesak 2556 and the 100th Birthday
of his Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara!
The Swaziland Vipassana association is greatly honored by your generous invitation to
attend this conference. Now delegates from all over the world can come together to meet
and share ideas.
We are sincerely grateful that our organization is represented.
We wish you all the success in the smooth running of the event.
May all of Humanity be happy and well.
Yours in the Dhamma

Richard Freemantle
Member: Swaziland Vipassana Association
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Stockholm, April 2013.
Message to UN Vesak celebration 2013 in Bangkok

The Buddhist Cooperation Council of Sweden hereby likes to share our felings of happiness
at the occasion of the UN Vesak celebration. It is indeed a case of sharing our deepest
gratefulness towards Shakyamuni Buddha and towards the unbroken line of transmission
of His teaching by the Buddhist masters of all traditions until today.
But we would also like to express a matter of deep concern about the increasing of different
violent actions during the last years. In several countries people are involved in political
actions by for instance self immolations or extreme violence against each other. This is
against the fundamental Buddhist teaching of not harming oneself or other living beings.
Moreover, the labeling of these people by religious belonging will lead to the increasing
misunderstanding that these violent crimes are legalized by religion. All religions proclaim
the fundamental ethics of love and understanding, and each and everyone’s responsibility
for peaceful coexistence in the society.
We share the urgent statement of Vijay Nambiar, The United Nations special adviser of the
secretary-general:
“Religious leaders and other community leaders must also publicly call o their followers to
abjure violence, respect the law and promote peace.”
We call upon all Buddhist leaders, associations and members for increasing our efforts to
strongly propagate the basic Buddhist values of non-violence, and appreciating the precious
opportunity of this life in community with people of various cultural backgrounds.

Sincerely Yours
p
The Buddhist Cooperation
Council of Sweden

Trudy Dechen Fredriksson, Chairwoman
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DHAMMA SOCIETY SWEDEN
Riddargatan 72
SE - 114 57 Stockholm
dhammasociety.sweden@telia.com

10 May 2013
CONGRATULATORY MESSAGE
on the occasion of the
10th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS
DAY OF VESAK
2013 / B.E. 2556
----------------------------------------------------------

Venerable Sangha Leaders
Dear Friends in the Dhamma
As representative of the Dhamma Society Sweden, we would like to extend our
congratulations to this important celebration - the 10th anniversary of the United
Nations day of Vesak.
The theme for these celebrations – Education and Global Citizenship: A Budddhist
Perspective – is indeed very appropriate in these days of deep stress and tensions in
many parts of this our world.
The main task of the Dhamma Society Sweden is to propagate the word of Buddha to
the Swedish society. We feel it is very important that the wisdom of Buddha be
known in Sweden by more and more people to help and support our society to strive
for a better world.
We wish also to take the opportunity of sending our congratulations and well-wishes
to His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand, in
occasion of his 100th Birthday Anniversary. May the Triple Gem bless His Holiness.

Sincerely yours, in the Dhamma
DHAMMA SOCIETY SWEDEN
Jan Wihlborg
Chancellor
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Message from Professor Pirom Kamolratanakul M.D.
President, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok

Buddhism teaches the law of cause and effect. The two co-exist, and effect naturally follows
cause.
The causes and effects emphasized in Buddhism are deeds, both good and bad -- and their
results -- performed by individuals in the course of their contact with others and through
their interaction with nature and their environment.
With insight into the cause and effect of our deeds, we can begin to live lives of wisdom
and compassion.
Education is the foundation of life and society.
Education based on Buddhist principles will create world citizens with the wisdom and
compassion needed to live together in harmony and peace.
By contrast, education not grounded in the wisdom of cause and effect will produce people
with no moral compass, people who become ignorant, selfish, greedy citizens, whose way
of life is a threat to peace, security, and sustainable living.
It is my hope that the conference on “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist
Perspective” hosted by Mahachulalongkornrajavidhyalaya University on the occasion of
Visakha Puja Day 2013 will motivate educational institutes around the world to recognize
the urgent need to develop a global citizenry whose wisdom and compassion will maintain
peace in both hemispheres and spare us the suffering caused by ignorance, greed and hatred.
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Rajamangala University of Technology Isan
Vesak Day is the most holy day for the Buddhists all around the world. They
commemorate the Buddha’s birth, enlightenment, and passing away, which usually falls
on the full moon day of the sixth lunar month. This holy day inspires all the Buddhists to
recollect the immeasurable contribution of the Lord Buddha to human beings.
The Buddha is the perfect one who is endowed with the great wisdom, the perfect
purity, and the great compassion. He taught people to lead a good and happy life for
the benefit both in this present and the future existence by following three fundamental
Buddhist principles. They are:1. Not to do any evils by observing precepts, by which social order and harmony
can be organized, not allowing each individual to break other’s rights. It starts with five
precepts, then eight precepts, ten precepts and 227 precepts respectively, on the condition
of individual’s readiness.
2. To cultivate good through giving, by which unity and friendship can be firmly
established in human society. Giving can be done with material things as four requites for
life survival, or a kind speech, smiling or even by forgiving. This can lead to cooperation
among all social activities.
3. To purify one’s mind through meditation practice, by which wisdom can
be attained. Such intuitive knowledge will strengthen good deeds and support higher
development.
These Buddhist principles are universal virtues that all mankind, regardless of their
race, nationality, sex of belief, can bring into practice to experience happiness and peace in
their family, community, and their society. This is the way by which the world peace can
come into reality as the United Nations Organization always call for. Thus to study and
practice the Buddhist doctrine can bring everlasting peace to our planet.
On this auspicious occasion of Vesak Day this year, Rajamangala University of
Technology Isan, One of the government institutions which take responsibility to patronize
Buddhism, rejoice in your merit in supporting and joining this gracious ceremony so as to
sustain Buddhist doctrines for all mankind.

Asst.Prof.Dr.Viroj Kimkaisang
President, Rajamangala University of Technology Isan
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Letter from Assistant Professor Dr.Panya Karnpanich
President of Kanchanaburi Rajabhat University
On World Visak Day
I feel honored and very pleased to send you this message about organizing
international activities on World Visak Day, 2556 under the topic of “Education and
Global Citizenship: A Buddhism Perspective”, scheduled to be held on May 21-22, 2556.
In addition to paying gratitude to our Lord Buddha for his immeasurable teachings, these
activities also aim to celebrate the 100th Birthday anniversary of His Holiness Somdet
PhraNyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand.
Education on Buddhist perspective is a study by following Trisikkha (the Threefold
Training) process, aiming to have ultimate achieving results, based on Atthangiga-maggga
(the Noble Eightfold Path). That is to say, we train ourselves by adapting the Noble
Eigthtfold Path principle, and by so doing, will give rise to mental and wisdom growth. We
will consequently be able to solve problems and end suffering. The three Noble Training
consists of the following principles:
1. Adhisila-sikkha (sila) is a study to train oneself to have right view, right speech
and right livelihood: the results of which will consequently cause one to achieve
higher morality, with good behavior, discipline, and social relationship, thus
reaching the standard of civilized people, and enhancing moral quality.
2. Adhicitta-sikkha (concentration) is a study to train oneself to have right effort,
right mindfulness, and right concentration: the results of which will consequently
cause one to achieve higher mentality, with morality, mental quality, mental
capability, and mental health, hence reaching the standard of civilized people:
the standard of good wisdom development.
3. Adhipanna-sikkha (wisdom) is a study to train oneself to have right understanding,
and right thought: the result of which will consequently cause one toachieve
higher mentality wisdom, reaching the standard of civilized people. One will
lead his/her life with wisdom, good mentality, and intellectual freedom.
As a member of world citizens, regardless raced and religions, on should study and
train oneself by following the threefold training process. One will achieve higher morality,
with good behavior, disciplines, and co-exist peacefully with others in the societies: higher
mentality, with mental quality, mental capability, and morality: and higher mentality
wisdom, with wisdom, freedom, higher mentality, and ultimately is a world citizen with
higher quality.
Finally, may I wish international activities on World Visak Day, 2556 a success,
bringing perpetual peace to the world citizens, may the threefold training be achieved in all
of us so that we can be valuable and meaningful world citizens, and last but not least, may
eternal peace be with all of you.

(Asst. Prof. Panya Karnpanich)
President, Kanchanaburi Rajabhat University
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Message from the President of Chiang Rai College
Visakha Bucha Day 2013
Title
“Education Buddhism and the Peaceful of People in ASEAN
Community”
Thailand initiated the ASEAN Community since 1967 starting with 5 countries
together now they expand to 10 countries. All of them tried to achieve the ultimate goal of
ASEAN Community by completed the rules and regulations in 2015. The main purposes
of ASEAN Community are to maintain and enhance peaceful and wealthy among people in
this area. So they encourage the people to develop their competencies to be the best quality
for ASEAN people and Global citizen which can work well in cross culture working.
It means that they can’t escape from the situation of high competitive advantage among
people. So that the education must take place by educating and preparing the young people
in order to help them realized how to adapt themselves for having high moral responsibility
with skillful working in the 21th century. University can teach students by using Buddhist
principles to prepare them to be good members of ASEAN Community, well-developed
human being, and enrich their wisdom. So everyone have the attitude of the Buddhist life
and world views such as self reliance, continue self development, active and keep trying,
kindness and respect for reason, fairness and share benefit to others and living by walking
the middle way. The young people can work effectiveness in associated with ASEAN
principles for competition with cooperation that are the complete peaceful for everyone.

(Dr. In Chanjarean)
President of Chiang Rai College
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Press Release from the President
Chiang Rai Rajabhat University
On the special occasion of the globally important Buddhist celebration of Wisakha
Phuja Day on May 24th and the century birthday celebration of the 19th Supreme Patriarch
of Thailand, His Holy Reverence, Somdet Phra Yannasangwon Somdet Phra Sangkharat
Sakol Maha Sangka Parinayok, Chiang Rai Rajabhat University will have the great honor in
participating in the religious and academic activities commemorating these two important
events. This type of event was first organized in 1999 and has been organized ten times.
It is the nature of Buddhists all over the world to behave in accordance to “unity in diversity”
which is the important theme of the seminar entitled; A Study of Global Populations: Views
and Thoughts on Buddhism.
Regarding this seminar, the outcome will reveal that important global lessons
are learned because of Buddhism especial concerning sustainable national development
through the efforts of the cultural societies in the ASEAN community. Important and
timely guidelines for entry into a globalized society and community knowledge will be
products of this event. All of which will certainly benefit developing countries on behalf
of the support and efforts of Chiang Rai Rajabhat University. We would like to praise this
event hoping it brings forth blessings and merit for peace and happiness in society.

Assistant Professor Dr. Thosapol Arreenich
President of Chiang Rai Rajabhat University
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Message
From
The President of Mae Fah Luang University
This in ternational Seminar on, “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhism
Perspective” is organized on a very auspicious occasion of the United Nations Day of
Vesak and The Celebration of the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra
Nyanasamvara the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand during May 21-22, 2013 in Bangkok.
I believe that it is an excellent occasion to have to opportunity to exchange and
discuss education development and quality of life improvement. Through the rich expertise
and diverse experiences of participants, this international forum should be able to carefully
review the essence of the Lord Buddha’s teachings for relevant and practical actions that
lead to a word of peace and solidarity.
On behalf of Mae Fah Luang University’s administrators, faculty members
and staff, may I extend our appreciation, congratulations and best wishes to
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University, the International Association of Buddhist
University and the International Council of United Nations Day of Vesak. I am very certain
that this International Seminar will contribute in no small measure to the building of
a strong sustainable and peaceful world for all.

(Dr.Vanchai Sirichana)
President of Mae Fah Luang University
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Message from King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi
On the Occasion of International Visakha Day of the Year 2013
Friday, the 24th of May, 2013, the full-moon day of the 6th lunar month, is the very
important international day known as “Visakha Day”. On that day, all Buddhists around
the world will be simultaneously worshipping the Lord Buddha in order to recall three
highly auspicious corresponding events which are the birth, the enlightenment, and
the death of the Lord Buddha. Our Lord Buddha deeply understood the core causes of
problems and chaos in societies and formulated a set of essential truths which are enshrined
forever as the founding pillars of Buddhism. He outlined the understanding of four noble
truths as the correct way to solve societies’ problems which include (1) dukkha – the
existence of suffering, anxiety, and dissatisfaction which we need to understand in depth;
(2) the origin of dukkha which we need to discover; (3) the cessation of dukkha through
which we trust that all problems can be solved; and (4) the path to the cessation of dukkha
which means living with consciousness leads to the solution to all problems and dukkha.
These truths could help humanity to achieve lasting peace and happiness. The Lord Buddha
kindly led us to this enlightened approach which could be regarded as the best way to solve
problems and eliminate dukkha.
The International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU) and the International
Council for the Day of Vesak (ICDV) resolved to organize activities on the International
Visakha Day of the Year 2013 under the topic “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective” at the United Nations Conference Centre in Bangkok between
the 21st and 23rd of May, 2013. This aims to be aligned with ‘The Celebration of the 100th
Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the Supreme Patriarch
of Thailand 3rd October, 2013’. There are many activities scheduled on these days,
e.g. delivering speeches; reading speeches from eminent persons and Buddhist leaders;
international academic seminars; attending conferences by Buddhist leaders, academic
scholars, and eminent persons; the announcement of Bangkok Declaration; the ceremony
of Dharma Yatra and circling a temple with lighted candles, incense, and flowers; prayers
and meditation in particular for a salute to the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness
Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand, etc. All of these activities
enhancing knowledge and understanding between Buddhist communities and organizations
at both national and international levels could lead to the application of Buddhist dharma
for the sake of mankind. In addition, this is a good opportunity to announce the principles
of Buddhism, which is the important civilization of the world, through academic activities,
religious ceremonies, and community life, to the global stage.
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On behalf of King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, I would like to
express appreciation to see the continuous and sustainable development of these activities,
and sincerely hope that all of the activities organized in the program of the 10th International
Visakha Day of the Year 2013 could enhance better knowledge and understanding of
the Dharma of the Lord Buddha which induces Buddhists around the world to live their lives
according to moral conduct, meditation and wisdom, to have good behavior, to practice the
principles of Buddhism physically, verbally and mentally, and to refrain from injuring each
other. All of these would bring peace and happiness to all mankind forever.

(Assoc. Prof. Dr. Sakarindr Bhumiratana)
President of King Mongkut’s University
of Technology Thonburi
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Vasakha Puja Day
Vasakha Puja day is on the full moon day of May (the sixth lunar month). This
day marks the three important events, occurred in the Buddha’s life known as His Birth,
His Enlightenment, and His Passing away (Parinibbana). These three events took place
on the same day and month, but difference in year. Therefore, Vasakha Puja is very
important religious holiday for all Buddhists. As known, Buddhism is one of the oldest
religions; thereupon, United Nations organization (UN) also acknowledges Vasaka Puja
as an international significant day. Thailand is recognized as the heart of Buddhism from
the world and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University continuously arranges and
supports several Buddhism activities for propagating the teaching of Buddha to the world.

On behalf of a Thai Buddhist, I would prefer to congratulate
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for gaining trustworthiness from Buddhism
around the world to be a host of Vasaka Puja activities. I hope that all Thai Buddhism
would conjoin to practice and preserve “the doctrine of Buddha”. At the end, I would also
welcome to all Buddhism around the world to participate the Vasaka Puja activities at
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University.

Prof. Dr. Tawil Paungma
President
King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang
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Message on the World Visakha Puja Day 2013

The Buddhism was born in the world 2,600 years ago beginning from the year of
the enlightenment of the Lord Buddha, the great teacher, who preached the doctrine of noble
truth, who was the light to illuminate the humanity. One of the principles of Buddhism is
the doctrine of Trisikkha which consists of morality, concentration and wisdom, which is
the tool to develop the humanity to elevate to the nobility and piece finally.
On anniversary of the Visakha day, which was the day of the birth, enlightenment
and passing away of the Lord Buddha, which came on 2013, on the behalf of Buriram
Rajabhat University I am thankful to and congratulate the international activity organizing
committee for the meritorious actions on the world Visakha day and on celebration of
the anniversary of hundred year of the supreme patriarch of Thailand. I pray for the doctrine
of the lord of Buddha to establish firmly in this world.

(Associate Professor Malinee Chutopama)
President of Buriram Rajabhat University
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Message from the President of Rajamangala University
of Technology Suvarnabhumi
********************
Congratulations on the great occasion of the 10th Vesak Day 2013. This year Thailand is
honored and very keen to host in order to celebrate the world international most significant
day, many international activities respond to the theme of the event entitled “Education
and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspectives” as well as “The Celebration of the 100th
Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasarmvaro the Supreme Patriarch
of Thailand 3rd October 2013” to be held during 21-22 May 2013 at the United Nations
Conference Center Bangkok and at National Office of Buddhism, Bhuddamonthon Nakorn
Pathom Province.
It is always true that all Buddhists firmly believe and deeply admire the Lord of
Buddha, the enlightened one, and his Dharma or the doctrine known among peoples All
Buddhists take the Buddha and Dharma upon themselves and apply the concept to living
via socialization and education process in both the World of Dharma and World of Being.
In consequence, this world will be full of peace and happiness. Hence, that the 10th Vesak
Day celebration is conducted with the theme on “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective” can be said so highly appropriate for all participants from different
parts of the world. They are having a good opportunity to share how they will apply
the absolute truth to management of education to global citizens; as a result, all will enjoy
happiness.
Wish the holding of Vesak Day 2013 success, and this will lead wholesome action
and good deed among all forever.

(Assistant Professor Chariya Hasitpanitkun)
President of Rajamangala University of Technology Suvarnabhumi
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Speech on the World Visaha Puja Day of the Year 2013
“For plant growth, the soil must be well aerated. For healthy diet,
the food must be properly prepared. For progress, the public must be
the primary target. For human betterment, their mind must be
concentrated. “We,” not “others,” must be pioneers
of self-development.”
Social development in any society must embrace both tangible objects alongside
good mind of its inhabitants. Whenever a society develops both parts in an unbalanced
manner, especially in the circumstances when materialism overcomes mentality, people
are accordingly faced with major setbacks and ongoing crises. This unpleasant situation
calls for citizen development for sustainability all over the world. With an emphasis on
the public mindset according to Buddhism, a practice method to eliminate suffering,
member in a society should fully abide by brahmavihara 4 and live their life rooted in
the majjhima-patipata, for example.
This year (2013), the anniversary of Vesakha Puja Day-the full moon of the sixth
lunar month falls on May 24. Vesakha Puja Day is recognized as one of the most important
international days as it celebrates the three most significant episodes of the Buddha’s life
comprising birth, enlightenment, and nibbana. The Day has been also fully recognized by
the United Nations as the “World Heritage Day” since 1999 onwards. Today’s celebrations
are thus a golden opportunity for all followers of Buddhism worldwide to recollect
the teaching of Lord Buddha, who is filled with omniscience, awakening from sin, and
compassion for dharma. The Buddha attained the Full Enlightenment- the unrivaled
dharma which encompasses the ultimate truth and universal principles. Such percepts can
be timelessly integrated into any society. All of the Buddha’s teaching are effective tools
used in purifying and improving one’s mind. They are true guidelines in developing one’s
life, there by leading to genuine happiness, peace, and stability for all global villagers in
a sustainable manner.
It is therefore a real pleasure that many countries around the world possess stable
Buddhist institutions. Particularly, Thailand is selected the focal point of the world
Buddhism and all Buddhist institutions. Around the world, Buddhists study principles of
dharma both in domains of Buddhist scriptures and practices. Such dharmatic preaching
and learning activities have been conducted in spiritually strong and constant manners
from the past up to the present. Dharma teachings have also played significant roles as
institutions which influence the way of life as well as contributing physical and mental
development. Buddhist institutions bring about peace to the world, thereby turning out to
be key variables which are important mechanisms in developing and driving a society to
become a truly quality one.
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Message from the President of Chaopraya University

*************************
It is with the greatest honor for all Buddhists in Thailand that the Organization of
International Buddhism has appointed Mahachulalongkorn Rachaviyalai University to be
the co-host with the Association of International Buddhism Universities and the Association
of World’s Visakha Pucha Day in celebrating the 2013 World’s Visakha Pucha Day.
To do so, the academic conference on “Education and the World’s Citizen: the Buddhism
Aspect,” will be held not only to pay respect to the Lord Buddha, but also to celebrate
100th birth anniversary of His Holiness Somdej Phrayannasangworn, the supreme patriarch
of Thailand.
On behalf of all administrators, lectures and students at Chaopraya University,
we are delighted to celebrate such a significant event, which aims to have all Buddhists
worldwide living harmoniously and peacefully according to the ways of Buddhism.

(Dr. Jin Vibhatakalasa)
President of Chaopraya University
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Greeting
from
Payap University
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Penpilai Rithakananone, Interim President

**************************
Greeting from Payap University in Chiang Mai on the occasion of the tenth
observation of international Visakabucha Day, and greeting to all participants in the
international activities you are undertaking with the theme “Education for Global
Citizenship: Buddhist Perspectives.”
Since Payap University is an institute of the Foundation of the Church of Christ in
Thailand, it seems appropriate that we express a Christian perspective on your theme.
Specifically, we agree that a person is not adequately educated who is only
equipped with vocation skills. A second level of education involves wisdom about
the human condition, both human existence and co-existence, including all aspects of
culture. An integral aspect of this holistic perspective is certainly religious. Furthermore,
it is a responsibility of the educational sector not only to learn from the religious sector
but also to contribute to the development of religious leaders and to the refinement and
enhancement of theological concepts in a contemporary context. Therefore, education for
citizenship in the modern world should include information about all major faith systems,
and should advocate respect for the profound insights and dignity of religious diversity.
Sadly, we must recognize the fact that this very perspective is more urgently needed
than ever. It appears that religious division, suspicion, intolerance, recrimination and blame
are on the rise around the world. Therefore, Payap University is glad to join in support of
comprehensive and holistic education for global citizenship.
Best wishes from your Christian, Buddhist and Islamic colleagues at Payap
University.
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Education and the Population of the World
Education promotes knowledge and helps to develop themselves to be qualified
citizens and possess conscientiousness of being good human beings, adapt themselves to
embrace the modern technology, provides eagerness of taking advantage of knowledge
for reaching efficacy in accordance with present situation. Additionally, education lead
to the development of the learners’ own capability, Intellectual development, alertness
and awareness of learners’ differences, such as, language, culture and tradition which are
unique and deserve to be preserve and keep as the society’s treasure.
Hence, the curricula should provide opportunity for teachers to instruct students to
develop their well-being and provide activities which help them develop their intelligence,
ability of thinking systematically and professional efficacy. As a result, the students,
perception of society is different regardless of culture, tradition, and environment.
The exchange of knowledge will lead to new modern set of knowledge. Hence, teacher
should teach students to think and do well, have the ability to analyze and synthesize
the problems confronted. Students should be taught to develop creative thinking skills, and
be ready to show their leadership. Most importantly, the students should have the insight
ability of adjusting the situation with conscience and public service mind, ready to help
the human-being in the world.
In every respect, it has always seen that importance of education results in here,
so the teachers must integrate the instruction with conformity of behavior, and ready
to teach the students to have the academic and professional knowledge with skills of
sufficiency and take into consideration what they have gained in ethical behavior such
as being beautiful, and good-hearted to help the society when crises occur. All success
depends on the awareness of duty and their performance to teach the students to have
consciousness of responsibility with mercy in accordance to the teachings of “Buddhism”.
Indeed, it’s education and population of the World in the Aspect of Buddhism”.

Asst.Prof.Dr. Bangorn Bejathikul
President of Bangkokthonburi University
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Visakha Bucha Day
Visaha Bucha Day is a holy day for all Buddhists worldwide. It is the day of Lord
Buddha’s birth, enlightenment and death. The importance of the day is that the Lord
Buddha had revealed his leadership as the world Lord by proclaiming of Buddhism.
We, all Buddhists, therefore called him the “Great Lord”. He had enlightened that
the world problems were all caused by all individuals proceeding their lives aimlessly and
incorrectly. He therefore, proclaims the importance principle to solve those problems, called
the 4 Noble Truths namely the suffering, the causes of suffering, the cessation of suffering
and the cessation path. The procedures start from clear understanding of the problems,
leading to searching of real causes or factors creating said problems, then believing that
all problems can be solved with intelligence and finally studying the problem solving path
thoroughly.
Enlightening the correct problem solving guidelines, the Lord devoted himself
helping mankind solving their problems. The Lord, posthumously, kindly concerned the
mankind, so he had laid out the principles called “The Buddhist Principle” as the world
greatest tool for problem solving. The United Nations, in recognizing the noble Buddhist
problem solving guidelines as the best fhte greates ones, proclaimed the Visakha Bucha
Day as the World International Holy Day. In addition, worldwide Buddhist leaders had
consented that Thailand becoming the World Center of Buddhist. This makes Thais,
especially the Buddhist ones, thoroughly being proud.
Visakha Bucha Day is a holy remembrance to use the Buddhist Principle for our
righteous conducts. It starts from preparing our hearts not to forget to understand what
the Buddhism is, in order to perform various merits. It includes remembering, reviewing,
understanding and studying the Buddhism, by cration of knowledge and understanding,
and by persuading ourselves to perform the right acts which would be merit to ourselves,
others and society as a whole.
For this 2013 Visakha Bucha Day, as the President of Bansomdejchaopraya
Rajabhat University, I am so pleased and hope that all Thai Buddhists would help each
other in keeping the image of our country as the World Buddhism Center by practicing
correctly and rightly according the Buddhist Principle of the Great Noble Lord Buddha
and by following His Majesty the King’s steps since he is always the Buddhist followers of
the People of Thailand

(Associate Profesor Dr.Ponlasit Noochoochai)
President
Bansomdejchaopraya Rajabhat University
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Message
The President of Suan Dusit Rajabhat University
To commemorate the auspicious occasion of World Vesak Day, a UNESCO World
Heritage Day, the Committee of International Association of Buddhist Universities and
the Committee of the International Council of the United Nations Day of Vesak will
cooperatively host a seminar entitled “Education for Global Citizenship: Buddhist
Perspectives.” on 21-22 May 2013. This seminar is also to celebrate the 100th anniversary of
the birthday of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyaasamvara, the supreme patriarch of Thailand
(Suvaḍḍhana Mahāthera).
On World Vesak Day, all Buddhist throughout the world should gather together to
worship and recollect the teachings of Lord Buddha, which focus on compassion, mercy,
and tolerance. Education and global citizenship, according to the perspective of Lord
Buddha, should be wide and far. Using rationality prior to acting - or not acting- in a way
that might negatively affect others will lead to a society of unity, compassion, generosity,
and goodwill, which is the utmost desire of all human beings.
It is a pleasure and an honor for Suan Dusit Rajabhat University to participate in
this event. We hope to help enrich the perfection of Buddhists, in order to create a society
which prospers with integrity for all mankind.

Assocoate Professor Dr. Sirote Pholpuntin
The Acting President
Suan Dusit Rajabhat University
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Visakha Bucha Day is one of the most important days for Buddhists all over
the world, as it marks three important incidences in the life of the Lord Buddha: the birth,
the enlightenment and the passing away, miraculously fall on the same month and date,
the Vesak full-moon day.
Buddhists throughout the world proclaim Visakha Bucha day as an international
day and, according to a consensus of the United Nations General Assembly, Visakha
Bucha Day was declared as a world heritage day. Each year, Buddhists worldwide gather
to perform worship to recollect the wisdom, purity and compassion o the Lord Buddha for
all humanity.
The International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU) and the International
Council of the Day of Vesak (ICDV), in an effort to expand Buddhism, are organizing
a ceremony of World’s Visakha Bucha Day in 2013. In this regard, Hatyai University feels
honored to participate in this ritual.
I send this message to express rejoice in your good merit and to everyone who is
involved, and to appreciate the compassion, wisdom and purity of Lord Buddha, who is
the lamp enlightening the Dhamma for the world on this Visakha Bucha Day.

Dr. Wittawat Didyasarin Sattayarak
President
Hatyai University
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The President of Rajamangala
University of Technology Krungthep’s Message
Dr. Sathit Puttachaiyong

***********************************************************************************************
Vesakah Puja Day is an important day for all the Buddhists in the world who
agree about its importance and arrange the auspicious activities to commemorate the Lord
Buddha’s birth, enlightenment and nirvana. On this occasion, the International Association
of Buddhist Universities (IABU) and the International Council for Days of Vesak (ICDV)
have been approved to hold “The 10th International Celebration on the Occasion of United
Nations Day of Vesak 2013” and an international seminar entitled “Education and Global
Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” from May 21 to 22, 2013 at the United Nation
Conference Center, Bangkok.
Since over 90% of students of Rajamangala University of Technology Krungthep
are Buddhists, the university would like to give a warm welcome to the worldwide
academic and religious leaders. This is a great opportunity which generates cooperation
among Buddhists and worldwide Buddhist organizations. Also, this would provide them
with an opportunity to apply Dhamma to social and economic development and to give
the declaration of Buddhism principles as world significant civilization to world forum
through academic activities, religious ceremonies and community way of life.
Furthermore, the ceremony is held to celebrate 100th Birthday Anniversary of
His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand.
As a Buddhist community, the university would like to rejoice with the merit to
His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara to be healthy and to be eternally a spiritual
center of the kingdom of Thailand’s Buddhists’ hearts.
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Message
The United Nations Day of Vesak Celebration

Vesak Day is the most significant day for Buddhists. The day commemorates
the birth, enlightenment and nirvana of the Buddha. Buddhists need to apply the Buddha’s
Teachings to their lives. They need to follow The Noble Eightfold Path . According to
the Buddha’s Teachings, The Noble Eightfold Path leads to the cessation of all sufferings.
The Noble Eightfold Path, namely, right view, right thought, right speech, right action,
right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration is the essential
principle for human being development.
On the occasion of the United Nations Day of Vesak 2013, Krirk University would
like to be reminded of the virtue of the Lord Buddha.

Miss Naphat Mangalabruks
President, Krirk University
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Letter
Visakha Bucha Day 2013

Visakha Bucha Day is one of the most important days in Buddhism as it was
a coincident day of the Lord Buddha’s birth, enlightenment and death. This day, therefore,
is important to Buddhists all over the world. His dharma principles can help Buddhists live
their lives with consciousness and carefulness that will eventually bring peace to them.
The celebration of world’s Visakha Bucha Day demonstrates determination, faith,
and cooperation of all Buddhists around the world. They cooperate to do this activity in
order to preach Buddhist principles. On this occasion, Thai Buddhists will also celebrate
the 100th birthday anniversary to His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme
Patriarch of Thailand, becoming the longest living Supreme Patriarch in the Thai history.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish every Buddhist all the best and fully
hope that this celebration will be successful in order to bring enlightenment to all mankind
eternally.

(Associate Professor Sauwanee Thairungroj, Ph.D.)
President
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A Speech in the Crucially Universal Day of Vesak
The President of Chaiyaphum Rajabhat University
………………………………………………………………………………
Visakhabucha Day is a very important day for the Buddhists, known as the day of
the Royal Bhuddha’s birth, obtaining truths and death. The Buddhists throughout the
world have especially acted for the gratitude memorials of the royal Buddha who achieved
the Dhamma truths as the lights shoned for the mankind’s ways of life.
As the United nations regulated the Visakhbucha Day to be the crucially universal
Day, this indicated the importance for the Buddhists all over the world because the Dhamma
principles in the Buddhism religious can be universal without the separation of the original
tribes, races and religious and constantly modernized that capable to apply for the welldeveloped human socities.
Consequently, the arrangement of the Visakhabucha day as a crucially universal
day of the world in this 2013 Year, can indicate to the Buddhists’ actual intentions and
strong beliefs towards the Royal Buddha with the exceeding gradtitudes for the world
communities, and can also express the peace following to the peaching-guideling principles
of the Royal Buddha. In this occasion, I would like to specially express my good hopes for
your goodness of lives, beliefs and mind-goodness to convey this crucial activity. Finally,
I extremely hope that the goodness can be the shining lights for the widely intellectual lives
in overall directions forever.

(Assist.Prof. Pongsapat Monpaewongsanon)
President of Chaiyaphum Rajabhat University
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We do not know the actual numbers of the monk in the period of Buddha while he
were establishing and spreading this Enlightenment thought his Dhamma. However, we do
know that the Visakha Bucha Day is valued the most important day of the Buddhists because
of the three important incidents of Buddhism coming together. There are the Buddha’s
birthday, his Enlightenment and his passing away in the same date of the full moon day.
In addition, the 1,250 monks come together to perform worship this significance that day.
Visakha Bucha Day also prove the prosperity, the beliefs, and the spread of Buddhism
The world Visakha Bucha Day gathers the world monks and proves the significance
of the Dhamma again. Thailand is honored as the host to hold the World Visakha Bucha
Day as the country that Buddhism grow more prosperously. To be the host also proves
the economic, political, and social stability and security of Thailand, it also gathers
the world monks to stay together as the eternity of the Buddha’s followers that will stay
over the world teaching the Buddha’s Enlightenment.
Most importantly, the World Visakha Bucha Day causes the world to realize
the living with “Middle path” which means not too much and not too little. That will be
result in the true happiness of all Buddhists living peacefully together with people of other
different regions.

Professor Sint Punpinij, Ph.D
Rajamangala University of Technology Tawan-ok
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Message Commemorating World Vesak Day of 2013
Dr. Pornchai Mongkonvanit
President, Siam University
On the auspicious occasion of the celebration of the 100th Birthday Anniversary
of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamwara the Supreme Patriach of Thailand and
commemorating World Vesak Day 2013, I wish to convey the best blessing to all of us
the disciples, followers of the Lord of Buddha on behalf of Siam University.
On behalf of the faculty and students of Siam University, I would like to express my
sincere appreciation and congratulation to Maha Chulalongkorn Rajavidyalaya University
in collaboration with the International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU) and
the International Council of the UNITED NATIONS Day of Vesak (ICUNDV) to organize
an intenational conference tilled “Educational and Global Citizenship : A Buddhist
Perspective”.
The ultimate goal of Buddhism is the congest of the miseries of existence.
According to the teaching of the Buddha the first and foremost broth about life is
the reality of satisfactoriness. The core teachings of Buddhism are actually relevant to
all social and individual problems and us peaceful means to overcome those problems
leading to all mankind live together in peace and the individual to be at peace with himself.
The core teaching also fosters a sense of compassion, tolerance and respect toward other
living beings. The moral conduct will lead to refrain from exploitation both of others and
of one’s self and mutual respect.
Since the right attitude in Buddhism is closely connected with understanding
and knowledge which is founded on wisdom this conference will provide and exchange
a deeper look to see what outlook the religion has on man and the world and how it functions.
I trust that this conference will provide a meaningful platform to exchange ideas
and knowledge theoretically, practically and instrumentally contributing to the peace
and happiness of humanity. Therefore, as the leader of Siam University, a Wisdom based
institution of higher learning, I pledge my full support with everyone of you in this
meaningful endeavor toward the real peace and happiness of individuals, societies, regions
and the world regardless of races, nationalities and personal belief in making the world
a better place to live for everyone.

(Pornchai Mongkhonvanit)
President, Siam University
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Message from DrArthit Ourairat
President of Rangsit University
In Celebrating the United Nations’ Day of Vesak 2013
Entitled, “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”
On behalf of Rangsit University, I would like to convey my appreciation and
felicitation for the goodwill of the IABU and ICDV in jointly celebrating the United
Nations’ Day of Vesak 2013 under the them which is of great importance and responsive
to the changes of the global society today namely” Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective. This event is also meant for celebrating the forthcoming 100th
Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch
of Thailand, on 3th October, 2013.
To date, it is widely recognized that the rapid changes in economy, society and
environment of our world essentially derive from extremely complex underlying causes
and thus are difficult to tackle by any country or region. We human beings could not avoid
the destined fate and must be conscious of the duty as good citizenships of the world in our
thrive for, “A Shared future”. Even in the religious realm, all must join in the process of
teaching and preaching. I have full confidence that the resolves of this meeting will throw
light on important measures and tangible plan of actions to e undertaken in due course.

I hereby extend my best wishes to full success of the Vesak 2013.

Dr. Arthit Ourairat
President of Rangsit University
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Visakha Puja International Day Message
By
Pranee Vongchavalitkul
President, Vongchavalitkul University
President, Nakhon Ratchasima Buddhist Assembly for National security

Buddhism has become the national religion because it entered into Thai society
and exits with it for ling time since the prior to Sukhothai Period upto the present time.
Buddhism has accepted not only by Thai people but also by people around the world. It is
reasonable that Buddhism is both religion in that it gives rise to belief leading to practice
and happiness, and philosophy in that it teaches all the people requiring knowledge for
salvation. It is also scientific because its teaching can be approved according to scientific
method.
According to Buddhism, at the time of his awakening he realized complete insight
into the cause of suffering, and the steps necessary to eliminate it. These discoveries became
known as the Four Noble Truths, which are at the heart of Buddhist teaching. Through
mastery of these truths, a state of supreme liberation, or Nirvana, is believed to be possible
for any being. The Buddha described Nirvana as the perfect peace of a mind that’s free
from ignorance, greed, hatred and other afflictive states, or defilements (kilesas). Nirvana
is also regarded as the end of the world, in that no personal identity or boundaries of the
mind remain.
On the auspicious day of Vesakha Puja or the year of the Lord Buddha’s being
borne, enlightenment, and passing away, then administrators, academic and non-academic
staff including all the students of Vongchavalitkul University devote to the Lord Buddha’s
teaching by practicing the five precepts, and may the Buddhism exist in the world and in
Thailand forever.
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Mahidol University
Wisdom of the Land
United Nations Day of Vesak 2013
Message from the President of Mahidol University
The theme of this 10th annual International Day of Vesak Celebration “Education
and the world’s Citizen: A Buddhism Perspective” allows us to discuss education and
contemplate what is a well-educated person from a Buddhist perspective. It also allows us
to explore how a well-educated Buddhist can serve as a model of a global citizen.
Mahidol University’s student body predominately practices Theravada Buddhism,
thus Mahidol University’s student are guided by both the teachings of Lord Buddha,
as reflected in the Theravada tradition, and the secularized academic education system.
Mahidol University aims to produce graduates who are compassionate and caring for
others, without forsaking their own personal wellbeing, and who learn the skills needed to
succeed in their fields and professions.
A Buddhist and quality academic education id the means for affecting beneficial
self-transformation in students in an increasing globalized world. As such, students must
learn the fundamentals of dhamma and practice basic the Buddhist principles of ethical
behavior. These include respect for life, one’s family and possessions, the truth, and clear
mindedness. Academically, Buddhist universities and those with a predominately Buddhist
student body must raise their academic standards to the international level. Meanwhile,
Buddhist students must make adjustments to this international standard of study and
research with integrity and rigor.
Well educated Buddhists will then be able to negotiate the challenges of a globalized
world, respect the beliefs of others, secure a comfortable and sustainable livelihood, aid
in the betterment of society while at the same time not compromising their Buddhist
principles.
Mahidol University is committed to producing such model Global Citizens.

Professor Rajata Rajatanavin, M.D.
President
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International Recognition of the Day of Visak 2013
Visakha Puja Day is known as the great important Memorial Day for people
especially for Buddhists. Visakha Buja Day marks the three significant events, occurred in
the Buddha’s life, namely His Birth, His Enlightenment, and His Passing away. As a matter
of fact, it makes us realize the Buddha’s preaching mentioned as the glorious candlelight
sparkling for mankind to lead their lives. The great reality or the way of problem solving
that brings teachable people to their goal, the end of suffering, which is called The Four
Noble Truths.
As we are Thai Buddhists, we realize the great importance of Vasakha Buja Day,
and the United Nations Organization also recognizes the significance of the Buddha’s
preaching which brings universal peace to mankind; therefore, the UN proclaimed Visakha
Buja Day to be the International Day.
Besides, the leaders of Buddhists from all over the world unanimously agreed to have
Thailand as the world Buddhism Center. Owing to this, Thailand eventually has important
role on the International Visakha Buja Celebration organizing, and that for celebrating
the 100th birthday anniversary of Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara Somdet Phra Sangharaja
(Charoen Suvaddhano), the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand. The committee of International
Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU) and International Council for Day of Vesak
(ICDV) have carried out the commitment to have the Anniversary celebration of United
Nations Day of Vesak 2013, on the topic “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhism
Perspective” Therefore, it is greatly auspicious for Thai people and Buddhists all over
the world to participate and celebrate to this event.
On behalf of the Nakhon Sawan Rajabhat University, we are very grateful and
highly appreciate to charitable spirit on organizing this activity and hope that such activity
would be one way to preserve Buddhism; moreover, it would be one approach to propagate
the Buddha’s teaching to the world.

(Asst. Prof. Dr. Banyat Chamnankit)
President
Nakhon Sawan Rajabhat University
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Message from President of Rajabhat Maha Sarakham University,
Thailand
Rajabhat Maha Sarakham Unjversity joins global citizens of Buddhism on the
Occasion of the 10th International Celebration of United Nations Day of Visak 2013 and
the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme
Patriarch of Thailand.
Visakha Bucha or Visak Bochea is the holiest day of Buddhist Festivals, the
celebration of the Birth and Enlightenment of Buddha, as well as commemoration of his
Death. His enlightenment of the Four Noble Truths has shed light on Buddhist citizens
all over the world and has generated peace and wisdom, elevating our spirits and leading
us through the Middle Way of Living. Buddha’s Teachings have been disseminated to all
the regions, helping practitioners throughout the globe with enlightening strategies to solve
their problems, corresponding to principles of the scientific way of thinking.
His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand, has
devoted his life to Buddhist practices and preaching, disseminating the Teachings of
Lord Buddha across geographical and religious borders to guide global citizens with the
Buddhist Educational Principles: Sīla (the tool for controlling our behaviors), Samādhi(the
tool for controlling our minds), and Pannã or wisdom (the tool for solving problems).
The Dedication and endeavor of His Holiness the Supreme Patriarch toward
generating world peace through Buddha’s Teachings and his own intellectual strength has
been recognized by Buddhists in Thailand and abroad, and the teachings of His Holiness
will always be a significant part of world peace development. This deserves to be eternally
cherished.

Associate Professor Somchai Wongkasem
President
Rajabhat Maha Sarakham University
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Congratulation Message
On Visakha Bucha Day, a World Intemational Day for B.E. 25556
Chulakasem Chinnapha, M.D.; The Rector of St. John’s University
As the IABU and the ICDV have organized the World Visakha Bucha Day for
B.E. 2556 under the topic “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”
to celebrate the 100ft Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara
the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand.
Since the seemingly unstoppable development of technology has resulted in changes
for a variety of dimensions; the world has become globalized. The good “fusion” of Thai
citizens is bound to relate to being the good citizens of the World Society. Buddhism is
a religion that stresses kindness, a Buddhist proverb says: “Kindness props up the World”.
If all human beings believe and practice in the way of kindness, always show respect to
the social moons, legal system and interactional agreements, be caring and sympathetic;
all conflicts would be solved and everyone could live equitably as a good citizen of
the World Society in a sustainable peace.
On this important occasion of Visakha Bucha Day, a World International Day, may
Iittee of the World Visakha Bucha Day for 8.8.2556 very success.

Chulakasem Chinnapha, M.D.
April 19, 2013
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Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective
It is obvious that in the Era of Globalization, the vision of ‘Education’ has changed
according to the change of the world. Education aims at developing human resource rather
than developing human beings themselves. This vision has turned education to be as a tool
for producing well-educated manpower capable of living up to the challenges of an everchanging world or in other word, education is for increasing products in response to social
need. Today each country needs to develop its own economic prosperity and the need to be
able to compete with other countries in the world arena.
In addition, the tremendous advancement in telecommunications, computer
technology and information technology have affected human civilization greatly.
The world has become borderless. Human beings contact, communicate and move to visit
one another more speedily, conveniently, and seamlessly. More people work internationally
all over the world. Many countries are allied and become one regional community, citizens
of each country in the community can move to work in another member country according
to the agreement of recognition they have made for the community.
With the globalization movement thus comes the notion of ‘Global Citizens’.
Therefore, the urgent need of different races of people living and working together
is ‘Peace’. The case, then inevitably necessitates the different view of education. In a
Buddhist Perspective, a good ‘World Citizen’ must not only be a man of highest standards
in academic ability, but he must also be equipped with the quality of being absolute integrity
or with the highest moral standards. According to Buddhism, education should be a tool
to help develop a man in all aspects to make him a whole ‘Global Citizen’. He needs to
develop his body to be healthy with hygienic conditions. Simultaneously, a good ‘Global
Citizen’ should develop his own mind by practicing being conscious and lead his life with
consciousness. Consciousness helps a good ‘Global Citizen’ making decision and solving
problems more effectively. In addition, a good ‘Global Citizen’ must develop his conduct
by having high standards of morality and ethics as ground rules of life. A man whose life
is based a Buddhist five precepts certainly does not trouble, hurt or destroy other people
but loves and cares. According to Buddhism, a good ‘Global Citizen’ must learn ‘Three
Common Features’ of the world; uncertainty of all things, all things cause suffering and
nothingness of all things.
People who learn and understand those three common characteristics of the world
are considered to learn reality of human life, thus they live well with other people. People
should have more sympathy for one another; they should respect one another for their
good traits and help one another in their difficulties. Lastly, people of the world must
develop intelligence and their wisdom with high thinking order and contemplative thinking
skill. They learn and understand things by being able to analyze, synthesize and research.
They know the law of cause and effect and they understand that they must be repaid with
the same deed they have done.
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According to a Buddhist perspective, education today must emphasize more on
general education which creates human beings to be of highest virtue. In this world of fierce
economic competition, where people race to obtain power and benefit in term of material
and quantity and the rise of morality crisis, it is vital that we have education for peace;
education to create peace makers. Our world needs pristine and beautiful environment
which is full of ‘Good, Intelligent and Happy Global Citizens’ and the slogan of education.

Director of Southeast Asia University
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The Maha Pucha Visakh Day—A Significant Religious Day of the World
Thai Buddhists and Buddhists all over the world hopefully and joyfully look forward
to celebrating the Maha Pucha Visakh Day because it is a meaningful day for Buddhist
expression. It is the day to commemorate the date of birth, the date of enlightenment and
the date of death of Lord Buddha. Annually, the day falls on the full moon day of the 6th
lunar month or “Visakh month”.
The obvious reason why Thais and others all over the world worship Lord Buddha
is that they appreciate the virtues and omniscience of Buddha, who is the Greatest Teacher
for all human beings. His benevolence, kindness and purity of the spirit showered onto
the world have helped the world to be in peace and the peoples to live peacefully until now.
Certainly, some Buddhists were lucky enough to visit three important holy sites:
Lumbini (now located in Nepal), Bodh Gaya, Kushinagar and Pa I-sipattana Marue
Kathayawan at Sarnath, the place where Lord Buddha delivered his first preaching after
his enlightenment. It is generally believed that being present at these four holy sites in
Buddhism is an auspicious act, especially when one pays homage to the places in person.
Other Buddhists had a great opportunity to visit Chetawan Maha Viharn, Khao Khit Chakut
and other places related to the life of Lord Buddha. Buddhists should make an effort to visit
these places to make merits, so that they will enjoy life with luck and prosperity.
However, even when such an opportunity does not exist, if one abstains from evil
acts, performs good deeds and keeps a virtuous mind, it means that the person has already
paid respect to and demonstrated an act of deep worship of Lord Buddha.

Dr. Keerath Sanguansai
President of Walailak University
1 May 2013
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Message from the President of
Ramkhamhaeng University
Ramkhamhaeng University would like to extend congratulation to all of
those involved in the 10th conference to be held on the occasion of the United Nations
Day of Vesak (UNDV) for 2013. This year’s conference is once again take place at
the United Nations Conference Center, Bangkok Metropolis under the auspices of
Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai University, the International Association of Buddhist
Universities (IABU) and the International Council for the United Nations Day of Vasak
(UNDV).
To be held on the twenty-first and twenty-second of May, this year’s conference
has as its main theme “Education and the world’s Citizen: A Buddhism Perspective.”
Moreover, upon this occasion we are especially privilege in view of the fact that
the conference auspiciously and memorably allows the concomitant celebration of the one
hundredth anniversary of the birth of His Holiness Somdet Phra Yannasangwan Somdet
Phra Sangkharat (Charoen Suwatthano), the incumbent Supreme Patriarch of the Kingdom
of Thailand.
This year’s conference brings together a large number of academic and religious
leaders from many countries throughout the world. The attendance will number
approximately 1,500 monks and other academic and religious leaders from 85 countries. We
shall be afforded on this auspicious occasion the precious opportunity to foster corporation
among Buddhist communities and organizations at both the national and international
levels.
We are thus presented with golden opportunity to proclaim the teachings of
Buddhism to world society. We are convinced that Buddhist teachings shall prove to be
manifest benefit to all of humanity through encouraging the development of a sustainable
world socio-economic order wholly commensurate with the highest Buddhist ideals.
Furthermore, as already suggested, we should take particular note that this
conference allows us the unique opportunity to proclaim Buddhist principles on a world
stage. Accordingly, we can give evidence of the valuable example provided by Buddhist
civilization and its corresponding communitarian way of life through the avenue provided
by the academic and religious activities zealously pursued at this conference.
Participants will be able to listen to addresses and lectures on a wide array of topics.
They will be able to meet one another, establish networks, and exchange ideas to the mutual
benefit of all. There will also be opportunities to participate in religious rites and observe
sacred ceremonies at Buddharmonthon, Nakorn pathom. Providing opportunities such as
these flows from the keen desire of the Kingdom of Thailand for the world at large to
take full cognizance of its strong commitment to preserving, maintaining and enhancing
what it believes to be an aesthetically appealing, morally uplifting and spiritually elevated
repertoire of time-honored customs, traditions and culture practices as exhibited in
the overarching and deeply-embedded commitment of the Thai people to the spenders of
its ancient Buddhist heritage.
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On this momentous occasion, I would like, therefore, to bestow a blessing on this
conference in the fervent hope and steadfast desire that shall be completely successful and
fulfill all of its objectives.

(Assistant Professor Wutisak Lapcharoensap)
President of Ramkhamhaeng University
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A Welcome Message
By Professor Dr. Sujin Jinahyon
President of Naresuan University
At the outset, I would like to convey my best wishes to Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai
University, which has taken a leading role in bringing in colleges of monks and religious
leaders from 85 countries to this important event of the 10th Vesak Day. I would also
like to congratulate the International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU) and
International Council for the Day of Vasak (ICDV) for convening this special gathering
for which the theme is dedicated to “Education and the world’s Citizen: A Buddhism
Perspective” on May 21-22, 2013, graciously presided over by His Royal Highness Crown
Prince Maha Vajiralongkorn, at the United Nations Conference Center, Bangkok. This
also marks the 100th Anniversary of the 19th supreme patriarch of Thailand: His Holiness
Somdet Phra Nyaasamvara Suvaddhana Mahathera.
Buddhism, as one of the most widely practiced religions, teaches its followers
by instilling a respectful conduct of life, enlightened by the Lord Buddha, comprising
nature-oriented moralities and ethics for a peaceful society. This event serves as venue of
a Buddhism perspective exchange among distinguished participants, specifically focusing
on how education is deemed a tool to develop people’s state of mind. It is expected that this
will correspond well with a rapidly changing world, where economics, politics, education,
cultures, technologies, and conflicts share equal responsibility in a more competitive world.
The supreme goal of every religion is to guide its followers on how to behave and
to live with other people in harmony; however, we, in practice, have never actually reached
the true form of the written scripture, for we take for granted that what we have practiced
is well done despite the fact that it is only the crust of enlightenment. Greed, wrath, and
lust have gotten the best of us and consumed our souls so much that we are selfish and try
to seek every possible way to do things for our own benefit instead of for society, country
and the world.
The 10th Vesak Day is held to draw the attention of Buddhists worldwide in order
to study deeper into Buddhism’s applications towards a better education and harmonized
communities. Drawn by participant’s experiences, it is hoped that recommendations and
suggestions emerging from the event will be integrated into educational development in
each country and that we will be able to shape healthier Buddhists who are capable of
problem solving skills, based Buddhism, to tackle efficiently increasing societal issues.
Last but by no mean least, I am grateful to acknowledge the dedication contributed
by Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai University, International Association of Buddhist
Universities, and International Council for the Day of Vasak in hosting this remarkable
event and wish the seminar be productive and successful as the words of the Lord Buddha
tell us “Those who behave well will live well.”

(Prof. Dr. Sujin Jinahyon)
President of Naresuan University
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Message for The World’s Vesak Day of B.E. 2556
The Vesak Day is one of the most important days in Buddhism, on which Buddhists
around the world commemorate event of the significant to Lord Buddha: his birth,
enlightenment, and passing away. Its importance was formally acknowledged and promote
internationally when the United Nations, in the B.E. 2542announced the Vesak day as one
of the world’s important days and recognized Buddhism as a religion of peace. The fact that
Buddhists all over the world celebrate the Vesak day spreads out the message to the world
community to join hands in fostering, maintaining, and strengthening peace, brotherhood,
and unity in mankind.
On this occasion, I would like to congratulate Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai
University for the honor it has received to host the international event entitled “Education
and the world’s Citizen: A Buddhism Perspective” foe the World’s Vesak Day of B.E. 2556.
I would like to wish the event all the success.

Respectfully yours,

Professor Prasart Suebka, PhD
Rector
Suranaree University of Technology
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MESSAGE
Vesak Day or Visakha Puja is the important day for Buddhists around the world.
It makes human being to concentrate to the birth, enlightenment, and attainment of
Nirvana of the Lord Buddha. After his enlightenment, the Lord Buddha preached among
the secular initial and final to human being and divines: (Four Noble Truths) this is the Noble
Truth of Suffering (duhka): this is the Noble Truth concerning the Origin of the Suffering
(samudaya): this is the Noble Truth concerning Cessation of Suffering (nirodha): this is
the Noble Truth concerning the Way which leads to the Cessation of Suffering (magga).
On behalf of government officer of Pathumwan Institute of Technology, I would
like to quote the sutra of existence of the satatum to commemorate the Buddha’s teachings
as follow:
Herein, monks, in what so ever company the monks listen not to those discourses
made by poets, tricked out with fair sounding phrases, discourses external to Dhamma
uttered by their followers, when they are recited: where the lend not a ready ear to them,
apply not to them a mind bent on understanding, consider not that those teachings are
something to be learned by heart and mastered;
But to those uttered by Tathagata, discourses deep and deep in meaning,
transcendental, dealing with the Void – when such are recited, they listen there to, lend
a ready ear to them, apply to them a mind bent on understanding and consider that those
teachings are something to be learned by heart – and mastered, and having mastered
that teaching question each other about it, open up discussion thus: “What is it? What is
the meaning of this?” – when such open up the unrevealed, explain the unexplained and
dispel doubts on divers doubtful points of doubt.
On behalf of government officer of Pathumwan Institute of Technology, it is my
honor and pleasure to write the message in this important day. I wish to express my sincere
appreciation to IABU and ICDV and who have made the conference of Vesak Day in 2556.
May I therefore extend my best wishes to the conference “Education and Global
Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” to be successful.

(Assoc,Prof. Dr. Panya Minyong)
President of Pathumwan Institute of Technology
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Message
From the President of Rajabhat Rajanagarindra University,
Chachoengsao, Thailand
For Vesak Day: The Great International Day 2013
At the Convention Hall of the United Nations, Bangkok, Thailand

Vesak Day is a very significant and great day for practicing Buddhists across
the world. According to the Buddhist history, it coincides with the three important incidents
in the life of the Buddha: Birth, Enlightenment, and Nibbana, or passing away. As it is
ubiquitously seen in the Buddhist countries, Vesak Day is regards as an auspicious and
meaningful day of Buddhists to recollect the life of the Buddha, who attained enlightenment
and bequeathed to humanity profound and superb teachings to effectively resolve problems
and sufferings in the chaotic world.
Over 2600 years after the Buddha attained enlightenment and turned the Wheel of
Dharma, his truthful teachings have widely spread and brought calm, peace, and prosperity.
The Buddha’s irrefutable teachings have been continuously disseminated and increasingly
recognized not only in South Asian and Southeast Asian Countries, but also worldwide.
These teachings become a valuable legacy that can make the world happy, peaceful
and prosperous. Vesak Day is explicitly an important religious day for only people in
the Buddhist countries no more; rather, it has become the great international day as the
United Nations’ appointment.
On this auspicious occasion, I would like to admire and congratulate all numerous
Buddhist organizations, especially Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai University (MCU),
the International Association of Buddhist University (IABU), and the International Council
for the Day of Vesak (ICDV). On this day, they can join together to arrange “Vesak Day”:
The great International Day 2013” and an international seminar on “Education and
the Global Citizenship: A Buddhism Perspective” from the 21st – 22nd of May, 2013.
It is hoped that this cooperation will virtually be a landmark of great prosperity and firm
establishment of global Buddhism.

Asst.Prof.Aneck Thepsupornkul
President of Rajabhat Rajanagarindra University
May 2013
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Message from Yala Rajabhat University’s President
On the occasion of
the conference “Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective”
held by Intenational Association at Buddhist University (IABU) and
International Coucil of United Nations Day of Vesak (ICDV)
21-22 May 2013
Dear all participants on the conference “Education and Global Citizenship: A
Buddhist Perspective”
On behalf of Yala Rajabhat University, I, Professor. Dr. Waykin Nopanitaya, as an
Acting President am very pleased to learn that there will be the World Buddhist Leaders
Conference on International Recognition of the Day of Vesak.
Vesak day is the event that Lord Buddha declared the pure and real Dhamma which
was found from the laboriousness. This will bring the happiness and peace to people in all
societies.
The Lord Buddha was signed as the teacher who is the educator of the world. He is
not only a knowledge manager and disseminator but also maintains and sustains knowledge
of Buddhism to be globalized till now.
This conference is definitely beneficial to mankind for a better understanding of the
principle in Buddhism in order to bring everlasting World Peace.

Respectfully Yours

(Professor Dr. Waykin Nopanitaya)
Acting President
Yala Rajabhat University
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Letter
Visakha Puja Day
Visakha Puja Day is one of the world’s greatest religious days. It marks three
important events which occurred in Buddha’s life namely his birth, enlightenment and
death. This day reflects Buddha’s teaching on compassion and living in harmony with
one another for universal peace, therefore Visakha Puja Day is important not only for
Buddhists, but also for the whole world.
The United Nations has considered the importance of Buddhist morality that brings
peace towards all mankind and the whole world. Furthermore, the UN, “Visakha Puja”day
is set on this day. In 2013, Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai University will hold this event
to celebrate the World Visakha Puja Day and the age of sacred the holiness monk Somdet
Phra Nyaasamvara Somdet Phra Sangharaja who is 100 years old. All agencies have joined
efforts to organize activities that will allow people to focus on the importance of religion
and understanding of the principles of the Buddha.
On behalf of Chiang Mai Rajabhat University, I would like to express my sincere
appreciation to Mahachulalongkornrachaviyalai University for serving as representatives
of the clergy and the people of Thailand to set the World Visakha Puja Day. I hope this
activity achieves its goals of forever glorifying Buddhism within the world community.

(Assoc. Prof. Prapan Thammachai)
President
Chiang Mai Rajabhat University
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Suratthani Rajabhat University
Muang Surat Thani
29th April 256 EB
LETTER OF CONGRATUALTIONS
Seeing that the Lord Buddha has really been a great man being merciful to all
earth’s children, letting all who to learn of his teaching have the chance with no need to
leave out their original beliefs, the United Nations has announced the Visakha Puja Day
one of the world’s important days.
The Lord Buddha teaches everyone to apply wisdom in leading their life. Our
education, however, is presently stepping out of the way of real wisdom resulting from
the facts that current relationship between humans, their society, and the environments
becomes fragile and sensitive and they are of complex dimensions as well as being on
the move and change, aside from being complicated. When we learn and accept just what
learned as the key principle, the ensuing consequence is, hence, very hard to solve; difficult
even to understand ourselves – all of which is caused by the more and more complicated
truth of life. Accordingly, we cannot arrange our life system and connot live peacefully
with others. What learned eventually serves as tools or even weapons to take advantage
of others; the entire world will finally end up in rapacity and wickedness; each gasping
weapons or tools to take what wanted, forgetting the truth that nobody can ever own things
eternally.
Suratthani Rajabhat University has a very important goal: to build up wisdom with
a firm faith in goodness. We realize that it is not enough to only produce graduates with
worldly knowledge to serve and to lead the society to peacefulness; to place righteousness
as an important component for wisdom and goodness can really be exuberant.
Also on the very special occasion of celebration made for the 100’s birthday
anniversary of Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara the Supreme Patriarch of the Buddhist priests,
I, Assistant Professor Dr. Prayote Kuptakanjanakul, by the name of all administrators,
instructors, personnel, and students of Suratthani Rajabhat University, would like to request
an opportunity to take a part in congratulation for the celebration of his 100th birthday
anniversary.

Best regards

Asst. Prof. Dr. Prayote Kuptakanjanakul
President of Suratthani Rajabhat University
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Message on the Day of Vesak 2013
Visakha Bucha Day or simply Vesak Day, is the most auspicious religious day for
Buddhists. It commemorates the three anniversaries in the life of the Lord Buddha – the
Birth, the Enlightenment and the Nibbana. Buddhists from around the world will celebrate
the occasion to give honor to the Buddha for his teachings and to cherish his message of
comassion and devotion to the service of humanity.
The United Nations has recognized the Day of Vesak as an International Day of
the United Nations which brings a lot of joy to the worldwide Buddhists. The teaching
of the Buddha is open to all to see and judge for themselves irrespective of caste, color
or creed. The university of the teachings of the Buddha become a great civilizing force
wherever it went. It appeals to reason and freedom of thought, recognizing the dignity and
potentiality of the human mind. It calls for equality, fraternity and understanding, exhorting
its followers to avoid evil, to do good and to purify their minds.
On behalf of Sripatum University, I wish to express my heartfelt gratitude
toMahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for organizing the 10th Anniversary
Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak and the internation conference on the theme of
Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhism Perspective. I strongly believe that the key
to the formation of global citizens is the educator, bearing out the concept that the teacher
is the most important element in the educational environment.
May I take this opportunity to wish the Organizing Committee a successful
event leading to the cooperation among Buddhist communities and institutions to foster
cooperation and friendship with each other at the national and international level.

Dr.Rutchaneeporn Pookayaporn Phukkamarn
President of Sripatum University
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Message from North-Chiang Mai University
United Nations Day of Vesak 2013
Buddhism is a world significant civilization, with consensus of World Buddhist
leaders, Thailand is regarded as World Buddhism Centre, led by the Supreme Patriarch
who is honoured by Buddhists all over the world and was appointed as “World Lord
Abbot”
With the patronage of the Supreme Patriarch who initiates the foundation of
Mahamakut Buddhist University in order that the Buddhists around the world will recognize
the significant of Buddhism teachings, simultaneously with the general education. This
means that “life” needs to be trained in good and proper ways for the benefit of all mankind
because the real education means to develop human to the wholeness and maintaining of
the sustainable civilization on the basis of balancing between the growth of material and
human mind.
On the occasion of “United Nations Day of Vesak Day 2013” as well as the
celebration of the 100th. Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara
the Supreme Patriarch of Kingdom of Thailand , and on the occasion that the International
Council for the Day of Vesak:ICDV has endorsed his status as Special Consultative Status
to the United Nations, his main office is at Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University.
On behalf of North-Chiang Mai University, I would like to express my sincere
admiration and congratulations on the success of Sangha Supreme Council and Thai
government under the leadership of The Most Venerable Professor Dr. Phra Brahmapundit,
Rector of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University (MCU), member of Sangha Supreme
Council of Thailand, President of International Council of the United Nations Day of Vesak
and President of International Association of Buddhist University. Truly, I also would like to
congratulate to all the religious activities held to mark the International Vesak’s Day which
has consecutively been held for 10 years at Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University.
And I wish all events on International Day of Vesak be successful, so the Lord Buddha’s
doctrine will be extending to all over the world so that the Buddhists will see the significant
of Buddhism teachings and apply them for peacefulness and happiness to themselves, to
their families and the world society as a whole.

Mr.Narong Chavasint
President
North-Chiang Mai University
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Vesak day letter
The Buddha is the enlightened one. He is one who knows the truth and has wide
insight which has been known by his birth and from the life that exists in three worlds:
Heaven, Earth and Hell. He propagated the Dhamma among human beings to get rid of from
the cycle of birth and death with the help of royal grace, loving kindness and purification.
These were the qualities associated with Buddha. The three significant events of Buddha’s
life: birth, enlightenment and death spiral coincides in the same month and is celebrated
on the full moon day which is known as Vesak Day. This is regarded as the most important
day of Buddha.
Buddhists all over the worldare featured on this Vesak day. On December 13, 1999
a conference was held by United Nations and the Vesak day was set for the world and the
day of the United Nations (UN) to Buddhists all over the world to find the significance of
the days of the birth, enlightenment and death of Buddha. Lord was born over 2,600 years
ago.
In Thailand, we find evidence that the Vesak Day had existed since the Sukhothai
Era, which assumed that it has been of Sri Lankan Origin and the activities of Buddhists
which were performed on Vesak Day were: food offerings to Buddhist monks including
alms, bowl etc., practice of Dhamma, listen to sermons and to join the light waving rite
around chapel (Ubosod) in the evening to commemorate the triple gems etc.
The International Association of Buddhists Universities (IABU) together with
international Council of the United Nations Day of Vesak (ICDV) are organizing world
Vesak day as an annual event in 2013, which is the important day of the world and will also
celebrate on the same day the Buddhist supreme patriarch of the Buddhist priests’ 100th
birth anniversary between 21-22 May 2013 at United Nations Conference Center (UNCC).
Let’s get the job done in all respects.

(Ass. Prof. SanitLeongbudnark)
President of Leoi Rajabhat University
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Congratulatory Message on World Vesak Day 2013
It gives me great honor to present this congratulatory message on the occasion of
World Vesak Day 2013. I admire the organizers for celebrating this historic and eventful
day which reminds us of the purposeful life, teachings and contribution of Lord Buddha
towards all mankind.
The main theme of this year’s celebration, “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective”, is indeed very appropriate in this challenging time. Ideally,
education is the principal tool of human growth, essential for transforming the unlettered
child into a mature and responsible adult. Education gives us knowledge of the world
around us. It develops in us a perspective of looking at life. It helps us build opinions and
have points of view on things in life. But education in general does little to fulfill the higher
end of learning; that is, the illumination of mind with the light of truth and goodness, while
Buddhist teachings help in the spiritual growth of a person. The principles of Dharma aid to
improve the mental health of a person. Vesak Day is an opportunity to celebrate and reflect
on the contribution of Buddhist through the world.
I personally, believe that this conference will enhance and strengthen the bonds
of friendships among the different Buddhist Sects. It is our hope that this conference will
make a valuable contribution to world society.
With blessings of the Buddha Dharma, I wish this conference utmost success.

Dr. Saranpat Satiranggoon
President of
The University of Central Thailand
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Message on Visakha Puja Day 2013

******************

Visakha Puja Day is the most important day of the year for Buddhists all over
the world. This day commemorates the Buddha’s birth, His full enlightenment and His
Nirvana in the very same day and month of different years. It is a blessing that the Buddha,
after His enlightenment taught the Dhamma that he discovered to all human beings without
making the slightest distinction between them for 45 years.
As long as our defilements are not destroyed, we will suffer and be born again
and again. The Buddha’s teaching aims to make a man have both physical and mental
happiness; to help others become free from cankers; and to attain Nirvana which is the end
of suffering. Whenever Visakha Puja Day comes around, all Buddhists in Thailand and
around the world join together to cerebrate this very important day.
Therefore, on this special occasion, as we celebrate the Visakha Puja Day, I, on
behalf of Muban Chom Bueng Rajabhat University would like to express our gratitude and
pay homage to the Lord Buddha. We should practice Dhamma well and uphold Buddhism
together. Whenever we follow His teaching, we will lead peaceful and happy lives.

May all practice Dhamma and may the Dhamma bless all.
Thank you.

(Asst. Prof.Dr. Chanchai Yomdit)
President, Muban Chom Bueng Rajabhat University
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Education and world Citizen
Education is significant to present day society. It releases people from the state of being
illiterate to intelligent, knowledgeable and able to work for a living as well as live in a better
life than less educated or uneducated people. Education broadens opportunity for people from
Bachelor’s, Master’s and eventually Doctorate degree. Ability to learn depends on the individual
wisdom; and as people learn more they know more which they can use their knowledge for all time.
World community therefore studies more broadly and in depth. They study about both national and
international modernization, lands, water, sky, stars, galaxy and universal phenomenon. Education
brings about learning and creating new technology; systemizes things in a modern way; and provides
convenience with a variety of usefulness. However, what we never know and think that it is not
necessary to know is about ourselves and surroundings. When people face the problems, many of
them cannot solve and get over with these problems. Some of the people cannot accept the truth and
even make wrong decision. Sometimes, they use their lives as the bet. We study in different fields
of knowledge; know all the advancement, but we never study basic dharma principles that can
adapted in life for peaceful purpose. We are afraid of being out of dated person in an online society.
We use money and all facilities to serve our luxurious life without considering that sufficiency is
the true happiness. This type of education cannot really help us to stop being ambitious, suffered,
greedy, selfish and craving in a wrongful way, as well as stop taking advantages from others. These
thoughts caused unhappiness to human beings. All man-made creation causes tremendous troubles
to human beings. We all know that the world is now facing unusual conditions, for instance, global
warming, drought, earthquake, flood, and flood, and off season snow. Education assists people to
invent new things in which some of them are miraculous whereas some are disastrous. Nature is
eventually destroyed and humans need to adjust themselves with this change. Without adjustment,
they will face tremendous loss.
We accept the education continually progresses, but with following problems namely,
corruption, crimes, drugs, and genocide. These problems are getting worse in every moment; and
happiness cannot be found in this condition. Parlous people used education and wisdom to take
advantage from others. Less and uneducated people will be the victims from illiteracy. Despite
these troubles, Buddhists like us should stop these problems by using dharma in our life, for
example, conscience, and consciousness. This includes keeping five percepts, refraining from the
allurements which lead to ruin in all vices. We should also live our lives by holding eightfold noble
path in thinking, speaking and acting as well as living without negligence. These moralities can
stop people from causing any troubles to others. It is beneficial in creating happiness until the last
moment in life by not living in endless suffering.
Educated people do not only cause the troubles, but they also make numerous benefits
to the country and the world. These people should be honored and recalled. They are the product
of well upbringing, proper living and good morality that lead their live in the right way. We are a
good Buddhist should use Dharma to remind us to think, speak and act in a right way; and most
importantly to be a good citizen in a peaceful society.
May the august virtues or triple gems which are the true pillar for all Buddhist, bless you
all with happiness, safety, and prosperity.
(Asst. Prof. Dr. Sauwanit Saunananda)
President of Nakorn Rachasima Rajabhat University
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Message for Vesak Day: World Important Day 2013
Assoc. Prof. Niwes Nantachit
President Chiang Mai University
There have been many influencers who have been able to change the world’s politics,
governance, economy, society and evoke the peace from all beings. However, there is one
who is outstanding for his profound thoughts, critical thinking, practice and his lifestyle
that has affected the world’s sentient beings for more than 2600 years.
The influence on the world did not invoke any hardship for human beings; nor tears from
distress, no death, no loss of possessions, lands or acquired power. There was no oppression
that would enslave a person while yet the successful is honored for their win over others
without weapons and troops.
As one of the crucial leaders of the soul, all prophets, Moses (Udah), Mahavira (Jainism),
Jesus (Christian), Nabi Muhammad (Muslim), Lao Tzu (Tao), and Confucius have been
highly honored all over the world. The 67th General Assembly of the United Nations
organized on 15th December 1999 has considered the 174th agenda of The United Nations
Organization and declared the date of birth and enlightenment of one prophet to be an
international date in every country in the world, no matter which religion they believe in or
to what kind of governing system their country operates on. All are to arrange a memorial
ceremony for the birth and enlightenment day of this prophet. That main reason for this
declaration is that Buddhism is one of the oldest religious of the world that for a very long
time helps instruct the soul of human beings and this should be worldly applauded.
This graceful prophet is of course the Lord Buddha, his former title is “Sithata”, the prince
of Sakya Family who was ordained searching for Nirvana and enlightenment and he was
later entitled “Phrasappanyu Sammasamputthachao” declaring the Buddhust Principle.
People around the world honor that there was no blood lost from this Buddhism declaration,
there was no ruins due to the religious ravage of the Lord Buddha. Thammapisamai, the
enlightenment and birthday of the Buddha is his victory day.
On Vesak Day 2013, on behalf of Chiang Mai University, I would like to pray for this
celebration to be successful and Buddha’s life message to be truly integrated in all our lives.

Assoc. Prof. Niwes Nantachit
President
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International Day of Vesak Message
By
Associate Professor Vudtechai Kapilakanchana
President of Kasetsart University

**********************

Vesak Day, commemorating the Birth, Enlightenment and Final Passing Away of
the Lord Buddha is the most important day for Buddhists all over the world. On this special
occasion in concurrence with the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness the Supreme
Patriarch, the 10th Conference for Day of Vesak will be held in Thailand during May 21-22,
2013 (B.E.2556).
The essence of Buddha’s teaching is based on the principle of causes and effects,
relationship between action in the past, present and the future. It concerns with peace,
unity, non-violence, compassion, liberation, no-self and profit for the other etc. His
teaching showed a way-out for suffering through teaching of Middle path, referring to
a way of maintaining a balance in one’s life with the ultimate goal to end all suffering and
desire. Middle path warned to cling with desires or self-mortification realized as necessary.
It is appropriate to today’s world where spiritual well-being is over shadowed by material
well-being.
On behalf of joyous occasion of the sacred day of Vasak I extend
my heartiest congratulations to Supreme Sangha Council and the organizer,
Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University for organizing the 10th International Buddhist
Conference. I hope that the conference will be a great success and may you all be blessed
by the Noble Triple Gem.

(Associate Professor Vudtechai Kapilakanchana)
President of Kasetsart University
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It gives me great honor and immense pleasure to pen this congratulatory message
on the auspicious occasion of The 10th Anniversary Celebration of the United Nation Day
Of Vesak 2013, coinciding with the 100th Birthday Celebration of His Holiness Somdet
Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand.
The thrice-sacred day of Vesak commemorating the Birth, Enlightenment and
entering into Parinibana of our Lord Gautama Buddha has always been the most significant
day in the Buddhist Calendar and is celebrated by Buddhist the world over. This significance
speaks for itself when Vesak Day was recognized by the United Nation by adopting
a Resolution in its General Assembly in 1999. In commemorating this auspicious day, let us
all come together to reiterate our determination to lead noble lives, to develop our minds,
to practice loving kindness and to bring peace and harmony to all mankind. May Vesakthe thrice sacred day brings good health, fortune, wealth, peace, harmony and happiness in
body and mind to each and everyone.
This year’s UNDV 2013 theme is “Education and Global Citizenship: a Buddhist
perspective” is indeed very relevant and appropriate in today ever changing and
interdependent world. The past few years we have bear witness to Global Issues affecting
citizens around the world like The Arab Springs where the people wanted change-to abolish
dictatorship or absolute monarchy, against human rights violation, political corruption,
economic decline, poverty, and demand better education and living standards. In other
countries, we read or heard of political violence, human rights abuse, oppression, financial
crisis, un-employments, environmental Issues and the effects from Global Warming.
Within the minds of all these victims and affected peoples is a common dream of being
a Citizen of an Idealistic world, a Global Citizenship-whereby one can live in peace and
harmony in a pluralistic, democratic society, free from social injustice, free from oppression
and violence, freedom of movements, having respect and tolerance for one another in
an interdependent world. In order to create a world of Global Citizenship, Education based
on the principles and perspectives of The Buddha’s Dhamma should be a priority.
On behalf of all the Buddhist Communities of the United Arab Emirates in general
and the Committee and staff of The Dhammakaya International Meditation Centre of UAE
in particular, I take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks and to congratulate our
host, The Royal Thai Government, the organizer-Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
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University (MCU), the Supreme Sangha Council and the International Council for Day
Of Vesak 2013 (ICDV) for hosting and organizing this event.
Indeed since 2004, the celebration of the United Nation Day of Vesak has been held
in Thailand (except in the year 2008 where the event was held in Hanoi, Vietnam), with great
successes, each year ending with The Bangkok Declaration after tabling of working papers
and much deliberations by International Buddhist Scholars and leaders. My appreciations
also goes to the International Association of Buddhist Universities (IABU), who has been
instrumental in implementing ICUNDV’s Resolutions as set out in each of the successive
Bangkok Declarations.
On the occasion of the 100th Birthday Celebration of His Holiness Somdet Phra
Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand, I wish His Holiness a Very Happy Birthday.
May his holiness continue to have good health and longevity, happiness and forever stayed
blessed by the triple gems.
Last but not least, I wish all delegates and participants of The United Nation Day of
Vesak Celebration 2013 a very Happy and successful Vesak day.

Mr. Lye Ket Yong
Committee President
DIMC UAE
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I would like to extend congratulation to The Royal Thai Government, Supreme Sangha
Council, International Council for Day of Vesak (ICDV), Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University (MCU) on the 10th International Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak
2013.
Also, I would like to express my deep gratitude for arranging this event and
the invitation to attend it.
As we know the theme of the celebration this year is “Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective”. Educational empowers individuals to further the cause of social
justice and to achieve environmental protection, to be tolerant towards social, political and
religious system which differ from their own, ensuring that commonly accepted humanistic
values and human rights are upheld, and to work for international peace and solidarity in
an interdependent world. Buddhist education should provide in this way the momentum
to win over one`s own weaknesses, to thrive in the midst of society`s sometimes stringent
realities, and to generate new victories for the human future. The work of fostering global
citizens, laying the conceptual and ethical foundations of global citizenship, concerns us all.
It is a vital project in which we all are participants and for which we all share responsibility.
To be meaningful, Buddhist education for global citizenship should be undertaken as an
integral part of daily life in our local communities. Historical message of the Buddha to his
Sangha for their spiritual mission to teach others the Dhamma “for the good of the many,
for the happiness of many” is the same even today in the 21st century.
I wish also to take the opportunity of sending my deepest congratulations to His
Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara, the Sangharaja of Thailand in regard of his 100th
Birthday Anniversary. May the Triple Gem bless His Holiness.
May all beings be happy and well!
the Dhamma,
Your sincerely in th

Li
ito
t shyn Igor,
Litoshyn
leader of the Poltava group
Buddhist Educational Fellowship
Ukraine
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April 23, 2013

To the International Council for Day of Vasak, the Supreme Sangha Council, the Royal
Thai Government, and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University:
On behalf of Naropa University, founded by the Venerable Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche,
I would like to offer our heartfelt congratulations on the occasion of the 10th United Nations
Day of Vesak. We appreciate and support the valuable work you are undertaking at the 10th
United Nations Day of Vesak celebration this May 21-22, 2013 (B.E. 2556) at the United
Nations Convention Center in Bangkok, Thailand. This year’s theme of “Education and
Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective” is particularly timely and important.
The world needs the wisdom and skillful means of the Buddhist tradition to help in these
important global tasks. We thus feel it is extremely important that you are convening
Buddhist leaders and scholars at this time to apply the insight and compassion of
the Buddhist tradition to these issues.
Your work during the Vesak day events on the Common Buddhist Text project will also
be of great benefit for years to come, as is also the case with your continuing support
of the Union Catalog of Buddhist Texts (UCBT) under the auspices of the International
Association of Buddhist Universities and Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University.
Naropa University is particularly pleased to actively support the UCBT project in order
to create a unified online catalog for the range of Buddhist canons which will support
the translation of Buddhists texts and the advancement of Buddhist scholarship around
the world.
Thank you for the wisdom of your vision and the generosity of your support in making
the 10th Annual United Nations Day of Vesak Celebrations possible. We hope that you
activities at the Day of Vesak Celebrations proceed in an auspicious manner and that you
realize your goal of aiding the global community.

With All Good Wishes,

Charles G. Lief
President
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Part III
Program
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10th Anniversary Celebration of United Nations Day of Vesak
Theme: Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective
Venue: UN Conference Centre Bangkok
Buddhamonthon, Nakhornpathom Province, Thailand
Program: 21st-22nd May, 2013/2556 B.E.

Monday, 20 May 2013
All Day

Arrival of participants at Airport Reception, Registration at
the Hotel Lobby

19:00 hours

Dinner at the Hotel

Tuesday, 21 May 2013
08:00 hours

Arrival of participants at UNCC.

08:30 hours

Buddhist leaders enter the Conference Hall

08:30 – 09:30 hours

•
•
•
•

•
09:30 – 09:45 hours

Arrival of His Holiness Somdet Phra Maharatchamangkalacharn
His Holiness is attended and escorted by the Organizing
Committee
His Holiness leads the congregation in Paying Homage
to the Triple Gem
Report by The Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra Brahmapundit,
Rector of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya University
and Member of the Supreme Sangha Council
Speech by His Holiness Somdet Phra Maharatchamangkalacharn

Welcome Address by The Most Ven. Prof. Dr. Phra
Brahmapundit, Rector of Mahachulalongkornrajavidyalaya
University and President of the International Council for
Day of Vesak (ICDV)
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09:45 – 10:30 hours

Keynote Speech: Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective by Deputy Prime Minister and
Ministry of Education of Thailand

10:30 – 11:00 hours

Messages from Supreme Patriarch and Buddhist Leaders from
different traditions

11:00 – 12:00 hours

Luncheon

14:00 – 15:00 hours

•
•

•
•
•
•

Arrival of HRH Princess Srirasm, the Royal Consort to
the Crown Prince of Thailand
HRH Princess Srirasm, the Royal Consort to the Crown
Prince of Thailand is attended and escorted by Deputy
Prime Minister and organizing Committee
HRH Princess Srirasm, the Royal Consort to the Crown
Prince of Thailand pays Homage to the Triple Gem
Report by Deputy Prime Minister
Inauguration speech by HRH Princess Srirasm, the Royal
Consort to the Crown Prince of Thailand
HRH Princess Srirasm, the Royal Consort to the Crown
Prince of Thailand departs

15:00 – 15.30 hours

Messages from Supreme Patriarch and Buddhist Leaders from
different traditions

15 :30 –17:30 hours

Panel Discussion on the Main Theme: Education and Global
Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective

17:30 – 18:00 hours

Group Photo

18:00 hours

Back to Hotel

19:00 hours

Dinner at Hotel

Wednesday, 22 May 2013
08:00 hours

Arrival of participants at UNCC Conference Hall

08:30 hours

Buddhist leaders enter the Conference Hall

08:30 hours

Chanting for world peace
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09:00 –10.00 hours

•
•
•
•
•

Message of Mrs. Noeleen Heyzer, the Executive Secretary
of the UN ESCAP
Message of H.E. Ban Ki-Moon, UN Secretary-General
Message of H.E. Irina Bokova, Director-General,
UNESCO
Speech by H.E. Yingluck Shinawatra, Prime Minister
Speech by H.M. Dr. Sai Mauk Kham, Vice President,
The Republic of the Union of Myanmar

10:00 – 11:00 hours

Messages from Political Leaders

11:00 – 12:00 hours

Luncheon

13:00 – 15:00 hours

Panel Discussion on the Theme: Contribution of Buddhist
Sangha to Promote Education and Humanity to Celebrate
the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet
Phra Nyanasamvara the Supreme Patriarch of Thailand

15:00 – 16.00 hours

•
•

Announcing of the 2013 Bangkok Declaration followed
by chanting for world peace
Closing ceremony presided over by His Holiness Somdet
Phra Maharatchamangkalacharn

16:00 hours

Proceed to Buddhamonthon for Candle-lit Procession
Srisakyadasapalanyana Buddha Statute’s compound,
Buddhamonthon, Nakhornpathom

18:00 hours

Dinner at the Hotel

Thursday, 23 May 2013
All Day

All participants check-out from hotel and depart
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สวนที่ ๑
พิธีเปด
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ÙĞćÖøćïìĎúøć÷Üćî
ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąïøöēĂøÿćíĉøćßĄ ÿ÷ćööÖčãøćßÖčöćø
ìøÜóøąÖøčèćēðøéĄ ĔĀšóøąđÝšćüøüÜýŤđíĂ óøąĂÜÙŤđÝšćýøĊøĆýöĉĝ óøąüøßć÷ć
đÿéĘÝĒìîóøąĂÜÙŤđðŨîðøąíćîđðŗé Öćøðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ
đóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿìĊę
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö đÝøĉâóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
ēé÷ îć÷óÜýŤđìó đìóÖćâÝîć øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉî ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
************************
ÖøćïìĎúìøćïòśćóøąïćì
đÖúšćÖøąĀöŠĂö îć÷óÜýŤđìó đìóÖćâÝîć øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ Ĕîîćö×ĂÜÙèąøĆåïćúĕì÷
ñĎšîĞćðøąöč×ÿÜÛŤìĆĚÜĔîĒúąêŠćÜðøąđìý óčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ĒúąñĎšìĊęđòŜćìĎúòśćóøąïćìĂ÷ĎŠ è ìĊęîĊĚ øĎšÿċÖÿĞćîċÖ
ĔîóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčèĀćìĊęÿčéöĉĕéš ìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąïøöēĂøÿćíĉøćßĄ ÿ÷ćööÖčãøćßÖčöćø ìøÜóøąÖøčèć
ēðøéĄ ĔĀšòśćóøąïćì đÿéĘÝĒìîóøąĂÜÙŤđðŨîðøąíćîđðŗéÖćøðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆî
üĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîüĆîîĊĚ
đÖúšćÖøąĀöŠĂö ×ĂðøąìćîÖøćïìĎúøć÷ÜćîÙüćöđðŨîöć×ĂÜÖćøðøąßčö đîČęĂÜÝćÖüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆüę ēúÖ đóøćąđðŨîüĆîìĊóę øąóčìíđÝšćðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ðøĉîóĉ óćî óøąóčìíđÝšć
ìøÜÿĆęÜÿĂîĔĀšöüúöîčþ÷ŤöĊđöêêćíøøöĒúą×ĆîêĉíøøöêŠĂđóČęĂîöîčþ÷Ťéšü÷ÖĆî đóČęĂĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉÿč×ĔîÿĆÜÙö
ĂĆîđðŨîĒîüìćÜ×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ìĊðę øąßčöÝċÜĔĀšÖćøøĆïøĂÜēé÷ÞĆîìćöêĉüćŠ üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨî üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú
ìĊęÿĞćîĆÖÜćîĔĀâŠĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĒúąìĊęìĞćÖćøÿöĆßßćÝąÝĆéĔĀšöĊÖćøøąúċÖëċÜ êćöÙüćöđĀöćąÿö
ĔîđéČĂîóùþõćÙö×ĂÜìčÖðŘ
øĆåïćúĕì÷ đßČęĂüŠć ÖćøìĊęÿĞćîĆÖÜćîĔĀâŠĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĒúąðøąđìýêŠćÜė øĆïøĂÜ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú ëČĂüŠćđðŨîÖćø÷ĂöøĆïïìïćì×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęöĊêŠĂÝĉêüĉââćè×ĂÜ
öüúöîčþ÷Ťßćêĉ ÖüŠć ģĦġġ ðŘìĊęöć éšü÷đĀĘîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâđßŠîîĊĚ øĆåïćúĕì÷ÝċÜĕéšøĆïđðŨîñĎšÿîĆïÿîčîÖćø
ÝĆ é ðøąßč ö ßćüóč ì íîćîćßćêĉ đ Þúĉ ö ÞúĂÜĔîüēøÖćÿìĊę ÿ öđéĘ Ý óøąâćèÿĆ Ü üø ÿöđéĘ Ý óøąÿĆ Ü Ûøćß
ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö đÝøĉâóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ öčööĂÜ
óøąóčìíýćÿîć” ēé÷ĔĀšöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đðŨîñĎðš øąÿćîÜćîĀúĆÖ ĔîÖćøðøąßčö
ßćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħîĊĚ ñĎšđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčö
ðøąÖĂïéšü÷ óøąÿĆÜÛøćß ðøąöč×ÿÜÛŤ ñĎšîĞćýćÿîć ĒúąîĆÖüĉßćÖćøìćÜýćÿîć ÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìýìĆęüēúÖ
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ÝĞćîüî ĢĦġġ ìŠćî ēé÷öĊüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤđóČęĂøŠüöðøąÖćýÙčèĎðÖćø×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęöĊêŠĂíøøöćõĉïćú
ĒúąÖćøóĆçîćöøéÖìćÜðŦââćìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ ĒúąđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîüēøÖćÿìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö đÝøĉâóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ēé÷ÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöìĆÜĚ éšćîÖćøðøąßčöìćÜ
üĉßćÖćø ÖćøĒÿéÜíøøö ýćÿîóĉíĊ ĒúąüĉëßĊ öč ßî øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ- ģģóùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ ĒÿéÜÙüćöđðŨî
îĞĚćĀîċęÜĔÝđéĊ÷üÖĆî×ĂÜßćüóčìíêĆĚÜĒêŠøąéĆïðøąđìýëċÜîćîćßćêĉêćöîē÷ïć÷×ĂÜøĆåïćú ĒúąëŠć÷ìĂé
ýĉúðüĆçîíøøöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć×ĂÜßćêĉĕì÷ÿĎŠîćîćĂćø÷ßîìĆęüēúÖ
ïĆéîĊĚ ĕéšđüúćĂĆîđðŨîĂčéööÜÙúùÖþŤĒúšü đÖúšćÖøąĀöŠĂö ×ĂÖøćïìĎúđßĉâòśćóøąïćììøÜöĊ
óøąéĞćøĆÿ đðŗéÖćøðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
óøšĂöìĆĚÜìøÜðøąđÙî×ĂÜìĊęøąúċÖ ĒéŠñĎšĒìîÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß Ēúąðøąöč×ÿÜÛŤÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìý
ĒúąìĆęüēúÖêúĂéĕð

ÙüøöĉÙüøĒúšüĒêŠÝąēðøé
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ÿčîìøóÝîŤ
ĄóèĄ î.ÿ. ÷ĉęÜúĆÖþèŤ ßĉîüĆêø
îć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
è óĉíĊðŗéÖćøðøąßčöüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ
üĆîìĊę ģģ óùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ
*********************
ÖøćïîöĆÿÖćø óøąÙčèđÝšćñĎšđðŨîðøąöč×ÿÜÛŤ ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí óøąđëøćîčđëøą ĒúąÿüĆÿéĊßćüóčìí
îćîćßćêĉìčÖìŠćî ìĊęöćðøąßčöóøšĂöÖĆî è öĀćÿöćÙöîĊĚ
éĉÞîĆ øĎÿš Öċ ÷ĉîéĊĒúąđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊĕę éšöćøŠüöÜćîðøąßčöüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
ÿĞćĀøĆïĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę ĢġĔîðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĦħ ÝĆé×ċĚîĔîøąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ
óùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ ĔîĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
(Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective) đóČęĂéĞćđîĉîÖĉÝÖøøöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ĂĊÖìĆĚÜđîČęĂÜĔîüēøÖćÿÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ è ýĎî÷ŤÖćø
ðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ Ēúąóčìíöèæú Ý. îÙøðåö
ìŠćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ĕéšìøćïÖĆîéĊĂ÷ĎŠĒúšüüŠć üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆïđĀêčÖćøèŤĔîóøąßîöŤßĊó
×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć ÙČĂđðŨîüĆîìĊęóøąóčìíđÝšćìøÜðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúą ðøĉîĉóóćî êúĂéóøąßîöŤßĊó×ĂÜ
óøąóčìíđÝšćîĆĚî óøąĂÜÙŤĕéšÿøšćÜÙčèĎðÖćøĒÖŠßćüēúÖđðŨîĂĆîöćÖ ÖøąĒÿíćøĒĀŠÜÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤĕéš
ĒñŠ×÷ć÷ĕðìĆęüēúÖ ÷ĆÜÙüćößčŠöÞĞęćĔĀšĒÖŠßćüēúÖÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî éšü÷đĀêčîĊĚ ìĊęðøąßčöÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
đöČęĂüĆîìĊę ĢĤ íĆîüćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĥģ ÝċÜĕéšöĊöêĉøĆïøĂÜĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
îĆïĒêŠîîĆĚ öć ðøąđìýêŠćÜė ÝċÜĕéšñúĆéÖĆîđðŨîñĎðš øąÿćîÜćîÝĆéóĉíđĊ ÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĉÿć×ïĎßćìčÖðŘ ìĊÿę ćĞ îĆÖÜćîĔĀâŠ
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ è îÙøîĉü÷ĂøŤÖ ĒúąìĊęÿĞćîĆÖÜćîðøąÝĞćõĎöĉõćÙêŠćÜė ÿĞćĀøĆïðøąđìýĕì÷îĆĚî ĕéšÝĆéóĉíĊ
đÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉêĆĚÜĒêŠðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĥĨ đðŨîêšîöćÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî
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đðŨîìĊęìøćïÖĆîéĊüŠć ĀúĆÖÖćø×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĕéšðøćÖäßĆéĒÝšÜĔîÖćøĒÿéÜíøøöÙøĆĚÜĒøÖ
ìĊę đøĊ ÷ ÖüŠ ć íĆ ö öÝĆ Ö øÖĆ ð ðüĆ ê îÿĎ ê ø ×ĂÜóøąóč ì íđÝš ć ĒÖŠ ð Ŧ â ÝüĆ Ù ÙĊ ÷ Ť ìĆĚ Ü Ħ ìĊę ð ś ć Ăĉ ÿĉ ð êîöùÙìć÷üĆ î
üĆîóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜđÿîĂìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ ĀøČĂìĊđę øĊ÷ÖüŠćĂøĉ÷öøøÙöĊĂÜÙŤ ĩ ÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöĒúąÿĉÜę ĒüéúúšĂö
êćöĀúĆÖóčìííøøöÝċÜêšĂÜéĞćđîĉîêćöĀúĆÖÖćø×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÙČĂóĆçîćêćöĀúĆÖìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ
ĀøČĂĀúĆÖöøøÙöĊĂÜÙŤ ĩ đøĉęöÝćÖÖćøöĊÙüćöđĀĘî ÙüćöøĎš Ùüćöđ×šćĔÝìĊęëĎÖêšĂÜ ÙČĂ öĊÿĆööćìĉäåĉ Ēúą
ÿĆööćÿĆÜÖĆððą öĊÙüćöđóĊ÷øó÷ćö öĊÿêĉ ĕöŠðøąöćì öĊÝĉêĔÝöĆęîÙÜ ĒîŠüĒîŠöčŠÜêŠĂÖćøóĆçîć ĂĆîĕéšĒÖŠ
öĊÿĆööćüć÷ćöą ÿĆööćÿêĉ ĒúąÿĆööćÿöćíĉ đïČĚĂÜêšîîĊĚ đðŨîÿŠüî×ĂÜðŦââćĒúąÿöćíĉ êšĂÜðúĎÖòŦÜ ÿĆęÜÿö
ĂïøöĕüšĔîêîĂ÷ĎŠđÿöĂ ëšćñĎšĔéöĊðŦââćĒúąÿöćíĉöćÖ ÖćøĒÿéÜĂĂÖìćÜÖć÷ üćÝćĒúąÖćøÖøąìĞćìĆĚÜðüÜ
øüöìĆĚÜÖćøðøąÖĂïĂćßĊóêŠćÜė ÖĘÝąéĞćđîĉîĕðĂ÷ŠćÜëĎÖêšĂÜ éĊÜćö đðŨîÙčèðøąē÷ßîŤĒÖŠêîđĂÜ ÿĆÜÙö
ĒúąđóČęĂîöîčþ÷ŤĂ÷ŠćÜöćÖ đóøćąöĊÿĆööćüćÝć ÿĆööćÖĆööĆîêą ĒúąÿĆööćĂćßĊüą ĂĆîđðŨîÿŠüî×ĂÜýĊú
ÖćøóĆçîćĒïïìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜîĊĚđøĊ÷ÖĕéšüŠćđðŨîÖćøóĆçîćĒïïĂÜÙŤøüö đóøćąðøąÿćîöĉêĉßĊüĉêìčÖéšćîđ×šć
éšü÷ÖĆî ĕöŠĒ÷ÖÿŠüî ĀøČĂÿčéēêŠÜĕðéšćîĔééšćîĀîċęÜ îĆïüŠćđĀöćąÿöĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜĔîÖćøîĞćöćðøĆïĔßšĒÖšðŦâĀć
üĉÖùêìćÜÿĆÜÙöĒúąÿĉęÜĒüéúšĂö ìĊęÖĞćúĆÜđñßĉâĂ÷ĎŠĔîðŦÝÝčïĆî
éĉ ÞĆ î Ĕîåćîąîć÷ÖøĆ å öîêøĊ × ĂÜðøąđìýĕì÷ ĒúąóĊę î š Ă Üóč ì íýćÿîĉ Ö ßîßćüĕì÷ìĆĚ Ü öüúñú
÷ĉîéĊêšĂîøĆïðøąöč×ÿÜÛŤĒúąñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí óøąđëøćîčđëøą îĆÖüĉßćÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíÿćÿîćìčÖìŠćî
ìĊęĕéšđéĉîìćÜöćøŠüöðøąßčöĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ×ĂïÙčèÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîìčÖòść÷ ēé÷đÞóćąÙèąÿÜÛŤ îĞćēé÷
öĀćđëøÿöćÙö öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĒúąĀîŠü÷ÜćîìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜìĆĚÜĀîŠü÷ÜćîõćÙøĆå
ĒúąđĂÖßî ìĊęĕéšìčŠöđììĆĚÜĒøÜÖć÷ĒøÜĔÝĔîÖćøêøąđêøĊ÷öÜćîĔĀšđðŨîĕðéšü÷ÙüćöđøĊ÷ïøšĂ÷ ×ĂĂü÷óøĔĀš
ÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤ
ìĊęüćÜĕüš ìčÖðøąÖćø
*********************
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óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜĒÿéÜĔĀšđĀĘîüŠć öîčþ÷ßćêĉößĊ îĉéđéĊ÷üĀøČĂóĆîíčđŤ éĊ÷ü đøćĕöŠĂćÝÝąđĂć
ßîĉé×ĂÜñö ĀøČĂúĆÖþèą×ĂÜýĊøþą êć ÝöĎÖ đðŨîêšîöćđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜÖĞćĀîéĀøČĂĒïŠÜĒ÷Ööîčþ÷Ť
ĂĂÖđðŨîßîĉéĀøČĂóĆîíčŤêŠćÜ ė ÞąîĆĚî êćöĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć öîčþ÷ŤìčÖÙîĕöŠüŠć
đßČĚĂßćêĉýćÿîćĔé ÝċÜđðŨîöîčþ÷ŤßîĉéđéĊ÷üÖĆî đðŨîöîčþ÷ŤóĆîíčŤđéĊ÷üÖĆî ĀøČĂđðŨîóúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜēúÖ
éšü÷ÖĆîîĆęîđĂÜ
ÞąîĆĚî ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęđøćìĆĚÜĀúć÷ĕéšöćðøąßčöøŠüöÖĆîĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ
ģĦĦħ ĂĆîđðŨîüćøąêøÜÖĆïüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
ñĎšðøąÖćýÿĆÝÝíøøö ĒúąßĊĚîĞćĔĀšöîčþ÷ŤøĎšÙüćöÝøĉÜ×ĂÜÙüćöđðŨîöîčþ÷Ť ÙüøÝąîšĂöîĞćđĂć
ÿĆÝÝíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤöćýċÖþćĒúąðäĉïêĆ ĉ đóČĂę Ýąĕéšđ×šćĔÝÙüćöđðŨîöîčþ÷ŤĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜ
ëĎÖêšĂÜêćöÝøĉÜ ĒúąĒîąîĞćÿŠÜđÿøĉöđóČęĂîøŠüöēúÖ ĔĀšĕéšýċÖþćđøĊ÷îøĎšĀúĆÖÖćøýċÖþćđóČęĂ
ÙüćöđðŨîöîčþ÷ŤìĊęÿöïĎøèŤ êćöĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìí đÝšć îĆęîÙČĂĀúĆÖĕêøÿĉÖ×ć ĕéšĒÖŠ ýĊú
ÿöćíĉ ðŦââć ĂĆîđðŨîÖćøýċÖþć đóČęĂÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜìĊęöĊÙčèõćó×ĂÜēúÖéšü÷ÖĆî
×ĂĂîčēöìîć×ĂïÙčèìĊìę ćŠ îìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ĔîìĊðę øąßčöîĊĚ ìĊĕę éšĒÿéÜĕöêøĊÝêĉ êŠĂ×šćóđÝšćĔîēĂÖćÿ
đÝøĉâĂć÷čÙøï Ģġġ ðŘ üĆîìĊę Ĥ êčúćÙö ģĦĦħ îĊĚ
×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßöêŠĂÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ Ēúą×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚéĞćđîĉî
ĕðéšü÷éĊ ïøøúčÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝêćöüĆêëðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
×ĂÜ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąóčçćÝćø÷Ť
ðøąíćîÙèąñĎšðäĉïĆêĉĀîšćìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîìĊöę ÙĊ üćöÿĞćÙĆâöćÖ ÿĞćĀøĆïñĎîš ïĆ ëČĂóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
öĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâÿĎÜÿŠÜĂ÷ŠćÜĕø üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ÖĘöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâÿĎÜÿŠÜĂ÷ŠćÜîĆĚî đóøćąüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đîČęĂÜéšü÷ĂÜÙŤ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ÙČĂ óøąĂÜÙŤðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóćî ĔîüĆîđóĘâÖúćÜđéČĂî ħ
ñĎšîĆïëČĂóøąóčìíýćÿîć öĊÙüćöøĎšÿċÖúċÖàċĚÜêŠĂüĆîéĆÜÖúŠćü ÝċÜĕéšóøšĂöĔÝÖĆîïĎßćđðŨîóĉđýþ êŠĂĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĒúąÖĞćĀîéÖćøïĎßćóĉđýþĔîüĆîîĆîĚ üŠć “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć” ìĊÿę ćĞ ÙĆâĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ÙČĂ ÖćøêøĆÿøĎš
×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ìĞćĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöøŠöđ÷Ęî đðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠîĒÖŠßćüēúÖ ÿĉęÜìĊęóøąĂÜÙŤ
êøĆÿøĎšÙČĂ óøąíøøö đðŨîöøéÖìĊęúĞĚćÙŠć ÿøšćÜÙüćöøŠöđ÷ĘîđðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠîĂ÷ŠćÜÿĎÜ÷ĉęÜĒÖŠßćüēúÖ
ßćüēúÖêšĂÜÖćøÙüćöøŠöđ÷Ęî đðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠî đĀöČĂîÖĆîìĆĚÜĀöé àċęÜêøÜÖĆî×šćöÖĆïÙüćöìčÖ×Ť
ĒúąÙüćöøčŠöøšĂî óøąíøøöÝċÜđðŨîöøéÖìĊęúĞĚćÙŠć ÿøšćÜÙüćöøŠöđ÷Ęî đðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠî
ÿĞćĀøĆïðøąđìýĕì÷ öĊïøøóïčøþč ìĊÞę úćé úċÖàċÜĚ Ĕîóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÝċÜĕéšøïĆ öøéÖéĆÜÖúŠćü öćðäĉïêĆ ĉ
ĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöøŠöđ÷Ęî đðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠî öćÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî
ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĕéšóĉÝćøèćđĀĘîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąíøøö ìĊęĒóøŠ×÷ć÷ÖüšćÜĂĂÖĕðĔîēúÖ
ÝċÜöĊöêĉĔĀš “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć” đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÙČĂüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ đöČĂę üĆîìĊę ĢĦ íĆîüćÙö
ó.ý. ģĦĥģ ßćüēúÖêŠćÜĔĀšÖćø÷ĂöøĆï đóøćąßćüēúÖêšĂÜÖćøÙüćöøŠöđ÷Ęî đðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠî
đöČęĂüĆîđóĘâÖúćÜđéČĂî ħ đüĊ÷îöćëċÜ ÝċÜĕéšøüöÖĆîðøąÖĂïóĉíĊïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ðŘó.ý. ģĦĦħ îĊĚ øĆåïćúĕì÷ ĕéšÝĆéÜïðøąöćè đóČęĂÿŠÜđÿøĉöĔĀšöĊÖćøðäĉïĆêĉíøøö
đñ÷ĒóøŠóøąíøøö àċÜę îĆïđðŨîÖćøïĎßćìĊÿę ÜĎ ÿŠÜ÷ĉÜę ÿöÖĆïÙĞćüŠć “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć” ĒúąđóČĂę ëüć÷óøąóøßĆ÷öÜÙú
ëüć÷óøąÖčýú ĒéŠđÝšćóøąÙčèÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö ìøÜđÝøĉâ
óøąßĆîþćÙøï Ģġġ ðŘ
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ĂîċęÜ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĕéšîĉöîêŤ ĒúąđßĉâñĎšîĞćìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔî
êŠćÜðøąđìýìĆęüēúÖ öćøŠüöÖĆîðøąÖĂïóĉíĊïĎßćìĊęðøąđìýĕì÷ Ēúą×ĂÙüćöđĀĘîßĂïÝćÖöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
đóČęĂéĞćđîĉîÖćøĔĀšđĀöćąÿö ĒúąÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ
×ĂĂîčēöíîćÿćíčÖćø Ă÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ìĊęìčÖòść÷ ìčÖìŠćî ĕéšøŠüöÖĆîéĞćđîĉîÖćøĒúąðøąÖĂïóĉíĊüĉÿć×ïĎßć
Ă÷ŠćÜÿĎÜ÷ĉęÜ ÿöÖĆïìĊęüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ

(ÿöđéĘÝóøąóčçćÝćø÷Ť)
ðøąíćîÙèąñĎšðäĉïĆêĉĀîšćìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćìĊęđüĊ÷îöćïøøÝïĔîĒêŠúąðŘ đðŨîđÙøČęĂÜđêĊĂîÿêĉđøćìŠćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ñĎšđðŨîóčìíïøĉþĆì
ĕéšìïìüîĀîšćìĊę đøŠÜ×üî×üć÷óĆçîćÙüćöéĊ×ĂÜêîĔĀšÿĎÜ÷ĉęÜ ė ×ċĚîĕð óøšĂöÖĆïöčŠÜöĆęîđñ÷ĒñŠÙüćöÿč×
ÙüćöÿÜïĒúąÙüćöøŠöđ÷Ęî ĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ éšü÷óčìííøøöìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìøÜðøąìćîĕüš
óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâêŠĂÖćøýċÖþć ĂĆîđðŨîĒÖŠîÿćøĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉê Ĥ ðøąÖćø
ìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć ĕêøÿĉÖ×ć ÙČĂ Ģ. ÖćøýċÖþćđøČęĂÜøąđïĊ÷ïüĉîĆ÷ (ÿĊúÿĉÖ×ć) ģ. ÖćøýċÖþćđøČęĂÜÖćøÙüïÙčöĔÝ
(ÝĉêêÿĉÖ×ć) Ēúą Ĥ. ÖćøýċÖþćđøČęĂÜÖćøóĆçîćÙüćöøĎšÝøĉÜ (ðŦââćÿĉÖ×ć) đðŨîÖćøýċÖþćĀúĆÖìĊęÿćöćøëßŠü÷
ßćüēúÖ ĀøČĂóúđöČĂÜēúÖĕéšÝøĉÜ đóøćąÖćøýċÖþćìĆĚÜ Ĥ ðøąÖćøîĊĚÝąßŠü÷ĔĀšĀŠćÜĕÖúÝćÖÙüćöìčÖ×Ť îĞćĕðÿĎŠ
ÿĆîêĉÿč×ìĊęĒìšÝøĉÜĕéš
ĀîšćìĊ×ę ĂÜóčìíïøĉþìĆ êćöóčìíðøąÿÜÙŤ ÙČĂ ÖćøêøąĀîĆÖĒúąðäĉïêĆ Ĕĉ îĕêøÿĉÖ×ć ßŠü÷ÖĆîđóćąĀüŠćî
đöúĘéóĆîíčŤĒĀŠÜóčìííøøöĔĀšđÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćöĔîÝĉêüĉââćè×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ĔĀšĕéšóïĒÿÜÿüŠćÜĒĀŠÜßĊüĉê
ēé÷ìĆęüÖĆî
×ĂĂîčēöìîćÖĆïñĎšîĞćìćÜýćÿîćĒúąñĎšîĞćìćÜüĉßćÖćø ÝćÖîćîćðøąđìýìĆęüēúÖ ìĊęĔĀšđÖĊ÷øêĉ
öćøŠüöÖĆîìĞćÜćîđóČĂę ÙüćöøŠöđ÷ĘîđðŨîÿč××ĂÜßćüēúÖ è ðøąđìýĕì÷ đîČĂę ÜĔîüēøÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ ĒúąĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö đÝøĉâóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ĔîðŘîĊĚ Ēúą×ĂßČęîßö÷ĉîéĊêŠĂÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìí
ýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICUNDV)ìĊęĕéšÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ è öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÝĆÜĀüĆéóøąîÙøýøĊĂ÷čí÷ć ĒúąýĎî÷Ťðøąßčö
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
õüêč ÿóďóöÜďÙúĞ Ą
×ĂÿøøóöÜÙúÝÜïĆÜđÖĉéöĊĒÖŠìŠćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷đìĂâ
(ÿöđéĘĘÝóøąöĀćøĆĆßöĆĆÜÙúćÝćø÷ŤŤ)
đÝšćĂćüćÿüĆéðćÖîĞĚć
đÝšćÙèąĔĀâŠĀîđĀîČĂ
ĒöŠÖĂÜïćúĊÿîćöĀúüÜ
ÙèąñĎšðäĉïĆêĉĀîšćìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
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ÿćÿŤîíøøö
***********************
üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćüĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â đüĊ ÷ îïøøÝï ÙøïÖĞ ć ĀîéøĂïðŘ 2556 àċę Ü đðŨ î üĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ĂĆ î ÷ĉę Ü ĔĀâŠ
ìĊęßćüóčìíÝąĕéšøŠüöÖĆîøąúċÖëċÜÙčè×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ àċęÜìøÜđðŨîĂÜÙŤïøöÙøĎ×ĂÜđìüéćĒúąöîčþ÷ŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷
ÝċÜÙüøìĊđę øćìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ÝĆÖĕéšîĂš öøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąĂÜÙŤĒúąÙĞćÿĆÜę ÿĂî đóČĂę đðŨîĒîüìćÜĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüêĉ ĒúąđóČĂę
ÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöÿÜïÿč×øŠöđ÷ĘîĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ŤìÜĆĚ Āúć÷ đðŨîìĊĀę ćĕéš÷ćÖĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊđę øćìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ÝąĕéšđÖĉéđðŨîöîčþ÷Ť
ĒúąĕéšóïÖĆïĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĒúąĕéšøĆïôŦÜÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂîĂïøööćđóĊ÷øðäĉïĆêĉ ìŠćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ÝĆÖêšĂÜ
öčÜŠ öĆîę ĀöĆîę ðäĉïêĆ ĉ ïĞćđóĘâóčìíöøøÙ éšü÷ýøĆìíćĂĆîöĆîę ÙÜĕöŠĀüĆîę ĕĀüÿöéĆÜđÝêÝĞćîÜÙŤìóĊę øąĂÜÙŤìøÜĒÿéÜĕüš
×ĂĂĞćîćÝÙčèóøąýøĊøĆêîêøĆ÷ ĒúąĂĞćîćÝïčâÖčýú Ăü÷óøĔĀšìčÖìŠćî đÝøĉâéšü÷ÿč×ÿĉøĉÿüĆÿéĉĝ
óĉóĆçîŤßĆ÷öÜÙú êúĂéĕðēé÷ìĆęüÖĆîđìĂö

(ÿöđéĘÝóøąóčìíēÛþćÝćø÷Ť)
üĆéÿčìĆýîđìóüøćøćö øćßüøöĀćüĉĀćø
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
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ÿćÿŤîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
ÿöđéĘÝóøąüĆîøĆê
ĔîēĂÖćýìĊę Ù èąÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö öĀćüĉ ì ÷ćúĆ ÷ öĀćÝč ā ćúÜÖøèøćßüĉ ì ÷ćúĆ ÷
ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ øŠüöéšü÷óøąóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ìĆĚÜøĆåĒúąđĂÖßî ĕéšøŠüöÖĆî
ÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîĀĆü×šĂđøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜ
óøąóčìíýćÿîć” îĆîĚ ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČîę ßö÷ĉîéĊĔîÖčýúđÝêî×ĂÜìŠćîìĆÜĚ Āúć÷đóøćąÖćøéĞćđîĉîÜćîéĆÜÖúŠćü
đðŨîÖćøĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćöøŠüööČĂĂĆîéĊ×ĂÜßčößîßćüóčìí ĒúąĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ đóČęĂøŠüöÖĆîðøąÖćý
ĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć àċÜę đðŨîĂćø÷íøøö×ĂÜēúÖñŠćîÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĒúąüĉëßĊ üĊ êĉ ßčößî
ĕðÿĎŠðøąßćÙöēúÖ
ÖćøĂčïĆêĉ×ċĚî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćîĆĚîÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéĒÿÜÿüŠćÜìćÜðŦââćĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ŤßćêĉĂĆîĀćìĊęÿčéöĉĕéš
đóøćąóøąĂÜÙŤìøÜđðŨîêšîđĀêč×ĂÜĒÿÜĒĀŠÜðøąìĊðìĊęēßêĉßŠüÜßĆßüćú ĒúąóøąóčìíÿćüÖÖĘÝčéĒÿÜðøąìĊð
ĒĀŠÜíøøöîĆĚîĔĀšÿüŠćÜĕÿüêŠĂėÖĆîöćÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜßĊĚìćÜĒĀŠÜÙüćöìčÖ×ŤđóČęĂïčÙÙúÝąĕéš
ÖĞćÝĆéìčÖ×Ť ìøÜßĊĚìćÜĒĀŠÜÙüćöÿč× đóČęĂïčÙÙúÝąĕéšéĞćđîĉîĕðÿĎŠÙüćöÿč× ĒúąìøÜßĊĚìćÜĒĀŠÜóøąîĉóóćî
ĂĆîđðŨîÖćøéĆïÙüćöìčÖ×Ťđ×šćëċÜÙüćöÿč×Ă÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜĒÖŠßćüēúÖ ðøąē÷ßîŤìĊęßćüēúÖóċÜÝąĕéšøĆïÝćÖ
óøąðŦââćêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤîĆĚî öĊÙčèđĂîÖĂîĆîêŤ
óøąóčìíđÝšćìøÜĔßšđüúć ĥĦ ðŘ ĔîÖćøéĞćøÜêĆĚÜöĆęîóøąóčìíýćÿîćúÜĔîßöóĎìüĊð ĒúąđÿøĘÝ
ÝćøĉÖĕðêćöÙćöîĉÙößîïìĒúąøćßíćîĊêŠćÜė ìøÜïĞćóĘâóčìíÖĉÝÝüïÝîéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî ĒúąÖŠĂî
ðøĉ îĉ ó óćî óøąĂÜÙŤ ì øÜêøĆ ÿ ðŦ Ý Þĉ ö ēĂüćì đêČ Ă îóč ì íïøĉ þĆ ì ĕöŠ Ĕ Āš ð øąöćìĔîÖćøéĞ ć đîĉ î ßĊ üĉ ê üŠ ć
“ÿĉęÜìĆĚÜĀúć÷ìĊęđðŨîðŦÝÝĆ÷ðøčÜĒêŠÜ ÷ŠĂööĊÖćøđÿČęĂöÿĉĚîĕðêćöíøøöéć đíĂìĆĚÜĀúć÷ÝÜ÷ĆÜðøąē÷ßîŤìĊę
öčŠÜĀöć÷ ìĆĚÜðøąē÷ßîŤê÷Ēúąðøąē÷ßîŤñĎšĂČęîĔĀšÿĞćđøĘÝéšü÷ÙüćöĕöŠðøąöćìđëĉé”
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éšü÷ĂĞćîćÝĒĀŠÜóøąøĆêîąêøĆ÷ĒúąÖčýúÝøĉ÷ć ìĊęóøąóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ĕéšøŠüöÖĆîïĞćđóĘâ
ĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć àċęÜđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ×ĂÙüćöÿč×ÙüćöÿüĆÿéĊÝÜđÖĉéöĊĒÖŠóčìíïøĉþĆììĆĚÜĀúć÷
Ēúą×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔîÖćøÝĆéÜîðøąßčöĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ÝÜðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝêćöñúìĊęöčŠÜĀöć÷ìčÖðøąÖćøđìĂâ
(ÿöđéĘÝóøąüĆîøĆê)
ñĎšøĆÖþćÖćøĒìîđÝšćÙèąĔĀâŠÙèąíøøö÷čêĉ
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
üĆéïüøîĉđüýüĉĀćø ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ
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ÿĆöēöìîĊ÷Öëć
-------------------îĆïđðŨîđüúćÖüŠć ģĦĦħ ðŘ ìĊęóøąóčìíýćÿîćĕéšĂčïĆêĉ×ċĚî ĒúąĕéšĂĞćîü÷ðøąē÷ßîŤđðŨîĂĆîöćÖ
êŠĂÙüćöđÝøĉâìćÜÿĆÜÙö ēé÷đÞóćąéšćîÖćøýċÖþć ÖøąïüîÖćøóĆçîćêîđĂÜĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęđøĉęöÝćÖ
ÖćøòřÖĀĆéÙüïÙčöóùêĉÖøøöìćÜÖć÷ĒúąüćÝćìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć “ýĊú” Ēúą×ĆĚîêŠĂĕðÙČĂÖćøòřÖĂïøöÝĉê ĂĆîĕéšĒÖŠ
“ÿöćíĉ” ĒúąÖćøðúĎÖ “ðŦââć” ìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć “õćüĉêðŦââć” ĔĀšđÖĉé×ċĚîîĆĚî ÷ŠĂöđðŨîĀúĆÖðøąÖĆîüŠć ñĎšðäĉïĆêĉ
ĀøČĂñĎøš ïĆ ÖćøòřÖ àċÜę ÝąêšĂÜéĞćđîĉîÖćøéšü÷êîđĂÜ öĉĔßŠöĂĊ ćĞ îćÝĂČîę ĔéïĆîéćúĔĀšđðŨîĕð ÷ŠĂöÝąîĞćĕðÿĎŠ “Ùüćö
ĀöéÝéĒĀŠÜÝĉê” ìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć “üĉÿčìíĉ” ĕéš ÿöéĆÜóøąóčìíõćþĉêìĊęüŠć “ÿčìďíĉ Ăÿčìďíĉ ðÝďÝêďêĞ îćťďēâ Ăťďâââ
üĉēÿíđ÷” (Ùüćöïøĉÿčìíĉĝ ĀøČĂĕöŠïøĉÿčìíĉĝđðŨîđøČęĂÜđÞóćąêî ÙîĀîċęÜÝąìĞćĔĀšĂĊÖÙîĀîċęÜïøĉÿčìíĉĝĀćĕéšĕöŠ)
Ēìš Ý øĉ Ü óøąóč ì íýćÿîćđîš î ÷ĞĚ ć ĔîđøČę Ă ÜðŦ â âć ĒúąÖćøòř Ö Ăïøöđüĕî÷ïč Ù ÙúĔĀš đ Öĉ é ðŦ â âć
đóøćąóøąóčìíýćÿîćđßČęĂēé÷ëŠĂÜĒìšüŠć ðøąßćÖøēúÖìĊęöĊðŦââćđìŠćîĆĚî ÝąÿćöćøëîĞćóćÿøøóÿĆêüŤ
ÿøøóßĊüĉê ĒúąêĆüēúÖđĂÜ ĀøČĂĒöšÖøąìĆęÜÝĆÖøüćúĔĀšøĂéóšîÝćÖöĀĆîêìčÖ×Ťĕéš Ēúą÷ĉęÜĕðÖüŠćîĆĚîÝąÿćöćøë
îĞćêîĔĀšĀúčéóšîÝćÖóĆîíîćÖćøìćÜÝĉê ĀøČĂÖĉđúÿ ĒúąïøøúčóøąîĉóóćîĂĆîđðŨîđðŜćĀöć÷ÿĎÜÿčéĔîóøąóčìí
ýćÿîćĕéš
ÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ìĊęöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
ÝĆé×ċĚî øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģġ-ģĢ óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ ĒúąĕéšÖĞćĀîéĀĆü×šĂĔîÖćøðøąßčöìćÜüĉßćÖćøüŠć
“ÖćøýċÖþćĒúąÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” (Education and Global Citizenship :
A Buddhist Perspective) àċęÜĕéšđßĉâñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí ĒúąîĆÖðøćßâŤĔîüĉßćÖćøéšćîóøąóčìíýćÿîćÝćÖ
ìĆüę ēúÖöćøŠüöðøąßčöÖĆîîĆîĚ ÷ŠĂöÝąÿćöćøëßŠü÷ÖĆîĒÿüÜĀćĒîüìćÜĒÖšðâ
Ŧ ĀćìĊđę ñßĉâĀîšćēúÖ×ĂÜđøćĂ÷ĎĔŠ î
ðŦÝÝčïĆî êćöÖøąïüîÖćøòřÖĂïøöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć đóČęĂÙüćöñćÿčÖ ĒúąÖćøĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÿĆîêĉ×ĂÜ
ÿøøóßĊüĉêõć÷ĔêšøŠöđÜćĒĀŠÜĀúĆÖíøøöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć

(ÿöđéĘÝóøąöĀćöčîĊüÜýŤ)
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
***********************************
ĔîĂõĉúĆÖ×ĉêÿöĆ÷đðŨîóĉđýþ ÙČĂ üĆîüĉÿć×ðčèèöĊĀøČĂüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćìĊęìŠćîÖĞćĀîéüŠćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ĔîìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć đóøćąđðŨîüĆîìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆïóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćēé÷đÞóćąîĆĚî ÖĘđóøćąüŠć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćðčèèöĊđðŨîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĕéšđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî
đîČĂę ÜÝćÖüĆîüĉÿć×ðčèèöĊ đ×šćöćöĊÿüŠ îđÖĊ÷ę ü×šĂÜÖĆïÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎöš óĊ øąõćÙđÝšćëċÜÿćöÙøćüÿćöÙøĆÜĚ
ÖćúđßŠîîĊĚÙüøÝąđøĊ÷ÖĕéšđðŨîĒîŠĒìšüŠćđðŨîÖćúóĉđýþ àċęÜĕöŠöĊýćÿéćÙèćÝćø÷ŤñĎšĔéĔîēúÖìĊęÝąöĊüĆîđßŠîîĊĚ
đóøćąüĆîðøąÿĎêĉÖĆïüĆîêøĆÿøĎšîĆĚîĀŠćÜÖĆîđðŨîøą÷ąđüúćĕöŠîšĂ÷đßŠîđéĊ÷üÖĆî ĒêŠüĆîÿćÙĆâìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆî
ĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćîĆĚîĕéšöćêøÜÖĆî ÙČĂ üĆîüĉÿć×ðčèèöĊ đóĘâÖúćÜđéČĂî ħ ìŠćîëċÜ÷ÖüŠć
đðŨîĂõĉúĆÖ×ĉêÿöĆ÷öÜÙúĂĆîÿćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ
đöČęĂüĆîđßŠîîĊĚđüĊ÷îöćëċÜêćöüćøąĒúšü óčìíïøĉþĆììĆĚÜÙùĀĆÿëŤĒúąïøøóßĉêÝċÜëČĂÖøèĊ÷ÖĉÝÙČĂđðŨî
ĀîšćìĊìę êĊę îÝąóċÜïćđóĘâđðŨîÿŠüîïĎßćóĉđýþëüć÷ĒéŠĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎöš óĊ øąõćÙđÝšć ÖćøïĎßćëüć÷đðŨîóĉđýþ
ĒÖŠÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎöš óĊ øąõćÙđÝšćîĆîĚ ëšćÝąÖúŠćüêćöĀúĆÖåćîìĊöę ćĔîìćÜóøąýćÿîć ìŠćîÖĘĒ÷ÖđðŨîÿĂÜðøąÖćø
ÙČĂ Ģ. ÖćøïĎßćéšü÷üĆêëčÿĉęÜ×ĂÜ đøĊ÷ÖüŠć ĂćöĉÿïĎßć ģ. ÖćøïĎßćéšü÷ÖćøðøąóùêĉðäĉïĆêĉêćöÙćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜ
óøąóčìíđÝšć ìĊęìŠćîđøĊ÷ÖüŠć ðäĉïĆêĉïĎßć
ÖćøïĎßćóøąóčìíđÝšćĕöŠêĂš ÜÖúŠćüëċÜÖćúóĉđýþ ĒöšĔîÖćúðÖêĉìćŠ îÖĘÖúŠćüüŠćĂĆîóčìíïøĉþìĆ ìĆÜĚ ÙùĀĆÿëŤ
ĒúąïøøóßĉêÝąóċÜïĎßćĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć éšü÷ÖćøïĎßćìĆÜĚ ÿĂÜêćöÖćúēĂÖćÿĀøČĂêćöÙüćö
ÿćöćøë×ĂÜêî Ą
đóøćąÞąîĆĚî ĔîéĉëĊĂĆîđðŨîöĀćöÜÙúđßŠîîĊĚ ÙČĂ üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĀøČĂüĆîüĉÿć×ðčèèöĊ ìĊęìŠćîÖćĀîé
đĂćüŠćđðŨîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć óčìíïøĉþìĆ ÝċÜĕéšóøšĂöĔÝÖĆîðäĉïêĆ ïĉ ßĎ ćÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆóìč íđÝšćéšü÷ÖćøïĎßćìĆÜĚ ÿĂÜ
ïćÜĀöĎŠïćÜóüÖÖĘïĎßćđÞóćąĔîìćÜĂćöĉÿïĎßć ÙČĂÖćøïĎßćéšü÷íĎðđìĊ÷î éĂÖĕöšĀøČĂéšü÷ÖćøÖøćïÖćøĕĀüš
ĀøČĂéšü÷ÖćøìćðìĆÖþĉè ÖøèĊ÷ÖĉÝĀøČĂÿĉęÜìĊęĕéšðäĉïĆêĉöćîĊĚ øüöđøĊ÷ÖüŠć ĂćöĉÿïĎßć ÙČĂïĎßćéšü÷üĆêëčĀøČĂïĎßć
éšü÷ÿĉÜę ×ĂÜìĊîę ïĆ ëČĂüŠćđðŨîÖćøĒÿéÜĂĂÖàċÜę ÙüćöđÙćøóîĂïîïêŠĂĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ïćÜĀöĎŠ
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ïćÜóüÖđúŠć îĂÖÝćÖĕéšïßĎ ćĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćéšü÷ĂćöĉÿïĎßćéĆÜÖúŠćüĒúšü ÷ĆÜëČĂđĂćéĉëóĊ đĉ ýþ
ĀøČĂüĆîóĉđýþ ÙČĂüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîĊđĚ ðŨîđĀêčĕéšðøąóùêĉðäĉïêĆ êĉ ćöÙćÿĆÜę ÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
ĔîìćÜíøøöðäĉïêĆ Āĉ øČĂđøĊ÷ÖĂĊÖîĆ÷ĀîċÜę üŠć ĔîìćÜÖčýúÿöćìćî ÙČĂ ĕéš÷éċ ëČĂðøąóùêĉðäĉïêĆ Ĕĉ îÿĉÜę ìĊđę ðŨîÖčýú
Ă÷ŠćÜĂČęî ģ đßŠî ÖćøÿöćìćîýĊú Ħ ÖćøøĆÖþćĂčēïÿëýĊú ĀøČĂøĆÖþćýĊú ĩ ÖćøđÝøĉâóøąÖĆööĆäåćîêćöĒÖŠ
ÖćúĆÜĒúąÙüćöÿćöćøë ĀøČĂÖćøÜéđüšîÝćÖĂïć÷öč×êŠćÜė ĕöŠÖøąìćĔîüĆîđßŠîîĊĚ ñĎšðøąóùêĉéĆÜîĊĚ ĕéšßČęĂüŠć
ïĎßćÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎšöĊóøąõćÙđÝšćéšü÷ðäĉïĆêĉïĎßćÙČĂÖćøïĎßćóøąĂÜÙŤéšü÷ÖćøðøąóùêĉêćöÙćÿĆęÜÿĂî
×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ
ÖćøïĎßćÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĔîĂõĉúĆÖ×ĉêÿöĆ÷đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîĊĚ ĂĆîóčìíïøĉþĆìÖĘ
÷ŠĂöïĎßćÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎšöĊóøąõćÙđÝšćéšü÷ÖćøïĎßćìĆĚÜÿĂÜ đÞóćąïćÜìŠćîÖĘïĎßćĒêŠđóĊ÷ÜĂ÷ŠćÜđéĊ÷üÙČĂ
ĂćöĉÿïĎßćĒúąöćÖìŠćîÖĘĕéšïĎßćìĆĚÜÿĂÜ ÙČĂĂćöĉÿïĎßćĒúąðäĉïĆêĉïĎßć ìĆĚÜÿĂÜðøąÖćøîĆïüŠćĕéšÖøąìĞć
ÿĉęÜìĊęĒÿéÜĂĂÖàċęÜÙüćöđÙćøóîïîĂïêŠĂĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎšöĊóøąõćÙđÝšć
ÖćøïĎßćóøąĂÜÙŤ Ýąéšü÷ĂćýĆ÷ĀúĆÖĔéĀúĆÖĀîċÜę ÙČĂ éšü÷ĂćöĉÿïĎßćĒúąðäĉïêĆ ïĉ ßĎ ć ĀøČĂìĆÜĚ ÿĂÜĀúĆÖ
øŠüöÖĆîÖĘêćö ßČęĂüŠćĕéšÖøąìćÖøèĊ÷ÖĉÝ×ĂÜóčìíïøĉþĆìđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ðčèèöĊ ĀøČĂüĆî üĉÿć×ïĎßćîĊĚēé÷
Ùøïëšüî ÙüøĒÖŠĂîčēöìîć×ĂÜüĉâťĎßîēé÷ìĆüę ĕð óøąóčìíđÝšć×ĂÜđøćìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ĕöŠüćŠ ÝąóĉÝćøèćĔîúĆÖþèą
ĔéĀøČĂĔîÖøèĊĔéîĆïüŠćđðŨîïčÙÙúĂĆîÿĎÜÿčéĒúąđðŨîßĆĚîóĉđýþ ÙüøĒÖŠÖćøđÙćøóîĂïîïÖøćïĕĀüšïĎßć
ìĆĚÜÿĂÜðøąÖćøéĆÜÖúŠćüĒúšü
ĒêŠÙüćöÝøĉÜîĆĚî óøąÙčèĂĆîéĆĚÜđéĉö×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎšöĊóøąõćÙđÝšćîĆĚî ìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć óøąóčìíÙčè
öĊĂ÷ĎŠ ģ ðøąÖćø óøąóčìíÙčèðøąÖćøĒøÖöĊßĂČę đøĊ÷ÖđðŨîõćþćïćúĊüćŠ óøąĂĆêêÿöïĆêĉ Āöć÷ëċÜ ÙüćöóøšĂö
öĎúĒĀŠÜÙčèíøøöìĊęóøąĂÜÙŤìøÜÿøšćÜĔĀšđÖĉéöĊ×ċĚîĒÖŠóøąĂÜÙŤ ìĊęđðŨîóøąÙčè×šĂìĊę ģ óøąÙčè×šĂìĊę ģ đøĊ÷ÖüŠć
óøąðøĀĉêðäĉïĆêĉ ĕéšĒÖŠ ìøÜðäĉïĆêĉïćđóĘâóčìíÖĉÝĔĀšÿćđøĘÝðøąē÷ßîŤĒÖŠñĎšĂČęî ëšćÝąøüöÖúŠćüĔĀšÿĆĚîìĊęÿčé
ÖĘĀöć÷ÙüćöüŠć óøąÙčè×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćìĊęöĊĂ÷ĎŠêĆĚÜĒêŠêšîÝîÖøąìĆęÜëċÜüĆîêøĆÿøĎšđðŨîóøąóčìíđÝšć ÙČĂ
üĆîüĉÿć×ðčèèöĊĀøČĂüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîĊĚ đøĊ÷ÖüŠć óøąÙčèđðŨîÿŠüîĂĆêêÿöïĆêĉ ĒöšÖćøêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤÖĘđðŨî
óøąĂĆêêÿöïĆêĉ êŠĂÝćÖîĆĚî óøąĂÜÙŤĕéšìøÜêĆéÿĉîóøąĀùìĆ÷ìĊęÝąđìýîćÿĆęÜÿĂîóøąðŦâÝüĆÙÙĊ÷ŤîĆÖïüß
ìĆĚÜ Ħ øĎð ìĊęðśćĂĉÿĉðêîöùÙìć÷üĆî ßČęĂüŠćĕéšïćđóĘâóøąðøĀĉêðäĉïĆêĉ ÙČĂĕéšìøÜïćđóĘâÖĉÝ×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć
đóČęĂĔĀšÙčèðøąē÷ßîŤĒÖŠñĎšĂČęî êĆĚÜĒêŠîĆĚîöćêúĂéđüúć ĥĦ óøøþć
đóøćąÞąîĆĚî ÝċÜÖúŠćüĕéšđðŨîđïČĚĂÜêšîüŠć óøąóčìíÙčèĀøČĂÙčè×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćîĆĚîìĊęđðŨîéĆĚÜđéĉö
đÖŠćĒÖŠìÿĊę éč ÖĘÙĂČ óøąóčìíÙčè ģ ðøąÖćø àċÜę öĊîćöđøĊ÷ÖêćöóøąïćúĊüćŠ ĂĆêêÿöïĆêĉ Ă÷ŠćÜ÷ŠĂĕüšĂÖĊ Ă÷ŠćÜĀîċÜę
ÖĘöĊóøąÙčè Ĥ ðøąÖćø ĔîóøąÙčè Ĥ ðøąÖćøîĊĚÖĘÙČĂ óøąðŦââćÙčè Ģ óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè Ģ óøąöĀć
ÖøčèćíĉÙčè Ģ éĆÜìĊęìŠćîĕéšđøĊ÷ïđøĊ÷ÜĕüšđðŨîïìÿüéĔîïćúĊóčìíÙčèüŠć óčìďēí ÿčÿčìďēí ÖøčèćöĀèďèēü
ē÷Ýď Ý îď ê ÿč ìď í óď ø ćèēúÝēî ēúÖÿď ÿ ðćðĎ ð Öĉ đ úÿÛćêēÖ üîď ì ćöĉ óč ìď í ĂĀöćìđøî ê ĒðúÙüćöüŠ ć
óøąñĎšöĊóøąõćÙđÝšćóøąĂÜÙŤĔé êøĆÿøĎš ÙČĂöĊóøąðŦââćìøÜïøĉÿčìíĉĝ öĊóøąÖøčèćĂĆîĔĀâŠĀúüÜéĆÜĀšüÜ
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öĀćÿöčìø ìøÜöĊóøąđîêøĂĆîïøĉÿčìíĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ĕöŠöĊñĎšĔéđÿöĂđĀöČĂî ìøÜÛŠćđÿĊ÷ĕéšĒúšüàċęÜïćðÖčýú
ĒúąĂčðÖĉđúÿ×ĂÜēúÖ ×šćóđÝšć×ĂîĂïîšĂöîöĆÿÖćøÖøćïĕĀüšóøąñĎšöĊóøąõćÙđÝšćîĆĚîéšü÷ÙüćöđĂČĚĂđôŚŪĂ
óøąïćúĊ îĊĚ ÖĘ Ē ÿéÜëċ Ü óøąÙč è Ĥ ðøąÖćø ÙČ Ă óøąðŦ â âćÙč è Ģ óøąïøĉ ÿč ì íĉ Ùč è
Ģ óøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè Ģ óøąðŦââćÙčèîĆĚîìŠćîöčŠÜĔĀšđĀĘîßĆéĔîêĂîĔÖúšÝąêøĆÿøĎšüŠć ÿöđéĘÝóøąñĎšöĊ
óøąõćÙđÝšćĕéšêøĆÿøĎšéšü÷úćóĆÜóøąðøĊßć×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤđĂÜÝċÜĕéšîćöüŠć óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìēí ĒðúüŠć
ñĎ š ê øĆ ÿ øĎ š đ ĂÜēé÷ßĂï ÙüćöêøĆ ÿ øĎ š × ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ îĆĚ î đðŨ î đĀêč Ĕ Āš ó øąĂÜÙŤ ĕ éš øĆ ï Ùüćöïøĉ ÿč ì íĉĝ Ă ÷Š ć Ü÷ĉę Ü ÙČ Ă
ÙüćöóšîÝćÖđÙøČęĂÜøšĂ÷øĆéìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ìĊęĕéšóøąîćöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćüŠćÖĉđúÿĂćÿüąđÙøČęĂÜđýøšćĀöĂÜ
đÙøČę Ă ÜĀöĆ Ö éĂÜĂ÷Ď Š Ĕ îÝĉ ê ÿĆ î éćî×ĂÜÙîđðŨ î öćøìĊę Ý ąîćòĎ Ü ßîĔĀš đ×š ć ÿĎ Š ìĊę ßĆę ü đðŨ î îĉ ê ÷Öćú ÿöđéĘ Ý
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìøÜßîąĕéš ÛŠćĕéš ÝċÜĕéšóøąîćöēüĀćøüŠć óøąóĉßĉêöćø ÙČĂìøÜßîąöćø ÙČĂìøÜ
ßîąöćøĕéšĒúšü ĂĆîîĊìĚ ćŠ îÝĆéüŠćđðŨîóøąïøĉÿìč íĉÙè
č óøąĂÜÙŤđðŨîñĎÿš ąĂćéĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę óøąÙčèìĆÜĚ ÿĂÜðøąÖćøîĊĚ
ëšćÝąđìĊ÷ïÖĆïóøąÙčèéĆÜĚ đéĉö ģ ðøąÖćø ÖĘÙüøÝĆéđ×šćĔîóøąÙčè×šĂüŠćóøąĂĆêêÿöïĆêĉ đóøćąìĆĚÜóøąðŦââć
ìĆÜĚ ïøĉÿìč íĉîîĆĚ đðŨîóøąÙčèÿöïĆêìĉ öĊę đĊ ÞóćąóøąĂÜÙŤđðŨîðøąÖćøĒøÖ óøąÙčè×šĂìĊę Ĥ ÙČĂóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙè
č
ĂĆîîĊĚĕöŠêšĂÜĂíĉïć÷ đóøćąïčÙÙúđøćđ×šćĔÝÖĆîēé÷ìĆęüĕðüŠć đöêêć Öøčèć đðŨîÙčèíøøöĂĆîÿćÙĆâìĊęÿöđéĘÝ
óøąñĎšöĊóøąõćÙđÝšćĕéšìøÜÿĆęÜÿĂîĕüšđðŨîîĉê÷Ť đöêêćÖĘÙČĂÙüćöøĆÖĔÙøŠ ðøćøëîćìĊęÝąĔĀšñĎšĂČęîđðŨîÿč×
ÖøčèćÖĘÙČĂÙüćöÿÜÿćøÙĉéÝąßŠü÷ñĎšĂČęîĔĀšóšîìčÖ×Ť ìĊęìŠćî÷ÖđĂćóøąÖøčèćđðŨîìĊęêĆĚÜ ÖĘđóøćąēé÷Ùüćö
öčŠÜĀüĆÜ×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤđöČęĂêĆéÿĉîóøąĀùìĆ÷ìĊęêøĆÿđìýîćÿĆęÜÿĂîđüĕî÷ÿĆêüŤ ÖĘđóČęĂìĊęÝąßŠü÷đ×ćđĀúŠćîĆĚîĔĀš
óšîÝćÖÙüćöìčÖ×ŤìĆĚÜìćÜÖć÷ ìčÖ×ŤìĆĚÜìćÜĔÝ đóČęĂÝąßŠü÷ĔĀšđ×ćđĀúŠćîĆĚîóšîÝćÖüĆãÿÜÿćøđüĊ÷îüŠć÷êć÷đÖĉé
đ×šćëċÜòŦũÜÙČĂ óøąîùóćî
đóøćąÞąîĆîĚ ìŠćîÝċÜêĆÜĚ ĀúĆÖÖøčèćêćöìĊóę øąĂÜÙŤìøÜêĆÜĚ ðèĉíćîđöČĂę ÙøćüÙøĆÜĚ ìĊÝę ąêĆéÿĉîóøąĀùìĆ÷
ìĊęÝąêøĆÿđìýîćÿĆęÜÿĂîđüĕî÷ßî óčìíÙčè×šĂîĊĚëšćÝąđìĊ÷ïđ×šćĔîóøąÙčè ģ éĆÜÖúŠćüĒúšüÖĘÝĆéđ×šćĔîðøĀĉê
ðäĉïĆêĉ ÙČĂìøÜóøąðøąóùêĉðäĉïĆêĉĀøČĂìøÜÖøąìćÿĉęÜìĊęđðŨîÙčèðøąē÷ßîŤĒÖŠñĎšĂČęî
óøąóčìíÙčèìĆÜĚ Ĥ ðøąÖćøîĊĚ öĊóøšĂööĎúĔîĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óøąÙčèìĆÜĚ Ĥ ðøąÖćø
îĊĚ ×÷ć÷üÜĂĂÖĂĊÖìĊęìŠćîÝĆéĕüšđðŨîóøąÙčè Ī ðøąÖćø ìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć óčìíÙčè Ī ðøąÖćø ĂĆîóčìíïøĉþĆì
đúŠćđøĊ÷î ýċÖþć ìøÜÝć ìŠĂÜïŠî ĒúąøąúċÖĂ÷ĎđŠ ðŨîîĉê÷Ť đøĉöę éšü÷óøąïćúĊüćŠ Ăĉêðĉ ŗ ēÿ õÙüć ĂøĀ ÿöďöćÿöďóìč ēď í
đðŨîúćéĆïĕðÝîëċÜ óčìďēí õÙüćêĉ ÝąĕéšóøąÙčèëċÜ Ī ðøąÖćø đöČęĂîĆïđøĊ÷ÜĕðĒêŠĔîóøąÙčèìĆĚÜ Ī ðøąÖćøîĊĚ
đöČęĂÝą÷Šîøüöđ×šćĔîóøąóčìíÙčè Ĥ ðøąÖćø ÖĘĕéšđßŠîđéĊ÷üÖĆî óøąóčìíÙčèïìüŠć ĂøĀ ÖĘéĊ ÿöďöćÿöďóčìďēí
üĉßďßćÝøèÿöďðîďēî ÿčÙēê ēúÖüĉìĎ óøąÙčèđĀúŠćîĊĚ ÝĆéđ×šćĔîóøąðŦââćÙčè óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè êĆĚÜĒêŠ
Ăîčêďêēø ðčøĉÿìöďöÿćøëĉ ÿêďëć đìüöîčÿďÿćî óčìďēí õÙüćêĉ ÝĆéđ×šćĔîóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè đóøćąĕéš
ìøÜðøąóùêĉðäĉïĆêĉóøąĂÜÙŤđóČęĂĔĀšđÖĉéðøąē÷ßîŤĒÖŠñĎšĂČęî ìĊęìŠćîđøĊ÷ÖüŠćìĆĚÜđìüéćĒúąöîčþ÷ŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷
đóøćąÞąîĆĚî Ùčè×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć ĕöŠüŠćÝąĕéšßČęĂüŠćóøąóčìíÙčè ģ ðøąÖćø ÙČĂ óøąĂĆêêÿöïĆêĉ
óøąðøĀĉêÿöïĆêĉ ĀøČĂóøąóčìíÙčè Ĥ ðøąÖćø ÙČĂ óøąðŦââćÙčè óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè óøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè
ĀøČĂÝąđðŨîóøąÙčè Ī ðøąÖćø êĆĚÜĒêŠ ĂøĀ ÝîëċÜ õÙüć ìĊęóčìíïøĉþĆìĕéšđÝøĉâĂ÷ĎŠîĆĚî ĂĆîîĊĚđðŨîóøąÙčè
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×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć đðŨî×šĂÙüø÷ĉîđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęóøąóčìíđÝšć×ĂÜđøćìĆĚÜĀúć÷ñĎšđðŨîÿøèą
ìĊęóċęÜ ìĊęđÙćøóĂ÷ŠćÜÿĎÜÿčé×ĂÜóčìíïøĉþĆìîĆĚîĕéšìøÜóøąÙčèĂĆî÷üé÷ĉęÜĕöŠöĊñĎšĂČęîđìŠćđìĊ÷öđÿöĂđĀöČĂîĕöŠêšĂÜ
ÖúŠćüëċÜ ìøÜóøąÙčè öĊóøąÙčè÷ĉęÜÖüŠć óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĕöŠüŠćÝąóĉÝćøèćĔîĀúĆÖóøąóčìíÙčè ģ ðøąÖćø
ĀøČĂóøąóčìíÙčè Ĥ ðøąÖćø ĀøČĂóøąóčìíÙčè Ī ðøąÖćø ÖĘđðŨîñĎšÙüøĒÖŠÖćøìĊęóčìíïøĉþĆìÝąóċÜđÙćøó
ÿĆÖÖćøąÖøćïĕĀüšïĎßćđðŨîîĉê÷ŤÖćú ĥ
éĆÜîĆĚî đöČęĂöĀćöÜÙúéĉëĊÖćúóĉđýþ ìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠćüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđüĊ÷îöćëċÜéšü÷éĊĒúšü óčìíïøĉþĆììčÖ
ĀöĎŠđĀúŠćëČĂđðŨîÖøèĊ÷Ť ÙČĂđðŨîĀîšćìĊęìĊęêîÝąóċÜïćđóĘâđðŨîÖćøëüć÷ÖćøïĎßćĒéŠĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝ óøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšćéšü÷ÖćøïĎßćìĆĚÜÿĂÜ êćöÙüøĒÖŠÖćúĆÜĒúąÙüćöÿćöćøë ÙČĂ ĂćöĉÿïĎßć ĒúąðäĉïĆêĉïĎßć
ßČęĂüŠćđøćĕéšøąúċÖëċÜóøąóčìíđÝšćñĎšìøÜóøąÙčèĂĆîüĉđýþ÷ĉęÜ

(óøąóøĀöéĉúÖ)
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö/đÝšćÙèąÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø/đÝšćĂćüćÿüĆéÿćöóøą÷ć
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâĒĀŠÜēúÖ ðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
×ĂÜ
óøąóøĀöüßĉøâćè
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö đÝšćĂćüćÿüĆé÷ćîîćüć
**********************
óøąóčìíđÝšćìøÜđðŨîöĀćïčøčþñĎš÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠ ñĎšìøÜđðŘũ÷öéšü÷óøą Ùčè Ĥ ðøąÖćø ÙČĂ
óøąðŦââćÙčè ÙČĂìøÜöĊÙüćöđÞúĊ÷üÞúćé öĊóøąðøĊßćÿćöćøë÷ĉęÜÖüŠćđìüéćĒúąöîčþ÷ŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷
óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜđðŨîóøąÿĆóóĆâťĎđÝšć ñĎšøĎšĒÝšÜēúÖìĆĚÜðüÜ
óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè ÙČĂîĞĚćóøąìĆ÷ìøÜðøćýÝćÖÖĉđúÿēúõēÖøíĀúÜēé÷ðøąÖćøìĆĚÜðüÜ óøąĂÜÙŤ
ìøÜđðŨîóøąĂøĀĆîêÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšĀŠćÜĕÖúÝćÖÖĉđúÿ
óøąöĀćÖøčèćÙčè ÙČĂîĞĚćóøąìĆ÷ìøÜđðŘũ÷öéšü÷óøąđöêêćóøąöĀćÖøčèćÙčèêŠĂđüĕî÷ÿĆêüŤ
ēé÷öĉĕéšđúČĂÖßćêĉßĆĚîüøøèą ìøÜ÷Ăöÿúąðøąē÷ßîŤĒúąÙüćöÿč×ÿŠüîóøąĂÜÙŤđóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤÿč×ĒÖŠðüÜßî
ĒúąßćüēúÖĕéš ēé÷ĕöŠöĊĔÙøđìĊ÷öđìŠć
éšü÷ÙčèÿöïĆêóĉ đĉ ýþ ×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćéĆÜÖúŠćüĒúšü ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ēé÷ÙèąÖøøööćíĉÖćø
ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ àċęÜðøąÖĂïéšü÷ ĢĪĢ ðøąđìý ìĊęîĆïëČĂýćÿîćêŠćÜÖĆî ÝċÜĕéšøŠüöÖĆîóĉÝćøèćĒúąöĊ
öêĉðøąÖćýĔĀš üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ đöČęĂðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĥĤ
đøćìĆĚ Ü Āúć÷ ĔîåćîąđðŨ î ßćüóč ì í đöČę Ă üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć àċę Ü đðŨ î üĆ î Ùúš ć ÷üĆ î ðøąÿĎ êĉ êøĆ ÿ øĎ š
ĒúąüĆîðøĉîĉóóćî ×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąïøöýćÿéćÝćø÷ŤÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĒúąüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
êćöðøąÖćý÷Ö÷ŠĂÜ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉéĆÜÖúŠćü ĕéšđüĊ÷îöćëċÜĂĊÖĔîüĆîîĊĚ îĂÖÝćÖÝąøąúċÖëċÜ
óøąðŦââćÙčè óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè ĒúąóøąöĀćÖøčèćÙčè đðŨî óčìíćîčÿêĉ Ēúšü ÙüøøąúċÖëċÜĀúĆÖíøøö
ÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤđðŨî íĆööćîčÿêĉ ĒúąøąúċÖëċÜëċÜïìïćìĒúąÝøĉ÷üĆêø×ĂÜóøąĂøĉ÷ÿÜÛŤñĎšðøąóùêĉéĊ
ðäĉïĆêĉßĂï đðŨî ÿĆÜÛćîčÿêĉ ĒúšüîĞćöćðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšĔîßĊüĉêðøąÝĞćüĆî đóČęĂÝąĕéšîĞćĕðÙúĊęÙúć÷üĉÖùêĉðŦâĀć
êŠćÜė×ĂÜßĊüĉêĒúąÿĆÜÙöĔîðŦÝÝčïĆî đóČęĂðŜĂÜÖĆîĒÖšĕ×üĉÖùêðŦâĀć ĒúąøŠüöÖĆîÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤÿĉęÜìĊęéĊÜćö ĔĀšđÖĉé
×ċĚîĔîßĊüĉêĒúąĔîÿĆÜÙö×ĂÜđøćêŠĂĕð
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ïćøöĊíøøö
đðŨîìĊìę øćïÖĆîéĊüćŠ ÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ìĆÜĚ ðüÜ úšüîđÖĉéÝćÖĒøÜïĆîéćúĔÝ ÙČĂĒøÜÿŠÜĔÝ ĔĀšöÖĊ ćĞ úĆÜĔÝ
ÿćöćøëÙĉéĕéšìĞćĕéšÿĞćđøĘÝ
ĒøÜïĆîéćúĔÝ đðŨîđĀêčÙüćöóćÖđóĊ÷øó÷ć÷ćöĂ÷ŠćÜĒøÜÖúšćĒêŠñĎšöĊíøøöąïĆîéćúĔÝ ÷ŠĂööĊÿĉęÜ
ÖøąêčšîĔÝìĊęëĎÖêšĂÜ öĊÖĞćúĆÜĔÝéĊ ÖĞćúĆÜÙüćöÙĉééĊ öĊÙüćöóćÖđóĊ÷øïćÖïĆęîđðŨîđúĉý ìĞć óĎé Ùĉé ÝîĕöŠøĎšÝĆÖ
ÙĞćüŠćđĀîĘéđĀîČęĂ÷ ìšĂĒìš ĂŠĂîĒĂ ĀøČĂĀöéÖĞćúĆÜĔÝ ĒöšîöĊĂčðÿøøÙĔéė öć×Ćé×üćÜÖĘĕöŠ÷ŠĂìšĂĀöéĀüĆÜ
ìĂéìĉÜĚ ÖćøÜćîĒêŠÖúĆïöĊóúĆÜĔÝÿĎÜ÷ĉÜę óĎîđóĉöę ìüĊöćÖ÷ĉÜę ×ċîĚ ñĎöš ðĊ äĉðìćđßŠîîĊĒĚ ú đßČĂę üŠćđðŨîñĎìš öĊę ÙĊ üćöóćÖđóĊ÷ø
đóČęĂÿøšćÜïćøöĊíøøöēé÷Ēìš
×ċîĚ ßČĂę üŠćđðŨîñĎìš đĊę ÖĉéöćđóČĂę ÿøšćÜïćøöĊēé÷Ēìš ÷ŠĂöìĞćÜćîđĂćßĊüêĉ đðŨîđéĉöóĆîìĆÜĚ ÿĉîĚ ĕöŠÿćĞ đøĘÝĕöŠĀ÷čé
ĕöŠÿĉĚîÿčéĕöŠ÷ĂöĒóš öēîÙêĉ×ĂÜñĎšÿøšćÜïćøöĊ ÝċÜóčÜđðŜćÿĎŠÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝ óøšĂöÙĉéóĉÝćøèćĕêøŠêøĂÜĔÙøŠÙøüâ
×üî×üć÷ Ăéìî ĂéÖúĆęî ĂéĂĂö Ă÷ĎŠêúĂéđüúć đóČęĂÖšćüđéĉîĕðÿĎŠđðŜćĀöć÷ĂĆîÿĎÜÿčéĔîðèĉíćî ēé÷ĕöŠ
ÙĞćîċÜëċÜēúÖíøøö ìĆĚÜòść÷ĂĉãåćøöèŤ ĒúąĂîĉãåćøöèŤĔéė ìĆĚÜÿĉĚî
ñĎšêĆĚÜðèĉíćîđóČęĂÿøšćÜïćøöĊĒúšü Ă÷ŠćëćöĀćĔĀšđĀîČęĂ÷đú÷ëċÜÙüćöÿč× ÙüćöÿąéüÖÿïć÷ÿŠüîêĆü
Ă÷ŠćëćöĀćđú÷ëċÜÿöïĆêĉìøĆó÷ŤÿĉîÿŠüîêĆü đóøćąĒöšìĊęÿčéúöðøćèĒúąßĊüĉêìĊę÷ĂöĂčìĉýđóČęĂÿŠüîøüöĕéš
ñĎšÿøšćÜïćøöĊ÷ŠĂö÷ċéĀúĆÖĒĀŠÜÙüćöđÿĊ÷ÿúąđÖČĚĂÖĎú ÷ċéðøąē÷ßîŤñĎšĂČęî ĔĀšñĎšĂČęî ÿĆêüŤĂČęîöĊÙüćöÿč×
öćÖÖüŠćêî ÙüćöđĀîĘéđĀîČĂę ÷ìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ìĆÜĚ ðüÜÖĘđóČĂę đÖČĂĚ ÖĎú đĂČĂĚ Ăćíø Ùüćöÿč×Öć÷ÿč×ĔÝ×ĂÜñĎĂš îČę đóČĂę ÿĆîêĉÿ×č
×ĂÜßćüēúÖ
ñĎšĀüĆÜïćøöĊĔĀšđêĘöđðŘũ÷ö ÝċÜĕöŠöĊÙüćöđĀĘîĒÖŠêĆüĔéė ĔîĀĆüĔÝ ĔîßĊüĉê éĆÜîĆĚîĒøÜïĆîéćúĔÝ ÝċÜđðŨî
ÿĆÝÝąĒĀŠÜßĊüĉêìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ ×ĂÜñĎšÿøšćÜïćøöĊíøøö
ÝċÜ×ĂßČîę ßö÷Ö÷ŠĂÜ ĒúąđðŨîðŘêĒĉ ĀŠÜĔÝ ìĊÙę èąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ēé÷öĀćđëøÿöćÙö ÙèąøĆåïćú öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ óčìíïøĉþĆìñĎšđðŨîóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ ìčÖîĉÖć÷ ìĊęöĊÝčéđøĉęöêšîĒĀŠÜÙüćöÙĉé
ÝĆéðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ×ċĚîìĊęðøąđìýĕì÷ĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć àċęÜöĊßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖêŠćÜĕéšđéĉîìćÜöć
óïðą đÿöČĂîđðŨîâćêĉíøøöìĊęìÖč òść÷êŠćÜöĊóčìíą ÙČĂ ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĂÜÙŤđéĊ÷üÖĆîđðŨîđÿöČĂî
éĆÜéüÜêąüĆîìĊęđøćìčÖöüúĀöĎŠöîčþ÷ßćêĉ êŠćÜđĀĘîéüÜêąüĆîđðŨîéüÜđéĊ÷üÖĆî êŠćÜÖĆîĒêŠđüúćìĊęđĀĘîđìŠćîĆĚî
ìĊęĀĘîĕöŠóøšĂöÖĆî
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üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćðŘ ģĦĦħ îĊĚ îĆ ï đðŨ î ðŘ ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ĂĊ Ö ðŘ Ā îċę Ü ìĊę ß ćüóč ì íìĆę ü ēúÖĕéš ö ćðøąßč ö óøš Ă öÖĆ î
è ðøąđìýĕì÷×ĂĔĀšÖćøðøąßčöÝÜđðŨîñúÿĆöùìíĉ Ēúą×ĂóøąóøßĆ÷öÜÙúĒĀŠÜóčìíõćó íøøöćîčõćó
ÿĆÜÛćîčõćó ĔĀšìčÖìŠćîìĊęöćøŠüöðøąßčö ÝÜðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝ ĒúąøŠüöÖĆîÿøšćÜÿĆîêĉõćóĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉÿč×
ĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝéĆÜöēîðèĉíćî ēé÷ìĆęüÖĆîìčÖìŠćîđìĂâ

(óøąóøĀöđöíĊ)
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
ēÛþÖöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
đÝšćÙèąõćÙ ĥ-Ħ-ħ-Ĩ (íøøö÷čê)
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Ùêĉíøøö
öĀćöÜÙúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
***************************

ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ ĔîöčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć éĆÜíøøöõćþĉê üŠć
ðďťďâć ÿčêüĉîĉÝďÞĉîĊ

ðťďâć ÖĉêďêĉÿĉēúÖÖüæďçîĊ

ðďťďâćÿĀĉēê îēø Ăĉí

Ăðŗ ìčÖďđ×ÿč ÿč×ćîĉ üĉîďìêĉ

č ĒúąßČĂę đÿĊ÷Ü ÙîñĎðš øąÖĂï
ðŦââćđðŨîđÙøČĂę ÜüĉîÝĉ ÞĆ÷ÿĉÜę ìĊôę ÜŦ Ēúšü ðŦââćđðŨîđÙøČĂę Üđóĉöę óĎî đÖĊ÷øêĉÙè
éšü÷ðŦââćĔîēúÖîĊĚ ĒöšĔîÙüćöìčÖ×ŤÖĘĀćÙüćöÿč×ĕéš
(öĀćÖðďðŗîđëø)

(óøąóøĀööîĊ
(óøąóøĀööčî)Ċ
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
üĆéøćßïóĉíÿëĉêöĀćÿĊöćøćö
ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
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üĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîìĊęöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜÿĞćĀøĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćöĊ
ÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜĂ÷ŠćÜîĆĚî đóøćąüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĕéšøĆïÖćø÷Ö÷ŠĂÜÝćÖóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖĔĀšđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć đîČęĂÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîìĊęïĆÜđÖĉéđĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâ Ĥ đĀêčÖćøèŤ ÙČĂ óøąóčìíđÝšćðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîóĉ óćî đüĊ÷îöćïøøÝïĔîüĆîĒúąđéČĂîđéĊ÷üÖĆî ÙČĂ üĆîđóĘâđéČĂîüĉÿć×ą ÝċÜëČĂüŠćđðŨîüĆî
ìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć Ýčéđøĉęöêšî×ĂÜýćÿîćóčìí ĒúąÖĞćĀîéÖćøïĎßćóĉđýþĔîüĆîîĆĚîüŠć “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć”
ÖćøêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ìĞćĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöøŠöđ÷ĘîđðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠîĒÖŠßćüēúÖÿĉęÜ
ìĊęóøąĂÜÙŤêøĆÿøĎš ÙČĂ óøąíøøö đðŨîöøéÖìĊęúĞĚćÙŠć ĒúąÿøšćÜÙüćöĂïĂčŠîđĀöČĂîÖĆîìĆĚÜĀöé àċęÜêøÜÖĆî×šćö
ÖĆïÙüćöìčÖ×Ť ĒúąÙüćöøčŠöøšĂî óøąíøøöÝċÜđðŨîöøéÖìĊęúĞĚćÙŠć ÿøšćÜÙüćöøŠöđ÷ĘîđðŨîÿč× ĒúąÙüćöĂïĂčŠî
éšü÷ĔîðŘîĊĚ àċęÜđðŨîðŘöĀćöÜÙúĒĀŠÜÖćøÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøą
ÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ĂĊÖìĆĚÜđðŨîÖćøĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćöøŠüööČĂĂĆîéĊ×ĂÜßčößîßćüóčìí ĒúąĂÜÙŤÖø
ßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖìĆÜĚ ĔîøąéĆïðøąđìýëċÜîćîćßćêĉêćöîē÷ïć÷×ĂÜøĆåïćú ĕéšøüŠ öÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
ĔîĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” (Education and Global
Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective) àċęÜìĊęöć×ĂÜĀĆü×šĂéĆÜÖúŠćüÿĂéøĆïÖĆïĒîüìćÜ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÖćø
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ (United Nations) ìĊđę îšîĀîĆÖđøČĂę ÜóĆçîćÖćøýċÖþć ĒúąóúđöČĂÜēúÖĔĀšđìŠćìĆîêŠĂÿëćîÖćøèŤ
×ĂÜÙüćöđðŨîĕð×ĂÜēúÖ
ïĆéîĊĚ ×ĂĂîčēöìîćĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę êŠĂøĆåïćúĕì÷ìĊĔę ĀšÖćøÿîĆïÿîčîéšü÷éĊđÿöĂöć ×Ă×ĂïóøąÙčèĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę
êŠĂ öĀćđëøÿöćÙöĕì÷ĔîÖćøĔĀšÙćĞ ĒîąîĞćðøċÖþć ĒúąĔĀšÖćøÿîĆïÿîčîéšü÷éĊđÿöĂöć êúĂéÝîÙèąìĞćÜćî
ìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜìčÖòść÷ìĊęĕéšìĞćÜćîéšü÷Ùüćöüĉøĉ÷ąĂčêÿćĀą ìčŠöđì đÿĊ÷ÿúąđóČęĂĔĀšÜćîîĊĚúčúŠüÜĕðĕéšéšü÷éĊ

(óøąóøĀöïĆèæĉê)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
ðøąíćîÿöćÙöÿõćÿÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
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ÿćÿŤîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîĂÖÝćÖÝąđðŨîĂõĉúĆÖ×ĉêÖćúĂĆîöĊÙüćöĀöć÷÷ĉęÜ ÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìíìĆĚÜĀúć÷ đîČęĂÜÝćÖ
đðŨîéĉëÙĊ úšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîóĉ ćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąïøöýćÿéćÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĒúšü Ùüćöüĉđýþ
ĂĆýÝøø÷ŤĒĀŠÜóčìííøøöìĊöę ÝĊ éč đøĉöę êšî è ÙüÜĕöšöĀćēóíĉĝ øĉöòŦÜũ đîøĆâßøćîìĊ ĔîøčÜŠ ÿćÜĒĀŠÜüĆîđóĘâđéČĂîüĉÿć×ą
đöČĂę ÖüŠć ģ,ħġġ ðŘìĒĊę úšü ÷ĆÜÙÜđðŨîðøąìĊðíøøöìĊēę ßêîćÖćøÿŠĂÜìćÜĒĀŠÜÿĆîêĉõćó×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉêúĂé
Öćúîćîöć
éĆÜîĆîĚ ÙøĆîĚ éĉëüĊ îĆ üĉÿć×ïĎßćĕéšđüĊ÷îöćëċÜĔîĒêŠúąðŘ ÝċÜđðŨîßŠüÜđüúćìĊđę ĀúŠćóčìíïøĉþìĆ ÝąĕéšøüŠ öÖĆî
ðäĉïêĆ ïĉ ßĎ ć đóČĂę øĞćúċÖëċÜóøąóčìíćíĉÙè
č ìĊìę øÜöĊêĂŠ ÿćÖúēúÖ Ēúą÷ĆÜđðŨîēĂÖćÿìĊÝę ąĕéšøüŠ öÖĆîðøąÖćýøèøÜÙŤ
ĒîüìćÜĒĀŠÜÿĆîêĉõćóêćöüĉëóĊ ìč ííøøö ĔĀšðøćÖäĕóýćú ĂĆîđðŨîÖćøđÝøĉâøĂ÷êćöđïČĂĚ Üóøą÷čÙúïćìóøą
ýćÿéć îĂÖđĀîČĂĕðÝćÖÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜêćöðÖêĉìĆęüĕð
ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊïę øøéćìŠćîñĎîš ćĞ ĒúąêĆüĒìîÝćÖßčößîßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖ ĕéšĔĀšđÖĊ÷øêĉðøąđìýĕì÷ đðŨîđÝšć
õćóÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĒúąĕéšđÿĊ÷ÿúąìčÖĂ÷ŠćÜđéĉîìćÜöćøŠüöóĉíĊ
ðäĉïĆêĉïĎßćĔîüćøąöĀćöÜÙúîĊĚ ×šćóđÝšć×ĂÿŠÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊĒúąĕöêøĊÝĉêöćđðŨîðäĉÿĆîëćøíøøöĒéŠìŠćî
ÖĆú÷ćèöĉêøÝćÖìĆęüìĉýĒéîĕÖúìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ĒúąöĊÙüćöĀüĆÜìĊęÝąđĀĘîÖĆú÷ćèöĉêøìčÖìŠćîêŠćÜĕéšøĆïÙüćöđïĉÖ
ïćîĒúąđĂĉïĂĉęöĔÝÝćÖÖćøĕéšðäĉïĆêĉïĎßćÙøĆĚÜÿĞćÙĆâîĊĚ ēé÷ìĆęüÖĆî
×ĂĂĞćîćÝĒĀŠÜóčìíïćøöĊĒúąíøøöćîĉÿÜÿŤ ìĊęÝąóċÜïĆÜđÖĉéÝćÖÖćøøŠüöÖĆîðäĉïĆêĉ ĔîöĀćóčìíïĎßć
ÿöćÙö è öèæúðøąđìýĕì÷îĊĚ ÝÜđðŨîðŦÝÝĆ÷ĂĞćîü÷ÿč×ÿĆîêĉõćóĔĀšðøćÖäĒñŠĕóýćúìĆęüÿćÖúēúÖ êúĂé
îĉøĆîéøŤÖćúđìĂâ.
(óøąíøøöíĆßöčîĊ)
ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö
üĆéðìčöüîćøćö
đ×êðìčöüĆî ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
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ÿćÿŤî
ÝćÖ óøąöĀćÙèćÝćø÷ŤÝĊîíøøöÿöćíĉüĆêø(đ÷ĘîđêĘÖ)
đÝšćĂćüćÿüĆéēóíĉĝĒöîÙčèćøćö đÝšćÙèąĔĀâŠÝĊîîĉÖć÷ ĒĀŠÜðøąđìýĕì÷
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
đîČęĂÜĔîöĀćöÜÙúüēøÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ ×ĂÿøøđÿøĉâóøąÙčèĒĀŠÜÿöđéĘÝ
óøąïøöýćÿéćÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšìøÜêøĆÿøĎšóøąÿĆööćÿĆöēóíĉâćèēé÷óøąĂÜÙŤđĂÜ ìøÜĒÿéÜóøąöĀć
ðøĆßâćðćøöĉêćíøøö ÙČĂóøąðŦââćêøĆÿøĎšĂĆî÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠ×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćìĆĚÜĀúć÷ îĞćìćÜÿĎŠÖćøóšîìčÖ×Ť đóČęĂ
ðøąē÷ßîŤÿč××ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
×Ăëüć÷óøąóøßĆ÷öÜÙú ĒéŠÿöđéĘÝïøöïóĉêø ĂÜÙŤóøąïćìÿöđéĘÝóøąđÝšćĂ÷ĎŠĀĆü ÿöđéĘÝóøąîćÜ
đÝšćĄóøąïøöøćßĉîĊîćë ĒúąĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ĒĀŠÜÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ ĔîüēøÖćÿ
ìøÜđÝøĉâóøąßĆîþćÙøï Ģġġ ðŘ Ĕîó.ý. ģĦĦħ îĊĚ
ĒúąđîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖĞćĀîéĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÝċÜ
ĕéšÝĆéĔĀšöĊÖćøðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ðŘ Ĕîó.ý. ģĦĦħ îĊĚ đðŨîēĂÖćÿéĊìĊęóüÖđøć
ßćüóčìíĔîåćîąóúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜēúÖ ÝąöĊõćøÖĉÝÿĞćÙĆâìĊÝę ąêšĂÜĒÖšĕ×ðŦâĀć×ĂÜēúÖìĊđę êĘöĕðéšü÷Ùüćö×ĆéĒ÷šÜ
ÖĆî óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ ÝąĕéšëĂČ ēĂÖćÿìĊĕę éšöćðøąßčöÖĆîîĊĚ ÿøšćÜÙüćöđ×šćĔÝÖĆîĔîøąĀüŠćÜßćüóčìíĒúą
ýćÿîĉÖßîêŠćÜýćÿîć Ēúą×ĂÝÜêĆĚÜÝĉêĒîŠüĒîŠöčŠÜÿĎŠìćÜđéĉîĂĆîðøąđÿøĉå×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć đßŠîđéĊ÷üÖĆïđĀúŠć
óøąēóíĉÿĝ êĆ üŤđÝšćìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ ×ĂĔĀšđøćìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ÝÜøŠüöÖĆîÿøšćÜēúÖĔĀöŠ ìĊßę öŠč đ÷Ęîéšü÷óčìíđöêêć ÝÜÿŠÜöĂïóčìí
øøöĔĀšĒñŠĕóýćúĕðìĆęüÿćÖú ÿøšćÜüĉëĊßĊüĉêĔĀöŠìĊęÿÜïđ÷Ęî ðøćýÝćÖÖćøđïĊ÷éđïĊ÷îĒúðøąìčþøšć÷ÖĆî
×šćóđÝšćĔîåćîąñĎšîĞćÙèąÿÜÛŤÝĊîîĉÖć÷ ĒĀŠÜðøąđìýĕì÷ ×ĂëČĂēĂÖćÿîĊĚĂĞćîü÷óøĒÖŠ ìŠćîñĎšĕéšÝĆé
ÜćîĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĒúąìŠćîñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíìĆĚÜĀúć÷ìĊęĕéšöćøŠüöðøąßčöîĊĚ ×ĂÙüćöđÝøĉâĒúąÙüćöÜĂÖÜćöĔîíøøö
ĒĀŠÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĆĚÜĀúć÷ÝÜðøćÖäĒÖŠìŠćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ÝÜìčÖðøąÖćø
óøąöĀćÙèćÝćø÷ŤŤÝĊîíøøöÿöćíĉĉüĆêø(đ÷ĘĘîđêĘĘÖ)
đÝšćĂćüćÿüĆéēóíĉĝĒöîÙčèćøćö
đÝšćÙèąĔĀâŠÝĊîîĉÖć÷ ĒĀŠÜðøąđìýĕì÷
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ÿćøĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
óúđĂÖ đðøö êĉèÿĎúćîîìŤ

üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć
ÝĆéđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖĒúąĕéšöĊÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöđóČęĂøąúċÖëċÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤđðŨîðøąÝĞćìčÖðŘ
ÝîöćëċÜÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ĔîðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĦħ ĒúąĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ đðŨîðŘđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿìĊę ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ìøÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷č Ģġġ ðŘĂÖĊ éšü÷
×šćóđÝšć×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆî
üĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ đóČęĂđðŨîóčìíïĎßćĒéŠĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć Ēúą×ĂĂîčēöìîć ÖĆïøĆåïćú
ÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ ĒúąìčÖìŠćîìĊęĕéšöĊÿŠüîøüöĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîÖĉÝÖøøöĂĆîÿĞćÙĆâ ĒúąìøÜÙčèÙŠćîĊĚ
ĔĀšđðŨîĕðĂ÷ŠćÜđøĊ÷ïøšĂ÷ đóČęĂßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖĒúąßćüĕì÷ìčÖÙî

óúđĂÖ
(đðøö
( ð êĉè
ĉ ÿĎúćîîìŤ)Ť
ðøąíćîĂÜÙöîêøĊĒúąøĆåïčøčþ
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ÿćø
îćÜÿćü÷ĉęÜúĆÖþèŤ ßĉîüĆêø îć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿ “üĆîüĉÿć×ćïĎßćēúÖ”
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
______________________________________
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćÙČĂüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĒúąđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖêćööêĉ×ĂÜìĊðę øąßčöÿöĆßßć
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĕéšđÖĉéđĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâ Ĥ đĀêčÖćøèŤ ÙČĂ üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî
ĒĀŠÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ēé÷ìĆÜĚ ÿćöđĀêčÖćøèŤĕéšđÖĉéêøÜÖĆïüĆî×ċîĚ ĢĦ ÙĞćę đéČĂî ħ ĀøČĂüĆîđóĘâ
ĒĀŠÜđéČĂîüĉÿć×öćÿ ßćüóčìíÝĊÜđøĊ÷ÖÖćøïĎßćĔîüĆîîĊĚüŠćüĉÿć×ïĎßć ĒðúüŠć ÖćøïĎßćĔîüĆîđóĘâđéČĂîüĉÿć×ą
ĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßî øüöìĆÜĚ óøąÿÜÛŤ ÝąðøąÖĂïóĉíêĊ ćŠ Üė đßŠî ÖćøôŦÜóøąíøøöđìýîć
ÖćøđüĊ÷îđìĊ÷î ĒúąÖćøïĞćđóĘâÖčýú đóČęĂîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąøĆêîêøĆ÷ĒúąđĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâéĆÜÖúŠćüÝîđðŨî
ðøąđóèĊĂĆîéĊÜćöìĊęðäĉïĆêĉÿČïêŠĂÖĆîöćđðŨîđüúć÷ćüîćî ĒêŠĂ÷ŠćÜĕøÖĘêćö ÖćøðäĉïĆêĉïĎßćĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
ĒúąüĆîÿĞćÙĆâĂČîę ìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć îĂÖÝćÖøĎðĒïïïĒúąóĉíÖĊ ćøĒúšü óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîÙüøĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ
ĔîÖćøîĞćĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĕðÿĎŠÖćøðäĉïĆêĉ đóČęĂđÿøĉöÿøšćÜÙüćööĆęîÙÜ×ĂÜßĊüĉê
ðŜĂÜÖĆî ĒúąĒÖšðŦâĀćêŠćÜė ĀøČĂđðŨîĕðđóČęĂÙüćöĀúčéóšî ĂĆîđðŨîĀĆüĔÝ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
ÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðŘîĊĚ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ
ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĕéšÝĆéÜćî×ċĚîĔîĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨî
óúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċęÜđðŨîĀĆü×šĂìĊęéĊĒúąöĊðøąē÷ßîŤĂ÷ŠćÜöćÖ đóøćąïøĉïì×ĂÜÿĆÜÙö
ìĊęđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜĕðìĞćĔĀšñĎšÙîĔîÿĆÜÙöĀŠćÜĕÖúĂĂÖÝćÖíøøöą Ēúą×ćéÙüćöøŠöđ÷Ęî×ĂÜÝĉêĔÝ ÖćøÿŠÜđÿøĉöĔĀš
ÙîĀĆîöćĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĒÖŠýćÿîć ĒúąîšĂöîĞćĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂîìćÜýćÿîćĕððøĆïĔßšÝċÜđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤìĆĚÜ
êŠĂêîđĂÜĒúąÿĆÜÙöēé÷ÿŠüîøüö Ĕî×èąđéĊ÷üÖĆîÖĘđðŨîēĂÖćÿÿĞćÙĆâĔîÖćøøŠüöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüćøąÙøïøĂï
óøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Öéšü÷
éĉÞĆî×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ïøøúčñúêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤ
ìčÖðøąÖćø Ēúą×Ă×ĂïÙčèÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîêúĂéÝîïčÙÙúĒúąĀîŠü÷ÜćîêŠćÜė ìĊęĕéšđ×šćøŠüöÝĆé
ÖĉÝÖøøöĔîÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ ×ĂĂĞćîćÝÙčèóøąýøĊøêĆ îêøĆ÷ēðøééúïĆîéćúĔĀšóìč íýćÿîĉÖßîìčÖÙîðøąÿïĒêŠÙüćöÿč×
ÙüćöđÝøĉâ ĒúąđÖĉéÙüćöÿĆîêĉÿč×÷ĆęÜ÷Čî×ċĚîĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖêúĂéĕð
(îćÜÿćü÷ĉęÜĉ úĆÖĆ þèŤŤ ßĉĉîüĆĆêø)
îć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
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ÿćø
øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊĒúąøĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøÙúĆÜ (îć÷ÖĉêêĉøĆêîŤ è øąîĂÜ)
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
***************************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ëČĂđðŨîüĆîĀîċÜę ìĊöę ÙĊ üćöÿĞćÙĆâÿĎÜìĊÿę éč ìĊđę ÖĊ÷ę ü×šĂÜÖĆïĂÜÙŤÿöĆ öć ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ÙČĂđðŨîüĆî
ìĊęêøÜÖĆïüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćđðŨîüĆîìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĕéšîšĂöøąúċÖ
ëċÜóčìíÙčèĎðÖćø×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ ēé÷đÞóćąĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜÿĂîóčìíïøĉþĆìĔĀšéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêéšü÷ìćÜ
ÿć÷ÖúćÜ ĕéšĒÖŠ ÿĆööćìĉäåĉ ÿĆööćÿĆÜÖĆððą ÿĆööćüćÝć ÿĆööćÖĆööĆîêą ÿĆööćĂćßĊüą ÿĆööćüć÷ćöą
ÿĆööćÿêĉ ÿĆööćÿöćíĉ ĒîüìćÜÿøšćÜÙüćöÿöéčúìćÜđýøþåÖĉÝĒúąÿĆÜÙöĂ÷ŠćÜÿĆîêĉÿč× ÝċÜđðŨîìĊęîŠć÷ĉîéĊ
ìĊĂę ÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéš÷ÖĔĀšüîĆ üĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ēé÷ÖĞćĀîéĔĀšöÖĊ ćøÝĆéđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ
ĔîüĆî×ċĚî ĢĦ ÙĞęć đéČĂî ħ ×ĂÜìčÖðŘ
ĔîðŘ ó.ý.ģĦĦħ îĊĚ ðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšøĆïđÖĊ÷øêĉđðŨîđÝšćõćóĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöðøąßčö
ßćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ îĂÖÝćÖÝąđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ ģ,ħġĢ ðŘ
ĒĀŠ Ü ÖćøêøĆ ÿ øĎ š Ē úš ü ÷Ć Ü đðŨ î ÖćøđÞúĉ ö ÞúĂÜđîČę Ă ÜĔîüēøÖćÿÖćøđÝøĉ â óøąßîöć÷č üĆ ç îöÜÙú
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷ÖÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ĂĊÖéšü÷
ĒÿéÜĔĀšßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖĕéšđĀĘîüŠć óøąóčìíýćÿîćĔîðøąđìýĕì÷öĊÙüćöđðŨîðřÖĒñŠî ðøąßćßîßćüĕì÷
öĊ Ù üćöđ×š ö Ē×Ę Ü ÿćöĆ Ù ÙĊ ì îč ïĞ ć øč Ü óøąóč ì íýćÿîćĔĀš đÝøĉ â øč Š Ü đøČ Ă Üĕéš đ ðŨ î Ă÷Š ć ÜéĊ ÿ öÖĆ ï đðŨ î ýĎ î ÷Ť Ö úćÜ
óøąóčìíýćÿîćēúÖ
ĔîîćöøĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊĒúąøĆåöîêøĊüćŠ ÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøÙúĆÜ ×ĂÿîĆïÿîčîÖćøÝĆéÜćîĒúąÖĉÝÖøøö
đóČĂę đñ÷ĒñŠóøąóčìíýćÿîćĒúąóøąđÖĊ÷øêĉÙè
č ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöĆ öćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć Ēúą×Ă×ĂïÙčèñĎìš öĊę ÿĊ üŠ îđÖĊ÷ę ü×šĂÜ
öć è ēĂÖćÿîĊĚ ×ĂĂü÷óøĔĀšÖćøéĞćđîĉîÜćîðøąÿïñúÿĞćđøĘÝêćöđÝêÝĞćîÜìčÖðøąÖćøÿČïĕð
(îć÷ÖĉêêĉøĆêîŤ è øąîĂÜ)
øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊĒúąøĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøÙúĆÜ
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
×ĂÜ ĄóèĄ éø. ðúĂéðøąÿó ÿčøĆÿüéĊ
øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
********************
ìĊęðøąßčöÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉđöČęĂüĆîìĊę ĢĤ íĆîüćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß ĢĦĥģ ĕéš÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšüĆî
×ċĚî ĢĦ ÙĞęć đéČĂî ħ üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ đóøćąÙüćöĂĆýÝøø÷Ť×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćĒúą
ĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂîìĊęöĊÿĆîêĉõćó éĆÜîĆĚî ßćüēúÖÙüøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêêćöĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĆęîÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć
éĆÜîĊĚ
Ģ.) êšĂÜøąúċÖüŠćóøąíøøöüĉîĆ÷đðŨî×ĂÜ÷ćÖ úċÖàċĚÜ đĀĘîĕéš÷ćÖ øĎšêćöĕéš÷ćÖ ÝąêšĂÜđøĊ÷îøĎšĕð
êćöúĞćéĆïĂ÷ŠćÜÿöĞęćđÿöĂêŠĂđîČęĂÜ đĀöČĂîÖćøđøĊ÷îøĎšĔîìćÜēúÖêšĂÜđøĉęöđøĊ÷îøĎšĔîßĆĚîĂîïćú ðøąëö öĆí÷ö
ĒúąĂčéöýċÖþć ÝċÜÝąöĊÙüćöøĎšêćöúĞćéĆï
ģ.) êšĂÜøĎšüŠć óøąÿĎêø óøąüĉîĆ÷ đðŨîñúÿĞćđøĘÝĒúšü øĎš÷ćÖđ×šćĔÝ÷ćÖ ßćüóčìíêšĂÜđøĉęöêšîìĞćÙüćö
đ×šćĔÝÝćÖóøąĂõĉíøøö àċÜę đðŨîđĀêčĔîÖćøđ×šćĔÝóøąÿĎêø óøąüĉî÷Ć ĂĆîđðŨîñú óøąĂõĉíøøöðøąÖĂïéšü÷ Ýĉê
ĢģĢ đÝêÿĉÖ ĦģøĎð ģĩ ÝċÜÝąëċÜîĉóóćî Ģ (ÿĆîêĉõćó)
Ĥ.) óøąóčìíđÝšćòćÖóøąíøøöüĉîĆ÷đðŨîóøąýćÿîćĒìîĀúĆÜðøąĂÜÙŤđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî
éĆÜîĆĚî êšĂÜÿŠÜđÿøĉöÿîĆïÿîčîÖćøýċÖþćêćöêćöóøąĕêøðŗäÖĒúąĔĀšöĊÙøïóčìíïøĉþĆì ĥ (õĉÖ÷č õĉ×čîĊ
ĂčïćÿÖ ĂčïćÿĉÖć) đóČęĂÿøšćÜÙüćöÿćöĆÙÙĊĔîĀöĎŠÙèąĒúąĒúÖđðúĊę÷îÙüćöøĎšđÖČĚĂÖĎúÖĆîõć÷ĔêšóøąíøøöüĉîĆ÷
ĩĥ,ġġġóøąíøøö×ĆîíčŤ ÿĉęÜĔéìĊęñĉéóøąíøøöüĉîĆ÷ĕöŠÙüøìĞćĒúąðŜĂÜÖĆîĕöŠĔĀšìĞćñĉéóúćéêŠĂĕð

ĄóèĄ éø. ðúĂéðøąÿó ÿčøĆÿüéĊ
øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
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ÿćø
îć÷ÿčøóÜþŤ ēêüĉÝĆÖþèŤßĆ÷Öčú
øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊĒúąøĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøêŠćÜðøąđìý
****************************
ÖøąñööĊÙüćö÷ĉîéĊìÙĊę èąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ ÙèąÖøøöÖćø
ÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ öĀćđëøÿöćÙö ĒúąÙèąÿÜÛŤöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
ĕéšĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĒúąÝĆéÜćîÿĆööîćüĉßćÖćøđîČĂę ÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖöćĂ÷ŠćÜêŠĂđîČĂę ÜêúĂé Ģġ ðŘìñĊę ćŠ îöć
ēé÷ĔîðŘîĊĚ ĀĆü×šĂÖćøðøąßčöđøČĂę Ü “ÖćøýċÖþćÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” (Education
and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective) îĆïüŠćÿĂéÙúšĂÜÖĆïóúüĆêøìćÜÖćøýċÖþć×ĂÜēúÖ
ĔîðŦÝÝčïĆî ĒúąÝąßŠü÷ÿąìšĂîĒîüÙĉé×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔîÖćøóĆçîćÖćøýċÖþćĒúąìøĆó÷ćÖøöîčþ÷Ť
ÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖöĊÿŠüîÿĞćÙĆâĔîÖćøÿøšćÜÙüćöêČęîêĆü×ĂÜóčìíïøĉþĆìÝćÖìĆęüēúÖĔĀš
øąúċÖëċÜóøąóčìíÙčèĂĆî÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć îšĂÜîĞćóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĂîöćðãĉïĆêĉ
Ēúą÷ċéëČĂđðŨîĒîüìćÜĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉê ÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉìĊęðøąđìýĕì÷ îĂÖÝćÖÝąßŠü÷ìĞćĔĀš
ðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîìĊøę ÝšĎ ÖĆ ×ĂÜßćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉĔîåćîąýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć×ĂÜēúÖĒúšü ÷ĆÜßŠü÷ÖøąßĆï
ÙüćöÿĆöóĆîíŤøąĀüŠćÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîßćüĕì÷ÖĆïßćüêŠćÜðøąđìýéšü÷
ÖøąñöđßČę Ă öĆę î üŠ ć ÜćîüĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćēúÖĔîðŘ îĊĚ Ý ąĒÿéÜĔĀš đ ĀĘ î üŠ ć óč ì íýćÿîĉ Ö ßîìĆĚ Ü ßćüĕì÷
ĒúąßćüêŠćÜßćêĉöĊÙüćöđ×šöĒ×ĘÜ ÿćöĆÙÙĊðøĂÜéĂÜ ĒúąöčŠÜĀüĆÜìĊęÝąÿøšćÜÙüćööĆęîÙÜÿëćóøĔĀšĒÖŠóøąóčìí
ýćÿîć Öøąñö×ĂëČĂēĂÖćÿîĊĚëüć÷ÖĞćúĆÜĔÝöć÷ĆÜÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć
îćîćßćêĉ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ öĀćđëøÿöćÙö Ēúą ÙèąÿÜÛŤöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĔĀšÖćøÝĆéüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖÿĞćđøĘÝúčúŠüÜĂ÷ŠćÜìĊęöčŠÜöćéĕüšìčÖðøąÖćø

×ĂÖøćïÿöĆÿÖćøöćéšü÷ÙüćöđÙćøó

(îć÷ÿčøóÜþŤ ēêüĉÝĆÖþèŤßĆ÷Öčú)
øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
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îć÷óÜýŤđìó đìóÖćâÝîć
øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćø
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć öĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĒúąđðŨîüĆîìĊöę ÙĊ üćööĀĆýÝøø÷Ť×ĂÜđĂÖïčøþč îĆîę ÙČĂđðŨîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤïøö –öĀćýćÿéćóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšđðŘũ÷öéšü÷óøąðŦââćÙčè óøąÖøčèćÙčè
óøąüĉÿčìíĉÙčè ìøÜÿĂîĒúąîĞćóćóčìíïøĉþĆì×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤĔĀóšîÝćÖìčÖ×ŤìĆĚÜöüú đðŨîđüúć ĥĦ ðŘ îĆïÝćÖ
üĆîĒĀŠÜÖćøêøĆÿøĎš ĒöšïĆéîĊĚóøąĂÜÙŤÝąìøÜðøĉîĉóóćîĒúšüÖüŠć ģ,ħġġ ðŘ ĒêŠóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ
ðøąÝĆÖþŤĂ÷ĎŠĒÖŠóčìíïøĉþĆììĆĚÜĀúć÷ ñĎšðãĉïĆêĉéĊðãĉïĆêĉßĂï éšü÷đĀêčîĊĚ ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉÝċÜĕéš÷ÖĔĀš
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜÿćÖúÿĀðøąßćêĉ ĒúąÖĞćîĀîéĔĀšöĊÖćøÝĆéđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîđéČĂîóùþõćÙö
×ĂÜìčÖðŘ
ĔîðŘ ó.ý.ģĦĦħ îĊĚ îĆïđðŨîÙøĆÜĚ ìĊę Ģġ ĒĀŠÜÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜìĊöę ßĊ ćüóčìíÝćÖìĆüę ēúÖöćðøąßčöóøšĂöÖĆî
Ĕîðøąđìýĕì÷ đðŨîÖćøðøąÖćýĔĀšìĆęüēúÖĕéšìøćïüŠć óøąóčìíýćÿîćĕéšđñ÷ĒñŠ×÷ć÷ĒúąöĊñĎšîĆïëČĂĂ÷ĎŠìĆęü
ìčÖöčöēúÖ Ēúą÷ĆÜđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉÖïĆ ðøąđìýĕì÷ĔîåćîąđÝšćõćó ĕéšðøąÖćýÙüćöđðŨîðřÖĒñŠî×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
ĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćöøĆÖÙüćöÿćöĆÙÙĊðøĂÜéĂÜ×ĂÜÙîĔîßćêĉ ĂĊÖìĆĚÜđóČęĂđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđîČęĂÜĔîüēøÖćÿ ÖćøđÝøĉâ
óøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ÙøïøĂï
óøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ēé÷ÖĞćĀîéđðŜćĀöć÷ñĎšđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčö ÝĞćîüî Ģ,Ħġġ øĎð/Ùî ÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìý
×šćóđÝšć ĔîîćöøĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊĒúąøĆåöîêøĊüćŠ ÖćøÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćøĒĀŠÜøćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷
×ĂĂîčēöìîć×ĂïÙčèìčÖòść÷ìĊęĔĀšÙüćöøŠüööČĂøŠüöĔÝÖĆîéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîĊĚ ĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠćÖćø
ÝĆéÜćîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚÝąÿĞćđøĘÝêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤéšü÷éĊĒúąđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤÖĆïóčìíïøĉþĆììčÖĀöĎŠđĀúŠć

øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
ĒúąøĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćø
øćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷
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ÿćø
îć÷üøćđìó øĆêîćÖø øĆåöîêøĊðøąÝĞćÿĞćîĆÖîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
-----------------------------------------------ñöøĎÿš Öċ ÷ĉîéĊìðĊę øąđìýĕì÷Ēúąðøąßćßîßćüĕì÷ĕéšöēĊ ĂÖćÿđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú
×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ øŠüöÖĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĒúąĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖ óøšĂö ė ÖĆïÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćßÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęöĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
ÿĞćîĆÖÜćîóøąóčìíýćÿîćĒĀŠÜßćêĉ ĒúąĀîŠü÷ÜćîêŠćÜ ė ĕéšøüŠ öÖĆîÝĆéÜćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉ×îċĚ ĔîøąĀüŠćÜ
üĆîìĊę ģĢ – ģģ óùþõćÙö ýÖîĊĚ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć đðŨîüĆîìĊęđÖĉéđĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâ Ĥ đĀêčÖćøèŤ ÙČĂ
đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî ×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć àċęđÜðŨîÿöđéĘÝóøąýćÿéć
ĂÜÙŤđéĊ÷üìĊęĕéšđÿéĘÝĕðìĆęüßöóĎìüĊð êúĂéøą÷ąđüúć ĥĦ ðŘ đóČęĂĒÿéÜíøøöēðøéĀöĎŠßîìčÖüøøèąĂćßĊó
ĔĀšĕéšøĆïìøćïëċÜÿĆÝíøøö×ĂÜÿøøóÿĉęÜïîēúÖ éĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĔîĒîüìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ ĕöŠðøąöćì öĊÿêĉøĎšÙĉé
ĒúąöĊðâ
Ŧ âćøĎßš Ăï đóČĂę ĔĀšìÖč ÙîĂ÷ĎøŠ üŠ öÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÿĆîêĉ đÖĉéÙüćöÿč×ÿÜïĔîÿĆÜÙö đðŨîđĀêčĔĀšóøąóčìíýćÿîć
đÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćöĕóïĎú÷Ťöć÷ćüîćîÖüŠć ģ,Ħġġ ðŘ
ñöĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠćóčìíïøĉþĆììĆĚÜĀúć÷ÝĆÖ÷ċéöĆęîĔîóøąøĆêîêøĆ÷ îšĂöîĞćóøąíøøöĀøČĂ
ÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćöć÷ċéëČĂðãĉïĆêĉĔĀšđÖĉéöúÙúĒÖŠßĊüĉêêúĂéĕð Ēúą×ĂĂü÷
óøąĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ðøąÿóñúÿĞćđøĘÝêćöđÝêîćÝĞćîÜìčÖðøąÖćø

(îć÷üøćđìó øĆêîćÖø)
øĆåöîêøĊðøąÝĞćÿĞćîĆÖîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
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ÿćø
øĆåöîêøĊðøąÝĞćÿĞćîĆÖîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ (îćÜÿćüýĆîÿîĊ÷Ť îćÙóÜýŤ)
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
*****************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìĊęßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖêŠćÜóøšĂöĔÝÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöêŠćÜ ė đóČęĂøąúċÖëċÜ
óøąïøöýćÿéćĂøĀĆ î êÿĆ ö öćÿĆ ö óč ì íđÝš ć àċę Ü ÖćøđÖĉ é ×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ ĕ éš ê øĆ ÿ øĎ š í øøö÷ĉę Ü ĔĀâŠ ĂĆ î đðŨ î ĕð
đóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤ đóČęĂÙüćöÿč× ĒÖŠñĎšìĊęðøąóùêĉðãĉïĆêĉíøøöîĆĚîĒúąĒÖŠēúÖĕéš đóĊ÷ÜĒêŠ×ĂĔĀšøĎšĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî
ìĊęëĎÖêšĂÜìĊęëĎÖêšĂÜìĊęóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤêøĆÿÿĂîĕüšĒúąîĞćöćðãĉïĆêĉ
ĔîēúÖðŦÝÝčïĆîĒêŠúąðøąđìýðøąÖćýêîüŠćđðŨîÿĆÜÙöìĊęĕéšøĆïÖćøóĆçîć öĊÙüćöđÝøĉâìćÜüĆêëč
Ē×ŠÜ×ĆîÖĆîéšü÷öĎúÙŠćìćÜđýøþåÖĉÝÿĎÜ ė ĒêŠÿüŠ îöćÖöĆÖđêĘöĕðéšü÷ðŦâĀćêĆÜĚ ĒêŠðâ
Ŧ ĀćÿŠüîïčÙÙú ÝîëċÜðŦâĀć
ÿĆÜÙöĔîìčÖøąéĆï Ùčèõćó×ĂÜÙîìĊîę ÷ĉ öüĆéÖĆîéšü÷øąéĆïÖćøýċÖþćîĆîĚ îŠćÿĆÜđÖêüŠćöĊÙîÖćøýċÖþćéĊöćÖöć÷
ìĊęđðŨîñĎšÿøšćÜðŦâĀćĔĀšĒÖŠÙîĂČęî ÝċÜîŠćÝąêšĂÜöćìïìüîÖĆîüŠćđóøćąđĀêčĔé
ÿĞćĀøĆïñĎšìĊęĕéšýċÖþćÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąêëćÙêÝîëċÜĒÖŠýøĆìćđúČęĂöĔÿ ĒúąîĞćĀúĆÖíøøöìĊęêøĆÿÿĂîĕüš
ĕððøąóùêĉðãĉïêĆ Ēĉ úšü ÷ŠĂöđĀĘîĕéšéüš ÷êĆüđĂÜ ÷ŠĂöðøąÝĆÖþŤüćŠ íøøöìĆÜĚ Āúć÷îĆîĚ ÿćöćøëðãĉïêĆ Ēĉ úąĔĀšñúĕéš
êúĂéđüúć êĆüĂ÷ŠćÜìĊęđĀĘîĕéšßĆéđøČęĂÜĀîċęÜĔîðŦÝÝčïĆîÙČĂ ÙüćöđÝøĉâìćÜđìÙēîēú÷ĊìĊęìĞćĔĀšĔÙøÖĘĕéšÿćöćøëĔßš
ĂĉîđìĂøŤđîĘêÿČęĂÿćøĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜÖüšćĕÖú ĕøšóøöĒéîĔî×èąìĊęöĊðøąē÷ßîŤöćÖ ÖĘöĊēìþöćÖ đßŠîöĊÖćøēÖĀÖ
ĀúĂÖúüÜ úŠĂúüÜ öĊÖćøĔßšÙĞćĀ÷ćïéŠćìĂ ÙĞćÿŠĂđÿĊ÷éĔĀšđÖĉéÖćøĒêÖĒ÷Ö àċęÜîĆïüĆîÝąöĊðŦâĀćöćÖċĚîđðŨî
ĂĆîêøć÷êŠĂÿĆÜÙöĒúąēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ĀćÖđóĊ÷ÜĒêŠñĎšĔßšöĊÙüćöøĎšĔîĀúĆÖíøøöÿĆööćüćÝć ĒúąĀúĆÖíøøöĂĆîĂČęî
đÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜĒúšü ĂćÝìĞćĔĀšöĊÖćøøąöĆéøąüĆÜĔîÖćøĔßšĂĉîđìĂøŤđîĘêĔĀšđðŨîĕðĔîìćÜìĊęđðŨîēìþîšĂ÷úÜ ĒúąđÖĉé
ðøąē÷ßîŤöćÖ×ċĚîĕéš đðŨîêšî
ÿĉęÜÙĞćÙĆâÝąìĞćĔĀšßćüēúÖĕéšðøąē÷ßîŤÝćÖóčìííøøöìĊęóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤêĆÿĕüšÙČĂ ÖćøìĊęÝąêšĂÜìĞćĔĀš
đÖĉéÖćøđñ÷ĒñŠÙĞćÿĂîìĊęëĎÖêšĂÜĔĀšđðŨîìĊęøĎšÝĆÖĔĀšÖüšćÜ×üćÜ óøšĂöÖĆïÿŠÜđÿøĉöĔĀšîĞćĕðÿĎŠÖćøðãĉïĆêĉ đóČęĂĕéš
ñúÝćÖÖćøðãĉïĆêĉĂĆîøĎšĕéšđÞóćąêîîĆĚî ĒúąđßĉâßüîĔĀšñĎšĂČęîĕéšøĎšĒúąðãĉïĆêĉéšü÷
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îŠć÷ĉîéĊĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß
ģĦĦħ ĕéšđúČĂÖĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đóČęĂĔĀšñĎšîĞćĂÜÙŤÖø
ĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîćÝćÖìĆęüēúÖĕéšöćøŠüöÖĆîÙĉé ĒúąñúĆÖéĆîĔĀšđÖĉéÖćøîĞćĕðĔßšđðŨîÿŠüîĀîċęÜ×ĂÜÖćøýċÖþć
ìčÖéšćî ìčÖöĉêĉ đóČęĂĔĀšÖćøýċÖþćđðŨîĕðđóČęĂîðøąē÷ßîŤĒúąđóČęĂÙüćöÿč××ĂÜßćüēúÖ êŠĂĕð

(îćÜÿćüýĆîÿîĊ÷Ť îćÙóÜýŤ)
øĆåöîêøĊðøąÝĞćÿĞćîĆÖîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ
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ÿćø
îć÷ÿöýĆÖ÷Ť õĎøĊýøĊýĆÖéĉĝ
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøìŠĂÜđìĊę÷üĒúąÖĊāć
ÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
**********************************
ñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČîę ßö÷ĉîéĊìðĊę øąđìýĕì÷ĕéšøïĆ đúČĂÖĔĀšđðŨîđÝšćõćóÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉ đøČĂę Ü
“ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đîČĂę ÜĔîēĂÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú
×ĂÜēúÖ ÙøĆÜĚ ìĊę Ģġ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ àċÜę îĆïđðŨîēĂÖćÿĂĆîéĊìðĊę øąßćßîßćüĕì÷ÝąĕéšĔĀšÖćøêšĂîøĆïñĎđš ×šćøŠüö
ÖćøðøąßčöÝćÖìĆęüēúÖìĊęđéĉîìćÜöćøŠüöÖĉÝÖøøöĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
îĂÖÝćÖîĆĚî ÖćøÝĆéÜćîéĆÜÖúŠćü ÷ĆÜöĊüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤđóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷č
üĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ÝċÜđðŨîöĀćöÜÙúÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìíìĊÝę ąĕéšðøąÖĂïÙčèÜćöÙüćöéĊ đóČĂę ÙüćöđðŨîÿĉøöĉ ÜÙú×ĂÜêîđĂÜ ÙøĂïÙøĆü
Ēúąëüć÷đðŨîóøąøćßÖčýúĒéŠĂÜÙŤóøąïćìÿöđéĘÝóøąđÝšćĂ÷ĎŠĀĆüõĎöĉóúĂéčú÷đéßĒúąÿöđéĘÝóøąîćÜđÝšć
ÿĉøĉÖĉêĉĝ óøąïøöøćßĉîĊîćë
ñö×ĂÿŠÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊöć÷ĆÜóĊęîšĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìčÖìŠćîìĊęöĊđÝêÝĞćîÜĔîÖćøßŠü÷ÖĆîÿŠÜđÿøĉö
ĒúąÿîĆïÿîčîóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀšöĊÙüćöđÝøĉâÖšćüĀîšć ĔîēĂÖćÿîĊĚ ñö×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
îćîćßćêĉ đøČĂę Ü “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đîČĂę ÜĔîēĂÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø

(îć÷ÿöýĆÖéĉĝ õĎøĊýøĊýĆÖéĉĝ)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøìŠĂÜđìĊę÷üĒúąÖĊāć
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ÿćÿŤî
óúĂćÖćýđĂÖ ÿčÖĞćóú ÿčüøøèìĆê
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖúćēĀö
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
************************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆïóøąóčìíđÝšć îĆęîÙČĂ
ÖćøðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóćî êøÜÖĆïüĆîđóĘâ ×ċĚî ĢĦ ÙĞęć đéČĂî ħ óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ ĕéšÝĆéĔĀšöĊ
ÖćøðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉĔîĀĆü×šĂ “ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
(Education and the world’s Citizen: A Buddhism Perspective) đóČęĂéĞćđîĉîÖĉÝÖøøöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ĒúąđîČęĂÜĔîüēøÖćÿÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
×šćóđÝšć×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĕéšøŠüöÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜüĉßćÖćøĒúąýćÿîóĉíĊ
ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ ÿøšćÜđúČĂÖĔîÖćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšóøąóčìíýćÿîć đóČĂę ðøąē÷ßîŤÿ×č ×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ éšü÷ÿĆîêĉõćóÙüïÙĎŠ
ÖĆïÖćøóĆçîćéšćîÝĉêĔÝ ĒúąÖćøøĆÖþćĕüšàċęÜÿëćïĆîýćÿîćĔĀšéĞćøÜĂ÷ĎŠêúĂéĕð

óúĂćÖćýđĂÖ
ÿčÖĞćóú ÿčüøøèìĆê
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖúćēĀö
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ÿćø
îć÷÷čÙú úĉĚöĒĀúöìĂÜ
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜđÖþêøĒúąÿĀÖøèŤ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤ
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óčìíïøöýćÿéćñĎšìøÜÙčèĂĆîðøąđÿøĉå đðŨîñĎšĕÖúÝćÖÖĉđúÿìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ìøÜêøĆÿøĎšßĂï
éšü÷óøąĂÜÙŤđĂÜ ĒúąìøÜÿĂîĔĀšñĎšĂČęîøĎšêćö ÙøĆĚîóčìíÿöĆ÷ÿćüÖìĆĚÜöüúîšĂöøĆïóøąĂÜÙŤĕéšßČęĂüŠćđðŨîýćÿéć
đĂÖ×ĂÜēúÖ ĒúąÙøĆĚîđöČęĂðøĉîĉóóćîÿöĆ÷ĕéšßČęĂüŠćđðŨîñĎšìøÜÙčèĂîĆîêŤ×ĂÜðüÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆĚÜĀúć÷
éšü÷đĀêčîĊĚ ñĎîš ćĞ ßćüóčìíĒúąóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìý ìĆüę ēúÖÝċÜĕéšđéĉîìćÜöćøŠüöÖĉÝÖøøö
ðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ ÙøĆÜĚ ìĊę Ģġ ēé÷öĊðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîđÝšćõćó ÝĆé×ċîĚ øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö
ó.ý. ģĦĦħ ĔîĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” (Education
and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective) đóČęĂéĞćđîĉîÖĉÝÖøøöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ĂĊÖìĆĚÜđóČęĂđîČęĂÜĔîüēøÖćÿÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ĔîēĂÖćÿîĊĚ ×šćóđÝšćÝċÜĔÙøŠ×ĂđßĉâßüîĔĀšßćüóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ĕéšøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĂî
×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ ìĊęĕéšìøÜóøąÖøčèćÿĆęÜÿĂî îšĂöîĞćđ×šćöćýċÖþćĒúąðäĉïĆêĉĂ÷ŠćÜÝøĉÜÝĆÜ óøšĂöìĆĚÜĒîąîĞć
đñ÷ĒñŠĕð÷ĆÜßćüēúÖĔĀšÖüšćÜ×üćÜ÷ĉęÜė×ċĚî đóČęĂÿĆîêĉÿč××ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉêúĂéĕð ÖĘÝąĕéšßČęĂüŠćĕéšøŠüöÖĆî
đÞúĉöÞúĂÜĂ÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜ

(îć÷÷čÙú úĉĚöĒĀúöìĂÜ)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜđÖþêøĒúąÿĀÖøèŤ
øćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷
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ÿćø
îć÷ýĉøĉüĆçîŤ ×ÝøðøąýćÿîŤ
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜđÖþêøĒúąÿĀøÖøèŤ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć êøÜÖĆïüĆ÷đóĘâ ×ċĚê ĢĦ ÙĞęć đéČĂî ħ öĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
Ēúąðøĉîóĉ óćî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć ïøöýćÿéćñĎìš øÜêøĆÿøĎíš øøöĂĆîðøąđÿøĉå ĕéšĒÖŠ Ăøĉ÷ÿĆÝ ĥ ðøąÖćø óøąĂÜÙŤ
ìøÜïøĉÿìč íĉÝĝ ćÖÖĉđúÿđÙøČĂę ÜđýøšćĀöĂÜ ĒúąìøÜöĊóøąöĀćÖøčèćĂÜøöÿĆÜę ÿĂîÿĆêüŤ öîčþ÷ŤĒúąđìüéćĔĀšøêšĎ ćö
óčìíÙčèìĆĚÜ Ĥ ðøąÖćø đðŨîÙčèĂîĆîêŤêŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ óčìíïøĉþĆìĒúąßćüēúÖĔĀšÖćø÷ĂöøĆï óøąĂÜÙŤ
ÝċÜĕéšßČęĂüŠćđðŨî “ýćÿéćđĂÖ×ĂÜ” ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÝċÜĕéš÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖĞćĀîéĔĀšöĊÖćøÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîđéČĂîóùþõćÙö×ĂÜìčÖðŘ óčìíïøĉþĆììĆĚÜĀúć÷ÝċÜÙüø
øąúċÖëċÜÙčèĎðÖćøîĊĚ×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ
éĆÜîĆĚî ÖćøìĊęöĊóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîÝćÖìĆęüēúÖ ĕéšöćðøąßčöÖĆîđóČęĂđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ēé÷öĊðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîđÝšćõćó ÝċÜđðŨîîĉöĉêøĀöć÷ĂĆîéĊ
ìĊęÝąêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĒúąĕéšîšĂöîĞćđĂćĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂîìĊęéĊÜćöĕððøą÷čÖêŤĔßš
ĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĔĀšđÖĉéðøąē÷ßîŤêŠĂêîđĂÜĒúąÿĆÜÙöĀ
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜøĆåïćúĒĀŠÜøćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷ ñöøĎšÿċÖ÷ĉîéĊĒúąđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĕéšöĊÿŠüîøŠüö
ĔîÖĉÝÖøøöÿĞćÙĆâîĊĚ Öøćï×ĂÜóøąÙčèöĀćđëøÿöćÙö ÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ ĒúąìčÖÿŠüîÜćîìĆĚÜõćÙøĆåĒúąđĂÖßî
ìĊęđðŨîñĎšöĊÿŠüîĔîÖćøìĞćĔĀšÖĉÝÖøøöÙøĆĚÜÿĞćđøĘÝúčúŠüÜĕðĕéšéšü÷éĊ ×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšìčÖìŠćîđðŨîñĎšđÝøĉâĔîíøøö
×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ ĒúąßŠü÷ÖĆîéĞćøÜĕüšàċęÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀšÿëćóøöĆęîÜĔîēúÖÿČïĕð

(îć÷ýĉøĉüĆçîŤ ×ÝøðøąýćÿîŤ)
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜđÖþêøĒúąÿĀøÖøèŤ
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞć ðŘ 2556
ĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢĢ
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšêøąĀîĆÖĔîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ĂĆîđðŨîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎĒš úąðøĉîóĉ óćî
×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ēé÷÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖêĆĚÜĒêŠðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß 2542
đðŨîêšîöć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖàċęÜ÷ċéöĆęîĔîĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤêŠćÜĒÿéÜÖćøïĎßćđóČęĂøĞćúċÖëċÜ
óøąÙčè×ĂÜóøąýćÿéć đîČęĂÜÝćÖÖćøêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤĕéšđðŨîĒîüìćÜĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĔîĒÜŠÖćøðäĉïĆêĉ
ÿŠüîêî ĒúąÖćøðäĉïĆêĉêŠĂïčÙÙúøĂï×šćÜĔĀšĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷Ťßćêĉ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìøÜêøĆÿøĎšñŠćîÖćøýċÖþćđøĊ÷îøĎšéšü÷óøąĂÜÙŤđĂÜ ĀúĆÖíøøöÿĞćÙĆâĔî
ÖćøđøĊ÷îøĎšéšü÷êîđĂÜìĊęëĎÖëŠć÷ìĂéĔĀšóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâÙČĂ Ăøĉ÷ÿĆÝ ĂĆîĕéšĒÖŠ ìčÖ×Ť ÿöčìĆ÷ îĉēøí öøøÙ
àċęÜđðŨîĀúĆÖ×ĂÜÖćøĀćìćÜéĆïìčÖ×ŤĕéšìĆĚÜøąéĆïïčÙÙúĒúąÿĆÜÙö óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĊęýċÖþć ðäĉïĆêĉ đøĊ÷îøĎš
ĒúąĀćìćÜòřÖêîđĂÜêćöĒîüìćÜìĊęóøąĂÜÙŤìŠćîĕéšđñ÷ĒóøŠĕüš ÝąÿćöćøëéĞćøÜêîïîìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ
ĒúąÿćöćøëðäĉïĆêĉêîêŠĂïčÙÙúĂČęîĔîÿĆÜÙöĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜđĀöćąÿö ĂĊÖîĆ÷ĀîċęÜÙČĂÝąÿćöćøëêøąĀîĆÖĔî
ÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜÖćøÖøąìĞć×ĂÜêîđĂÜ ĒúąøĆïñĉéßĂïñúÖćøÖøąìĞć×ĂÜêîđĂÜìĊęöĊêŠĂïčÙÙúĂČęîĀøČĂÿĆÜÙö
ĂČęîĕéš àċęÜĀúĆÖ×ĂÜÙüćöøĆïñĉéßĂïêŠĂêîđĂÜĒúąÙîĂČęîîĊĚ đðŨîøćÖåćîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜêĆĚÜĒêŠ
øąéĆïßčößîÝîëċÜøąéĆïēúÖ àċęÜÝąÿŠÜñúêŠĂÙüćöÿÜïÿč××ĂÜÿĆÜÙöēúÖĔîìĊęÿčé
đîČĂę ÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556 îĊĚ ×šćóđÝšćĔîåćîą×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîêøąĀîĆÖĔîóøąÙčèðĎ Öćø
ìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìøÜöĊêŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ĒúąđöČęĂðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšđðŨîđÝšćõćó
ÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĂĊÖÙøĆĚÜĀîċęÜĔîðŘîĊĚ ×šćóđÝšćÝċÜ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊêŠĂÖčýúýøĆìíć
ĒúąÖčýúÝĉêĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöõć÷ĔêšĀüĆ ×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćĒúąÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
ĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĂĆîÝąÿŠÜñúĔĀšđÖĉéðŦââćìüĊĒñŠĕóýćúĕðĔîìčÖÿĆÜÙöēúÖêŠĂĕð
(îć÷ìîýĆ
(îć÷ìîčýÖĆ éĉĝ đúĘÖĂìĆ
Ăčì÷Ć )
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøÙúĆÜ
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ÿćÿŤîĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊ
ÝćÖ øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜ÷čêĉíøøö
********************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ĀøČĂüĆî×ċîĚ ĢĦ ÙĞćę đéČĂî ħ ×ĂÜìčÖðŘîîĆĚ đðŨîüĆîìĊöę ÙĊ üćöÿĞćÙĆâÿĞćĀøĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
ìĆęüēúÖ đîČęĂÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîóøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óøąĂÜÙŤ
ñĎšìøÜÖĂðøĕðéšü÷ óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè, óøąðŦââćíĉÙčè ĒúąóøąÖøčèćíĉÙčè ñĎšàċęÜĕéšìøÜÿĆęÜÿĂîðøąÖćý
óøąÿĆÝíøøö ÙČĂ ÙüćöÝøĉÜ×ĂÜēúÖ ĒÖŠóĀčßîìĆĚÜðüÜēé÷öĊóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè
ĔîóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ îĊĚ đðŨîĂĊÖÙøĆĚÜìĊęðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîđÝšćõćóéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉ
đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” ĂĊÖìĆĚÜđîČęĂÜĔî “ÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ
óøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö Ĥ êčúćÙö ģĦĦħ”
ēé÷ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ öĂïĀöć÷ĔĀšöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
đðŨîñĎšéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéðøąßčö ēé÷öĊñĎšîĞćìćÜüĉßćÖćøĒúąñĎšîĞćýćÿîćìĆęüēúÖ ðøąöćè Ģ,Ħġġ øĎð/Ùî
ÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìýĕéšøĆïđßĉâđ×šćøŠüöÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
ÖøąñöøĎÿš Öċ đðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊĕę éšöÿĊ üŠ îøŠüöĔîÖĉÝÖøøöÿĞćÙĆâÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ Ĕîîćö×ĂÜÖøąìøüÜ÷čêíĉ øøö
×Ă×ĂïÙčèÙèąïčÙÙúĒúąĀîŠü÷ÜćîêŠćÜ ė ìĊęøŠüöÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ×Ěċî àċęÜĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć ÝąßŠü÷
ÿŠÜđÿøĉöÙüćöøĎš Ùüćöđ×šćĔÝĔîĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĊÿę ĂîĔĀšìćĞ ÙüćöéĊ úąđüšîÙüćößĆüę
ìĞćÝĉêĔÝĔĀšïøĉÿčìíĉĝ ĒúąÿøšćÜÙüćöÿÜïÿč× ÙüćöðøĂÜéĂÜĒĀŠÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉÿČïĕð

óúêĞćøüÝđĂÖ
(ðøąßć óøĀöîĂÖ)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜ÷čêĉíøøö
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ÿćø
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜĂčêÿćĀÖøøö
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÖúŠćüÙČĂ đðŨîüĆîìĊęĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
óøąïøöýćÿéćđĂÖ×ĂÜēúÖìøÜðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî àċęÜĔîÖćøêøĆÿøĎšíøøöéšü÷ĀúĆÖÙüćöÝøĉÜ
ĥ ðøąÖćø ĂĆîđðŨîĀîìćÜéĆïìčÖ×ŤìĊęîĞćóćĀöĎŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉđ×šćÿĎŠÝĉêõć÷ĔîđĀĘîĒÝšÜ øĎšÝøĉÜ đðŨîĂîĆêêć
Ùúć÷Ùüćö÷ċéöĆęîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ĕéšîĞćóćđĀúŠćđüĕî÷ÿĆêüŤÖšćüúŠüÜñŠćîüĆäÿÜÿćøĂĆî÷ćüîćî đ×šćÿĎŠîĉóóćî
ïšćîìĊęĒìšÝøĉÜ
óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜêøĆÿĕüšüŠć íøøöìĆĚÜðüÜøüöúÜìĊęÝĉê êćöđĀĘîÝĉêđÖĉé – éĆï đðŨîõć÷Ĕî đĀĘîêćö
ÙüćöđðŨîÝøĉÜĕðìčÖ×èą ÝĉêéüÜĀîċęÜđÖĉé×ċĚî éüÜĀîċęÜéĆïĕðêúĂéìĆĚÜÖúćÜüĆîĒúąÖúćÜÙČî îĊęÙČĂĀîìćÜ
ĒĀŠÜÖćøéĆïìčÖ×ŤìĊęĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìøÜêøĆÿøĎšíøøö ĒúąìøÜĒÿéÜíøøö ĔĀšđĀúŠćđüĕî÷ÿĆêüŤđ×šćÿĎŠ
ÖćøðäĉïĆêĉđóČęĂđ×šćëċÜðøöĆêíøøö
éĆ ü ÷Ùč èĎ ð ÖćøĒĀŠ Ü óøąöĀćÖøč è ćíĉ Ùč è ĂĆ î ÷ĉę Ü ĔĀâŠ × ĂÜĂÜÙŤ ó øąÿĆ ö öćÿĆ ö óč ì íđÝš ć ĂÜÙŤ Ö ćø
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉÝċÜðøąÖćýĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąđìýĕì÷Ēúąðøąßćßîßćüĕì÷
ÝċÜđðŨîđÝšćõćóÝĆéÖćøðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ðøąÝĞćðŘ
óč ì íýĆ Ö øćß ģĦĦħ øąĀüŠ ć ÜüĆ î ìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö óč ì íýĆ Ö øćß ģĦĦħ ēé÷öĊ ó øąöĀćđëøą
ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí ĒúąîĆÖüĉßćÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìýđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčö
ĔîîćöøĆåïćúĒĀŠÜøćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷ øĎšÿċÖ÷ĉîéĊĒúąđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĕéšöĊÿŠüîøŠüöĔîÖĉÝÖøøö
ÿĞćÙĆâîĊĚ Ēúą×ĂïÙčèïčÙúćÖøĒúąĀîŠü÷ÜćîêŠćÜėìĊęĕéšøŠüöÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîĊĚ đóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤđóČęĂÙüćöÿč×
ĒÖŠĀöĎŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
(îć÷åćîĉÿøŤ đìĊ÷îìĂÜ)
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜĂčêÿćĀÖøøö
øćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷
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ÿćø
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜĂčêÿćĀÖøøö
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćóøąïøöýćÿéćđĂÖ×ĂÜēúÖñĎìš øÜêøĆÿøĎßš Ăïéšü÷óøąĂÜÙŤđĂÜ éšü÷ĀúĆÖ
Ýøĉ÷ÿĆÝ ĥ ÖúŠćüÙČĂ ÝĉêìĊęéĞćđîĉîĕðĔîđÿšîìćÜ×ĂÜöĀćÿêĉðŦååćî ĥ Ăøĉ÷öøøÙöĊĂÜÙŤ ĩ ýĊú ÿöćíĉ ðŦââć
÷ŠĂöđéĉîĕðóøšĂöÖĆî íøøöÝĆÖø÷ŠĂöĀöčîĕð êĆéÖøąĒÿĒĀŠÜüĆãÿÜÿćøđóČĂę ëċÜòŦÜũ ĒĀŠÜóøąîĉóóćî ĂĆîđðŨîÿõćó
ÿĉĚîìčÖ×Ť ĕöŠöĊÙüćöÖĆÜüú óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ êøĆÿđðøĊ÷ïđìĊ÷ïüŠć “ĀöšĂîĞĚćìĊęĕöŠöĊåćîøĂÜøĆï ÷ŠĂöÖúĉĚÜêÖĕðĕéšÜŠć÷
ĀöšĂîĞĚćìĊęöĊåćîøĂÜïøĆï ÷ŠĂöÖúĉĚÜêÖĕðĕéš÷ćÖÞĆîĔé ÝĉêìĊęĕöŠöĊåćîøĂÜøĆï ÷ŠĂöêÖĕðĔîìĊęêĞęćĕéšÜŠć÷ ÿŠüîÝĉê
ìĊęöĊåćîøĂÜøĆï ÷ŠĂöêÖĕðìĊęêĞęćĕéš÷ćÖÞĆîîĆĚî”
ðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨ î đÝš ć õćóÝĆ é Öćøðøąßč ö îćîćßćêĉ đ îČę Ă ÜĔîüĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć üĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ×ĂÜēúÖ
ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîøąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ – ģģ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøć ģĦĦħ õć÷ĔêšĀĆü×šĂ
“ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” (Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspective) đóČęĂđðŨîóčìíïĎßć ĒúąĔîüēøÖćÿÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö Ģġġ óøąßĆîþć
×ĂđßĉâßüîóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆĚÜĀúć÷îšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčèìĊęóøąïøöýćÿéćìøÜ
ĒÿéÜóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĂîĒéŠĀöĎŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ĒúąîšĂöđ×šćÿĎŠÖćøðãĉïĆêĉđĀĘîêćöÙüćöđðŨîÝøĉÜđðŨîõć÷Ĕî
óøšĂöđñ÷ĒñŠóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤĂ÷ŠćÜÖüšćÜ×üćÜ÷ĉęÜ ė ×ċĚî đóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤÿč×ĒĀŠÜöĀćßîìĆĚÜĀúć÷
éĆÜìĊęóøąïćìÿöđéĘÝóøąđÝšćĂ÷ĎŠĀĆüõĎöĉóúĂéčú÷đéßìøÜöĊóøąðåöïøöøćßēĂÜÖćøüŠć “đøćÝąÙøĂÜĒñŠîéĉî
ēé÷íøøö đóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤÿč×ĒĀŠÜöĀćßîßćüÿ÷ćö” ĂĆîÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéýćîêĉÿč×êŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉêúĂéĕð
(îć÷ðøąđÿøĉå ïčâßĆ÷ÿč×)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜĂčêÿćĀÖøøö
øćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷
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ÿćÿŤîÝćÖ
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöĒúąÙüćööĆęîÙÜ×ĂÜöîčþ÷Ť
(îć÷ÿĆîêĉ óøšĂöóĆçîŤ)
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĀøČĂüĆî×ċîĚ ĢĦ ÙĞćę đéČĂî ħ ×ĂÜìčÖðŘ àċÜę ðŘîêĊĚ øÜÖĆïüĆîýčÖøŤìĊę ģĥ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß
ģĦĦħ àċęÜđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóćî×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć đðŨîÖćøÿöÙüø
ĒúąÝĞćđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊßę ćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖêšĂÜîšĂöÿĞćîċÖĔîóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙè
č ìĊóę øąĂÜÙŤìøÜöĊêĂŠ öüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
đĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâìĊęÿčé×ĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćÙČĂÖćøêøĆÿøĎš ×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĂĆîîĞćöćàċęÜÿöïĆêĉĂĆîöĊÙŠć
ìĊđę øĊ÷ÖüŠćíøøöąĀøČĂÙĞćÿĆÜę ÿĂî íøøöąîĊđĚ ĂÜìĊÿę øšćÜÿĆîêĉÿ×č ÙüćöĂïĂčîŠ ĂŠĂîē÷î ĒúąÙüćöÿč×ĒÖŠðøąßćßî
Ēúąéšü÷đĀêčîĂĊĚ ÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĕéšđúĘÜđĀĘîëċÜÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊöę ÙĊ è
č ðĎ ÖćøĂĆîĔĀâŠĀúüÜ
ĔîìćÜÝĉêĔÝêŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ĒúąêŠĂÿĆîêĉÿ×č ×ĂÜēúÖ ÝċÜĕéšðøąÖćýĔĀšüîĆ üĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜ
ēúÖ đöČĂę ðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĥģ ĒúąĕéšÖćĞ ĀîéĔĀšöÖĊ ćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöêćöÙüćöđĀöćąÿö ĔîđéČĂî óùþõćÙö ×ĂÜìčÖðŘ
êćöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÙüćöÝøĉÜ×ĂÜßĊüĉêÙČĂÙüćöìčÖ×Ť ĒúąÙüćöéĆïìčÖ×Ť ĂĆîđðŨî
đðŜćĀöć÷×ĂÜßĊüĉê đöČęĂÖúŠćüēé÷ĀúĆÖÖüšćÜėÖĘÙČĂ ÿĂîĔĀšìĞćÙüćöéĊ úąđüšîÙüćößĆęü ìĞćÝĉêĔÝĔĀšïøĉÿčìíĉĝ
ĒúąđöČęĂÖúŠćüēé÷ĀúĆÖðäĉïĆêĉÖĘÙČĂ ÿĂîĔĀšðäĉïĆêĉĔîýĊú ðäĉïĆêĉĔîÿöćíĉ ĒúąðäĉïĆêĉĔîðŦââć ÿĆîêĉÿč×
×ĂÜēúÖÝċÜÝąđÖĉé×ċîĚ ĕéšÝćÖðŦââćĒúąÝĉêĔÝìĊĂę ÿĉ øąÝćÖÙüćöìčÖ×Ť đóøćąĔî÷ćöìĊÝę êĉ ĔÝðøćýÝćÖìčÖ×Ť ĂÙêĉ
ĒúąÙüćöđĀĘîĒÖŠêĆü đøćÝċÜÝąÿćöćøëøŠüööČĂøŠüöĔÝÖĆîöčŠÜÿĎŠÖćøóĆçîćĒúąÙüćöđìŠćđìĊ÷öÖĆî×ĂÜöîčþ÷Ťĕéš
đóøćąÞąîĆĚî “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć” ÝċÜđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ìĊęßćüóčìíìčÖÙîÿöÙüø
îšĂöøĆï øĞćúċÖëċÜ “óøąüĉÿčìíĉÙčè óøąðŦââćíĉÙčè óøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè” ×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
ìĊöę êĊ ĂŠ öüúöîčþ÷ŤĒúąÿøøóÿĆêüŤìÜĆĚ Āúć÷ óøšĂöìĆÜĚ îĞćÙĞćÿĆÜę ÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìðĊę øąìćîĕüš îšĂöîĞćđ×šćöć
ýċÖþćĒúąðøąóùêĉðäĉïĆêĉÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÝøĉÜÝĆÜ éčÝéĆÜðøąìĊðíøøöîĞćìćÜßĊüĉêìĊęëĎÖêšĂÜđóČęĂđðŨîÿĉøĉöÜÙúĒÖŠßĊüĉê
óøšĂöìĆĚÜĒîąîĞćđñ÷ĒñŠĕð÷ĆÜßćüēúÖĔĀšÖüšćÜ×üćÜ÷ĉęÜė×ċĚî đóČęĂýćîêĉÿč××ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉêúĂéĕð
Ĕîîćö×šćøćßÖćøĒúąđÝšćĀîšćìĊÖę øąìøüÜÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöĒúąÙüćööĆîę ÙÜ×ĂÜöîčþ÷Ť ÝċÜ×ĂÿŠÜÿćÿŤî
đóČęĂøŠüöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîöĀćöÜÙúÖćúüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ öć
è ēĂÖćÿîĊĚ
(îć÷ÿĆîêĉ óøšĂöóĆçîŤ)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖćøÖøąìøüÜÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöĒúąÙüćööĆęîÙÜ×ĂÜöîčþ÷Ť
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ÿćø
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜđìÙēîēú÷ĊÿćøÿîđìýĒúąÖćøÿČęĂÿćø
îćüćĂćÖćýđĂÖ ĂîčéĉþåŤ îćÙøìøøó
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
*******************************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ëČĂđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉÜę ìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĂĆîđÖĊ÷ę üđîČĂę ÜÖĆïóøąïøöýćÿéćóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć đóøćąđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîìĊęđÖĉéđĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâ Ĥ ðøąÖćø ÙČĂ üĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúą
ðøĉîóĉ óćî êøÜÖĆïüĆî×ċîĚ ĢĦ ÙĞćę đéČĂî ħ ĀøČĂüĆîđóĘâĒĀŠÜđéČĂîüĉÿć×öćÿ àċÜę ìĊðę øąßčöÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
öĊöêĉđĂÖÞĆîìŤÖĞćĀîéĔĀšđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĒúąßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖÝąĕéšóøšĂöĔÝ
ÖĆîøąúċÖëċÜĒúąîšĂöïĎßćóøąóčìíÙčèĂĆî÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠîĊĚ
ñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊĒéŠñĎšøŠüöÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö
ģĦĦħ ĒúąëČĂđðŨîēĂÖćÿĂĆîéĊ÷ĉęÜđîČęĂÜÝćÖĔîðŘîĊĚđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú Ùøï
øĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćßÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö îĆïđðŨîüćøą
óĉđýþìĊęßćüóčìíĒúąĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìíÿćÖúìĆęüēúÖĕéšĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćööčŠÜöĆęîýøĆìíć øŠüöÖĆîÿøšćÜìćÜđúČĂÖĔî
Öćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšóøąóčìííøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĔĀšđÖĉéöøøÙñúêŠĂÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöĒúąđýøþåÖĉÝêćö
ĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” ñöĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć ĒîüìćÜÙĞć
ÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤóøąïøöÙøĎñĎš÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠìĊęĕéšÿĆęÜÿĂîßćüēúÖéšü÷óøąíøøöìĊęóøąĂÜÙŤìøÜÙšîóï ÝąđðŨî
ðøąìĊðÿŠĂÜĒÿÜÿüŠćÜĒĀŠÜðŦââćĔĀšĒñŠ×÷ć÷ĂĂÖĕðĂ÷ŠćÜÖüšćÜ×üćÜêŠĂðøąßćÙöēúÖÿČïêŠĂĕð
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜÖøąìøüÜđìÙēîēú÷ĊÿćøÿîđìýĒúąÖćøÿČĂę ÿćø ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊêĂŠ ÖčýúýøĆìíć
ĒúąÖčýúÝĉêàċÜę îĞćöćÿĎÖŠ ćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĔîÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ đóČĂę öîčþ÷ßćêĉÝąĕéšîĂš öîĞćÙčèÙŠćìĊ÷ę Üĉę ĔĀâŠĒĀŠÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
ĕðÿĎÖŠ ćøðäĉïêĆ ÿĉ ïČ êŠĂĕð Ēúąéšü÷ĂćîčõćóïćøöĊĒĀŠÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćø
ÝĆéÜćîĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø

îćüćĂćÖćýđĂÖ
(ĂîčéĉþåŤ îćÙøìøøó)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜđìÙēîēú÷ĊÿćøÿîđìýĒúąÖćøÿČęĂÿćø
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ÿćÿŤî
îć÷üøüĆÝîŤ đĂČĚĂĂõĉââÖčú
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜüĉì÷ćýćÿêøŤĒúąđìÙēîēú÷Ċ
**********************

üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć đðŨ î üĆ î ìĊę öĊ Ù üćöÿĞ ć ÙĆ â đîČę Ă ÜÝćÖđðŨ î üĆ î ìĊę đ ÖĊę ÷ ü×š Ă ÜÖĆ ï óøąÿĆ ö öćÿĆ ö óč ì íđÝš ć
ēé÷êøÜ ÙČĂ đðŨîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî ìĆĚÜ Ĥ đĀêčÖćøèŤ êøÜÖĆïüĆîđóĘâ×ċĚî ĢĦ ÙĞęć đéČĂî ħ
îĂÖÝćÖîĆĚîóøąíøøö×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤđðŨîíøøöìĊęĕöŠÝĞćÖĆéÖćú ñĎšýċÖþćĒúąðãĉïĆêĉÝąóċÜđĀĘîĕéšéšü÷êîđĂÜ Ēöš
đüúćúŠüÜöćĒúšüÖüŠć ģ,ħġġ ðŘ ÿĆÝíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ÷ĆÜðøąÝĆÖþŤĂ÷ĎŠĔîĀöĎŠßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ
öĊóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĊęîĆïëČĂóøąóčìíýćÿîćĂ÷ĎŠìĆęüöčö×ĂÜēúÖ đĀĘîĕéšÝćÖÖćøÝĆéðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ
ìĊęñŠćîöć öĊóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîöćøŠüöÖĉÝÖøøöÖüŠć ĩĦ ðøąđìýÝćÖìĆęüēúÖ éšü÷ÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâîĊĚ ĂÜÙŤÖćø
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéš÷ÖĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖúÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĒúąßćüóčìíÝćÖìĆęüēúÖ÷ÖĔĀš
ðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćēúÖ öĊÿćĞ îĆÖÜćîĂ÷ĎìŠ óĊę ìč íöèæú îÙøðåö ĒúąêĆÜĚ ÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖú
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ öĊÿĞćîĆÖÜćîĂ÷ĎŠìĊęöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĂĞćđõĂ
üĆÜîšĂ÷ ÝĆÜĀüĆéóøąîÙøýøĊĂ÷čí÷ć
×šćóđÝšćöĊÙüćöðøćøëîćđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ìĊęÝąđĀĘîÙüćöđðŨîîĞĚćĀîċęÜĔÝđéĊ÷üÖĆî×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
øŠüöÖĆîÿøšćÜÿĆîêĉõćóēúÖĔĀšđÖĉéÝćÖÖĉÝÖøøöÖćøðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ Ēúą×ĂĂîčēöìîć
×ĂïÙčèøĆåïćúĕì÷ öĀćđëøÿöćÙö ÙèąÿÜÛŤ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĀîŠü÷ÜćîõćÙøĆå
ĒúąđĂÖßî ĒúąìčÖìŠćîìĊęĕéšøŠüööČĂøŠüöĔÝÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĂĆîđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤ÷ĉęÜîĊĚ×ċĚîöć đóČęĂÿøšćÜÙüćööĆęîÙÜ
ĒĀŠÜïüøóøąóčìíýćÿîćÿČïêŠĂĕð

(îć÷üøüĆÝîŤ đĂČĚĂĂõĉââÖčú)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćø
ÖøąìøüÜüĉì÷ćýćÿêøŤĒúąđìÙēîēú÷Ċ
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ÿćø
ÝćÖ
îć÷ïčâìøÜ đêøĉ÷ćõĉøö÷Ť
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜóćèĉß÷Ť
îĆïđðŨîēĂÖćÿĂĆîéĊìĊęðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšđðŨîđÝšćõćóÝĆéðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉđóČęĂđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ üĆî
üĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đðŨîüĆîìĊęöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜÖĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ
đîČęĂÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óøąñĎšìøÜÙčè
ĂîĆîêŤêĂŠ öüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜêøĆÿøĎßš Ăïĕéšéüš ÷óøąĂÜÙŤđĂÜ ìøÜðøąÖćýýćÿîćđóČĂę ĂîčđÙøćąĀŤßćü
ēúÖĔĀšøĎšĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêćöóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ ĒöšÖćúđüúćÝąúŠüÜĕðÖüŠć ģ óĆîðŘ óøąóčìíýćÿîć
ÖĘ÷ĆÜÙÜÿëĉêìĆęüĔîéüÜĔÝ×ĂÜðüÜßîßćüēúÖñĎšîĆïëČĂĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêćö éĞćøÜĕüšàċęÜÙüćöÿč×ĔĀšïĆÜđÖĉéĒÖŠöüúĀöĎŠ
ðøąßćĂ÷ŠćÜđðŨîìĊęðøąÝĆÖþŤ îĂÖđĀîČĂÝćÖîĊĚ îĆïđðŨîÙüćöõćÙõĎöĉĔÝĂ÷ŠćÜìĊęÿčé×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ
ìĊęĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉÖĞćĀîéĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĒúąđðŨîüĆîìĊęßćü
óčìíìĆęüēúÖĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĒúąøąúċÖëċÜÙčèĎðÖćøèŤ×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ
ÖćøöćøüöÖĆî×ĂÜßćüóčìíĔîÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ đðŨîÖćøðøąÖćýĔĀšìüęĆ ēúÖĕéšøïĆ øĎüš ćŠ óøąóčìíýćÿîćĕéšĒñŠ×÷ć÷
ĒúąÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöđðŨîîĞĚćĀîċęÜĔÝđéĊ÷üÖĆî ĕöŠöĊÖćøĒïŠÜßîßĆĚî đßČĚĂßćêĉ üøøèąöĊĒêŠÝąøŠüöÖĆîÿøšćÜÙüćö
đÝøĉâøčŠÜđøČĂÜöĆęîÙÜĔĀšÖĆïóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĂĆîđðŨîýćÿîćĒĀŠÜÿĆîêĉõćó đóČęĂĔĀšéĞćøÜĂ÷ĎŠÙĎŠÖĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
ÿČïĕðßĆęüÖćúîćî
(îć÷ïčâìøÜ đêøĉ÷ćõĉøö÷Ť)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜóćèĉß÷Ť
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ÿćÿŤî
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜóúĆÜÜćî
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖĔîìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜöćÖ ēé÷ðŘîðĊĚ øąđìýĕì÷
ĕéšđðŨîđÝšćõćóÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜ
óøąóčìíýćÿîć” ÖĂðøÖĆïđóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßööć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿČïđîČęĂÜÝćÖðŘìĊęĒúšüëČĂüŠćđðŨîðŘ
ĒĀŠÜÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ “óčìíß÷ĆîêĊ: ģ,ħġġ ðŘ ĒĀŠÜÖćøêøĆÿøĎšĒĀŠÜĂÜÙŤóøąóčìíđÝšć” üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćÝċÜëČĂüŠć
đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâĒúąđðŨîüĆîìĊęĂĆýÝøø÷Ť÷ĉęÜÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìí đóøćąđðŨîüĆîìĊęóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî
ĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ (ýĊú Ħ üŠćéšü÷ ÖćøđÙćøóĔîßĊüĉê ìøĆó÷Ťÿĉî ĒúąÙøĂïÙøĆü:
ĕöŠÛŠćÿĆêüŤ ĕöŠúĆÖìøĆó÷Ť ĕöŠðøąóùêĉñĉéĔîÖćö ÖćøøĆïñĉéßĂïĔîÙĞćóĎé: ĕöŠóĎéēÖĀÖ ĒúąÖćøøąüĆÜĂćĀćø
ĒúąđÙøČęĂÜéČęöìĊęđðŨî×ĂÜöċîđöć) ÿćöćøëðãĉïĆêĉĕéšÝøĉÜĒúąóĉÿĎÝîŤĕéšÝøĉÜìčÖ÷čìčÖÿöĆ÷ óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤÿîĂĔĀš
øąüĆÜĔîÖćøÖøąìĞć×ĂÜêĆüđøć ÙĞćóĎé×ĂÜêĆüđøć ĒúąÙüćöÙĉé×ĂÜêĆüđøć ìĊęÿŠÜñúìĆĚÜêŠĂêĆüđøć ñĎšĂČęî ēúÖ
êúĂéÝî Öćøđ×šćĔÝìčÖ×Ť ÿĆîêĉõćó àċęÜÿŠÜñúĔĀšñĎšìĊęĕéšýċÖþćĀúĆÖíøøöĒúąðãĉïĆêĉêćöÿćöćøëđ×šćëċÜ
ĒúąđĀĘîĕéšÝøĉÜ îĂÖÝćÖîĊĚ ĀúĆÖíøøöÖćøđéĉîìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ àċęÜüŠćéšü÷ÙüćöÿöéčúĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉê
Ă÷ŠćÜóĂðøąöćè ĕöŠìĞćĂąĕøêċÜĀøČĂĀ÷ŠĂîđÖĉîĕð ēé÷ĔßšÿêĉðŦââć ÙüćööĊđĀêčñú ÖćøøĎšÝĆÖêĆüđĂÜÙüïÙĎŠÖĆï
ÖćøĔßšÙüćöøĎšđóČęĂĒÖšðŦâĀćÿĞćĀøĆïÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĔîÿĆÜÙöĒúąÖćøìĞćÖĉÝÖøøöĕéš
ðøąđìýĕì÷ÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć×ċĚîîĊĚđóČęĂîđðŨîÖćøÿŠÜđÿøĉöóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĕéšóúđöČĂÜēúÖ
ēé÷đÞóćąßćüóčìíìĊęöćøŠüöÜćîĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ìĆĚÜ ĩĦ ðøąđìý ìĆęüēúÖ ĕéšøŠüöÿøšćÜÙŠćîĉ÷ö
ìćÜÝøĉ÷íøøöĔĀšđÖĉé×ċîĚ ĔîÿĆÜÙö đĀĘîëċÜÖćøéĞćøÜøĆÖþć×îïíøøöđîĊ÷öðøąđóèĊìéĊę ÜĊ ćö×ĂÜßćüóčìí àċÜę Öćø
ýċÖþćóøąóčìíýćÿîćÿŠÜñúêŠĂÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉê×ĂÜßćüóčìíĔîåćîîąóúđöČĂÜēúÖĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜéĊ÷ĉęÜ
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ÖøąñööĊÙüćöøĎÿš Öċ đðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊðę øąđìýĕì÷ĕéšđðŨîđÝšćõćóĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĉÿć×ïĎßć
îćîćßćêĉÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ đóČĂę ìĊÝę ąĕéšðøąÖćýĔĀšÿÜĆ ÙöēúÖĕéšøïĆ øĎš øĆïìøćïëċÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ĒúąđóČĂę đðŨîÖćøđÿøĉöÿøšćÜ
ÙüćööĆÜę ÙÜëćüøĔîïüøóøąóčìíýćÿîćÿČïêŠĂĕð ÖøąñöĀüĆÜüŠćÙüćöêĆÜĚ ĔÝ×ĂÜìčÖòść÷đóČĂę đñ÷ĒóøŠÙćĞ ÿĆÜę ÿĂî
×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤđóČęĂĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉõćóĒúąÙüćöđ×šćĔÝñĎšĂČęî ÙüćöđĀĘîĂéđĀĘîĔÝñĎšĂČęî ÝąđðŨîóúĆÜ×ĆïđÙúČęĂî
ĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöéĆÜÖúŠćüïøøúčñúêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø
(îć÷óÜþŤýĆÖéĉĝ øĆÖêóÜýŤĕóýćú)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜóúĆÜÜćî
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ÿćÿŤî
îć÷ðøąßć ðøąÿóéĊ
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜöĀćéĕì÷
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆïđĀêčÖćøèŤĔîóøąßîöŤßĊó×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć ÙČĂđðŨîüĆîìĊęóøąóčìíđÝšć
ìøÜðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî êúĂéóøąßîöŤßĊó×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćîĆĚî óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜĕéšÿøšćÜÙčèĎðÖćø
ĒÖŠßćüēúÖđðŨîĂĆîöćÖ ÖøąĒÿíćøĒĀŠÜÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤĕéšĒñŠ×÷ć÷ĕéšìĆęüēúÖ ÷ĆÜÙüćößčŠöÞĞęćĔĀšđÖĉé×ċĚî
ĒÖŠßćüēúÖÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆîîĊĚ éšü÷đĀêčîĊĚ ìĊęðøąßčöÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉđöČęĂüĆîìĊę ĢĤ íĆîüćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĥģ
ÝċÜĕéšöĊöêĉøĆïøĂÜĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ îĆïĒêŠîĆĚîöć ðøąđìýêŠćÜ ė ÝċÜĕéšñúĆéÖĆî
đðŨîñĎšðøąÿćîÜćîÝĆéóĉíĊđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćìčÖðŘ ìĊęÿĞćîĆÖÜćîĔĀâŠÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ è îÙøîĉü÷ĂøŤÖ
ĒúąìĊęÿĞćîĆÖÜćîðøąÝĞćõĎöĉõćÙĔîðøąđìýêŠćÜ ÿĞćĀøĆïðøąđìýĕì÷îĆĚî ĕéšÝĆéóĉíĊđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
îćîćßćêĉêĆĚÜĒêŠðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĥĨ đðŨîêšîöćÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî
ēé÷ÿŠüîêĆüĒúšü ÖøąñöđßČęĂüŠćóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ÿćöćøëîĞćĕðđðŨî
đÙøČęĂÜöČĂÿøšćÜÿĆîêĉõćóĔĀšđÖĉé×ċĚîĔîēúÖĕéš ēé÷đÞóćąĀúĆÖĂĀĉÜÿć ÙČĂ ÖćøĕöŠđïĊ÷éđïĊ÷îàċęÜÖĆîĒúąÖĆî
öĊÙüćöđĀĘîĂÖđĀĘîĔÝÖĆî öĊÙüćöđöêêćÖøčèćêŠĂÖĆî öĊÙüćöđĂČĂĚ đôŚĂŪ ßŠü÷đĀúČĂđÖČĂĚ ÖĎúÖĆîĒúąÖĆî ÿøšćÜÿĆîêĉõćó
ĔĀšđÖĉé×ċĚîĕéšĔîðøąßćÙöēúÖĕéš
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜøĆåïćúĕì÷ ÷ĉîéĊêšîøĆïðøąöč×ÿÜÛŤĒúąñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí óøąđëøćîîčđëøą îĆÖüĉßćÖćø
ìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìčÖìŠćî ìĊęĕéšđéĉîìćÜöćøŠüöðøąßčöĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ×ĂïÙčèÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîìčÖòść÷
ìĊęĕéšìčŠöđììĆĚÜĒøÜÖć÷ĒøÜĔÝĔîÖćøêøąđêøĊ÷öÜćî ×ĂïÙčèìčÖĀîŠü÷Üćî×ĂÜõćÙøĆåĒúąđĂÖßîìĊęĔĀšÖćø
ÿîĆïÿîčî ×ĂĂü÷óøĔĀšÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ è ðøąđìýĕì÷
ðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝéšü÷éĊ ĀüĆÜüŠćÝąđðŨîÖćøđñ÷ĒóøŠĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćêŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
ĔîĂîćÙêÿČïêŠĂĕð
(îć÷ðøąßć ðøąÿóéĊ)
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜöĀćéĕì÷
øćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷
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ÿćø
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜìćÜóčìíýćÿîćĕöŠđóĊ÷ÜĒêŠĔîðøąđìýĕì÷đìŠćîĆĚî ìĆęüēúÖĕéšêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ
ĒúąĔĀšÖćø÷ĂöøĆïĂ÷ŠćÜđðŨîìćÜÖćøüŠćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜýćÿîć îĆïêĆĚÜĒêŠìĊęðøąßčöÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ÿöĆ÷ÿćöĆâĕéšööĊ êĉðøąÖćýĔĀšüîĆ üĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ĔîðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĥģ éšü÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć
đðŨîýćÿîćìĊęđÖŠćĒÖŠìĊęÿčéýćÿîćĀîċęÜ×ĂÜēúÖ ìĊęĕéšĀúŠĂĀúĂöÝĉêüĆââćè×ĂÜöîčþ÷ßćêĉöćîćî đðŨîýćÿîć
ìĊęđðŗéēĂÖćÿĔĀšìčÖÙîÿćöćøëđ×šćöćýċÖþćĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĊęđðŨîđĀêč
đðŨîñú đóČęĂóĉÿĎÝîŤĀć×šĂđìĘÝÝøĉÜĕéšēé÷ĕöŠĒïŠÜĒ÷Ö ÝċÜÿöÙüøĕéšøĆïÖćø÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĕðìĆęüēúÖ
ÜćîüĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćēúÖĔîðŘ îĊĚ đ ðŨ î ĂĊ Ö üćøąĀîċę Ü ìĊę ß ćüóč ì íýćÿîĉ Ö ßî ñĎ š đ úČę Ă öĔÿ ĒúąñĎ š ýċ Ö þć
óøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęÝąĒÿéÜÙüćöđÙćøóĒúąýøĆìíćêŠĂĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćñĎšìøÜđðŨîñĎšĔĀš
ÙüćöđöêêćĒúąìøÜÙčèĎðÖćøêŠĂĀöĎŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
ĔîēĂÖćÿîĊĚ Öøąñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊ Ē úąøŠ ü öĂîč ē öìîćÝĉ ê êŠ Ă ÖćøÝĆ é Öĉ Ý Öøøö
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĒúąĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć óøąóčìíýćÿîćÝąĕéšøĆïÖćøđñ÷ĒñŠ÷ĉęÜ ė ×ċĚîĕð đóČęĂđðŨî
ĒÿÜÿüŠćÜîĞćìćÜĒĀŠÜðŦââćĔĀšĒÖŠßćüēúÖêŠĂĕð

(îć÷Ēóì÷ŤßúîŠćî ýøĊĒÖšü)
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÿćíćøèÿč×
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ÿćø
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊÿę ćĞ ÙĆâ÷ĉÜę đîČĂę ÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîóĉ óćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆüę ēúÖÝċÜêŠćÜĒÿéÜÖćøïĎßć
đðŨîóĉđýþ đóČęĂøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąÙčè×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąýćÿéć ìĊęÖćøêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĕéšđðŨîðøąìĊðÿŠÜìćÜĒĀŠÜ
ÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ àċęÜĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšÖĞćĀîéĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú
×ĂÜēúÖ ÝċÜîĆïüŠćöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâêŠĂóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆüę ēúÖ ĒúąöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâêŠĂöîčþ÷ßćêĉ đóøćąĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî
ĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîćîĆĚîĕöŠöĊÖćøĒïŠÜĒ÷ÖĔîđøČęĂÜ×ĂÜđñŠćóĆîíčŤ đßČĚĂßćêĉ ýćÿîć öĊÙüćöìĆîÿöĆ÷Ēúąÿćöćøë
îĞćöćðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšĔîÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöðŦÝÝčïĆîîĊĚĕéšđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜéĊ
ÖćøÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ÝċÜđðŨîÖćøĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćööčŠÜöĆęîĒúąýøĆìíć×ĂÜ
óčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ìĊęöĊêŠĂĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĊęìøÜöĊóøąÙčèĎðÖćøêŠĂßćüēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜĀćìĊęÿčéöĉĕéš
îĂÖÝćÖîĊĚ ÷ĆÜđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜïŠÜßĊĚüŠć ßćüēúÖêŠćÜêšĂÜÖćøÙüćöÿüĆÿéĊĒúąÿĆîêĉÿč×êćöĒîüìćÜĒĀŠÜĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî
×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ
ñö×ĂÜĒÿéÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊêŠĂÖčýúýøĆìíć ĒúąÖčýúÝĉêĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĒúąĀüĆÜ
đðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć ÝąđðŨîðøąìĊðÿŠĂÜĒÿÜÿüŠćÜĒĀŠÜðŦââćĔĀšĒñŠÖüšćÜĕðĔîìĉýćîčìĉýêúĂéĕð

(îć÷Ēóì÷Ťðøąéĉþå ÿĉîíüèøÜÙŤ)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜÿćíćøèÿč×
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ÿćÿŤî
(îć÷đÿøĉöýĆÖéĉĝ óÜþŤóćîĉß)
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćø

Ĕîåćîą×ĂÜøĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖć ĒúąóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ñöøĎšÿċÖ÷ĉîéĊđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
ìĊęðøąßćßîĕì÷÷ċéëČĂĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêćöÙŠćîĉ÷öìćÜÝøĉ÷íøøöĒúąýĊúíøøö×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
ĔîēĂÖćÿîĊĚ ñö×ĂêšĂîøĆïìčÖìŠćîÿĎŠÖćøÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĔîåćîąđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ÿćÖú×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÙøĆĚÜ Ģġ øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ – ģģ óùþõćÙö ĢĦĦħ ēé÷öĊĀĆü×šĂÖćøðøąßčö ÙČĂ
“ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċęÜđðŨîĀĆü×šĂìĊęđĀöćąÿöÖĆïÿëćîÖćøèŤ
ĔîðŦÝÝčïĆîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
ñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČîę ßöïìïćìĂĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜöĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèŤøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ĔîÖćøîĞćóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
đ×šćÿĎŠēúÖÿöĆ÷ĔĀöŠĔî÷čÙēúÖćõĉüĆêîŤîĊĚ óøšĂöîĊĚñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊÖĆïöĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèŤøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ìĊęĕéš
đðŨîđÝšćõćóĔîÖćøÝĆéÖćøðøąßčöìĊÿę ćĞ ÙĆâ÷ĉÜę ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîćîĉÖßî ñööĆîę ĔÝüŠćöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷Ą õć÷ĔêšÖćøîĞć
×ĂÜóøąóøĀöïĆèæĉê ÝąðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝĔîÖćøÝĆéÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
óøšĂöîĊĚ ñö×Ă×ĂïÙčèĂÜÙŤÖø ÿëćïĆî ĒúąĀîŠü÷ÜćîìčÖĒĀŠÜ øüöìĆĚÜìčÖìŠćîìĊęöĊÿŠüîøŠüöĔîÖćø
ðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ñöĀüĆÜüŠćÖćøąðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚÝąðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝĔîìčÖ ė đøČęĂÜ

(îć÷đÿøĉöýĆÖéĉĝ óÜþŤóćîĉß)
øĆåöîêøĊßŠü÷üŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćø
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ÿćø
ÝćÖ
îć÷ÝćøčóÜýŤ đøČĂÜÿčüøøè
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜöĀćéĕì÷
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćàċęÜêøÜÖĆïüĆî×ċĚîĢĦÙĞęć đéČĂîħ ×ĂÜìčÖðŘîĆĚî đðŨîìĊęìøćïÖĆîéĊĔîĀöĎŠóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîüŠć
đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć êúĂéøą÷ąđüúć ĥĦ ðŘ
ĀúĆÜÝćÖêøĆÿøĎš óøąĂÜÙŤĕéšđÿéĘÝĕðìĆęüßöóĎìüĊðđóČęĂĒÿéÜíøøöēðøéĀöĎŠßî ìčÖüøøèąĂćßĊó ÝîĕéšéüÜêć
đĀĘîíøøö ĒúąĀúčéóšîÝćÖìčÖ×ŤđðŨîÝĞćîüîöćÖ óøąíøøöìĊęìøÜĒÿéÜĕüšîĆĚîĕéšĒñŠ×÷ć÷ĂĂÖĕðĂ÷ŠćÜÖüšćÜ
×üšćÜ ĒúąđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤđÖČĚĂÖĎúĒÖŠßćüēúÖêúĂéøą÷ąđüúćÖüŠć ģ,ħġġ ðŘ éšü÷êøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĒúąÙčèĎðÖćø×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ìĊęìøÜöĊêŠĂßćüēúÖöćĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ćüîćîîĊĚđĂÜ
ìĊęðøąßčöÿöĆßßćĔĀâŠÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÿöĆ÷ìĊę Ħĥ ÝċÜĕéšøĆïøĂÜ×šĂöêĉðøąÖćýĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ĔîðŘ óč ì íýĆ Ö øćß ģĦĦħîĊĚ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøöĀćüĉ ì ÷ćúĆ ÷ óøąóč ì íýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU)
ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) öĊöêĉÝéĆ ÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
×ċĚîđóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ĒúąđîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷č
üĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ēé÷ÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ đøČęĂÜ “ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜ
óøąóčìíýćÿîć” øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø àċęÜÝąöĊñĎšîĞćìćÜüĉßćÖćø ĒúąñĎšîĞćìćÜýćÿîćìĆęüēúÖ ðøąöćè Ģ,Ħġġ øĎð/Ùî
ÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìý öćøŠüöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĒúąÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
ñöøĎÿš Öċ đðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊĕę éšöÿĊ üŠ îøŠüöĔîÖĉÝÖøøöÿĞćÙĆâîĊĚ ĔîîćöÖøąìøüÜöĀćéĕì÷ĒúąóĊîę Ăš Ü
ðøąßćßîßćüĕì÷ìčÖĀöĎđŠ ĀúŠć ×ĂßČîę ßöĒúą×Ă×ĂïÙčèïčÙÙúøüöëċÜĀîŠü÷ÜćîêŠćÜė ìĊøę üŠ öÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîĊ×Ě îċĚ
ĔîēĂÖćÿîĊĚ ñö×ĂĂćøćíîćÙčèóøąýøĊøĆêîêøĆ÷ĒúąÿĉęÜýĆÖéĉĝÿĉìíĉĝìĆĚÜĀúć÷ìĊęìčÖìŠćîđÙćøóîĆïëČĂēðøé
éúïĆîéćúĔĀšñĎšìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆïÖćøÝĆéÜćîìčÖìŠćîðøąÿïĒêŠÙüćöÿč× đÝøĉâéšü÷ÝêčøóĉíóøßĆ÷ēé÷ìĆęüÖĆî
Ēúą×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéÜćîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ðøąÿïñúÿĞćđøĘÝêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìĊęÖĞćĀîéĕüšìčÖðøąÖćø
(îć÷ÝćøčóÜýŤ đøČĂÜÿčüøøè)
øĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜöĀćéĕì÷
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ÿćø
ÝćÖ
óúđøČĂđĂÖ ÿčøýĆÖéĉĝ ĀøčŠîđøĉÜøö÷Ť
ñĎšïĆâßćÖćøìĀćøđøČĂ
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
****************************
îĆïêĆĚÜĒêŠóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĥģ đðŨîêšîöć ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšÖĞćĀîéĔĀš “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć”
đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĒúąĕéšÖćĞ ĀîéĔĀšöÖĊ ćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöđóČĂę ÿČïìĂéóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔîüĆî
éĆÜÖúŠćü đîČęĂÜéšü÷üĆîîĊĚĕéšöĊđĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâĔîóčìíýćÿîćïĆÜđÖĉé×ċĚîêøÜÖĆî ÙČĂđðŨîüĆîìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšćðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîÝċÜĕéšóøšĂöĔÝÖĆîìĞćðøąìĆÖþĉè
đóČęĂîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąÖøčèćÙčè óøąðŦââćÙčè ĒúąóøąüĉÿčìíĉÙčè ×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìĊęìøÜÿĆęÜÿĂîĔĀš
öüúöîčþ÷ŤöđĊ öêêćíøøöĒúą×ĆîêĉíøøöêŠĂđóČĂę îöîčþ÷Ť ĂĆîÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉÿ×č ĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖöćêúĂéøą÷ąđüúć
ĂĆî÷ćüîćîÖüŠć ģ,ħġġ ðŘ
ÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ đóČęĂđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ÝċÜîĆïđðŨîÖĉÝÖøøöìĊęéĞćđîĉîÖćøêćöĒîüìćÜ×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ îĂÖÝćÖîĊĚ
÷ĆÜđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿìĊÿę öđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÝąìøÜöĊóøąßîöć÷čÙøï Ģġġ
ßĆîþć ÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ÝċÜđðŘũ÷öéšü÷ÙčèÙŠć ĂĆîđðŨîēĂÖćÿìĊęßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖĕéšøŠüöÖĆîðøąÖćýĀúĆÖ
ÖćøÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćÿĎŠđüìĊÿćÖú ĒúąøŠüöÖĆîĒúÖđðúĊę÷îÙüćöÙĉéĔîÖćøîĞćĀúĆÖóøąóčìííøøö
öćðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšĔĀšÿĂéÙúšĂÜÿõćóÿĆÜÙöĒúąđýøþåÖĉÝĔîðŦÝÝčïĆî ĂĆîÝąÖŠĂđÖĉéðøąē÷ßîŤđðŨîÿŠüîøüö
ĒÖŠÿĆÜÙöēúÖÿČïĕð
ēĂÖćÿîĊĚ ñú×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęöĊñĎšîĞćüĉßćÖćøĒúąñĎšîĞć
ìćÜýćÿîćìĆęüēúÖ öćøŠüöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĒúąÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøøąéĆïßćêĉ óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ ðøąÿïÙüćö
ÿĞćđøĘÝ êćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìĊęêĆĚÜĔÝĕüšìčÖðøąÖćø

óúđøČĂđĂÖ
(ÿčøýĆÖéĉĝ ĀøčŠîđøĉÜøö÷Ť)
ñĎšïĆâßćÖćøìĀćøđøČĂ
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ÿćø×ĂÜ
óúđĂÖ ðøą÷čìíŤ ÝĆîìøŤēĂßć
ñĎšïĆâßćÖćøìĀćøïÖ
đîČęĂÜĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
*********
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÖŠĂÖĞćđîĉé×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ìĊęĕéšïĆÜđÖĉéđĀêčÖćøèŤÿĞćÙĆâĒĀŠÜÖćøðøąÿĎêĉ
êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšìøÜÖĂðøĕðéšü÷óøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè óøą
ðŦââćÙčè ĒúąóøąüĉÿčìíĉÙčè üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćëČĂđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîÝąĕéšïĞćđóĘâïčâ
ĒÿéÜĂĂÖëċÜÙüćöÖêĆâťĎÖêđüìĊ ĒúąøąúċÖëċÜĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĊę
ÿąìšĂîÙüćöđðŨîÝøĉÜ×ĂÜÿøøóÿĉęÜ đóČęĂîĞćöćđðŨîìĊęóċęÜĒĀŠÜêîđðŨîĒîüìćÜðäĉïĆêĉĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĂ÷ŠćÜöĊ
ýĊúíøøö ĂĆîÝąîĞćĕðÿĎŠÖćøÿøšćÜÿĆÜÙöĒúąðøąđìýßćêĉìĊęöĊÙüćöÿÜïÿč×ĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĆęÜ÷Čî
ÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ìĊęÝĆé×ċĚîĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ đðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜĔîÖćøÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤ
ÿĆÜÙö ĒúąđðŨîēĂÖćÿĂĆîđðŨîöÜÙúìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîÝąĕéšøŠüöÖĆîìĞćîčïĞćøčÜ ÿŠÜđÿøĉöóøąóčìíýćÿîć Ēúą
ðøąóùêĉðäĉïêĆ íĉ øøö ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ ÷ĆÜđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüç
Ć îöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜöĊóøąÝøĉ÷ćüĆêøìĊÜę éÜćöêćöó
øąíøøöüĉîĆ÷ ìøÜðäĉïĆêĉýćÿîÖĉÝĂ÷ŠćÜÙøïëšüîìčÖéšćî ĒúąìøÜðøąìćîóøąđöêêć đñ÷ĒñŠóøąíøøöÙĞć
ÿĆÜę ÿĂîĒÖŠðøąßćßîìčÖĀöĎđŠ ĀúŠćìĆÜĚ ßćüĕì÷ĒúąßćüêŠćÜðøąđìý àċÜę ÿŠÜđÿøĉöĔĀšóøąóčìíýćÿîćöĊÙüćöđÝøĉâ
øčŠÜđøČĂÜ
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ×ĂĂćøćíîćÙčèóøąýøĊøĆêîêøĆ÷Ēúą
ÿĉÜę ýĆÖéĉÿĝ ìĉ íĉìĝ ÜĆĚ Āúć÷ìĊìę Öč ìŠćîđÙćøóîĆïëČĂ ĕéšēðøééúïĆîéćúĔĀšñđšĎ ÖĊ÷ę ü×šĂÜÖĆïÖćøÝĆéÜćîìčÖìŠćî ðøąÿï
ĒêŠÙüćöÿč× đÝøĉâéšü÷ÝêčøóĉíóøßĆ÷ Ēúą×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéÜćîĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ðøąÿïñúÿĞćđøĘÝ
êćöđÝêÝĞćîÜìčÖðøąÖćø
óúđĂÖ
ðøą÷ìíŤ
ðøą÷čìíŤ ÝĆîìøŤēĂßć
ñĎšïĆâßćÖćøìĀćøïÖ
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ÿćø
×ĂÜ
ñĎšüŠćøćßÖćøÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ĀöŠĂöøćßüÜýŤÿč×čöóĆîíčŤ ïøĉóĆêø
--------------------------------------------ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšðøąÖćýĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖúēúÖ ēé÷Ĕîðøąđìýĕì÷
ÙèąÿÜÛŤ øĆåïćú ĀîŠü÷ÜćîøćßÖćø ĂÜÙŤÖøđĂÖßî ĒúąóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ĕéšøŠüöÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđóČęĂÿČïìĂéóøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨîðøąÝĞćìčÖðŘĂ÷ŠćÜêŠĂđîČęĂÜ àċęÜîĆïđðŨîđøČęĂÜîŠć÷ĉîéĊĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
ìĊęĀîŠü÷ÜćîìĆĚÜĔîøąéĆïðøąđìýĒúąøąéĆïìšĂÜëĉęîêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîĊĚ ēé÷
ĔîðŘ ģĦĦħ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙö
ÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ĕéšöÞĊ îĆ ìćöêĉĔĀšðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîđÝšćõćóéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉ
ĔîĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċÜę ëČĂĕéšüćŠ đðŨîüćøąÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜðüÜßî
ßćüĕì÷ĒúąóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî đîČĂę ÜÝćÖđðŨîĀĆü×šĂìĊöę ÿĊ üŠ îĔîÖćøÿŠÜđÿøĉöĔĀšóúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜßćêĉ đðŨîñĎöš ÙĊ üćöÿöéčú
ìĆĚÜĔîÙüćöøĎš ÙüćöÙĉé ÿêĉðŦââć óøšĂöéšü÷ÖćøöĊÙčèíøøö ĒúąÝĉêÿĞćîċÖĔîÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜìĊęéĊ×ĂÜēúÖ
ñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßöêŠĂìčÖõćÙÿŠüîìĊęĕéšøŠüöÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĂĆîìøÜÙčèÙŠćđóČęĂÿČïÿćîöøéÖ
ìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć àċęÜđðŨîĂćø÷íøøöìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ ñŠćîÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜüĉßćÖćø ýćÿîóĉíĊêćöüĉëĊ×ĂÜ
ßćüóčìí ñöĀüĆÜüŠćÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ÝąÿŠÜđÿøĉöĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöøŠüööČĂĂĆîéĊ×ĂÜ
ßćüóčìíĒúąĂÜÙŤÖøóčìíýćÿîćìĆęüēúÖêĆĚÜĒêŠøąéĆïðøąđìýëċÜøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉ óøšĂöĕéšøŠüöÿøšćÜìćÜđúČĂÖ
ĔĀšÖĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĔîÖćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšóčìíøøöÖĆïÖćøóĆçîćÝĉêĔÝ ÿĆÜÙö ĒúąđýøþåÖĉÝ đóČęĂÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉé
ÿĆîêĉÿč×ĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜÖüšćÜ×üćÜêŠĂĕð
(ĀöŠĂöøćßüÜýŤÿč×čöóĆîíčŤ ïøĉóĆêø)
ñĎšüŠćøćßÖćøÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
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ÿćøñĎšĂĞćîü÷ÖćøÿĞćîĆÖÜćîóøąóčìíýćÿîćĒĀŠÜßćêĉ
îēö êÿďÿ õÙüēê ĂøĀēê ÿöďöćÿöďóčìďíÿďÿ.
×Ăëüć÷ÙüćöđÙćøóĒéŠóøąđëøćîčđëøą ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí îĆÖðøćßâŤìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćñĎšđ×šćøŠüö
ÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćø ìčÖìŠćî
îĆïđðŨîîĉöêĉ Āöć÷ìĊéę ìĊ öĊę Āćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óčìíýćÿîć
îćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ĕéšøüŠ öÖĆîÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ
ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċęÜîĂÖÝćÖÝąÝĆéÜćîđóČęĂ
đðŨîóčìíïĎßćêćöìĊęìøćïÖĆîĒúšü ÷ĆÜĕéšÝĆéđóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćßÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ĔîēĂÖćÿÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ éšü÷
ĔîåćîąìĊę ÿĞ ć îĆ Ü ćîóøąóč ì íýćÿîćĒĀŠ Ü ßćêĉ ê š Ă ÜÿîĂÜÜćîÙèąÿÜÛŤ Ē úąøĆ å ïćúđóČę Ă Öĉ Ý Öćø
óøąóčìíýćÿîćìčééšćî óĉÝćøèćđĀĘîüŠć ÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ îĂÖÝćÖÝąöĊñúđÞóćą
ìćÜüĉßćÖćøĒúšü ÙüøÝąđîšîĔĀšïĆÜđÖĉéñúĔîìćÜðäĉïĆêĉêćöĀúĆÖóčìííøøöàċęÜöĊĀúĆÖÖćøÿĞćÙĆâÙČĂ ĔĀšđðŨîĕð
đóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤđÖČĚĂÖĎú đóČęĂÙüćöÿč× ĒúąđóČęĂĂîčđÙøćąĀŤßćüēúÖ éĆÜîĆĚîÙüøÝąóĉÝćøèćüŠć ñúÖćøÝĆéÜćî
ÙøĆĚÜîĊĚÝąïĆÜđÖĉéñúĒÖŠóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĊęđðŨîÖúčŠöđðŜćĀöć÷ĔîÖćøđñ÷ĒñŠóøąóčìíýćÿîćĂ÷ŠćÜĕø ēé÷üĉíĊÖćø
ĔéïšćÜ ĒúąÝąßŠü÷ĔĀšßćüóčìíÿćöćøëéĞćøÜêîĔîÿĆÜÙöĂ÷ŠćÜöĊÙüćöÿÜïÿč×êćöĒîüìćÜ×ĂÜüĉíĊóčìí
Ă÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜĕø
×Ă×ĂïÙčèìčÖøĎðĒúąìčÖìŠćîìĊęÿúąđüúćđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčöîćîćßćêĉÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ Ēúą×ĂĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÜćî
ÝÜÿĆöùìíĉĝêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìĊęêĆĚÜĕüšìčÖðøąÖćø
(îć÷îóøĆêîŤ đïâÝüĆçîćîĆîìŤ)
ñĎšĂĞćîü÷ÖćøÿĞćîĆÖÜćîóøąóčìíýćÿîćĒĀŠÜßćêĉ
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ÿćÿŤî
îć÷üĉì÷ć ñĉüñŠĂÜ
ñĎšüŠćøćßÖćøÝĆÜĀüĆéóøąîÙøýøĊĂ÷čí÷ć

üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖđðŨîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć àċęÜóšĂÜêøÜÖĆî
ĔîüĆîđéĊ÷üĂ÷ŠćÜîŠćöĀĆýÝøø÷Ť ĒúąđðŨîüĆîìĊęĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ðøąÖćý÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšđðŨî “üĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ÿćÖúēúÖ” ĂĆîÿąìšĂîĔĀšđĀĘîëċÜÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć öĀćïčøčþđĂÖ×ĂÜēúÖ ñĎšïĆÜđÖĉé×ċĚî
öćđóČĂę îĞćÙüćöÿč×öćÿĎöŠ üúöîčþ÷Ťßćêĉ éšü÷ÙĞćÿĂîĂĆîđðŨîÙüćöøĎÿš ćÖúĒúąìøÜÿĂîĔĀšöîčþ÷ŤöÙĊ üćöđöêêć
Öøčèć êŠĂÿøøóÿĆêüŤ đóČęĂĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉõćóĒúąÿĆîêĉÿč×ìĆęüÿćÖúēúÖ
ĂÜÙŤ Ö ćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĕ éš óĉ Ý ćøèćđĀĘ î üŠ ć ĒîüìćÜÖćøĒÖš ð Ŧ â Āć×ĂÜĂÜÙŤ ÿ öđéĘ Ý óøąÿĆ ö öć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć đðŨîĒîüìćÜìĊęéĊìĊęÿčé đðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤêŠĂßćüēúÖêúĂéøą÷ąđüúćÖüŠć ģ,Ħġġ ðŘ ēé÷đîšîÿĆîêĉ
ĒúąÖćø÷ĂöøĆïàċęÜÖĆîĒúąÖĆî ĔîðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĥģ ìĊęðøąßčöÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉÿöĆ÷ìĊę Ħĥ ÝċÜĕéš
ðøąÖćýøĆïøĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ îĂÖÝćÖîĊĚ ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ÷ĆÜĕéšúÜÞĆîìćöêĉ
ĔĀšðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćēúÖ ÷ĆÜÙüćöõĎöĉĔÝöćÿĎŠÙîĕì÷ìĊęĕéšøĆïÙüćöĕüšüćÜĔÝÝćÖ
ßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ ðøąđìýĕì÷ēé÷ÙèąÿÜÛŤ øĆåïćúĒúąðøąßćßî ÝċÜĕéšÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöđóČęĂđÞúĉöÞúĂÜÜćî
éĆÜÖúŠćüöćêúĂéìčÖðŘ
ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ đüĊ÷îöćïøøÝïĂĊÖüćøąĀîċęÜ ÖøąñöĀüĆÜ
đðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîßćüĕì÷ìčÖÙî ÝąĕéšßŠü÷ÖĆîøĆÖþćõćóúĆÖþèŤ×ĂÜðøąđìýĕì÷ ĔĀšÙÜ
ÙüćöđðŨîñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíēúÖ éšü÷ÖćøðøąóùêĉéĊ ðøąóùêĉßĂï êćöĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤêúĂéĕð

îć÷üĉì÷ć ñĉüñŠĂÜ
ñĎšüŠćøćßÖćøÝĆÜĀüĆéóøąîÙøýøĊĂ÷čí÷ć
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ÿćø
ðúĆéÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćø
(îćÜóîĉêć ÖĞćõĎ è Ă÷čí÷ć)
***************************
éĉ ÞĆ î ×Ăêš Ă îøĆ ï ñĎ š đ×š ć øŠ ü öÜćîđÞúĉ ö ÞúĂÜüĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć ĔîåćîąìĊę đ ðŨ î üĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ÿćÖú×ĂÜ
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ éšü÷Ùüćö÷ĉîéĊđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ Ēúą×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊÖĆïñĎšÝĆéÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
đðŨîóĉđýþìĊęÖĞćĀîéĔĀšđøČęĂÜ “ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đðŨîĀĆü×šĂÖćø
ðøąßčöìĊęđĀöćąÿöĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
ÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćøöĊÙüćöõĎöĉĔÝÖĆïøąïïÖćøýċÖþć×ĂÜĕì÷ĒúąöčŠÜöĆęîìĊęÝąÿîĆïÿîčîÙüćöÙĉé
øĉđøĉęöđøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćêšĂÜöćÖŠĂî” ×ĂÜđú×ćíĉÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ Ă÷ŠćÜĕøÖĘêćö Ĕî×èąìĊęđøćöĊÙüćöõĎöĉĔÝ
đøćÖĘĕöŠÙüøóċÜóĂĔÝĔîêîđĂÜÝî×ćéÙüćöÖøąêČĂøČĂøšî ÙüćöÙĉéøĉđøĉęöéĆÜÖúŠćüÖøąêčšîĔĀšđøćêøąĀîĆÖüŠć
ēúÖćõĉüêĆ îŤđðŨîóúĆÜĒúąðøćÖäÖćøèŤìđĊę Öĉé×ċîĚ ìĆüę ēúÖĔîðŦÝÝčïîĆ îĊĚ ĒúąđðŨîÙüćöÝøĉÜ×ĂÜßĊüêĉ ìĊðę øąđìýĕì÷
öĉĂćÝđóĉÖđÞ÷ĕéš ÙüćöÙĉéøĉđøĉęöđøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćêšĂÜöćÖŠĂî” ×ĂÜđú×ćíĉÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ÷ĞĚćđêČĂîĔĀš
đøćìïìüîúĞćéĆïÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĒúąõćøąĀîšćìĊę×ĂÜđøćĔĀšìĆîÿöĆ÷Ă÷ĎŠđÿöĂ đóČęĂêĂïÿîĂÜêŠĂÙüćöìšćìć÷
ìŠćöÖúćÜïøø÷ćÖćýìćÜÖćøýċÖþćđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜĕð
đîČęĂÜÝćÖðøąßćÖøĕì÷öćÖÖüŠćøšĂ÷úą Īġ đðŨîóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ÝċÜđðŨîđøČęĂÜìĊęđĀöćąÿöĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
ìĊęđøćÝąóĉÝćøèćüŠć óčìííøøöÝąîĞćìćÜđøćĕðÿĎŠÖøąïüîÖćøéĆÜÖúŠćüĒúąöĊÿŠüîÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤĒîüÙĉéđÖĊę÷üÖĆï
ÖćøýċÖþćēúÖćõĉüĆêîŤĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜĕøïšćÜ éĉÞĆîöĆęîĔÝüŠćéšü÷ÿêĉðŦââć×ĂÜñĎšîĞćóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĒúąîĆÖüĉßćÖćø
ìĆĚÜĀúć÷ìĊęöćðøąßčöÖĆî è ìĊęîĊĚ ÖćøÿîìîćĀćøČĂàċęÜÝąđÖĉé×ċĚîÝąöĊÙüćöîŠćÿîĔÝĒúąöĊÙčèÙŠćĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
ìšć÷ìĊęÿčéîĊĚéĉÞĆî×Ă×ĂïÙčèĀîŠü÷Üćî ñĎšÿîĆïÿîčî ĒúąñĎšđ×šćøŠüöÖćøðøąßčöìĊęĂ÷ĎŠ è ìĊęîĊĚĔîüĆîîĊĚ
Ēúą×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊÖĆïöĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèŤøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ìĊęĕéšđðŨîđÝšćõćóÝĆéÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ éĉÞĆîöĆęîĔÝ
üŠćÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚÝąðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝĒúąîĞćĕðÿĎŠÖćøÿîìîćĀćøČĂìĊęđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
(îćÜóîĉêć ÖĞćõĎ è Ă÷čí÷ć)
ðúĆéÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćø
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
×ĂÜ
éø.ðøĊßć ÖĆîíĉ÷ą
ĂíĉïéĊÖøöÖćøýćÿîć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć êøÜÖĆïüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎšĒúąđÿéĘÝ×Ćï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
àċÜę ëČĂđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâüĆîĀîċÜę ìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ìĊĂę ÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšðøąÖćý÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ÿćÖú×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĒúąßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖĕéšøüŠ öÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöëüć÷đðŨîóčìíïĎßćöćêúĂéìčÖðŘöĕĉ éš×ćé
ÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆîìĆĚÜøąéĆïðøąđìý øąéĆïìšĂÜëĉęîĒúąøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉ
ĔîðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ îĊĚ îĆïđðŨîîĉöĉêĀöć÷ìĊęéĊìĊęÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĕéšöĊ
ÞĆîìćöêĉøŠüöÖĆîÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ×ċĚî øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ – ģģ óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ ĔîĀĆü×šĂ
“ÖćøýċÖþćÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đóČęĂéĞćđîĉîÖĉÝÖøøöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖĒúąđîČęĂÜĔîüēøÖćÿÜćîÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö êúĂéëċÜÖćøÿøšćÜÙüćöøŠüööČĂĂĆîéĊøąĀüŠćÜßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖìĊĕę éšøüŠ öÖĆî
ðøąÖćýĀúĆÖíøøöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔîÖćøĂ÷ĎøŠ üŠ öÖĆîĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖ ēé÷öĊđöêêćíøøöÙüćöđĂČĂĚ đôŚĂŪ đñČĂę ĒñŠ
öĊÙüćöĀüĆÜéĊ ðøćøëîćéĊêŠĂÖĆîĕöŠđïĊ÷éđïĊ÷îÖĆî đóČęĂÙüćöÿč×ĒúąÙüćöÿÜï×ĂÜēúÖÿČïĕð
ÖćøÖćøýćÿîć ×ĂÜĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßö÷ĉîéĊêŠĂÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĒúąĀîŠü÷ÜćîĂÜÙŤÖøóčìíýćÿîćìĆüę ēúÖ ìĊĕę éšøüŠ öÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
ëüć÷đðŨîóčìíïĎßć đóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤĒúąÙüćöÿč×ĒÖŠßćüēúÖìĆĚÜöüú ×ĂóøąÿĆìíøøöĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ÝÜĒñŠĕðìĆęüēúÖ đóČęĂÿĆîêĉÿč××ĂÜðøąßćÙöēúÖêúĂéĕð
(îć÷ðøĊßć ÖĆîíĉ÷ą)
ĂíĉïéĊÖøöÖćøýćÿîć
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ÿćÿŤîÝćÖ
ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť îć÷Ēóì÷Ťõĉøö÷Ť ÖöúøĆêîÖčú
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊÝčāćúÜÖøèŤöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷

óčìíýćÿîćÿĂîđøČęĂÜđĀêčÖĆïñú. đöČęĂöĊđĀêč÷ŠĂööĊñú ĒúąñúîĆĚî÷ŠĂöđðŨîĕðêćöđĀêč.
đĀêčÖĆïñúìĊęđîšîĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÙČĂ ÖćøÖøąìĞćĒúąñú×ĂÜÖćøÖøąìĞć éĊ – ßĆęü Ĕîöîčþ÷Ť
ĒêŠúąÙî ĒúąĔîÙüćöÿĆöóĆîíŤøąĀüŠćÜöîčþ÷ŤÖĆïöîčþ÷Ť ĒúąøąĀüŠćÜöîčþ÷ŤÖĆïíøøößćêĉĒúąÿĉęÜĒüéúšĂö.
ÙüćöĒÝšÜßĆéĔîđĀêčĒúąñú×ĂÜÖćøÖøąìĞć ÝĆÖìĞćĔĀšöîčþ÷ŤöÝĊ êĉ ĔÝĒúąüĉëÖĊ ćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüêĉ ìĊđę ðŘ÷ũ öéšü÷
ðŦââćĒúąđöêêć.
ÖćøýċÖþćđðŨîøćÖåćî×ĂÜßĊüĉêĒúąÿĆÜÙö.
ÖćøýċÖþćìĊéę ćĞ đîĉîêćöĀúĆÖóøąóčìíýćÿîćÝĆÖÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤóúđöČĂÜēúÖìĊÖę Ăðøéšü÷ðŦââćĒúąđöêêć
ĔîÖćøĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÿĆîêĉÿč×.
ÖćøýċÖþćìĊęĕöŠĕéšđîšîëċÜðŦââćĔîđĀêč – ñú ĒúąđöêêćĂ÷ŠćÜúċÖàċĚÜđêĘöìĊę ÝĆÖđðŨîĒĀúŠÜïŠöđóćą
óúđöČĂÜēúÖìĊęēÜŠđ×úć đĀĘîĒÖŠêĆü öćÖéšü÷ēúõą ìĞćúć÷úšćÜÙüćöÿÜïÿč× ÙüćöðúĂéõĆ÷ ĒúąÖćøíĞćøÜĂ÷ĎŠ
Ă÷ŠćÜ÷ĆęÜ÷Čî×ĂÜßćüēúÖ.
×šćóđÝšćĀüĆÜüŠć ÖćøðøąßčöđøČĂę Ü “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
ìĊöę Āćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ đðŨîđÝšćõćó ÝĆé×ċîĚ đîČĂę ÜĔîÜćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556 îĊĚ
ÝĆÖđðŨîóúĆÜĔîÖćøÖøąêčšîđêČĂîĔĀšÿëćïĆîÖćøýċÖþćìĆęüēúÖêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöđøŠÜéŠüîĔîÖćøìĞćĀîšćìĊę
óĆçîćóúđöČĂÜēúÖìĊęđðŘũ÷öéšü÷ðŦââćĒúąđöêêć øŠüöÖĆîøĆÖþćēúÖĔĀšÿĆîêĉÿč× ðúĂéõĆ÷ÝćÖÙüćöēÜŠđ×úć
Ùüćöēúõ ĒúąÙüćöđÖúĊ÷éßĆÜ.
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öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊøćßöÜÙúĂĊÿćî
üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćđðŨ î üĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ×ĂÜóč ì íýćÿîĉ Ö ßîìĆę ü ēúÖ ìĊę Ý ąøąúċ Ö ëċ Ü üĆ î ðøąÿĎ êĉ üĆ î êøĆ ÿ øĎ š
ĒúąüĆîðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć àċęÜêøÜÖĆïüĆîđóĘâ ×ċĚîĢĦÙĞęć đéČĂîħ ìĆĚÜîĊĚđóøćąÙčèĎðÖćø
×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćîĆĚîîćîĆðÖćøĀćìĊęÿčéöĉĕéš
óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜóøšĂöéšü÷óøąðŦââćíĉÙčè óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè ĒúąóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè îĞćóć
öüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉĔĀšéĞćøÜßĊüĉêĂ÷ĎŠĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜöĊÙüćöÿč× ìĆĚÜĔîðŦÝÝčïĆîĒúąĂîćÙêéšü÷ĀúĆÖ Ĥ ðøąÖćøÙČĂ
Ģ. úąđüšîÙüćößĆęüéšü÷ÖćøøĆÖþćýĊú đðŨîÖćøÝĆéøąđïĊ÷ïĔîÿĆÜÙöĔĀšìčÖßĊüĉêöĊÿĉìíĉđÿøĊõćóÿŠüî
ïčÙÙú ĕöŠúŠüÜúąđöĉéàċęÜÖĆîĒúąÖĆî đøĉęöìĊęýĊúĦ ýĊúĩ ýĊúĢġ ýĊúģģĨ ĕðêćöúĞćéĆïÙüćöóøšĂöĒêŠúąïčÙÙú
ģ. ìĞćÙüćöéĊéšü÷ÖćøĔĀšìćî đðŨîÖćøÝĆéøąđïĊ÷ïĔîÿĆÜÙöĔĀšìčÖßĊüĉêöĊöĉêøĕöêøĊ éšü÷ÖćøĒïŠÜ
ðŦîüĆêëčÿĉęÜ×ĂÜ ðŦÝÝĆ÷ ĥ ĔîÖćøéĞćøÜßĊüĉê øĂ÷÷ĉĚö ðŗ÷üćÝć øŠüöĒøÜ øŠüöĔÝ ßŠü÷đĀúČĂÖĉÝÖćøÜćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷
ĔĀšÿĞćđøĘÝúčúŠüÜĕéšéšü÷éĊ ĔĀšÙüćöøĎšìĆĚÜìćÜēúÖĒúąìćÜíøøö óøšĂöìĆĚÜĔĀšĂõĆ÷
Ĥ. ìĞćÝĉêĔÝĔĀšñĂŠ ÜĔÿđïĉÖïćî éšü÷ÖćøđÝøĉâÿöćíĉõćüîć đóČĂę ĔĀšđÖĉéðŦââćÙüćöøĎĒš ÝšÜ àċÜę ÝąÿŠÜ
ñúĔĀšÖćøúąđüšîÙüćößĆęü ĒúąÖćøìĞćÙüćöéĊ đÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćö÷ĉęÜė×ċĚîĕð
ĀúĆÖÖćø×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćéĆÜÖúŠćü×šćÜêšî đðŨîÙüćöéĊÿćÖúìĊęöîčþ÷ŤìčÖßćêĉ ìčÖđñŠćóĆîíčŤ ìčÖ
đóý ìčÖüĆ÷ ðäĉïĆêĉĕéš đĀĘîñúĕéš îĞćÙüćöÿč×öćÿĎŠñĎšðäĉïĆêĉĒúą×÷ć÷ñúĕð÷ĆÜÙøĂïÙøĆü ßčößîĒúąÿĆÜÙö îĆĚî
÷ŠĂöĀöć÷ëċÜÖćøîĞćÿĆîêĉÿč×ĂĆîĕóïĎú÷ŤĔĀšđÖĉé×ċĚîĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖ éĆÜìĊęĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšðøąÖćýĔĀšüĆî
üĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ éĆÜîĆĚîÖćøýċÖþćĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêćöĀúĆÖÖćø×ĂÜĀøąóčìíýćÿîć ÝąîĞć
ÿĆîêĉõćóöćÿĎŠóúđöČĂÜēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĆęÜ÷Čî
ĔîýčõüćøąìĊęüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđüĊ÷îöćïøøÝïĂĊÖüćøąĀîċęÜ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊøćßöÜÙúĂĊÿćî àċęÜ
đðŨîÿëćïĆîÖćøýċÖþćìĊęéĞćđîĉîÖćøêćöõćøÖĉÝĔîÖćøìĞćîčïĞćøčÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćöćēé÷êúĂé ×ĂĂîčēöìîć
ĔîÖčýúÝĉê×ĂÜìčÖìŠćîìĊęĕéšöćóøšĂöđóøĊ÷ÜÖĆî đóČęĂÝøøēúÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀšéĞćøÜÙÜĂ÷ĎŠÙĎŠēúÖÿČïĕð

ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.üĉēøÝîŤ úĉĚöĕ×ĒÿÜ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊøćßöÜÙúĂĊÿćî
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üĉÿć×ðčøèöĊïĎßć
ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĕéšðøąÖćýĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ
đöČęĂüĆîìĊę 15 íĆîüćÙö 2545 ĂĆîëČĂđðŨî “üĆîöĀĆýÝøø÷ŤĒĀŠÜÖćøðøąÖćýĂĉÿøõćóĒĀŠÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ”
éĆÜîĆĚî ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙö
ÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ÝċÜĕéšÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîðøąÝĞćìčÖðŘ đóČęĂîšĂöøĞćúċÖ Ēúą
ÿĞćîċÖĔîóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć üŠćìøÜđðŨîöĀćïčøčþñĎšĔĀšÙüćöđöêêć
êŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷ĔîēúÖ
öĀćüĉ ì ÷ćúĆ ÷ ĂĆ ÿ ÿĆ ö ßĆ â ×ĂøŠ ü öĒÿéÜÙüćöÿĞ ć îċ Ö ĔîóøąöĀćÖøč è ćíĉ Ùč è ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤ ÿ öđéĘ Ý
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćÖĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚéšü÷ ×ĂĔĀšìčÖìŠćî
ðøąÿïÙüćöÿč× ÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝĔîÖćøðäĉïêĆ íĉ øøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ đóČĂę ÙüćöÿÜï øŠöđ÷Ęî ĒúąÿĆîêĉÿ×č
×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉìĆęüēúÖÿČïĕðßĆęüÖćúîćî

( õøćéć éø. ïĆâßć ĒÿÜĀĉøĆâ )
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ĂĆÿÿĆößĆâ
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ÿćÿŤî
×ĂÜ
ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø. ðŦââć Öćøóćîĉß
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäÖćâÝîïčøĊ
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
×šćóđÝšćøĎšÿċÖđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĒúą÷ĉîéĊđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ìĊęĕéšöĊēĂÖćÿÿŠÜÿćÿŤîöćëċÜìŠćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ĔîÖćøÝĆé
ÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ:
öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” ĔîüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ àċęÜÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉ đîČęĂÜĔî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĔîðŘîĊĚ îĂÖÝćÖđóČęĂîšĂöøąúċÖëċÜóøąÙčèĂĆî÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĒúšü
÷ĆÜđóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćßÿÖú
öĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ éšü÷
ĀúĆÖÖćøýċÖþćĔîöčööĂÜ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÙČĂÖćøýċÖþćêćöÖøąïüîÖćø “ĕêøÿĉÖ×ć”
ēé÷öčŠÜĔĀšđÖĉéñúêćöĀúĆÖðäĉïĆêĉĒĀŠÜĂøĉ÷öøøÙ ÙČĂ ÖćøòřÖòîĂïøöĔĀšĂÜÙŤìĆĚÜ ĩ ĒĀŠÜĂøĉ÷öøøÙîĆĚîđÖĉé
öĊĒúąđÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćö Ĕßšðøąē÷ßîŤĕéšïøĉïĎøèŤ÷ĉęÜ×ċĚîĒÖšĕ×ðŦâĀć éĆïìčÖ×ŤĕéšéĊ÷ĉęÜ×ċĚîêćöúĞćéĆïÝîëċÜìĊęÿčé
éšü÷ÖćøýċÖþćĔîĀúĆÖ Ĥ ðøąÖćø ÙČĂ
Ģ. ĂíĉÿĊúÿĉÖ×ć (ýĊú) ÙČĂÖćøýċÖþćđóČęĂòřÖòîêîđĂÜĔĀšđÖĉéöĊ ÿĆööćüćÝć ÿĆööćÖĆööĆîêą
ĒúąÿĆööćĂćßĊüą ĔĀšđÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćö×ċîĚ ÝîöĊÙüćöóøšĂöìćÜÙüćöðøąóùêĉ üĉî÷Ć ĒúąÙüćöÿĆöóĆîíŤìćÜÿĆÜÙö
ëċÜöćêøåćî×ĂÜĂćø÷ßî đðŨîÖćøđÿøĉöÿøšćÜÙčèõćóÝĉêĕéšéĊ
ģ. ĂíĉÝêĉ êÿĉÖ×ć (ÿöćíĉ) ÙČĂÖćøýċÖþćđóČĂę òřÖòîÝĉêêîđĂÜĔĀšđÖĉéöĊÿöĆ öćüć÷ćöą ÿĆööćÿêĉ Ēúą
ÿĆööćÿöćíĉ đÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćö×ċĚî ÝîöĊÙüćöóøšĂöìćÜÙčèíøøö öĊÙčèõćóÝĉê ÿöøøëõćóÝĉê Ēúąÿč×õćóÝĉê
óĆçîćëċÜöćêøåćî×ĂÜĂćø÷ßîđðŨîöćêøåćî×ĂÜÖćøóĆçîćðŦââćĕéšéĊ
Ĥ. Ăíĉ ð Ŧ â âćÿĉ Ö ×ć (ðŦ â âć) ÙČ Ă Öćøýċ Ö þćđóČę Ă òř Ö òîêîđĂÜĔĀš đ Öĉ é öĊ ÿĆ ö öćìĉ ä åĉ Ēúą
ÿĆööćÿĆÜÖĆððą đÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćö×ċĚî ÝîöĊÙüćöóøšĂöìćÜðŦââćëċÜöćêøåćî×ĂÜĂćø÷ßî ÿćöćøëéĞćøÜßĊüĉê
Ă÷ĎŠéšü÷ðŦââć öĊÝĉêĔÝñŠĂÜĔÿ đïĉÖïćîđðŨîĂĉÿøđÿøĊéšü÷ðŦââćĂ÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜ
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Ĕîåćîąöîčþ÷ŤđÖĉéöćĕöŠüŠćÝąđðŨîđßČĚĂßćêĉ ýćÿîćĔéÖĘêćöĒêŠÖĘđðŨîóúđöČĂÜÙîĀîċęÜ×ĂÜēúÖ
ÖĘÙüøýċÖþćóĆçîćêîđĂÜêćöÖøąïüîÖćø×ĂÜĕêøÿĉÖ×ćđóČęĂĔĀšđðŨîñĎšđÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćöéšü÷ ýĊú ÙČĂÿŠüî×ĂÜ
Ùüćöðøąóùêĉ ÖćøöĊüĉîĆ÷ ĒúąÖćøĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÿÜïÿč×ĔîÿĆÜÙö ÿöćíĉ ÙČĂÙüćöđÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćöĔîÿŠüî
×ĂÜÙčèõćóÝĉê ÿöøøëõćóÝĉê đðŨîÝĉêìĊęđðŘũ÷öéšü÷Ùčèíøøö Ēúą ðŦââć ÿćöćøëéĞćøÜßĊüĉêĂ÷ĎŠéšü÷ðŦââć
đðŨîĂĉÿøđÿøĊ öĊÝĉêĔÝñŠĂÜĔÿ đïĉÖïćî ÖĘÝąđðŨîóúđöČĂÜìĊęöĊÙčèõćó×ĂÜēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜ

×šćóđÝšć ×ĂĂćøćíîćÙčèóøąýøĊøĆêîêøĆ÷ ĒúąÿĉęÜýĆÖéĉĝÿĉìíĉĝìĆĚÜĀúć÷ĔîÿćÖúēúÖ ēðøéĂĞćîü÷óø
ĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝ
ÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉÿč×ĒúąÿĆîêĉõćóĂ÷ŠćÜöĀćýćúĒÖŠßćüēúÖ ×ĂĔĀšĕêøÿĉÖ×ćĕéšđÝøĉâÜĂÖÜćöĔîìčÖìŠćîđóČęĂ
ÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖìĊęöĊÙčèÙŠćĒúąÙüćöĀöć÷ Ēúą×ĂÿĆîêĉÿč×ĒúąÿĆîêĉõćóÝÜïĆÜđÖĉéöĊĒÖŠìčÖìŠćî

(ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø. ðŦââć Öćøóćèĉß)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäÖćâÝîïčøĊ
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ÿćÿŤîÝćÖĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đßĊ÷Üøć÷
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ģĦĦħ
đøČęĂÜ
“ÖćøýċÖþćóøąóčìíýćÿîćĒúąÙüćöÿÜïÿč××ĂÜðøąßćÙöĂćđàĊ÷î”
...................................................

ðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšøĉđøĉęöÖćøøüöêĆüÖĆîđðŨîðøąßćÙöĂćđàĊ÷îêĆĚÜĒêŠ ģĦĢġ ēé÷ÖćøøüöÖĆî×ĂÜ Ħ
ðøąđìý àċęÜêŠĂöćĕéš×÷ć÷đðŨîÖćøøüöêĆü×ĂÜ Ģġ ðøąđìýêŠćÜöĊđðŜćĀöć÷ĔîÖćøøüöêĆüÖĆîĔĀšđÿøĘÝÿöïĎøèŤ
õć÷ĔîðŘ ģĦĦĩ éšü÷üĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìÿĊę ćĞ ÙĆâÙČĂÖćøĂ÷ĎøŠ üŠ öÖĆîéšü÷ÙüćöÿÜïÿč×ĒúąøŠüöČĂÖĆîĔîÖćøÿøšÜøć÷ĕéš
ĔĀšðøąßćßîĔîõĎöõĉ ćÙîĊöĚ ßĊ üĊ êĉ ÙüćöđðŨîĂ÷ĎìŠ éĊę ×Ċ îċĚ éĆÜîĆîĚ óúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜìčÖðøąđìýÝċÜêšĂÜóĆçîćÙčèõćó×ĂÜ
êîđĂÜĔĀšöĊÙüćöóøšĂöìĊęÝąđðŨîóúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜĂćđàĊ÷îĒúąóúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜēúÖìĊęÿćöćøëìĞćÜćîøŠüöÖĆïñĎšĂČęîìĊęöĊ
üĆçîíøøöĀúćÖĀúć÷ĕéšéĊ×ċĚî éĆÜîĆĚîìčÖÙîÝċÜĕöŠÿćöćøëĀúĊÖđúĊę÷ÜÖćøĒ×ŠÜ×ĆîìĊęøčîĒøÜĕðĕéšìĆĚÜÖćøĒ×ŠÜ×Ćî
øąĀüŠćÜÙîĔîĂćđàĊ÷îĒúąĔîðøąđìýĂČęîìĆęüĕð ÖćøđêøĊ÷öïĆèæĉêĔĀšöĊÿöøøëîąóøšĂöìĞćÜćîĔîÿĆÜÙö
óĀčüĆçîíøøöÝċÜđðŨîĀîšćìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ×ĂÜÿëćïĆîĂčéöýċÖþćìĊęÝąĔĀšÙüćöøĎš ðøąÿïÖćøèŤ ĒúąÙčèíøøö
Ýøĉ÷íøøöĒÖŠïè
Ć æĉê đóČĂę ĔĀšÿćöćøëìĞćÜćîĕéšðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝĕéšĔî÷čÙýêüøøþìĊę ģ îĊĚ éĆÜîĆîĚ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
ìčÖĒĀŠÜÙüøîĞćĀúĆÖíøøöĔîóčìíýćÿîćöćĔßšÿĂîîĆÖýċÖþć đóČĂę ÿĂîĔĀšÙîøčîŠ ĔĀöŠöēĊ úÖìĆýîŤĒúąöčööĂÜßĊüêĉ
ĔîĒîüìćÜ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîć đðŨîêšîüŠć ÿćöćøëóċęÜóćêîđĂÜĕéš óĆçîćêîđĂÜĂ÷ŠćÜêŠĂđîČęĂÜ ×÷ĆîĀöĆęîđóĊ÷ø
đĂČĚĂđôŚŪĂđñČęĂĒñŠĒúąĒïŠÜðŦîđóČęĂñĎšĂČęî ĒúąéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêéšü÷ìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ ïĆèæĉê×ĂÜđøćÝċÜÿćöćøëìĞćÜćîĕéš
Ă÷ŠćÜöĊðøąÿĉìíĉõćóĒúąöĊßüĊ êĉ ìĊÖę úöÖúČîÿĂéÙúšĂÜÖĆïđðŜćĀöć÷×ĂÜðøąßćÙöĂćđàĊ÷îìĊêę Ăš ÜÖćøĔĀšìÖč Ùî
Ē×ŠÜ×ĆîÖĆîÿøšćÜÙüćöÿÜïÿč×ĒúąÙüćöøĞćę øü÷éšü÷ÙüćöøŠüööČĂÖĆîđðŨîĀîĊÜę đéĊ÷ü éĆÜđÝêîćøöèŤ×ĂÜĂćđàĊ÷î
(éø.ĂĉîìøŤ ÝĆîìøŤđÝøĉâ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đßĊ÷Üøć÷
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ÿćÿîŤĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäđßĊ÷Üøć÷
ĔîüćøąēĂÖćÿóč ì íöÜÙúöĀćÿöĆ ÷ đüĊ ÷ îöćïøøÝïÙøïüćøąĂĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ĔîüĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć
üĆîÿĆîêĉõćóēúÖ ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ đîČĂę ÜĔîüēøÖćÿÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ĔîðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ îĊĚ ĔîîćööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäđßĊ÷Üøć÷ëČĂđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉ
Ă÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ìĊęĕéšøŠüöÖĉÝÖøøöïĞćđóĘâöĀćÖčýúÙøĆĚÜÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ ÖĉÝÖøøöìĊęđÖĉé×ċĚîîĆïđîČęĂÜöćêĆĚÜĒêŠðŘ
óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĥģ ÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî îĆïđðŨîÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖêŠćÜøŠüöÖĆîðäĉïĆêĉêîêćö
ĀîšćìĊęÙüćöđðŨîóčìíöćöÖąìĊęéĊ ñúÜćîìĊęðøąÝĆÖþŤßĆéĔĀšÿćÖúēúÖĕéšøĆïìøćïĔî “đĂÖõćóìŠćöÖúćÜÙüćö
ĀúćÖĀúć÷” éĆÜÝąđĀĘîĕéšÝćÖðøąđéĘîÖćøÿĆööîćđøČęĂÜ “ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜ
óøąóčìíýćÿîć” ìĊęÝĆé×ċĚî ĔîÙøćüÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ëČĂđðŨîîĉöĉêĀöć÷ĂĆîéĊìĊęĂÜÙŤÖøìćÜóčìíýćÿîćÝąĕéšßĊĚîĞć
ÖćøóĆçîćđýøþåÖĉÝ êúĂéÝîÿĆÜÙöüĆçîíøøö×ĂÜðøąđìýÿöćßĉÖĂćđàĊ÷î ìĊÖę ćĞ úĆÜÝąÖšćüđ×šćÿĎŠ “ðøąßćÙö
ĂćđàĊ÷î” ĔîĂĊÖĕöŠÖĊęðŘ×šćÜĀîšć ĒúąđðŨîĒîüìćÜĔĀšÖúčŠöðøąđìýêŠćÜė ĔîÿćÖúēúÖ ĕéšîĞćĂÜÙŤÙüćöøĎšìĊę
đÖĉé×ċĚîÝćÖÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜüĉßćÖćø ĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĕððøąÖĂïÖćøóĆçîćðøąđìýÿČïĕð ĔîîćööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
øćßõĆäđßĊ÷Üøć÷ ÝċÜĔÙøŠ×ĂßČîę ßö ĒúąĂîčēöìîćÖćøïĞćđóĘâöĀćÖčýú ïčâĔéÖčýúĔéĂĆîđÖĉé×ċîĚ ÝćÖÖĉÝÖøøö
ÙøĆĚÜîĊĚēðøéĂõĉïćúðÖðŜĂÜÙčšöÙøĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöÿÜïÿč×øŠöđ÷ĘîêŠĂĕðđìĂâ

ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø. ìýóú ĂćøĊîĉÝ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäđßĊ÷Üøć÷
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ÿćø
ÝćÖ ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ĒöŠôŜćĀúüÜ
ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖú
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ øŠüöÖĆïöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÝąÝĆéÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøîćîćßćêĉ
đøČęĂÜ “ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö
ģĦĦħ è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø đóČęĂđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
ĒúąđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö
ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ñöĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠćÖćøÝĆéÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøîćîćßćêĉĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ÝąđðŨîđüìĊĒúÖđðúĊę÷îđøĊ÷îøĎš
ĒúąðøąÿïÖćøèŤ øŠüöÖĆî×ĂÜßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ ĒúąđðŨîēĂÖćÿĔîÖćøÿøšćÜđÙøČĂ×Šć÷ÙüćöøŠüööČĂìĊęđ×šöĒ×ĘÜ
đóČęĂîĞćĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂîìćÜóčìíýćÿîćĕððøą÷čÖêŤĔßšđóČęĂóĆçîćÖćøýċÖþć óĆçîćÙčèõćóßĊüĉê ĒúąđÿøĉöÿøšćÜ
õĎöĉðŦââćìĊęđ×šöĒ×ĘÜïîóČĚîåćî×ĂÜÙüćöđðŨîđĀêčđðŨîñú đóČęĂđÿøĉöÿøšćÜÿĆîêĉÿč××ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉĔîìĆęü
õĎöĉõćÙ×ĂÜēúÖĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜđðŨîøĎðíøøöĒúąöĊÙüćö÷ĆęÜ÷Čî
ĔîîćöÙèąñĎ š ï øĉ Ā ćø ÙèćÝćø÷Ť óîĆ Ö Üćî ĒúąîĆ Ö ýċ Ö þćöĀćüĉ ì ÷ćúĆ ÷ ĒöŠ ô Ŝ ć ĀúüÜìč Ö Ùî
×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßööć÷ĆÜÙèąñĎšïøĉĀćøöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĒúąñĎšöĊÿŠüîđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜìčÖòść÷
ìĊęĕéšøŠüöÖĆîÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĒúąÝĆéÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøîćîćßćêĉĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĒúąöĊÙüćö
đßČęĂöĆęîđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠćñúÝćÖÖćøÿĆööîćÝąÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéðøąē÷ßîŤĔîÖćøÿøšćÜÙüćöđ×šöĒ×ĘÜ×ĂÜÿĆÜÙöēúÖĕéš
Ă÷ŠćÜ÷ĆęÜ÷ČîêúĂéĕð
(øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.üĆîßĆ÷ ýĉøĉßîą)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ĒöŠôŜćĀúüÜ
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ÿćÿŤîÝćÖöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊóøąÝĂöđÖúšćíîïčøĊ
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîýčÖøŤìĊę ģĥ óùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ êøÜÖĆïüĆî×ċĚî ĢĦ ÙĞęć đéČĂî ħ ĒúąđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
ÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖÙČĂ üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć àċÜę ĔîüĆîéĆÜÖúŠćü óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆüę ēúÖêŠćÜóøšĂöĔÝÖĆîðøąÖĂïóĉíÿĊ ÖĆ Öćøą
ïĎßćđóČęĂîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜđĀêčÖćøèŤ Ĥ đĀêčÖćøèŤìĊęđÖĉé×ċĚîêøÜÖĆî ÙČĂ đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúą
đÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ÖćøìĊęóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜðøąÖćýÙüćö
đðŨîýćÿéćîĆĚî đîČęĂÜÝćÖóøąĂÜÙŤìøÜøĎšĒÝšÜđĀĘîÝøĉÜĒúšüüŠć ÿĆÜÙöēúÖöĊĒêŠðŦâĀćĒúąÙüćöüčŠîüć÷ óøąĂÜÙŤ
ÝċÜìøÜßĊĚĒîąìćÜĒÖšðŦâĀćēé÷ĔßšĀúĆÖÙüćöÝøĉÜĂ÷ĎŠ ĥ ðøąÖćøĀøČĂìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć Ăøĉ÷ÿĆÝ ĥ ĕéšĒÖŠ (Ģ) ìčÖ×Ť
ĀøČĂÖćøöĊĂ÷ĎŠ×ĂÜìčÖ×Ť ÙČĂêšĂÜđ×šćĔÝÿõćóðŦâĀćìĊęĒìšÝøĉÜ (ģ) ÿöčìĆ÷ ĀøČĂđĀêčĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť ÙČĂ êšĂÜÙšîĀć
ÿćđĀêčìĒĊę ìšÝøĉÜ×ĂÜÖćøđÖĉéðŦâĀć (Ĥ) îĉēøí ĀøČĂÙüćöéĆïìčÖ×Ť ÙČĂ êšĂÜđßČĂę öĆîę üŠćðŦâĀćêŠćÜė ÿćöćøëĒÖšĕéš
Ēúą (ĥ) öøøÙ ĀøČĂĀîìćÜĕðÿĎŠÙüćöéĆïìčÖ×Ť ÙČĂÖćøéĞćøÜßĊüĉêĂ÷ŠćÜöĊÿêĉ ĒúąîĞćĕðÿĎŠÖćøĒÖšĕ×ðŦâĀć
đóČĂę ĔĀšóîš ìčÖ×Ť îĞćĕðÿĎÙŠ üćöýćîêĉĒúąÙüćöđïĉÖïćî àċÜę ĒîüìćÜĔîÖćøĒÖšðâ
Ŧ Āć×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ ëČĂĕéšüćŠ
đðŨîĒîüìćÜÖćøĒÖšðâ
Ŧ ĀćìĊéę ìĊ ÿĊę éč ìĊóę øąóčìíĂÜÙŤĕéšìøÜđöêêćîĞćìćÜóüÖđøćĕðêćöĀîìćÜĒĀŠÜÙüćöøĎĒš ÝšÜîĊĚ
éĆÜîĆĚî ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćø
ÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ÝċÜöĊöêĉĔĀšÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ
“ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” (Education and Global Citizenship:
A Buddhist Perspectives) ×ċĚî è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø ìĆĚÜîĊĚđóČęĂđðŨîÖćø
đÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö
ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ ëċÜ ģģ óùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ àċęÜĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
öĊÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöêŠćÜ ė öćÖöć÷ ĕöŠüŠćÝąđðŨîÖćøĒÿéÜÿčîìøóÝîŤÖĘéĊ ÖćøĂŠćîÿčîìøóÝîŤ×ĂÜïčÙÙúÿĞćÙĆâ
ĒúąñĎîš ćĞ ßćüóčìíÖĘéĊ ÖćøÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøîćîćßćêĉÖéĘ Ċ Öćøđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčö×ĂÜñĎîš ćĞ ßćüóčìí îĆÖüĉßćÖćø
ĒúąïčÙÙúÿĞćÙĆâÖĘéĊ ÖćøðøąÖćýðäĉââćÖøčÜđìóÖĘéĊ ÖćøðøąÖĂïóĉíĊíøøö÷ćêøćĒúąđüĊ÷îđìĊ÷îÖĘéĊ
ēé÷đÞóćąĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ÖćøđÝøĉâóčìíöîêŤĒúąđÝøĉâÝĉêõćüîćëüć÷óøąóøßĆ÷öÜÙúĒúąëüć÷óøąøćßÖčýú
ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö úšüîĒúšüĒêŠ
ßŠü÷đÿøĉöÿøšćÜÙüćöøĎšÙüćöđ×šćĔÝĂĆîéĊøąĀüŠćÜßčößîßćüóčìíĒúąĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìí ìĆĚÜøąéĆïßćêĉĒúą
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îćîćßćêĉ ĂĆîÝąîĞćĕðÿĎŠÖćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšĀúĆÖíøøöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćđóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤÿč××ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ ÷ĆÜđðŨîÖćøðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóčìíýćÿîć àċÜę đðŨîĂćø÷íøøöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖñŠćîÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜüĉßćÖćø
ýćÿîóĉíĊĒúąüĉëĊßčößîĕðÿĎŠđüìĊēúÖ
Öøąñö Ĕîîćö×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊóøąÝĂöđÖúšćíîïčøĊ ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßöĒúą÷ĉîéĊ
Ă÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĕéšđĀĘîóĆçîćÖćøĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîĂ÷ŠćÜêŠĂđîČęĂÜĒúą÷ĆęÜ÷Čî ĒúąĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć ÖĉÝÖøøöêŠćÜ ė
ìĊęĕéšÝĆé×ċĚîĔîēÙøÜÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú
×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ÝąßŠü÷đÿøĉöÿøšćÜÙüćöøĎšÙüćöđ×šćĔÝĔîĀúĆÖóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜ
ĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĒúąîšĂöîĞćóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖĔĀšëċÜóøšĂöéšü÷ýĊú ÿöćíĉ ðŦââć
ðøąóùêĉéĊ ðäĉïĆêĉßĂï ìĆĚÜìćÜÖć÷ üćÝć ĔÝ êúĂéÝîĕöŠđïĊ÷éđïĊ÷îàċęÜÖĆîĒúąÖĆî ĂĆîÝąîĞćĕðÿĎŠÖćø
đÿøĉöÿøšćÜÙüćöýćîêĉÿč× ĒúąÙüćöđïĉÖïćîĔÝêŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉêøćïßĆęüîĉøĆîéøŤ

(øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.ýĆÖøĉîìøŤ õĎöĉøĆêî)
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
àċÜę öĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖ ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšđĀĘîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
ĒúąđĀĘîüŠćýćÿîćóčìíđðŨîýćÿîćìĊęđÖŠćĒÖŠ ÝċÜĕéšðøąÖćýĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
Ēúąðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšøĆïÙüćöĕüšüćÜĔÝ ÝćÖßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖĔĀš ðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
ēúÖ ēé÷ìćÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĕéšöĊÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜóčìíýćÿîćĔîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ
êŠćÜėĂ÷ŠćÜêŠĂđîČęĂÜöćēé÷êúĂé
ÖøąñöĔîåćîąìĊęđðŨîóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîßćüĕì÷ÙîĀîċęÜ ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßö ÷ĉîéĊÖĆïöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
öĀćÝč ā ćúÜÖøèøćßüĉ ì ÷ćúĆ ÷ ìĊę ĕ éš øĆ ï Ùüćöĕüš ü ćÜĔÝÝćÖßćüóč ì íìĆę ü ēúÖ ĔĀš ÝĆ é Öĉ Ý ÖøøöìĊę ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â Ĕî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîĊĚ Ēúą×ĂüĉÜüĂîßćüóčìíĔîðøąđìýĕì÷ øŠüöÖĆîðäĉïĆêĉêćöóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć øŠüöÖĆîđðŨîđÝšćõćóêšĂîøĆïßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖ ìĊöę ćđ÷ČĂîðøąđìýĕì÷ ĒúąøŠüöÖĆî
ìĞćîčïĞćøčÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀšöĊÙüćö÷ĆęÜ÷ČîêúĂéĕð

ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.ëüĉú óċęÜöć
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ
ÿëćïĆîđìÙēîēú÷ĊóøąÝĂöđÖúšćđÝšćÙčèìĀćøúćéÖøąïĆÜ
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
óøąóčìíýćÿîćđÖĉé×ċĚîĔîēúÖđðŨîđüúćÖüŠć ģ,ħġġ ðŘ îĆïĒêŠðŘĒĀŠÜÖćøêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšđðŨîïøöÙøĎ ñĎšðøąÖćýĀúĆÖíøøöĂĆîđðŨîÿĆÝÝąđðŨîéčÝéüÜðøąìĊðìĊęÿŠĂÜÿüŠćÜ
ĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ĀîċęÜĔîïøøéćĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ ÙČĂĕêøÿĉÖ×ć ĀúĆÖÖćøýċÖþćđÖĊę÷üÖĆï
đøČęĂÜ ýĊú ÿöćíĉ ĒúąðŦââć ĂĆîđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂĔîÖćøóĆçîćöîčþ÷ŤđóČęĂ÷ÖøąéĆïÝĉêüĉââćèÿĎŠÙüćöđðŨî
Ăćø÷ąĒúąÿĆîêĉõćóĔîìĊęÿčé
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć àċęÜđðŨîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî ĒĀŠÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĕéšđüĊ÷îöćïøøÝïÙøïĂĊÖüćøąĀîċęÜ ĔîðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ îĊĚ ×šćóđÝšćĔîîćööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
øćßõĆäïčøĊøĆö÷Ť ĔÙøŠ×ĂÖøćïĂîčēöìîćĒúąĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊêŠĂÖčýúýøĆìíć×ĂÜÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
îćîćßćêĉđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĒúąđîČęĂÜĔîÜćîÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø
ÿöđéĘ Ý óøąÿĆ Ü Ûøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆ Ü Ûðøĉ è ć÷Ö Ēúą×ĂêĆĚ Ü Ýĉ ê Ăíĉ þ åćî×ĂĔĀš Ā úĆ Ö íøøöÙĞ ć ÿĆę Ü ÿĂî×ĂÜ
óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤÝÜÿëĉêöĆęîĔîēúÖîĊĚêøćïîĉÝîĉøĆîéøŤ

øĂÜýćÿêøÝćø÷ŤöćúĉèĊ Ýčēæðąöć
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäïčøĊøĆö÷Ť
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ÿćÿŤîĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊøćßöÜÙúÿčüøøèõĎöĉ
********************

×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉ î éĊ đ îČę Ă ÜĔîēĂÖćÿìĊę ð øąđìýĕì÷ĕéš øĆ ï đÖĊ ÷ øêĉ Ĕ Āš đ ðŨ î đÝš ć õćóéĞ ć đîĉ î Öćø
ÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉ đøČęĂÜ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć đîČĂę ÜĔî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÙøĆÜĚ ìĊę 10 ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556 ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ đîČĂę ÜĔî “ÜćîÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć 100 ðŘ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćßÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö 3 êčúćÙö 2556 (The Celebration
of the 100th Birthday Anniversary of His Holiness Somdet Phra Nyanasarmvaro the Supreme
Patriarch of Thailand 3rd October 2013) ēé÷ÖĞćĀîéÝĆéÜćî×ċîĚ øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę 21 - 22 óùþõćÙö 2556
è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø Ēúą è ÿĞćîĆÖÜćîóøąóčìíýćÿîćĒĀŠÜßćêĉ ĂĞćđõĂ
óčìíöèæú ÝĆÜĀüĆéîÙøðåö
óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆĚÜĀúć÷êŠćÜđúČęĂöĔÿĒúąýøĆìíćĔîĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćēé÷đÞóćą
óøąóčìííøøöìĊęðøćÖäĒÖŠóúđöČĂÜēúÖìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ĕéš÷ċéëČĂĒúąîĞćöćðäĉïĆêĉñŠćîÖøąïüîÖćøýċÖþćìĆĚÜìćÜ
íøøöĒúąìćÜēúÖ àċęÜÝąîĞćöćàċęÜÿĆîêĉÿč×ĒúąÿĆîêĉõćóĒÖŠÙîĔîēúÖ éĆÜîĆĚîÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
ēé÷îĞćđøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” ÝċÜđðŨîđøČęĂÜìĊęöĊÙüćö
đĀöćąÿöĂ÷ŠćÜìĊęÿčéĒúąÙćéüŠćñĎšđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčöÿĆööîć àċęÜöćÝćÖìĆęüÿćøìĉý×ĂÜēúÖ ÝąĕéšöĊēĂÖćÿ
ĒúÖđðúĊę÷îđøĊ÷îøĎšĔîÖćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšĀúĆÖíøøöĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔîÖćøÝĆéÖćøýċÖþćĒÖŠóúđöČĂÜēúÖ
đóČęĂÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéðøąē÷ßîŤÿč×ĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556 îĊĚ ÝÜðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝĒúąÖŠĂĔĀš
đÖĉéÖčýúÖøøöĂĆî÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠøŠüöÖĆîÿČïĕð

(ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷ŤÝøĉ÷ć ĀćÿĉêóćîĉßÖčú)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊøćßöÜÙúÿčüøøèõĎöĉ
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ÿćÿŤîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðŘģĦĦħ
“ÝąðúĎÖóČßêšĂÜđêøĊ÷öéĉî ÝąÖĉîêšĂÜđêøĊ÷öĂćĀćø ÝąóĆçîćÖćøêšĂÜóĆçîćìĊęðøąßćßî ÝąóĆçîć
ÙîêšĂÜóĆçîćìĊęÝĉêĔÝ ÝąóĆçîćĔÙøêšĂÜóĆçîćìĊęêĆüđøćÖŠĂî”
ÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöêšĂÜóĆçîćìĆĚÜìćÜéšćîüĆêëčĒúąóĆçîćÝĉêĔÝ×ĂÜóúđöČĂÜĔîÿĆÜÙöîĆĚîė ÙüïÙĎŠÖĆî
đöČęĂÿĆÜÙöĔéóĆçîćìĆĚÜÿĂÜÿŠüîĂ÷ŠćÜĕöŠÿöéčú đîšîóĆçîćìćÜéšćîüĆêëč öćÖÖüŠćÖćøóĆçîćÝĉêĔÝ ìĊęÙüøĔĀš
óúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜÿĆÜÙöêĆÜĚ öĆîę Ă÷ĎĔŠ îóøĀöüĉĀćøĥ ĒúąéĞćđîĉîßĊüêĉ Ă÷ĎïŠ îĀúĆÖöĆßáĉöćðäĉðìć ÷ŠĂö÷ĆÜñúĔĀšóúđöČĂÜ
êšĂÜđñßĉâÖĆïðŦâĀć ĒúąüĉÖùêĉÖćøèŤêćŠ Üė ÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÖćøđøĊ÷ÖĀćÖćøóĆçîćóúđöČĂÜìĊöę ÙĊ üćö÷ĆÜę ÷ČîĕðìĆüę ēúÖ
üĆîìĊę ģĥ đéČĂî óùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ ×ċĚî ĢĦ ÙĞęćđéČĂî ħ öćïøøÝïÙøïĂĊÖüćøąĀîċęÜ ĂĆîđðŨî
üĆîìĊęĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìøÜðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ðøĉîĉóóćî éšü÷ÙüćöêøąĀîĆÖĔîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜ
üĆîéĆÜÖúŠćü ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉÝċÜĕéšÖĞćĀîéĔĀš üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖêĆĚÜĒêŠðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĦģ
đðŨîêšîöć ëČĂđðŨîēĂÖćÿĂĆîéĊĒÖŠóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖĕéšîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜ ĒúąýċÖþćĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšøĎš ñĎšêČęîĒúąñĎšđïĉÖïćîéšü÷íøøö ìøÜêøĆÿøĎšóøąĂîčêøÿĆööćÿĆöēóíĉâćè ĀúĆÖíøøö
ìĊđę ðŨîÙüćöÝøĉÜĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåĒúąđðŨîĀúĆÖÿćÖú ìĊÿę ćöćøëîĞćöćïĎøèćÖćøÖĆïÿĆÜÙöĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜĕöŠÝćĞ ÖĆéÖćúđüúć
àċęÜĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ìĊęĕéšìøÜĒÿéÜ ÝąđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂĔîÖćø×ĆéđÖúćĒúąóĆçîćÝĉêĔÝ ìĊęđðŨîĒîüìćÜ
ĔîÖćøóĆçîćßĊüĉêĂ÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜ ĒúąîĞćĕðÿĎŠÙüćöÿč× ÿÜï ÙüćööĊđÿëĊ÷øõćó×ĂÜóúđöČĂÜĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜ
ĒìšÝøĉÜ
đðŨîđøČęĂÜìĊęîŠć÷ĉîéĊđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĀúć÷ðøąđìýìĆęüēúÖöĊÿëćïĆîìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęđ×šöĒ×ĘÜ
ēé÷đÞóćąðøąđìýĕì÷ìĊęĕéšøĆïÖćø÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšđðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćēúÖ ĒúąÿëćïĆîìćÜóøąóčìí
ýćÿîćìĆüę ēúÖÖĘöÖĊ ćøýċÖþćĀúĆÖóčìííøøö ìĆÜĚ ĔîìćÜðøĉ÷êĆ Ēĉ úąðäĉïêĆ ĉ ìĊéę ćĞ đîĉîÖćøĂ÷ŠćÜđ×šöĒ×ĘÜĒúąêŠĂđîČĂę Ü
êĆĚÜĒêŠĂéĊêÝüïÝîðŦÝÝčïĆî ìĆĚÜ÷ĆÜĕéšðøćÖäëċÜïìïćìĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖĔîåćîąđðŨîÿëćïĆîìĊęÿŠÜñúêŠĂÖćøéĞćđîĉî
ßĊüĉê óĆçîćÖć÷ óĆçîćĔÝ øüöìĆĚÜđðŨîĂĊÖĀîċęÜÿëćïĆîìĊę÷ĆÜÙüćöÿĆîêĉÿč×öćÿĎŠēúÖ éĆÜîĆĚîÿëćïĆîìćÜóøąóčìí
ýćÿîćÝċÜđðŨîêĆüĒðøÿĞćÙĆâ ìĊđę ðŨîÖúĕÖĔîÖćøóĆçîćĒúą×ĆïđÙúČĂę îÿĆÜÙöĔĀšđðŨîÿĆÜÙöÙčèõćóĂ÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜ
đîČęĂÜĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ìĊęĕéšöĊÖćøøüöêĆüÖĆî×ĂÜñĎšîĞćìćÜüĉßćÖćø
ĒúąñĎšîĞćýćÿîćìĆęüēúÖöćøŠüöðøąßčö ÖøąñöĔîîćöÿëćïĆîïĆèæĉêóĆçîïøĉĀćøýćÿêøŤ ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö
ßČîę ßö÷ĉîéĊêĂŠ ÖćøđÖĉé×ċîĚ ×ĂÜÜćîÿĞćÙĆâÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ ×ĂÙüćöïøĉïøĎ èŤĔîđïČĂĚ Üêšî ĔîìŠćöÖúćÜĒúąĔîìĊÿę éč ĒĀŠÜÖćø
ïøøúčêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤĕéšïÜĆ đÖĉéĒÖŠÖćøÝĆéÜćîĔîÙøĆÜĚ îĊÝĚ ÜìčÖðøąÖćø ĒúąĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę üŠćóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
ìĆęüēúÖ ÝĆÖĕéšßŠü÷ÖĆîÿČïÿćîóøąóčìíýćÿîćĒúąîšĂöîĞćĀúĆÖíøøööćðäĉïĆêĉđóČęĂĔĀšéĞćøÜßĊüĉêĂ÷ĎŠĔîÿĆÜÙöĕéš
Ă÷ŠćÜöĊÙüćöÿč×
ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť ÿöïĆêĉ íĞćøÜíĆâüÜýŤ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊÿëćïĆîïĆèæĉêóĆçîïøĉĀćøýćÿêøŤ
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ÿćøÝćÖĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đÝšćóøą÷ć
*************************
×Ăëüć÷ÙüćöđÙćøóĂ÷ŠćÜÿĎÜĒéŠóøąđëøćîčđëøą Ēúą×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöđÙćøóêŠĂñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí
îĆÖðøćßâŤìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ĒúąñĎšđ×šćøŠüöÿĆööîć ìčÖìŠćî
îĆïđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜÿĎÜĒúąđðŨîÙüćöõćÙõĎöĉĔÝĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîßćüĕì÷ ìčÖÙîìĊęĕéšøĆï
đÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜÿĎÜÝćÖĂÜÙŤÖćøóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ öĂïĀöć÷ĔĀšöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèŤøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
đðŨîđÝšćõćóøŠüöÖĆïÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ ĒúąÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
ÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ ĒúąÝĆéÿĆööîćüĉßćÖćøđøČęĂÜ
“ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċęÜîĂÖÝćÖÝąđðŨîÖćøÝĆéÜćîđóČęĂ
ëüć÷đðŨîóčìíïĎßćĒúšü ÷ĆÜđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿìĊę ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö đÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘĂĊÖéšü÷
ĔîēĂÖćÿĂĆîÿĞćÙĆâĒúąđðŨîýĉøĉöÜÙú÷ĉęÜîĊĚ ×šćóđÝšćóøšĂöéšü÷ÙèąñĎšïøĉĀćø ÙèćÝćø÷Ť đÝšćĀîšćìĊę
ĒúąîĆÖýċÖþćìčÖÙî ×ĂøŠüöĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊĒúąøŠüöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ
óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ ĂĆîÝąĂĞćîü÷ðøąē÷ßîŤđÖČĚĂÖĎúêŠĂóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ ĔîÖćøéĞćøÜêîĔîÿĆÜÙö
Ă÷ŠćÜÿÜïÿč×êćöĒîüìćÜüĉëĊóčìíĂ÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜ
ìšć÷ìĊęÿčéîĊĚ×šćóđÝšć×ĂĂćøćíîćÙčèóøąýøĊøĆêîêøĆ÷ ēðøéĂõĉïćú øĆÖþć ĒúąÙčšöÙøĂÜĔĀšñĎšøŠüöÜćî
đÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖìčÖìŠćî ðøąÿïĒêŠÙüćöÿč× ÿÜï ÿĆîêĉ ÿČïĕð
(éø. ÝĉîêŤ üĉõćêąÖúĆý)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đÝšćóøą÷ć
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ÿćÿŤî
ÝćÖ
øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.đóĘâóĉĕú ùìíćÙèćîîìŤ
øĆÖþćÖćøĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óć÷Ćó
**************************
×šćóđÝšć×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊđîČęĂÜĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉÙøĆĚÜìĊę 10 Ēúą×ĂîĞć
ÙĞćìĆÖìć÷ÝćÖöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óć÷Ćó ÝĆÜĀüĆéđßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ öć÷ĆÜñĎšđ×šćøŠüöÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĒúąÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćø
øąéĆïîćîćßćêĉ Üćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556 đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜ
óøąóčìíýćÿîć”
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óć÷ĆóđðŨîÿëćïĆîĔîÿĆÜÖĆéÿõćÙøĉÿêÝĆÖøĔîðøąđìýĕì÷ ÝċÜđðŨîēĂÖćÿéĊìÝĊę ąøŠüöđÿüîć
ĔîĀĆü×šĂéĆÜÖúŠćü×šćÜêšîÝćÖöčööĂÜ×ĂÜÙøĉÿêŤýćÿîć đßŠîđéĊ÷üÖĆïóčìíýćÿîć ÙøĉÿêŤýćÿîćđĀĘîüŠćÖćøìĊę
ïčÙÙúĀîċÜę ĕéšøïĆ ÖćøòřÖòîìĆÖþąĔîÖćøðøąÖĂïĂćßĊóđìŠćîĆîĚ ĕöŠđóĊ÷ÜóĂ ÝĞćđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊÝę ąêšĂÜöĊÖćøýċÖþć
ĔîøąéĆïìĊęÿĎÜ×ċĚîìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆïÿõćüą×ĂÜöîčþ÷ŤĔîìčÖėéšćî ìĆĚÜÖćøéĞćøÜĂ÷ĎŠ×ĂÜöîčþ÷Ť ĒúąÖćøéĞćøÜĂ÷ĎŠ
øŠüöÖĆïÿĉęÜĂČęîė
ĒÖŠîĒìš×ĂÜöčööĂÜìĊęđðŨîĂÜÙŤøüöîĊĚđðŨîÖćøöĂÜĔîĒÜŠ×ĂÜýćÿîć éĆÜîĆĚî ĂÜÙŤÖøìćÜÖćøýċÖþć
ĕöŠđóĊ÷ÜĒêŠöĊÙüćöøĆïñĉéßĂïĔîÖćøđøĊ÷îøĎšÝćÖĂÜÙŤÖøìćÜýćÿîćđìŠćîĆĚî ĒêŠÙüøöĊÿŠüîĔîÖćøóĆçîćñĎšîĞć
ìćÜýćÿîć ĒúąÖćøóĆçîćÙüćöđ×šćĔÝéšćîýćÿîýćÿêøŤĔîïøĉïìðŦÝÝčïĆîéšü÷ éĆÜîĆĚî ÖćøýċÖþćÿĞćĀøĆï
ñĎšÙîĔîðŦÝÝčïĆîÙüøđøĊ÷îøĎšÝćÖĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜýćÿîćĀúĆÖêŠćÜė ĒúąÿŠÜđÿøĉöĔĀšöĊÙüćöđÙćøóĔîðŦââć
ĒúąýĆÖéĉĝýøĊ×ĂÜýćÿîćìĊęĀúćÖĀúć÷
ìŠćöÖúćÜÿĆÜÙöðŦÝÝčïîĆ ìĊđę êĘöĕðéšü÷ÖćøĒïŠÜĒ÷ÖìćÜýćÿîć ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ öĊÙüćöĕöŠĕüšüćÜĔÝ ÖćøĕöŠ÷ĂöøĆï
ĒúąÖćøÖúŠćüēìþÖĆîĒúąÖĆîöćÖ×ċĚî đøćêšĂÜÖćøöčööĂÜìĊęđðŨîĂÜÙŤøüöđßŠîîĊĚ éšü÷đĀêčîĊĚöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óć÷Ćó
ÝċÜöĊÙüćö÷ĉîéĊìÝĊę ąøŠüöÖĆïìŠćîĔîÖćøÿîĆïÿîčîÖćøýċÖþćìĊÙę øïëšüîÿöïĎøèŤĒúąđðŨîĂÜÙŤøüöÿĞćĀøĆïóúđöČĂÜ
ēúÖ
éšü÷ÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊÝćÖïčÙúćÖøßćüÙøĉÿêŤ óčìí ĒúąĂĉÿúćö ×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óć÷Ćó
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ÿćÿŤîÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ
ÖćøýċÖþćìĞćĔĀšÙîöĊÙüćöøĎš ßŠü÷ĔĀšđÖĉéÖćøóĆçîćêîđĂÜ óøšĂöìĆĚÜöĊÝĉêÿĞćîċÖĔîÙüćöøĆïñĉéßĂï
ÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜìĊęéĊ ÿćöćøëðøĆïêĆüĔîÖćøøĆïøĎšĒúąđøĊ÷îøĎšđìÙēîēú÷ĊĔĀöŠė øüöëċÜÖćøîĞćÙüćöøĎšìĊęöĊĂ÷ĎŠđéĉö
öćðøĆïđðúĊę÷îĔĀšđÖĉéðøąÿĉìíĉõćó ĒúąÿĂéÙúšĂÜÖĆïđĀêčÖćøèŤðŦÝÝčïĆî àċęÜìčÖÙîÿćöćøëđøĊ÷îøĎšĕéšéšü÷
ýĆÖ÷õćó×ĂÜêîđĂÜ ìĆÜĚ îĊÖĚ ćøýċÖþć÷ĆÜÿĂîĔĀšÙîĕöŠúöČ ÙüćöđðŨîêĆüêîĒĀŠÜßćêĉÖćĞ đîĉé đßŠîĔîđøČĂę Ü×ĂÜõćþć
ýĉúðüĆçîíøøö ×îïíøøöđîĊ÷öðøąđóèĊĂĆîđðŨîđĂÖúĆÖþèŤ×ĂÜßćêĉóĆîíŤìĊęêšĂÜĂîčøĆÖþŤĒúąøĆÖþćĕüš
éĆÜîĆîĚ ĀúĆÖÿĎêøĔîÖćøÝĆéÖćøđøĊ÷îÖćøÿĂî ìĊÝę ąóĆçîćđéĘÖĔĀšđðŨîóúđöČĂÜìĊéę ĕĊ éš ÙøĎÙüøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
ÖćøđøĊ÷îÖćøÿĂîĔĀšđéĘÖöĊÖćøóĆçîćĔîéšćîÿöĂÜ øĎÝš ÖĆ ÙĉéĂ÷ŠćÜđðŨîøąïï öĊýÖĆ ÷õćóĔîüĉßćßĊó đÖĉéÖćøđøĊ÷î
øĎĒš úąøĆïøĎš ÷ĂöøĆïĔîÙüćöĒêÖêŠćÜ×ĂÜÿĆÜÙöìĊđę ÖĉéÝćÖüĆçîíøøö ×îïíøøöđîĊ÷öðøąđóèĊĒúąÿĉÜę ĒüéúšĂö
×ĂÜÙîĔîßćêĉîîĆĚ ė ĒúšüĒúÖđðúĊ÷ę îđøĊ÷îøĎš ÖĘÝąìĞćĔĀšđÖĉéĂÜÙŤÙüćöøĎĔš ĀöŠė×ċîĚ ÞąîĆîĚ ÙøĎêĂš ÜÿĂîĔĀšđéĘÖÙĉéđðŨî
ìĞćđðŨî üĉđÙøćąĀŤ ÿĆÜđÙøćąĀŤðŦâĀćĕéš öĊÙüćöÙĉéÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤ öĊìĆÖþą úĆÖþèąÙüćöđðŨîñĎšîĞć ðøĆïêĆüđ×šćÖĆï
ÿëćîÖćøèŤĕéšéĊ ĒúąÿĉÜę ÿĞćÙĆâÙČĂÝąêšĂÜđðŨîñĎöš ÙĊ è
č íøøö Ýøĉ÷íøøö öĊÝêĉ ÿćíćøèąßŠü÷đĀúČĂđóČĂę îöîčþ÷ŤĔî
ēúÖéšü÷ÖĆî
éšü÷đĀêčðøąÖćøìĆÜĚ ðüÜ ÝąđĀĘîüŠćÖćøýċÖþćđðŨîÿĉÜę ÿĞćÙĆâ ÙøĎêĂš ÜđðŨîñĎïš øĎ èćÖćøÖćøđøĊ÷îÖćøÿĂî
ĔĀšĕéšìĆĚÜýćÿêøŤĒúąýĉúðş ÿĂîĔĀšđéĘÖöĊÙüćöøĎšìćÜüĉßćÖćø üĉßćßĊó öĊìĆÖþąßĊüĉêìĊęÿćöćøëéĞćøÜêîĂ÷ŠćÜ
óĂđóĊ÷ÜĒúąđĀîČĂĂČęîĔéêšĂÜ öĊÙčèíøøö Ýøĉ÷íøøö öĊÝĉêĔÝ ēĂïĂšĂöĂćøĊ öĊĀĆüĔÝìĊęöĊíøøöą ßŠü÷đĀúČĂÖĆî
Ĕî÷ćöìĊēę úÖëċÜüĉÖùêÖćøèŤ óøšĂöìĆÜĚ ÿĂîĔĀšöÝĊ êĉ ĔêšÿćĞ îċÖĔîÙüćöøĆïñĉéßĂïøŠüöÖĆî éšü÷đöêêćíøøöÙĞćĚ Ýčî
ēúÖ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĒúąîĊĚÙČĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”

ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.ïĆÜĂø đïĘâÝćíĊÖčú
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÖøčÜđìóíîïčøĊ
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ÿćÿŤîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîìĊęöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ đîČęĂÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷ üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ
êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć ÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜÖĆïüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ÙČĂÖćøìĊóę øąóčìíĂÜÙŤ
ìøÜðøąÖćýÙüćöđðŨîñĎšîĞćìĊęđøĊ÷ÖüŠć ýćÿéć×ĂÜßćüēúÖ đðŨîñĎšðøąéĉþåćîóøąóčìíýćÿîć đðŨîñĎšìĞćĔĀš
óøąóčìíýćÿîćđÖĉé×ċîĚ đøćßćüóčìíÝċÜđøĊ÷ÖóøąĂÜÙŤüćŠ “óøąïøöýćÿéć” óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜđĀĘîüŠć ðŦâĀć
×ĂÜēúÖđÖĉéÝćÖðŦâĀć×ĂÜðŦÝđÝÖïčÙÙúìĊÖę ćĞ ĀîéìĉýìćÜĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüêĉ Ă÷ŠćÜĕøšđðŜćĀöć÷ ĒúąĕöŠëÖĎ êšĂÜ
ÝċÜĕéšðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøìĊÿę ćĞ ÙĆâĔîÖćøĒÖšðâ
Ŧ Āć×ĂÜïčÙÙúêćöĀúĆÖĂøĉ÷ÿĆÝÿĊę ðøąÖĂïéšü÷ ìčÖ×Ť ÿöčì÷Ć îĉēøí
öøøÙ ÙČĂđøĉöę ÝćÖÖćøđ×šćĔÝÿõćóðŦâĀćĂ÷ŠćÜëŠĂÜĒìš đóČĂę îĞćĕðÿĎÖŠ ćøÙšîĀćÿćđĀêčĀøČĂðŦÝÝĆ÷ìĊĒę ìšÝøĉÜìĊìę ćĞ ĔĀš
đÖĉéðŦâĀć ēé÷öĊÙüćöđßČĂę öĆîę üŠćðŦâĀćêŠćÜė ÿćöćøëĒÖšĕéšēé÷Ĕßšðâ
Ŧ âć ĂĆîđÖĉéÝćÖÖćøýċÖþćĒîüìćÜÖćø
ĒÖšðŦâĀćĂ÷ŠćÜđðŨîøąïïÙøïüÜÝø
đöČęĂÙšîóïĒîüìćÜĔîÖćøĒÖšðŦâĀćĂ÷ŠćÜëĎÖêšĂÜĒúšü óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĕéšĔßšßĊüĉêìĆĚÜßĊüĉê đóČęĂĒÖšðŦâĀć
×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ĒöšÝąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîóĉ óćîĒúšü ÖĘ÷ÜĆ ìøÜĀŠüÜĔ÷ ĕéšüćÜĀúĆÖÖćøìĊđę øĊ÷ÖüŠć “óøąíøøö
üĉîĆ÷” ĕüšĔĀšđðŨîÿöïĆêĉ×ĂÜßćüēúÖÿĞćĀøĆïĒÖšðŦâĀćêŠĂĕð ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉÝċÜĕéšóĉÝćøèćđĀĘîüŠć
ĒîüìćÜĒÖšðŦâĀć×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćđðŨîĒîüìćÜĒÖšðŦâĀćìĊęéĊìĊęÿčé ēé÷đîšîÿĆîêĉĒúąÖćø÷ĂöøĆïàċęÜÖĆî
ĒúąÖĆî ÝċÜĕéšðøąÖćýøĆïøĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĔĀšđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ îĂÖÝćÖîĊĚñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ
÷ĆÜúÜÞĆîìćöêĉĔĀšðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćēúÖ ÷ĆÜÙüćöõćÙõĎöĔĉ ÝöćÿĎÙŠ îĕì÷ ēé÷đÞóćą
óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĂ÷ŠćÜìĆęüĀîšć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćÝċÜöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĔîĒÜŠ×ĂÜÖćøđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜđêČĂîĔÝĔĀšđøćîĞćĀúĆÖóøąóčìíýćÿîć×ċĚîöć
ðøąóùêĉðäĉïĆêĉ đøĉęöéšü÷ÖćøđêČĂîĔÝĔĀšđøćĕöŠúČöìĊęÝąöĂÜÙüćöĀöć÷üŠćóøąóčìíýćÿîćÙČĂĂąĕø đóČęĂđðŨî
ēĂÖćÿÿĞćĀøĆïÖćøìĞćÙüćöéĊÜćöêŠćÜė øüöëċÜÖćøøąúċÖ ìïìüîÙüćöĀöć÷ êøüÝÿĂïÙüćöđ×šćĔÝ
Ēúą×üî×üć÷ýċÖþćóøąóčìíýćÿîć éšü÷ÖćøÿøšćÜÙüćöøĎšÙüćöđ×šćĔÝ ĒúąßüîÖĆîðøąóùêĉðäĉïĆêĉ ĂĆîÝą
đðŨîñúéĊêŠĂêîđĂÜ êŠĂñĎšĂČęî ĒúąêŠĂÿĆÜÙöÿŠüîøüö
đîČĂę ÜĔîēĂÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć àċÜę đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ îĊĚ ñöĔîîćöĂíĉÖćøïéĊ
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäïšćîÿöđéĘÝđÝšćóøą÷ć ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČîę ßö÷ĉîéĊĒúąĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę üŠć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
ßćüĕì÷ìčÖÙî ÝąĕéšßŠü÷ÖĆîøĆÖþćõćóúĆÖþèŤ×ĂÜðøąđìýĕì÷ ĔĀšÙÜÙüćöđðŨîñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíēúÖ éšü÷Öćø
ðøąóùêĉéĊ ðäĉïĆêĉßĂï êćöĀúĆÖóøąíøøö ÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĒúąđðŨîÖćø
éĞćđîĉîêćöøĂ÷đïČĂĚ Üóøą÷čÙÙúïćì×ĂÜóøąïćìÿöđéĘÝóøąđÝšćĂ÷ĎĀŠ üĆ ĔîåćîąìĊóę øąĂÜÙŤìøÜđðŨîóčìíöćöÖą
×ĂÜðüÜßîßćüĕì÷êúĂéĕð
(øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.óúÿĉìíĉĝ ĀîĎßĎßĆ÷)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäïšćîÿöđéĘÝđÝšćóøą÷ć
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ÿćÿŤî
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäÿüîéčÿĉê
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć
îćîćßćêĉ ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĕéšÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ
ģĦĦħ đøČĂę Ü ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö
óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ đóČęĂÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćüĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ óč ì íýćÿîĉ Ö ßîìĆę ü ēúÖĔĀš Ù üćöÿĞ ć ÙĆ â óøš Ă öÖĆ î ïĎ ß ć
ĒúąîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĊęìøÜÿĆęÜÿĂîöüúöîčþ÷ŤöĊÙüćöøĆÖ öĊÙüćöđöêêć
ĒúąöĊ×ĆîêĉêŠĂÖĆî ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖêćöĒîüóčìíýćÿîćîĆĚî ÷ŠĂöêšĂÜöĊöčööĂÜìĊęÖüšćÜĕÖú
ĔßšĀúĆÖ×ĂÜđĀêčñúĔîÖćøêĆéÿĉîĔÝÖøąìĞćĀøČĂĕöŠÖøąìĞćÿĉęÜĔéÿĉęÜĀîċęÜìĊęĂćÝÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéĂĆîêøć÷êŠĂñĎšĂČęî
ÖćøĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĔîÿĆÜÙöđéĊ÷üÖĆîéšü÷ÙüćöÿćöĆÙÙĊ öĊÙüćöøĆÖ ÙüćöđĂČĚĂĂćìø ĒúąøĆïøĎšĒúÖđðúĊę÷îÙüćöøĎšÿċÖ
ìĊęéĊêŠĂÖĆî ÷ŠĂöđðŨîÿĉęÜðøćøëîćÿĎÜÿčé×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ŤđÞÖđßŠîđéĊ÷üÖĆî
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäÿüîéčÿĉêöĊÙüćöøĎšÿċÖ÷ĉîéĊĒúąđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĕéšöĊÿŠüîøŠüöĔîÖĉÝÖøøöÿĞćÙĆâ
ÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ éšü÷ðøćøëîćÿøšćÜÙčèÙŠćÙüćöÿöïĎøèŤĒĀŠÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćđóČĂę ÖŠĂđÖĉéÙüćöđÝøĉâøčÜŠ đøČĂÜÜĂÖÜćö÷ĉÜę
ĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ŤÿČïĕð

øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø. ýĉēøÝîŤ ñúóĆîíĉî
øĆÖþćøćßÖćøĒìî
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäÿüîéčÿĉê
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ÿćÿŤî
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ĀćéĔĀâŠ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉÜę ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆüę ēúÖ éšü÷êøÜÖĆïüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîđÖĉéđĀêčÖćøèŤÿćĞ ÙĆâ
ìĊęÿčéĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîć ģ đĀêčÖćøèŤ ÙČĂ đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜ
ĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ēé÷ìĆĚÜ Ĥ đĀêčÖćøèŤđÖĉéêøÜÖĆïüĆî×ċĚî ĢĦ ÙĞęć đéČĂî ħ ĀøČĂĔîüĆîđóĘâĒĀŠÜ
đéČĂîüĉÿć×öćÿ ×ćüóčìíÝċÜĕéšëĂČ đĂćüĆîìĊøę üöđĀêčÖćøèŤĂîĆ îŠćĂĆýÝøø÷ŤîĊĚ đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
óč ì íýćÿîĉ Ö ßîìĆę ü ēúÖ÷Ö÷Š Ă ÜĔĀš “üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć” đðŨ î üĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ÿćÖú ÖúŠ ć üÙČ Ă đðŨ î
“üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ” êćööêĉ×ĂÜÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ üŠćÖćøðøąÖćý÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆî
ÿĞćÙĆâüĆîĀîċęÜ×ĂÜēúÖ ëČĂđðŨîēĂÖćÿĂĆîéĊìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìčÖîĉÖć÷ ÝąĕéšóøšĂöĔÝÖĆîÝĆéóĉíĊóčìíïĎßć×ċĚîĔî
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâîĊĚóøšĂöÖĆîìĆęüēúÖ đóČęĂđðŨîÖćøëüć÷ÿĆÖÖćøąøĞćúċÖëċÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšìøÜđðŨî
öĀćïčøčþ ìĊęĕéšĔĀšÙüćöđöêêćĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷ĔîēúÖ
ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊÙę èąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćø
ÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ĕéšöĊÝĉêýøĆìíćìĊęÝąÿČïÿćîóøąóčìíýćÿîć éšü÷ÖćøÝĆéÜćî
đÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ĀćéĔĀâŠ øĎšÿċÖ÷ĉîéĊđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ
ìĊę Ý ąĕéš ø Š ü öëüć÷ÿĆ Ö ÖćøąïĎ ß ćĒéŠ Ă ÜÙŤ ÿ öđéĘ Ý óøąÿĆ ö öćÿĆ ö óč ì íđÝš ć đóČę Ă øŠ ü öÖĆ î ìĞ ć îč ïĞ ć øč Ü ÿČ ï ÿćî
óøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀšéćĞ øÜĂ÷ĎÿŠ ïČ ĕð ÝċÜĕéšÿÜŠ ÿćÿŤîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđóČĂę öøŠüöĂîčēöìîć ìĊìę Öč òść÷ ìčÖìŠćîĕéšøüŠ öÖĆî
ðøąÖĂïÖĉÝóĉíĂĊ îĆ đðŨîóĉđýþ ĒúąđóČĂę đðŨîÖćøîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąÖøčèćÙčè óøąðŦââćÙčè Ēúąóøąüĉÿìč íĉÙè
č
×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšđðøĊ÷ïðøąéčÝéšüÜðøąìĊðìĊęĔĀšĒÿÜÿüŠćÜĒĀÜíøøöĒÖŠēúÖ è ēĂÖćÿ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĂĆîđðŨîöĀćöĉęÜöÜÙúîĊĚ
(éø.üĉìüĆÿ éĉþ÷ąýøĉî ÿĆê÷ćøĆÖþŤ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉìć÷ćúĆ÷ĀćéĔĀâŠ
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ÿćøĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊøćßöÜÙúÖøčÜđìó
éø.ÿćíĉê óčìíßĆ÷÷ÜÙŤ
***********************************************************************************************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜüĆîĀîċęÜìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĒúąøŠüöĔÝÖĆî
ÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĂĆîđðŨîöÜÙúêŠćÜė đóČęĂøĞćúċÖëċÜüĆîìĊęóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĕéšðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîí
ðøĉîĉóóćî ĒúąĔîēĂÖćÿĂĆîđðŨîöÜÙúîĊĚ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ
(IABU) ĒúąÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć (ICDV) ĕéšöĊöêĉÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
ĒúąÖćøÿĆööîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìí
ýćÿîć” ×ċîĚ øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ ëċÜ ģģ óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ è ýĎî÷ŤÖćøðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ĔîåćîąìĊöę Āćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊøćßöÜÙúÖøčÜđìó đðŨîöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷×ĂÜøĆåĒĀŠÜĀîċÜę ìĊöę îĊ ÖĆ ýċÖþć
îĆïëČĂýćÿîćóčìíĂ÷ĎŠÖüŠćøšĂ÷úą Īġ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷×ĂøŠüöêšĂîøĆïñĎšîĞćìćÜýćÿîć ĒúąñĎšîĞćìćÜüĉßćÖćø
ìĆęüēúÖéšü÷Ùüćö÷ĉîéĊ÷ĉęÜ ÖćøÝĆéÜćîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚëČĂđðŨîēĂÖćÿĂĆîéĊìĊęÝąÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöøŠüööČĂøąĀüŠćÜÖĆî×ĂÜ
óčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ĒúąĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ àċęÜÝąĕéšøŠüöÖĆîÿøšćÜìćÜđúČĂÖĔîÖćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšóøąóčìííøøö
ĔîÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöĒúąđýøþåÖĉÝ ĒúąÝąĕéšøüŠ öÖĆîðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć àċÜę đðŨîĂćø÷íøøö
ÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖñŠćîÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜüĉßćÖćø ýćÿîóĉíĊ ĒúąüĉëĊßĊüĉêßčößîĕðÿĎŠđüìĊēúÖ
ĂîċÜę ÖćøÝĆéÜćîÙøĆÜĚ îĊ÷Ě ÜĆ đðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜÖćøđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷č üĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ĂĊÖéšü÷ ĔîåćîąÿĆÜÙößćüóčìíÿĆÜÙö
ĀîċÜę öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷×ĂøŠüöĂîčēöìîćïčâ øŠüöÿŠÜĒøÜïčâ ĒøÜĔÝ ĔĀšÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö ìøÜöĊóøąóúćîćöĆ÷Ē×ĘÜĒøÜ ĒúąìøÜđðŨîýĎî÷ŤøüöÝĉêĔÝ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîĒĀŠÜøćß
ĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷êøćïîćîđìŠćîćî
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìí đóøćąđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ßćüóčìíÝĞćđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęêšĂÜîšĂöîĞćĀúĆÖóøąíøøö
ÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤöćðäĉïĆêĉ ēé÷đÞóćąĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜÙČĂÖćøéĞćđîĉîêćöĂøĉ÷öøøÙöĊĂÜÙŤ ĩ àċęÜđðŨî
ĂÜÙŤíøøöìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćêøĆÿüŠćđðŨî×šĂðäĉïĆêĉĀøČĂìćÜđóČęĂîĞćĕðÿĎŠÙüćöéĆïìčÖ×Ť Ăøĉ÷öøøÙ
öĊĂÜÙŤ ĩ ĕéšĒÖŠÙüćöđĀĘîßĂï (ÿĆööćìĉäåĉ) ÙüćöéĞćøĉßĂï (ÿĆööćÿĆÜÖĆððą) ÖćøđÝøÝćßĂï (ÿĆööćüćÝć)
ÖćøÖøąìĞćßĂï (ÿĆööćÖĆööĆîêą) ÖćøđúĊĚ÷ÜßĊóßĂï (ÿĆööćĂćßĊüą) Ùüćöó÷ć÷ćößĂï (ÿĆööćüć÷ćöą)
ÙüćöøąúċÖßĂï (ÿĆööćÿêĉ) ĒúąÖćøêĆĚÜÝĉêöĆęîßĂï (ÿĆööćÿöćíĉ) Ăøĉ÷öøøÙöĊĂÜÙŤ ĩ đðŨîĀúĆÖíøøöÿĞćÙĆâ
ìĊęÿćöćøëóĆçîćÙîĔĀšđðŨîöîčþ÷ŤìĊęÿöïĎøèŤ
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć àċęÜđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đÖøĉÖ
×ĂîšĂöøąúċÖëċÜóøąðŦââćíĉÙčè óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè ĒúąóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć

îćÜÿćüèõĆìø öĆÜÙúąóùÖþŤ
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ģĦĦħ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć đîČęĂÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×ĆîíŤðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć àċęÜđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâêŠĂóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
ìĆęüēúÖ ēé÷đÞóćąĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂîĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîćîĆĚî ßŠü÷ĔĀšñĎšðäĉïĆêĉêćöéĞćøÜßĊüĉêĂ÷ĎŠéšü÷ÙüćööĊÿêĉ
ĒúąĕöŠðøąöćìĂĆîÝąîĞćöćàċęÜÙüćöÿč×ÿÜï
ĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĕéšĒÿéÜĔĀšđĀĘîëċÜÙüćööčŠÜöĆęî ýøĆìíć ĒúąÙüćö
øŠüööČĂ×ĂÜßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ àċęÜøŠüöĔÝÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöàċęÜÝąđðŨîÖćøðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
ĂĊÖìĆĚÜ÷ĆÜđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ àċęÜìøÜéĞćøÜêĞćĒĀîŠÜ ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß÷ćüîćîìĊęÿčé
ÝċÜ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊêŠĂÖčýúÝĉêĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ Ēúą×ĂĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöÝÜÿĞćđøĘÝúčúŠüÜ
éšü÷éĊđðŨîĒÿÜÿüŠćÜîĞćìćÜĒĀŠÜðŦââćĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉêúĂéĕð
(øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.đÿćüèĊ÷Ť ĕì÷øčŠÜēøÝîŤ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć ĕéš đüĊ ÷ îöćëċ Ü ĂĊ Ö üćøąĀîċę Ü ĂĆ î đðŨ î üĆ î ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ìćÜóøąóč ì íýćÿîć ĒúąđðŨ î
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ đóøćąđðŨîüĆîìĊøę ąúċÖëċÜüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîóĉ óćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšđðŨîöĀćïčøčþ đðŨîÙøĎñĎšÿĂî×ĂÜđìüéćĒúąöîčþ÷ŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷
ĔîðŘîĊĚðøąđìýĕì÷îĞćēé÷öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĊöêĉÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċęÜöĊÙüćö
îŠćÿîĔÝĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜđîČęĂÜÝćÖóøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨîýćÿîćĒĀŠÜÖćøýċÖþć ÖćøðäĉïĆêĉêćöĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî
ñĎšýċÖþćĒúąðäĉïĆêĉóċÜÝąđĀĘîñúĕéšéšü÷êîđĂÜđöČęĂýċÖþć ĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêćö
ÖćøýċÖþć ĔîìĊęîĊĚöĉĕéšĀöć÷ëċÜÖćøýċÖþćđóČęĂĀúčéóšîÝćÖÖĉđúÿđìŠćîĆĚî ĒêŠ÷ĆÜĀöć÷ëċÜÖćøđøĊ÷îøĎš
ìĊęÝąĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÿĆîêĉÿč×ìĆĚÜĔîåćîąóúđöČĂÜĕì÷ ĒúąóúđöČĂÜēúÖ
ÖćøÝĆéÜćîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ îĂÖÝćÖđðŨîÖćøîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜýćÿéćĂÜÙŤđĂÖĒúšü ÷ĆÜđóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ
đÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂï
óøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ĔîüĆîìĊę Ĥ êčúćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ
×ĂïćøöĊÙè
č óøąýøĊøêĆ îêøĆ÷ ĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšñøšĎ üŠ öÜćî ĒúąóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆÜĚ Āúć÷đÝøĉâéšü÷ÿč×ÿüĆÿéĉĝ
ÿëćóøđìĂâ

øý.ìĆýîĊ÷Ť ýĉøĉüøøè
øĆÖþćÖćøĂíĉÖćøïéĊ

öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãóĉïĎúÿÜÙøćö
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ÿćÿŤîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäßĆ÷õĎöĉ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî àċęÜìøćïÖĆîéĊüŠć
đðŨîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎĒš úąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîðøĉîóĉ óćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆüę ēúÖ
êŠćÜĒÿéÜÖćøïĎßćđðŨîóĉđýþđóČęĂøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąÙčè×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąýćÿéć ìĊęêøĆÿøĎšëċÜÿĆÝÝíøøöĕéšđðŨîðøąìĊð
ÿŠĂÜìćÜĒĀŠÜÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷Ťßćêĉ
ÖćøìĊęĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšÖĞćĀîéĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÝċÜĒÿéÜëċÜ
ÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâêŠĂóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ đóøćąĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂîĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨîĕðĂ÷ŠćÜÿćÖú
ēé÷ĕöŠĒïŠÜĒ÷ÖđñŠćóĆîíčŤ đßČĂĚ ßćêĉ Ēúąýćÿîć öĊÙüćöìĆîÿöĆ÷Ă÷ĎđŠ ÿöĂ ÿćöćøëîĞćĕððøą÷čÖêŤĔßšĔîÖćøóĆçîć
ÿĆÜÙööîčþ÷ŤĕéšđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜéĊ
éĆÜîĆĚî ÖćøÝĆéÜćîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿćÖúÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ÝċÜđðŨî
ÖćøĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćööčŠÜöĆęîĒúąýøĆìíć×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĊęöĊêŠĂĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ìĊęìøÜöĊ
óøąÙčèĎðÖćøêŠĂßćüēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜĀćìĊęÿčéöĉĕéš Ēúą÷ĆÜđðŨîÿĉęÜĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćööĊÿĆîêĉÿč×êćöĒîüìćÜĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî
×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ ĔîēĂÖćÿîĊĚ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊêŠĂÖčýúýøĆìíćĒúąÖčýúÝĉêĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
ĒúąĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć ÝąđðŨîðøąìĊðÿŠĂÜÿüŠćÜĒĀŠÜðŦââćĔĀšÖüšćÜĕÖúĔîìčÖìĉýćîčìĉýêúĂéĕð

(ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷ŤóÜýóĆçîŤ öîĒóüÜýćîîìŤ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäßĆ÷õĎöĉ
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ÿćÿŤî
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷øćßöÜÙúêąüĆîĂĂÖ
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîìĊęóøąÿÜÛŤ Ģ,ģĦġ øĎð öćðøąßčöóøšĂöÖĆî üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĕéšëČĂÖĞćđîĉé×ċĚî
óøšĂöÖĆïÖćøøüöêĆü×ĂÜÿćöĂÜÙŤðøąÖĂïÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÙČĂ óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤñĎšìøÜĔĀšÖĞćđîĉé
óøąóčìíýćÿîć óøąíøøöÙĞćÿĆęÜÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ ĒúąóøąÿÜÛŤ ñĎšÿČïìĂéóčìíýćÿîć Ĕî×èąđéĊ÷üÖĆî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĕéšóÿĉ ÝĎ îŤÙüćöđÝøĉâøčÜŠ đøČĂÜ ÙüćöýøĆìíć ĒúąÖćøđñ÷ĒóøŠĂ÷ŠćÜøüéđøĘü×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćéšü÷
üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćēúÖđðŨ î ÖćøøüöêĆ ü ÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ĂĊ Ö ÙøĆĚ Ü ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤ ð øąÖĂïÿĞ ć ÙĆ â ×ĂÜóøąóč ì íýćÿîć
ðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšøĆïđÖĊ÷øêĉĔĀšđðŨîđÝšćõćóÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĔîåćîąìĊęđðŨîðøąđìýìĊęóčìíýćÿîćĕéšøĆï
ÙüćöýøĆìíćöćÖÖüŠćýćÿîćĔé ė ÖćøĕéšøĆïđÖĊ÷øêĉ÷ĆÜĒÿéÜĔĀšđĀĘîüŠćðøąđìýĕì÷öĊÙüćöóøšĂöìĆĚÜđýøþåÖĉÝ
ÖćøđöČĂÜ ĒúąÿĆÜÙö ÝċÜëČĂĕéšüŠćđðŨîÙüćöõćÙõĎöĉĔÝ×ĂÜßćüóčìíìčÖÙîĔîðøąđìýĕì÷ ĒúąëČĂđðŨîÖćø
øüöêĆüĂĊÖÙøĆĚÜ×ĂÜóøąÿÜÛŤìĆĚÜēúÖ ìĊęëČĂđðŨîêĆüĒìî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ ĒúąóøąÿÜÛŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷đĀúŠćîĆĚîÝą÷ĆÜ
ÿČïìĂéýćÿîćóčìíĔĀšĂ÷ĎŠÙĎŠēúÖêŠĂĕð
ìĊÿę ćĞ ÙĆâìĊÿę éč üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÖćøéĞćøÜßĊüêĉ ìĊ÷ę éċ öĆîę ìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜĕöŠöćÖ
ĒúąĕöŠîšĂ÷đÖĉîĕð ēé÷öđðŜćĀöć÷ÙČĂÙüćöÿÜïÿč××ĂÜñĎš÷ċéöĆę ĂĆîÝąÿŠÜñúĕðÿĎŠÙüćöÿÜïÿč××ĂÜßćüóčìí
ĒúąÙüćöÿÜïÿč××ĂÜßćüēúÖìĊęîĆïëČĂýćÿîćĂČęîìčÖÙî
(ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.ÿĉî óĆîíčŤóĉîĉÝ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷øćßöÜÙúêąüĆîĂĂÖ
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556
éø.óøßĆ÷ öÜÙúüîĉß
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÿ÷ćö
ĔîüēøÖćÿÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć 100 ðŘ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö
3 êčúćÙö 2556 ĒúąÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ đîČęĂÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúą
đÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîóĉ óćî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćóøąïøöýćÿéć×ĂÜēúÖ ×šćóđÝšć×ĂÿŠÜÙĞć
ĂĞćîü÷óøĒúąÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊ öć÷ĆÜÿćîčýĉþ÷Ť×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìčÖìŠćî
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜÙèćÝćø÷ŤĒúąîĆÖýċÖþć öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÿ÷ćö ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöøĎšÿċÖßČęîßö ĒúąÙüćö÷ĉîéĊ
ĒéŠöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĒúąÙüćöøŠüööČĂ×ĂÜÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć
îćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ìĊđę ðŨîđÝšćõćóÝĆéÖćøðøąßčö
îćîćßćêĉđøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēïÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
đðŜćĀöć÷ÿĎÜÿčé×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿéć ÙČĂ ÖćøéĆïìčÖ×Ť×ĂÜÿøøóÿĉÜę ìĊöę ĂĊ ÷ĎŠ ÿĆÝÝíøøößĊüĚ éĆ ðøąÖćøĀîċÜę
ÙČĂÙüćöĕöŠóÜċ óĂĔÝĔîÿĉÜę ìĊöę ĂĊ ÷ĎŠ àċÜę ÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéðŦâĀć×ċîĚ ĒêŠÿÜĆ ÙöĒúąðŦÝđÝÖ ÝċÜĀćđĀêčĒĀŠÜìčÖ×ŤĒúąĒÖšðâ
Ŧ Āć
éšü÷üĉëĊìćÜĒĀŠÜÙüćöÿÜïÿĆîêĉ đóČęĂĔĀšöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÿĆîêĉĒúąðŦÝđÝÖÿćöćøëĂ÷ĎŠĂ÷ŠćÜÿÜï
ðøćýÝćÖÙüćö×ĆéĒ÷šÜ ĀúĆÖóčìíýćÿîć÷ĆÜĕéšÿîĆïÿîčîĔĀšßŠü÷ÖĆîëĆÖìĂÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊ ÙüćöĂéìî
ĂéÖúĆĚî ĒúąĔĀšÖćø÷ĂöøĆïîĆïëČĂêŠĂÖĆîĒúąêŠĂĀöĎŠÿøøóÿĆêüŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ÿĂîĔĀšøĎšÝĆÖéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉê êćöĒîüìćÜ
ÖãĒĀŠÜýĊúíøøöēé÷úąđüšîÝćÖÖćøĒÖŠÜĒ÷ŠÜđïĊ÷éđïĊ÷îÖĆî
đîČĂę ÜÝćÖÙüćöøĎÙš üćöđ×šćĔÝĔîóčìííøøöđßČĂę öē÷ÜĔÖúšßéĉ ÖĆïìĆýîÙêĉêĂŠ óčìííøøö ßćüóčìíìĆÜĚ Āúć÷
ÝċÜÙüøĔòśĀćÙüćöøĎĒš úąìĞćÙüćöđ×šćĔÝĔîóčìííøøö øćÖåćîĒĀŠÜðŦââć ÖćøðøąßčöîćîćßćêĉîÝĊĚ ąÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉé
ÖćøĒúÖđðúĊę÷îĒúąóĉÝćøèćĂ÷ŠćÜúċÖàċĚÜêŠĂöčööĂÜ×ĂÜýćÿîćóčìíÖĆïßĊüĉêĒúąēúÖ
ÖćøðøąßčöîćîćßćêĉÙøĆÜĚ îĊđĚ ðŨîđüìĊđóČĂę ÖćøĒúÖđðúĊ÷ę îđøĊ÷îøĎĀš úĆÖýćÿîćìĆÜĚ đßĉÜìùþäĊĒúąðäĉïêĆ àĉ Üċę
đðŨîêĆüÝĆÖøÿĞćÙĆâ êŠĂÙüćöÿč×ĒúąÿĆîêĉõćó×ĂÜöîčþ÷ßćêĉ Ĕîîćö×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÿ÷ćö ÝċÜ×ĂÿîĆïÿîčî
ĒúąøŠüöÖĆïìčÖìŠćîĔîÖćøĔßšĀúĆÖíøøö×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔîÖćøÿøšćÜßčößî ðøąđìý ĒúąēúÖĔĀšöĊÙüćö
ÿÜïÿč× øŠöđ÷ĘîĒÖŠìčÖÙî ìčÖđßČĚĂßćêĉĒúąýćÿîćìĊęÝąÙÜĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆî
(éø.óøßĆ÷ öÜÙúüîĉß)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÿ÷ćö
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ÿćÿŤîÝćÖ éø.Ăćìĉê÷Ť ĂčĕøøĆêîŤ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øĆÜÿĉê
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
đøČęĂÜ “ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øĆÜÿĉê ñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßö÷ĉîéĊĒúą×ĂĂîčēöìîćĔîÖčýúđÝêîć
ìĊęÙèąÖøøöÖćøöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖú
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) øŠüöÖĆîÝĆéÜćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ ĔîĀĆü×šĂđøČęĂÜìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ
ĒúąìĆîÖĆïÖøąĒÿÖćøđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜìćÜÿĆÜÙöēúÖ÷čÙðŦÝÝčïĆî ÙČĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ:
öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” ĒúąđóČĂę đðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜÖćøđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüç
Ć îöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ìčÖüĆîîĊĚ đðŨîìĊìę øćïÖĆîéĊĂ÷ĎĒŠ úšüüŠćÖøąĒÿÖćøđðúĊ÷ę îĒðúÜìćÜđýøþåÖĉÝ ÿĆÜÙö ĒúąÿĉÜę ĒüéúšĂöēúÖ
öĊÙüćöÿúĆïàĆïàšĂîĔîÿćđĀêč ĒúąÙüćö÷ćÖêŠĂÖćøĒÖšĕ× ìĞćĔĀšöîčþ÷ßćêĉĕöŠĂćÝĀúĊÖđúĊę÷ÜÖćøøŠüö
ßąêćÖøøö ÖćøÿĞćîċÖëċÜïìïćììĊóę Üċ öĊĔîÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜìĊéę ×Ċ ĂÜēúÖ ĔîÖćøìĊÝę ąÖšćüĕðÿĎĂŠ îćÙê×šćÜĀîšćìĊę
đøĊ÷ÖÖĆîüŠć “A shared Future” øŠüöÖĆî ĒöšĒêŠĔîüÜÖćøýćÿîćÖĘĀúĊÖđúĊę÷ÜĕöŠĕéšìĊęÝąêšĂÜöĊÿŠüîøŠüö
Ĕî×ïüîÖćøĔĀšÙüćöøĎšĒúąđìýîćĂïøöóúđöČĂÜ×ĂÜēúÖ àċęÜñöđßČęĂüŠćĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ đøćÝąĕéšøĆï
ÙĞćêĂïđÖĊę÷üÖĆïöćêøÖćøÿĞćÙĆâėĒúąĒîüìćÜéĞćđîĉîÖćøĂ÷ŠćÜđðŨîøĎðíøøö
ñö×ĂĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ðøąÿóÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìÖĊę ćĞ Āîé
ĕüšìčÖðøąÖćø

éø.Ăćìĉê÷Ť ĂčĕøøĆêîŤ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øĆÜÿĉê
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ÿćÿŤîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖģĦĦħ
×ĂÜ
ĂćÝćø÷ŤðøćèĊ üÜþŤßüúĉêÖčú
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷üÜþŤßüúĉêÖčú
ðøąíćîÿöĆßßćßćüóčìíđóČęĂÙüćööĆęîÙÜ×ĂÜßćêĉðøąÝĞćÝĆÜĀüĆéîÙøøćßÿĊöć
óøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨîýćÿîćðøąÝĞćßćêĉĕì÷ đóøćąóøąóčìíýćÿîćĕéšđ×šćöćÿĎŠðøąđìýĕì÷
ĒúąĂ÷ĎŠÙĎŠÖĆïÿĆÜÙöĕì÷öćđðŨîđüúćßšćîćîîĆïĒêŠ÷čÙÖŠĂîÿčē×ìĆ÷đðŨîêšîöć ÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî óøąóčìíýćÿîć
ÖĘ÷ĆÜĕéšøĆïÖćø÷ĂöøĆïĕöŠĔßŠđÞóćąÿĆÜÙöĕì÷đìŠćîĆĚî ĒêŠÿĆÜÙöēúÖÖĘĔĀšÖćø÷ĂöøĆïüŠćóøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨî
ìĆĚÜýćÿîćĔîĒÜŠüŠćđðŨîĀúĆÖìĊęÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöýøĆìíć îšĂöîĞćĕðÿĎŠÖćøðäĉïĆêĉ ÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöÿč× ĒúąđðŨî
ìĆÜĚ ðøĆßâć đóøćąđðŨîĀúĆÖÖćøìĊÿę ĂîĔĀšĒÿüÜĀćÙüćöøĎđš óČĂę ÙüćöĀúčéóšî ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ đðŨîĀúĆÖüĉì÷ćýćÿêøŤđóøćą
ÿćöćøëóĉÿĎÝîŤ ìéúĂÜĕéš
êćöĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĕéšìøÜêøĆÿøĎšēé÷ĕéšìøÜÙšîóïÿćđĀêčĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť
Ēúą×ĆĚîêĂîÖćøéĆïìčÖ×Ť ÿĉęÜìĊęóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜÙšîóïîĊĚÙČĂĂøĉ÷ÿĆÝĥ àċęÜëČĂüŠćđðŨîĀĆüĔÝÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąóčìí
ýćÿîć Öćøđ×šćëċÜÖćøéĆïìčÖ×ŤĂĆîđðŨîÿõćüąÖćøĀúčéóšîàċęÜđøĊ÷ÖüŠćîĉóóćîîĊĚ öüúöîčþ÷Ťÿćöćøëïøøúčĕéš
óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜÿĂîüŠćîĉóóćîÙČĂÙüćöÿÜï Ùüćöđ÷ČĂÖđ÷Ęî ðøćýÝćÖ×šĂøĆéøċÜÙČĂĂüĉßßć Ùüćöēúõ
ÙüćöēÖøí ĒúąÿõćüąìĊęöĊÖĉđúÿ đðŨî×šĂøšĂ÷øĆéìĆĚÜðüÜ îĉóóćîÝċÜÖúŠćüĕéšüŠćđðŨîÖćøÿĉĚîÿčéĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť ìĊęöĊĂ÷ĎŠ
ĔîēúÖ ÖúŠćüÙČĂĕöŠöĊÙüćöđðŨîêĆüêîĀøČĂÿĉęÜøšĂ÷øĆéĔîÝĉêĔÝĀúÜđĀúČĂĂ÷ĎŠ
ĔîüēøÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖđüĊ÷îöćïøøÝïđðŨîüĆîĒĀŠÜÖćøðøąÿĎêĉ ÖćøêøĆÿøĎš ĒúąðøĉîĉóćîîĊĚ
ñĎïš øĉĀćø ÙèćÝćø÷Ť ïčÙúćÖøĒúąîĆÖýċÖþćöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷üÜþŤßüúĉêÖčú ×Ăëüć÷đðŨîóčìíïĎßćéšü÷ÖćøðäĉïêĆ ĉ
êćöĀúĆÖđïâÝýĊú Ēúą×ĂĔĀšóøąóčìíýćÿîćÿëĉê÷ŤĂ÷ĎŠÙĎŠēúÖĒúąðøąđìýĕì÷êúĂéĕð
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ÝćÖ
ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ťîć÷Ēóì÷ŤøĆßêą øĆßêąîćüĉî
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀĉéú
ĀĆü×šĂÖćøÝĆéÖćøðøąßčöüĉßćÖćøđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ ðøąÝĞćðŘ
ģĦĦħ đøČĂę Ü ”ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” ìĞćĔĀšđøćêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöĀöć÷
×ĂÜÖćøýċÖþćĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜúċÖàċÜĚ ēé÷đÞóćąÖćøýċÖþćĔîöčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćüŠć ïčÙÙúìĊĕę éšøïĆ ÖćøýċÖþćĒúšü
ÙüøđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜĕø ĒúąïčÙÙúìĊęĕéšøĆïÖćøýċÖþćĒúšüîĆĚîÝąÿćöćøëđðŨîĒïïĂ÷ŠćÜìĊęéĊĔîåćîąóúđöČĂÜēúÖ
ĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜĕø
îĆÖýċÖþć×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀĉéúÿŠüîĔĀâŠîĆïëČĂýćÿîćóčìíĒïïđëøüćì ĒúąïĆèæĉêìĊęÿĞćđøĘÝ
ÖćøýċÖþćÝćÖöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀĉéúĕéšøĆïÖćøĀúŠĂĀúĂöìĆĚÜÝćÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć
ìĊęĀ÷ĆęÜøćÖúċÖĂ÷ĎŠĔîüĆçîíøøöĒïïóøąóčìíýćÿîćđëøüćìĒúąøąïïÖćøýċÖþćđßĉÜüĉßćÖćøÿöĆ÷ĔĀöŠ
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀĉéúöčŠÜÿøšćÜïĆèæĉêìĊęöĊÙüćöđöêêćÖøčèćĒúąđĂČĚĂđôŚŪĂêŠĂñĎšĂČęî öĊÙüćöÿćöćøëìćÜüĉßćÖćø
ĒúąÖćøðøąÖĂïÿĆööćĂćßĊó đóČęĂÿøšćÜðøąē÷ßîŤÿč×ĒÖŠÿĆÜÙö
ÖćøýċÖþćìćÜüĉßćÖćøìĊęöĊÙčèõćóÿĎÜêćöĒîüóčìíýćÿîć đĀöćąÿöÿĞćĀøĆïÖćøóĆçîćîĆÖýċÖþć
ÿĞćĀøĆïēúÖ÷čÙēúÖćõĉüĆêîŤ ÖćøýċÖþćêćöĒîüìćÜ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîć îĆÖýċÖþćêšĂÜđøĊ÷îøĎšĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî
óČĚîåćîĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêîêćöĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂîîĆĚî đßŠî ÖćøĔĀšÙüćöđÙćøóêŠĂßĊüĉê ìøĆó÷Ťÿĉî ĒúąÙøĂïÙøĆü×ĂÜ
ñĎšĂČęî øĆÖþćÿĆÝÝą ĒúąöĊÝĉêĔÝñŠĂÜĔÿ ĔîĒÜŠüĉßćÖćøöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óčìíýćÿîćĒúąöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷êŠćÜė
ìĊęöĊÝĞćîüîîĆÖýċÖþćìĊęđðŨîßćüóčìíđðŨîÿŠüîöćÖ ÝĆÖêšĂÜóĆçîćöćêøåćîìćÜüĉßćÖćøÿĎŠøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉ
ĒúąîĆÖýċÖþćßćüóčìíÝĆÖêšĂÜðøĆïêĆüĔĀšđĀöćąÿöÖĆïöćêøåćîîćîćßćêĉĔîéšćîÖćøýċÖþćĒúąÖćøüĉÝĆ÷
đßĉÜïĎøèćÖćøĂ÷ŠćÜđ×šöĒ×ĘÜ
ßćüóčìíìĊęĕéšøĆïÖćøýċÖþćđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜéĊÝąÿćöćøëÝĆéÖćøÖĆïÙüćöìšćìć÷×ĂÜēúÖ÷čÙēúÖćõĉüĆêîŤĕéš
đßŠî ÖćøđÙćøóĔîÙüćöđßČęĂ×ĂÜñĎšĂČęî ÙüćöðúĂéõĆ÷ĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉê ĒúąßŠü÷đĀúČĂÿĆÜÙöĔĀšéĊ×ċĚî
Ĕî×èąđéĊ÷üÖĆîÖĘĕöŠúąđú÷üĉëĊðäĉïĆêĉĒîüóčìí
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀĉéúöĊóĆîíÖĉÝìĊęÝąÿøšćÜïĆèæĉêìĊęđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ
(ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ťîć÷Ēóì÷ŤøĆßêą øĆßêąîćüĉî)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀĉéú
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µr 
ª´ª·µ ¼µÃ¨
¦³Îµ¸ ÓÖÖ×
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ëČĂđðŨîüĆîìĊęöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ ÿĞćĀøĆïöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉēé÷đÞóćąñĎšìĊęđðŨîßćüóčìí
ìĆĚÜĀúć÷ ìĆĚÜîĊĚđóøćąüĆîéĆÜÖúŠćü đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤ
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć éšü÷üĆîéĆÜÖúŠćü ÝċÜìĞćĔĀšđÖĉéöĊðøąìĊðíøøö ÿŠĂÜĒÿÜđÝĉéÝøĆÿ đðŨîĒîüìćÜÖćøéĞćđîĉî
ßĊüĉêĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ éšü÷ĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĕéšìøÜÙšîóïĒúąðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøàċęÜđðŨîÙüćöÝøĉÜ
ĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåĀøČĂĒîüìćÜĒÖšðâ
Ŧ ĀćĂĆîîĞćđüĕî÷ÿĆêüŤĕðÿĎđŠ ðŜćĀöć÷ÙČĂÙüćöéĆïìčÖ×Ť ĀúĆÖÖćøéĆÜÖúŠćüđøĊ÷ÖüŠć
ĀúĆÖĂøĉÿĆÝ ĥ ÙČĂ ìčÖ×Ť ÿöčìĆ÷ îĉēøí ĒúąöøøÙ
Ĕîåćîąßćüĕì÷ìĊęđðŨîßćüóčìíĕéšêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ×ĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ÖĂðøÖĆïĂÜÙŤÖćø
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĕéšđúĘÜđĀĘîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜĒîüÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĊÝę ąîĞćöćàċÜę ÿĆîêĉõćóĒÖŠ
öüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ÝċÜĕéšðøąÖćýĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ îĂÖÝćÖîĆĚî ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ
ĕéšúÜÞĆîìćöêĉĔĀšðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćēúÖ ÝċÜìĞćĔĀšðøąđìýĕì÷ĕéšöĊïìïćìÿĞćÙĆâ
ĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĂĊÖìĆĚÜ đóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙö
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćóÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
(ICDV) ĕéšöĊöêĉÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ:
öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” îĆïđðŨîöĉęÜöÜÙúÿĞćĀøĆïßćüĕì÷ĒúąßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜöĀćüĉ ì ÷ćúĆ ÷ øćßõĆ ã îÙøÿüøøÙŤ ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČę î ßöĒúąÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊ ê Š Ă
ÖčýúýøĆìíćĒúąÖčýúÝĉêĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ĒúąĀüĆÜüŠć ÖĉÝÖøøöéĆÜÖúŠćüÝąđðŨîĒîüìćÜĀîċęÜĔî
ÖćøíĞćøÜĕüšàÜċę óøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀš÷ÜĆę ÷Čî ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ đðŨîĒîüìćÜđñ÷ĒóøŠðøąìĊðíøøö ĔĀšÿĂŠ ÜĒÿÜÿüŠćÜĒĀŠÜðŦââć
ĒñŠĕóýćúĕðĔîìĉýćîčìĉýêúĂéĕð
(ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.ïĆââĆêĉ ßĞćîćâÖĉÝ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãîÙøÿüøøÙŤ
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ÿćÿŤîÝćÖĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäöĀćÿćøÙćö
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäöĀćÿćøÙćö×ĂîšĂöëüć÷öčìĉêćÝĉêđóČęĂøŠüöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüēøÖćÿÙøïøĂïÿĉïðŘ
×ĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĒúąÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜóøąßîöóøøþćÙøïøĂï Ģġġ ðŘ ×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆÜÛøćßÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜ×ðøĉèć÷Ö
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîöĀćöÜÙúìĊę÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠìĊęÿčéÿĞćĀøĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîđóøćąđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ
üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđðŨîüĆîìĊęøĞćúċÖëċÜüĆîðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óøąïøöýćÿéć
ĕéšìøÜêøĆÿøĎšÝîïøøúčëċÜÙüćöÝøĉÜĂĆîðøąđÿøĉå ĥ ðøąÖćø ÙČĂ ìčÖ×Ť ÿöčìĆ÷ îĉēøí öøøÙ àċęÜđðŨîóčìíðŦââć
ìĊĕę éšøïĆ Öćøđñ÷ĒñŠĕðìĆüę ēúÖ đðŨîðøąìĊðÿŠĂÜìćÜĔĀšóìč íýćÿîĉÖßîøŠüöÝĉêĔòśÿîĆ êĉõćóĒúąĔßšđðŨîõĎöðĉ â
Ŧ âć
ĔîÖćøĒÖšðŦâĀć ÿĂéÙúšĂÜÖĆïüĉíĊÖćøìćÜüĉì÷ćýćÿêøŤĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ óčìííøøöĒúąĒîüìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ×ĂÜ
óøąïøöýćÿéćđðŨîĒïïĂ÷ŠćÜĔîÖćø÷ÖøąéĆïÝĉêĔÝĒúąÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉê àċęÜđðŨîøćÖåćî×ĂÜÙüćöóĂđóĊ÷Ü
ĒúąóĂéĊ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćßÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜ×ðøĉèć÷ÖĕéšìøÜĂčìĉýĒúąìčŠöđìóøąĂÜÙŤ
ìŠćîĔĀšĒÖŠÖćøýċÖþćðäĉïĆêĉĒúąÿĆęÜÿĂîđñ÷ĒñŠĀúĆÖóøąíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąïøöýćÿéćĂ÷ŠćÜĕøšóøöĒéî
ēé÷÷ċé ýĊú ÿöćíĉ ĒúąðŦââć đðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂĔîÖćøÙüïÙčöóùêĉÖøøö ÙüïÙčöÝĉê ĒúąÖćøĒÖšðŦâĀćĂ÷ŠćÜ
ßćâÞúćé
ÖćøìøÜĂč ìĉ ý Ēúąìč Š ö đì×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ ì Š ć îĔîÖćøîĞ ć ÿĆ î êĉ ÿč × ÿĎ Š ē úÖēé÷Ĕßš Ā úĆ Ö óøąóč ì ííøøö
ĒúąÙĞćÿĂîìĊęÖúĆęîÝćÖóøąðøĊßćÿćöćøë×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤđĂÜ đðŨîìĊęðøąÝĆÖþŤ×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆĚÜĔîĒúą
îĂÖðøąđìý ĒúąÝąđðŨîÿŠüîÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ×ĂÜÖćøóĆçîćÿĆîêĉõćóēúÖĒúąÿöÙüøÝąĕéšøĆïÖćøëüć÷ÿĆÖÖćøą
đßĉéßĎêúĂéßĆęüÖćúîćî

øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ťÿößć÷ üÜýŤđÖþö
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäöĀćÿćøÙćö
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ÿćÿŤîĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊ
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
îć÷Ēóì÷ŤÝčāćđÖþö ßĉîąñć ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đàîêŤÝĂĀŤî
êćöìĊęÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćø
ÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ÖĞćĀîéÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
õć÷ĔêšĀüĆ ×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đóČĂę đðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜóøąßîöć÷č
üĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂï Ģġġ ðŘ
éšü÷đĀêčìęĊđìÙēîēú÷ĊÖćøÿČęĂÿćøĂ÷ŠćÜĕöŠĀ÷čé÷ĆĚÜ ÿŠÜñúĔĀšđÖĉéÖćøđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜĔîöĉêĉêŠćÜ ė
Ă÷Š ć ÜĀúćÖĀúć÷ ēúÖĀúĂöøüöÖĆ îđðŨîĀîċęÜ đéĊ ÷ ü ÖćøĀúŠĂ ĀúĂöÙüćöđðŨ îóúđöČ Ă Üĕì÷ìĊę éĊ ÷ Š Ă ööĊ
ÙüćöÿĆ ö óĆ î íŤ ÖĆ ï ÖćøđðŨ î óúđöČ Ă ÜìĊę éĊ Ĕ îÿĆ Ü ÙöēúÖéš ü ÷ óč ì íýćÿîćđðŨ î ýćÿîćìĊę đ îš î Ùüćöđöêêć
éĆÜóøąóčìíóÝîŤ “đöêêćíøøöÙĞĚćÝčîēúÖ” ĀćÖöîčþ÷ŤìčÖÙî÷ċéëČĂĒúąðãĉïĆêĉĔîĒîüìćÜĒĀŠÜÙüćöđöêêć
öčŠÜĒÿéÜĂĂÖéšü÷ÖćøđÙćøóÖêĉÖćÿĆÜÙöøąïïÖãĀöć÷ĒúšąĂêÖúÜÿćÖú đĂČĚĂĂćìøêŠĂÖĆî øĎšÝĆÖđĂćĔÝđ×ć
öćĔÿŠĔÝđøć ÷ŠĂöÿćöćøëĒÖšĕ×Ùüćö×ĆéĒ÷šÜìĆĚÜöüú Ă÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜđÿöĂõćÙïîóČĚîåćîĒĀŠÜÙüćöđðŨî
óúđöČĂÜìĊęéĊĔîÿĆÜÙö ÿøšćÜÙüćöÿÜïÿč×Ă÷ŠćÜ÷ĆęÜ÷ČîĕéšêúĂéĕð
è ēĂÖćÿĂĆîÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜ üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜē,Ö ×ĂøŠüöĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊ Ēúą×ĂÿŠÜ
ÖĞćúĆÜĔÝóøšĂöìĆÜĚ ÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊ öć÷ĆÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ
óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ ðŘĒĀŠÜöÜÙúÖćúđÞúĉöÞúĂÜ đóČĂę ìĊìę Öč õćóÿŠüîÝĆÖéĞćđîĉîÖćøÿĞćđøĘÝúčúüŠ ÜêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤ
ìčÖðøąÖćøđìĂâ
(îć÷Ēóì÷ŤÝčāćđÖþö ßĉîąñć)
ĢĪ đöþć÷î ģĦĦĦ
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öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đĂđßĊ÷ĂćÙđî÷Ť
ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
ÙüćöĀöć÷ìĆęüĕð×ĂÜÖćøýċÖþć ÖĘÙČĂÖćøđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂĔîÖćøÿøšćÜÙîĔĀšöĊÙüćöøĎš đóČęĂîĞćÙüćöøĎšĕð
Ĕßšðøąē÷ßîŤĔîÖćøéĞćøÜßĊüĉêìĊęéĊ×ĂÜêî ĒúąđóČęĂóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöĒúąðøąđìýßćêĉĔĀšđÝøĉâøčŠÜđøČĂÜ ĔîðŦÝÝčïĆî
ÖćøýċÖþćöčÜŠ đîšîÙüćöđðŨîđúĉýìćÜüĉßćÖćø ĒúąÖćøýċÖþćđóČĂę óĆçîćìøĆó÷ćÖøöîčþ÷Ť àċÜę Āöć÷ëċÜÖćøýċÖþć
đóČęĂđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂĔîÖćøđóĉęöñúñúĉêđóČęĂÿîĂÜÙüćöêšĂÜÖćø×ĂÜÿĆÜÙö ēé÷đîšîÖćøóĆçîćéšćîđýøþåÖĉÝ
ĂĊÖìĆĚÜĔîðŦÝÝčïĆîÖćøýċÖþć÷ĆÜöčŠÜđîšîÙüćöøĎšéšćîüĉì÷ćýćÿêøŤĒúąđìÙēîēú÷ĊđóČęĂÖćøöĊßĊüĉêìĊęÿąéüÖÿïć÷
č õćóéĊ×îċĚ ñúĉêĕéšøüéđøĘüöćÖ×ċîĚ
öĊÙüćöøüéđøĘüöćÖ×ċîĚ öĊ×éĊ ÙüćöÿćöćøëĔîÖćøñúĉêìĊöę ðĊ øĉöćèöćÖ×ċîĚ öĊÙè
đóČĂę ĔĀšÖćš üìĆîÙüćöêšĂÜÖćøĒúąÙüćöđðúĊ÷ę îĒðúÜ×ĂÜēúÖ đîČĂę ÜÝćÖðøąđìýêšĂÜÖćøóĆçîćéšćîđýøþåÖĉÝ
đóČęĂÖćøĒ×ŠÜ×ĆîÖĆïîćîćðøąđìýĔîđüìĊēúÖ àċęÜöĊÖćøĒ×ŠÜ×ĆîìĊęìüĊÙüćöøčîĒøÜöćÖ×ċĚî
ĔîēúÖ÷čÙĕøšóøöĒéîöîčþ÷ŤêĉéêŠĂÿČęĂÿćø đÙúČęĂî÷šć÷ĕðöćĀćÿĎŠÖĆî ìĞćÜćîøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜĕøšóøöĒéî
Āúć÷ðøąđìýöĊÖćøøüöêĆüÖĆîđðŨîÖúčŠöðøąßćÙöđóĉęö×ċĚîêćöõĎöĉõćÙêŠćÜė×ĂÜēúÖ öîčþ÷ŤÝċÜêšĂÜÖćø
ÖćøýċÖþćìĊęĔĀšìĆĚÜÙüćöøĎšìĆÖþą ðøąÿïÖćøèŤĔîÖćøĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜÿĆîêĉÿč× öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
ÖćøýċÖþćÝċÜÙüøđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂĔîÖćøóĆçîćöîčþ÷ŤĔĀšđðŨîöîčþ÷ŤìĊęúĞĚćđúĉýìĆĚÜìćÜðŦââćĒúąìĆĚÜìćÜÙčèíøøö
Ýøĉ÷íøøöö óúđöČĂÜēúÖìĊéę Ċ ÝąêšĂÜđðŨîñĎìš óĊę ç
Ć îćêîĔĀšÿöïĎøèŤĔîéšćîêŠćÜėêćöĀúĆÖóčìíýćÿîć ÖćøýċÖþć
ÝċÜêšĂÜßŠü÷ĔĀšöîčþ÷Ťóç
Ć îćÖć÷ĔĀšöÙĊ è
č õćó öîčþ÷ŤêĂš ÜóĆçîćÝĉêĔÝ ēé÷öĊÿêĉÿöĆ ðßĆââą ĔßšÿêĉĔîÖćøéĞćđîĉî
ßĊüĉê ìĆĚÜĔîÖćøĒÖšðŦâĀćĒúąÖćøêĆéÿĉîĔÝ öîčþ÷Ť÷ĆÜêšĂÜóĆçîćĔîéšćîÙčèíøøöÝøĉ÷íøøö ēé÷öĊýĊúíøøö
đðŨîóČĚîåćî×ĂÜßĊüĉê ïčÙÙúàċęÜ÷ċéëČĂýĊúĀšćêćöĀúĆÖóčìíýćÿîćÝąđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖìĊęĕöŠÖŠĂÙüćöđéČĂéøšĂî
ĕöŠđïĊ÷éđïĊ÷îñĎšĂČęî öĊÙüćöøĆÖÙüćöđöêêć öĊÙüćöøĆïñĉéßĂï öĊÙüćöàČęĂÿĆê÷ŤÿčÝøĉê đ×šćĔÝÙüćöđðŨîĕð×ĂÜ
ÿĉęÜêŠćÜėêćöÙüćöđðŨîÝøĉÜ ēé÷đ×šćĔÝëċÜúĆÖþèąÿćöĆâ 3 ðøąÖćø×ĂÜēúÖ ĕéšĒÖŠÙüćöĕöŠÝĊøĆÜ÷ĆęÜ÷Čî×ĂÜ
ÿĉęÜêŠćÜė Ùüćö×ĆéĒ÷šÜ ÖćøĕöŠ÷ĂöøĆïĔîÿĉęÜêŠćÜėìĊęđÖĉé×ċĚî ìĊęöĊĂ÷ĎŠ ĀøČĂìĊęđðŨîĕð ìĞćĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöìčÖ×Ť
ĒúąðøćýÝćÖÿćøąÙüćööĊêĆüêî×ĂÜÿĉęÜêŠćÜė ÝċÜÙüøúąüćÜĕöŠ÷ċéêĉéüŠćêîđðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜ×ĂÜìčÖÿĉęÜ
đöČĂę đ×šćĔÝéĆÜę îĊöĚ îčþ÷ŤÝÜċ ÿćöćøëĂ÷ĎøŠ üŠ öÖĆïđóČĂę îöîčþ÷ŤĕéšéĊ ĕöŠđĀĘîĒÖŠêüĆ ĒêŠđĀĘîðøąē÷ßîŤ×ĂÜñĎĂš îČę Ēúą×ĂÜ
ÿŠüîøüöđðŨîÿĞćÙĆâ Ēúąöîčþ÷ŤêĂš ÜóĆçîćéšćîðŦââć ēé÷đøĊ÷îøĎĒš úąìĞćÙüćöđ×šćĔÝÖĆïÿĉÜę êŠćÜė ēé÷ÿćöćøë
ýċÖþć üĉđÙøćąĀŤ üĉÝ÷Ć øĎđš ĀêčøñšĎ ú ÙĉéĂ÷ŠćÜĒ÷ïÙć÷êćöĀúĆÖē÷îĉēÿöîÿĉÖćøđóČĂę óĆçîćÙüćöøĎìš ÜĆĚ ÙüćöøĎìš üĆę ĕð
ĒúąÙüćöøĎšĔîüĉßćßĊóđÞóćąìĊęêîđúČĂÖĔĀšđÖĉéðøąē÷ßîŤÿĎÜÿčéêŠĂêîđĂÜ ÿĆÜÙö ðøąđìýßćêĉĒúąēúÖ Ĕî÷čÙ
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ĒĀŠÜÖćøĒ×ŠÜ×Ćî đóČęĂĔĀšĕéšöćàċęÜĂĞćîćÝĒúąñúðøąē÷ßîŤ×ĂÜêîđĂÜ Ēúą×ĂÜĀöĎŠóüÖìĞćĔĀšóúđöČĂÜēúÖ
öčŠÜöĂÜĒêŠñúðøąē÷ßîŤđßĉÜüĆêëčĒúąđßĉÜðøĉöćèĒúąÖćøđĂćßîąĀøČĂÖćøĕéšđðøĊ÷ï ēé÷úąđú÷đøČęĂÜ×ĂÜÝĉêĔÝ
ìĊęêšĂÜÖćøÙüćöÿÜïÿč× ĔîöčööĂÜ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÖćøýċÖþćÝċÜđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂìĊęÿĞćÙĆâĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ÷üéĔî
Öćøÿøš ć Üöîč þ ÷Ť Ĕ Āš đ ðŨ î óúđöČ Ă ÜēúÖñĎ š ÿ øš ć ÜÿĆ î êĉ õ ćó Öćøýċ Ö þćÝċ Ü Ùüø÷ċ é ĀúĆ Ö Ùč è íøøöîĞ ć ÙüćöøĎ š
đóČęĂÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤēúÖ ĔĀšđðŨîÿëćîìĊęĒĀŠÜÙüćöÿÜïÿč× đêĘöĕðéšü÷ÙüćöéĊÜćö ĒúąđêĘöĕðéšü÷óúđöČĂÜìĊęđÖŠÜ
éĊ ĒúąöĊÙüćöÿč×
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üĉÿć×ïĎßćöĀćüĆî üĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ
ßćüĕì÷ĒúąßćüēúÖìĊęîĆïëČĂóøąóčìíýćÿîćÝąøĂÙĂ÷ÖćøöćëċÜ×ĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć×ĂÜìčÖðŘ
đóøćąüĆîîĊĚđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜĂĆîđîČęĂÜÝćÖÝąĕéšĒÿéÜĂĂÖüŠćêîđðŨîóčìíöćöÖąđðŨîóĉđýþ éšü÷üĆîîĊĚ
đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćÿöèēÙéö (ēÙêö)
àċęÜêøÜÖĆïüĆîđóĘâđéČĂîĀÖ ĀøČĂđéČĂîüĉÿć×ą
ÖćøìĊęÙîĕì÷ĒúąßćüēúÖîĆïëČĂ đÙćøó ĒúąïĎßćóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćîĆĚîéšü÷ÙüćöàćïàċĚÜĔî
ÙüćöéĊÜćö ĒúąÙüćöđðŨîÿĆóóĆâťĎĀøČĂñĎšøĎš÷ĉęÜ×ĂÜ óøąĂÜÙŤ àċęÜđøĊ÷ÖĕéšüšćđðŨî “ïøöÙøĎ” ÙČĂÙøĎìĊęÿĎÜÿčé
÷ćÖìĊęĔÙøÝąđÿöĂđĀöČĂîĕéš ÿĉęÜÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜìĊęóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćöĊêŠĂÙîĀøČĂöîčþ÷ŤÙČĂ “óøąđöêêćíĉÙčè
óøąÖøčèćíĉÙčè ĒúąóøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè” óøąÙčèìĆĚÜÿćöðøąÖćøìĊęóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìøÜöĊĔĀšĒÖŠßćüēúÖ
îĊęđĂÜìĊęìĞćĔĀšÿĆÜÙöēúÖÿŠüîĔĀâŠöĊÙüćöÿÜïÿč× ĀøČĂöĊÿĆîêĉõćóÝîðŦÝÝčïĆî
ßćüóčìíÿŠüîĀîċÜę ĕéšöēĊ ĂÖćÿĕðÿĆÖÖćøïĎßćÿëćîìĊÿę ćĞ ÙĆâÿćöĒĀŠÜ ÙČĂ účöóĉîĊ (ðŦÝÝčïîĆ Ă÷ĎĔŠ îðøąđìý
đîðćú) óčìíÙ÷ć ĒúąÖčÿîĉ ćøć ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ ĕéšĕðÿëćîìĊĒę ÿéÜðåöđìýîćéšü÷ÙČĂ ðśćĂĉÿðĉ êîöùÙìć÷üĆî ÿćøîćë
ÖćøĕéšĕðÿëćîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜéĆÜÖúŠćüëČĂüŠć ĒúąđßČęĂÖĆîüŠćÝąđðŨîýĉøĉöÜÙúĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜ éšü÷ĕéšÿĆÖÖćøïĎßćĂ÷ŠćÜĔÖúš
ßĉé îĂÖÝćÖîĊĚßćüóčìíÿŠüîĀîċęÜĕéšĕðìĊęüĆéđßêąüĆîöĀćüĉĀćø đ×ćÙĉßÖĎä ĒúąÿëćîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâĂČęîė ìĊęđÖĊę÷ü×šĂÜ
ÖĆïóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĀćÖöĊēĂÖćÿĒúąÙüćöóøšĂößćüóčìíÖĘÙüøĕéšĕðÿøšćÜÿöïčâÖčýúĔĀšÖĆïêîđĂÜ
éĆÜÖúŠćüîĊĚïšćÜ ÖĘÙÜìĞćĔĀšßĊüĉêöĊÙüćöđðŨîýĉøĉöÜÙú÷ĉęÜ×ċĚî
Ă÷ŠćÜĕøÖĘêćöĀćÖöĉĕéšĕðÖøćïÿĆÖÖćøïĎßćóøąóčìíđÝšćëċÜÿëćîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâéĆÜÖúŠćü ëšćìŠćîĕéš
“úąđüšîÙüćößĆęü ìĞćÙüćöéĊ ĒúąìĞćÝĉêĔÝĔĀšïøĉÿčìíĉĝ” ìŠćîÖĘĕéšÖøćïÿĆÖÖćøïĎßćóøąóčìíđÝšćĒúšü

éø.ÖĊøŤøĆêîŤ ÿÜüîĕìø
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷üúĆ÷úĆÖþèŤ
Ģ óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ
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ÿćÿŤî
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćöÙĞćĒĀÜ
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćöÙĞćĒĀÜ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßö÷ĉîéĊĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøè
øćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ (IABU) ĒúąÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
(ICDV) øŠüöÖĆîÝĆéÜćîóĉíĊÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ:
öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċęÜđðŨîÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ đóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâ
óøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć
Ģġġ ðŘ ēé÷ÝĆé×ċĚîøąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ÖćøÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ îĆïüŠćđðŨîÖćøøüöñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíĒúąîĆÖüĉßćÖćø
ÙøĆÜĚ ÷ĉÜę ĔĀâŠÝćÖîćîćðøąđìýìĆüę ēúÖ ÝĞćîüîðøąöćè Ģ,Ħġġ øĎð/Ùî ÝćÖ ĩĦ ðøąđìý ÖŠĂđÖĉéðøąē÷ßîŤ÷Üĉę
ĔîÖćøìĊÝę ąÿøšćÜÙüćöøŠüööČĂøąĀüŠćÜßčößîßćüóčìíĒúąĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìíìĆÜĚ ĔîøąéĆïßćêĉĒúąøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉ
ÿøšćÜìćÜđúČĂÖĔîÖćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšóøąóčìíýćÿîć đóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤÿč××ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷Ťßćêĉ ĒúąđóČęĂÖćøóĆçîć
ÿĆÜÙöĒúąđýøþåÖĉÝĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĆęÜ÷Čî ĂĊÖìĆĚÜĕéšøŠüöÖĆîðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćàċęÜđðŨîĂćø÷íøøö
ÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖñŠćîÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜüĉßćÖćø ýćÿîóĉíĊ ĒúąüĉëĊßčößîĕðÿĎŠđüìĊēúÖ
ñĎđš ×šćøŠüöÜćîóĉíÞĊ úĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ ĕéšöēĊ ĂÖćÿôŦÜÿčîìøóÝîŤ/ðćåÖëćĔîĀĆü×šĂđøČĂę ÜêŠćÜė
óïðąĒúÖđðúĊę÷îÙüćöøĎšÙüćöÙĉéđĀĘîìĊęđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤ ĂĊÖìĆĚÜĕéšöĊēĂÖćÿđ×šćøŠüöóĉíĊÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóčìíýćÿîć
è óčìíöèæú ÝĆÜĀüĆéîÙøðåö ðøąđìýĕì÷đĂÜÖĘĕéšđñ÷ĒóøŠðøąßćÿĆöóĆîíŤĔĀšßćüēúÖĕéšøĆïøĎšëċÜÖćøøĆÖþć
×îïíøøöđîĊ÷öðøąđóèĊĒúąüĆçîíøøöìĊéę ÜĊ ćöĂĆîúĞćĚ ÙŠć×ĂÜĕì÷ ēé÷đÞóćąÖćøÿČïÿćîüĆçîíøøöðøąđóèĊ
ìćÜóčìíýćÿîć×ĂÜßćüĕì÷
ĔîēĂÖćÿîĊĚ ×ĂĂü÷óøĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÜćîÙøĆÜĚ îĊðĚ øąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝ ĒúąïøøúčêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìÖč ðøąÖćø
(ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷ŤüčçĉýĆÖéĉĝ úćõđÝøĉâìøĆó÷Ť)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćöÙĞćĒĀÜ
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ÿćÿŤî
ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.ÿčÝĉîêŤ Ýĉîć÷î
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷îđøýüø
đîČĂę ÜĔîÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĒúąÿĆööîćüĉßćÖćøøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉ ĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556 àċęÜĕéšÖĞćĀîéÝĆé×ċĚîìĊęÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę 21-22óùþõćÙö ó.ý. 2556 ēé÷
öĊĀĆü×šĂÿĆööîćüŠć ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćîĆĚî
ñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊĒúąßČęîßöĔîÖćøÝĆéÜćîéĆÜÖúŠćüéšü÷ĔÝÝøĉÜüŠć óøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨîýćÿîć
ĀîċęÜ öĊĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćĕéšêøĆÿøĎšĒúąđñ÷ĒñŠĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂîĔĀšÙîĔîēúÖîĊĚ ĕéšđøĊ÷îøĎšĀúĆÖ
×ĂÜßĊüĉêÝøĉÜēé÷ĂćýĆ÷ĀúĆÖíøøöìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć àċęÜđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜìĊęìĞćĔĀšÙîĔîÿĆÜÙööĊÙčèíøøö ÙčèÙŠć
ĒúąĂ÷ĎŠĂ÷ŠćÜöĊĀúĆÖ÷ċéĔîßĊüĉê ÖćøÝĆéÿĆööîćÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ đðŨîÖćøĒúÖđðúĊę÷îöčööĂÜ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćõć÷Ĕêš
ïøĉïìÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ đðŨîÖćøÝĆéìĊÿę ĂéÙúšĂÜÖĆïÿëćîÖćøèŤðÝŦ ÝčïîĆ đðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę đóøćą
ÿĆÜÙöĔîēúÖîĊĚöĊÖćøđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜĂ÷ĎŠđÿöĂìĆĚÜđýøþåÖĉÝ ÖćøđöČĂÜ ÖćøýċÖþć üĆçîíøøö đìÙēîēú÷Ċ
ĒúąÙüćö×ĆéĒ÷šÜ õć÷ĔêšÿĉęÜĒüéúšĂöìĊęđðúĊę÷îĂ÷ĎŠđÿöĂ ìĞćĔĀšÿĆÜÙöüčŠîüć÷ ×ćéÙüćöÿÜïĒúąÙüćöÿč×
ÙîĔîÿĆÜÙöēúÖîĊĚĂ÷ĎŠĂ÷ŠćÜøŠöđ÷ĘîđðŨîÿč×ÖĘéšü÷ĂćýĆ÷ĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂîìćÜýćÿîć ìčÖýćÿîćöĊĀúĆÖ
ÙĞćÿĂîìĊęéĊìĆĚÜîĆĚî ĒêŠÖćøðäĉïĆêĉ×ĂÜÙîđìŠćîĆĚîìĊęĕðĕöŠëċÜĒÖŠîĒìš×ĂÜóøąíøøö ÙČĂ ĕéšøĎš ĕéšýċÖþć ĕéšðäĉïĆêĉ
đóĊ÷ÜñĉüđñĉîĒúšüĀúÜêĆüđĂÜüŠćĕéšðäĉïêĆ Ēĉ úšü ĒêŠĒìšìÝĊę øĉÜ÷ĆÜĀŠćÜĕÖúÝćÖĀúĆÖýćÿîíøøöđðŨîĂĆîöćÖ ÿĆÜÙöēúÖ
ìĊüę îŠč üć÷ ÿĆïÿîĒúą×ĆéĒ÷šÜÖĘđóøćą÷ĆÜöĊĂÖčýúĂ÷ĎŠ ÙČĂ öĊēúõ ēÖøíĒúąĀúÜøüöìĆÜĚ ×ćéÿêĉéüš ÷ Ùüćöðøąóùêĉ
×ĂÜÙîĔîÿĆÜÙö÷ĆÜöĊÙüćöđĀĘîĒÖŠêĆü ĕöŠĕéšöĂÜĂîćÙê×ĂÜÿĆÜÙöÿŠüîøüö ĕöŠĕéšöĂÜ ĕöŠĕéšöĂÜðøąē÷ßîŤ
×ĂÜðøąđìýßćêĉ Ēúąñúðøąē÷ßîŤ×ĂÜēúÖ êŠćÜóćÖĆîöčŠÜĀćðøąē÷ßîŤÿŠüîêî îĆęîÙČĂÙüćöēúõìĊęđÖĉé×ċĚîÝċÜ
÷ĆÜðøćÖäĒÖŠÙîĔîēúÖîĊĚÝĞćîüîĀîċęÜ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĔîðŘ 2556 îĊĚ đðŨîÖĉÝÖøøöìĊęöĊÙŠćìĊęñĎšĒìîßćüóčìíìčÖðøąđìýÝąĕéšöĊÿŠüîøŠüö
ìĞćóĉíìĊ ïìüîĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜýćÿîćìĊÝę ąĔßšüëĉ ìĊ ćÜÖćøýċÖþćöćĔßšđðŨîöčööĂÜìĊßę éĆ đÝîöćÖ×ċîĚ ÖĆïÙüćöĂ÷ĎøŠ Ăé
ĒúąÙüćöÿÜïÿč××ĂÜðøąßćßî ðøąÿïÖćøèŤ×ĂÜìŠćîìĆĚÜĀúć÷ÝąđðŨîĀîìćÜĔîÖćøóĆçîćÖćøýċÖþć
ÖĆïĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ĔĀšñÿöÖúöÖúČîĒúąöĊÙčèêŠĂđ÷ćüßî×ĂÜēúÖ ĔĀšđðŨîÙîìĊęöĊÝĉêĔÝìĊęÝąĔßš
íøøöĔîÖćøÙøĂÜßĊüĉê ĒúąĒÖšĕ×ðŦâĀćßĊüĉêĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜëĎÖêšĂÜ öĊÙüćöÿč×ìĆĚÜÖć÷úąÙüćöÿč×ìćÜĔÝ ÿĆÜÙö×ĂÜ
ēúÖîĊĚ ñöđßČĂę üŠć ÷ĆÜêšĂÜÖćøđüìĊÖćøĒúÖđðúĊ÷ę îĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćöćĔßšĂÖĊ öćÖ àċÜę êšĂÜĂćýĆ÷ñĎøš šĎ
ĒúąöĊðøąÿïÖćøèŤÝćÖìčÖìŠćî ìčÖÿĆÜÙö öćßŠü÷ÖĆîüćÜĒîüìćÜĔĀšēúÖîĊĚîŠćĂ÷ĎŠđðŨîÿč×ĒúąĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜ
ÿĆîêĉ
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ñö×Ă×ĂïóøąÙčèöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć
îćîćßćêĉ ĒúąÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ìĊęĕéšøŠüöÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĔîðŘ 2556 ĒúąÖćøÝĆé
ÿĆööîćÙøĆÜĚ îĊ×Ě îċĚ ĀüĆÜüŠćÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝ×ĂÜÜćîĒúąÖĉÝÖøøöÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ ÝąđðŨîÿĉÜę ìĊĒę ÿéÜÙüćöøŠüööČĂ×ĂÜßćüóčìí
ìĊę Ý ąøĆ Ö þćĒúąîĞ ć ĀúĆ Ö íøøöÙĞ ć ÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤ ÿ öđéĘ Ý óøąÿĆ ö öćÿĆ ö óč ì íđÝš ć öćĔßš Ĕ îÖćøóĆ ç îćêîđĂÜ
óĆçîćÿĆÜÙö ĒúąóĆçîćßćüēúÖĔĀšđÝøĉâéšü÷ÙüćöÙĉéúąöĊÙüćöÖšćÜĀîšćĔîÖćøðäĉïêĆ ìĉ ÿĊę öïĎøèŤĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĆÜę ÷Čî
êćöĀúĆÖìĊęóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĕéšêøĆÿĕüšüŠć “ñĎšĔéðøąóùêĉéĊĒúšü ÷ŠĂöđÝøĉâĒúąĂ÷ĎŠđðŨîÿč×”
(ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø. ÿčÝĉîêŤ Ýĉîć÷î)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷îđøýüø
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ÿćÿŤîđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ÷ĉęÜüĆîĀîċęÜ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć đðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš Ēúą
đÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðŗøĉîĉóóćî ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć îĂÖÝćÖîĊĚ ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéš
ðøąÖćý üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜÿćÖúēúÖ Ēúą÷ĂöøĆïóøąóčìíýćÿîćüŠćđðŨîýćÿîćĒĀŠÜÿĆîêĉ êĆÜĚ ĒêŠ
ðŘóìč íýĆÖøćß ģĦĦģ đðŨîêšîöć ÖćøìĊßę ćüóčìíøŠüööČĂÖĆîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ÝċÜđðŨîÖćøÿŠÜÿĆââćè
ĔĀšÿĆÜÙöēúÖĕéšøŠüööČĂøŠüöĔÝÖĆîíĞćøÜøĆÖþćÿĆîêĉõćó õøćéøõćó ĒúąđĂÖõćóĔîÙüćöđðŨîöîčþ÷ŤïîÿĆÜÙö
ēúÖĔïîĊĚ
ĔîìĊęÿčéîĊĚ Öøąñö×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊÖĆïöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ĔîÖćøìĊę
ĕéšøĆïđÖĊ÷øêĉđðŨîđÝšćõćóÝĆéÖćøÖĉÝÖøøöîćîćßćêĉđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ
“ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” Ēúą×ĂĂĞćîü÷óøĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
éĆÜÖúŠćüöĊÿĆöùìíĉñúêćöìĊęêĆĚÜđðŜćĀöć÷ĕüšìčÖðøąÖćø

ÖøćïîöĆÿÖćøéšü÷ÙüćöđÙćøóĒúąîĆïëČĂ÷ĉęÜ
(ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.ðøąÿćì ÿČïÙšć)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đìÙēîēú÷ĊÿčøîćøĊ
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć× ĀøČĂüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ đóøćąìĞćĔĀšöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
øĎšüŠćđðŨîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎšĒúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć ĀúĆÜÝćÖóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤêøĆÿøĎšĒúšü óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜ
ĒÿéÜíøøöìĊęÜéÜćöĔîđïČĚĂÜêšî ìŠćöÖúćÜĒúąđïČĚĂÜðúć÷ đóČęĂÿĆęÜÿĂîöîčþ÷Ť ĒúąđìüéćĔĀšøĎšêćö Ăøĉ÷ÿĆÝ ĥ
(ÙüćöÝøĉÜĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåÿĊęðøąÖćø) ÙČĂ ìčÖ×Ť (ÙüćöÝøĉÜĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåÙČĂìčÖ×Ť) ÿöčìĆ÷ (ÙüćöÝøĉÜĂĆîðøąđÿøĉå
ÙČĂđĀêčĔĀšđÖĉéĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť) îĉēøí (ÙüćöÝøĉÜĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåÙüćöéĆïĕöŠđĀúČĂĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť) öøøÙ (ÙüćöÝøĉÜĂĆî
ðøąđÿøĉåÙČĂ ìćÜéĞćđîĉîĔĀšëċÜÙüćöéĆïĕöŠđĀúČĂĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť) àċęÜñĎšðøąóùêĉðäĉïĆêĉêćöÙĞćÿĂîîĊĚ ÝąĕéšøĆïÙüćö
ÿč×êúĂéÖćúîćî éĆÜîĆĚîÖćøýċÖþćĔîóøąÿĆêíøøöÝąđðŨîđĀêčĔĀšÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜöĊÙčèÙŠćēé÷Ă÷ĎŠ
Ă÷ŠćÜĕöŠđïĊ÷éđïĊ÷îàċęÜÖĆîĒúąÖĆî
ĔîîćîïčÙúćÖøÿëćïĆîđìÙēîēú÷ĊðìčöüĆî ×Ă÷ÖóøąÿĎêøđĀêčĒĀŠÜÖćøéĞćøÜĂ÷Ď×Š ĂÜóøąÿĆêíøøöđóČĂę
đðŨîÖćøøąúċÖëċÜÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤéĆÜîĊĚ
õĉÖþčìĆĚÜĀúć÷! óüÖõĉÖþčïøĉþĆìĔîÖøèĊîĊĚ ÿčêêĆîêąđĀúŠćĔé ìĊęÖüĊĒêŠÜ×ċĚîĔĀöŠ đðŨîÙĞćøšĂ÷ÖøĂÜ
ðøąđõìÖćó÷ŤÖúĂî öĊĂĆÖþøÿúąÿúü÷ öĊó÷ĆâßîąĂĆîüĉÝĉêø đðŨîđøČęĂÜîĂÖĒîü đðŨîÙĞćÖúŠćü×ĂÜÿćüÖ
đöČęĂöĊñĎšîĞćÿčêêĆîêąđĀúŠćîĆĚîöćÖúŠćüĂ÷ĎŠ đíĂÝĆÖĕöŠôŦÜéšü÷éĊ ĕöŠđÜĊę÷ĀĎôŦÜ ĕöŠêĆĚÜÝĉêđóČęĂÝąøĎšìĆęüëċÜ ĒúąÝĆÖ
ĕöŠÿĞćÙĆâüŠćđðŨîÿĉęÜìĊęêîÙüøýċÖþćđúŠćđøĊ÷î
õĉÖþčìĆĚÜĀúć÷! ÿčêêĆîêąđĀúŠćĔé đðŨîÙĞć×ĂÜêëćÙê đðŨî×šĂÙüćöúċÖöĊÙüćöĀöć÷úċÖàċĚÜ đðŨîßĆĚî
ēúÖčêêøą üŠćđÞóćąéšü÷đøČęĂÜÿčââêć đöČęĂöĊñĎšîĞćÿčêêĆîêąđĀúŠćîĆĚîöćÖúŠćüĂ÷ĎŠ đíĂ÷ŠĂöôŦÜéšü÷éĊ ÷ŠĂöđÜĊę÷
ĀĎôŦÜ ÷ŠĂöêĆĚÜÝĉêđóČęĂÝąøĎšìĆęüëċÜ Ēúą÷ŠĂöÿĞćÙĆâüŠćđðŨîÿĉęÜìĊęêîÙüøýċÖþćđúŠćđøĊ÷î ÝċÜóćÖĆîđúŠćđøĊ÷î ĕêŠëćö
ìüîëćöĒÖŠÖĆîĒúąÖĆîĂ÷ĎŠüŠć “×šĂîĊĚđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜĕø öĊÙüćöĀöć÷ÖĊęîĆ÷” éĆÜîĊĚ éšü÷ÖćøìĞćéĆÜîĊĚ đíĂ÷ŠĂöđðŗéíøøö
ìĊęëĎÖðŗéĕüšĕéš íøøöìĊę÷ĆÜĕöŠðøćÖä đíĂÖĘìĞćĔĀšðøćÖäĕéš ÙüćöÿÜÿĆ÷ĔîíøøöĀúć÷ðøąÖćø ìĊęîŠćÿÜÿĆ÷đíĂ
ÖĘïøøđìćúÜĕéš
ĔîîćîïčÙúćÖøÿëćïĆîđìÙēîēú÷ĊðìčöüĆî ×šćóđÝšćøĎÿš Öċ đðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊĕę éšÿÜŠ ÿćÿŤîđ×šćøŠüöĔî
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâîĊĚ ×šćóđÝšć×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö×ĂïÙčèĂ÷ŠćÜÿĎÜêŠĂ ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć
îćîćßćêĉ ĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ēúÖñĎšÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ ÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
ìšć÷ìĊęÿčéîĊĚ ×ĂĔĀšÖćøÝĆéēÙøÜÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĆîüĉÿć×ēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆï
ÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đðŨîĕðéšü÷ÙüćöđøĊ÷ïøšĂ÷ĒúąïøøúčüêĆ ëčðøąÿÜÙŤêćöìĊę
êĆĚÜĕüš
(øý.éø. ðŦââć öĉî÷Ü)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊÿëćïĆîđìÙēîēú÷ĊðìčöüĆî
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ÿćÿŤî
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäøćßîÙøĉîìøŤ ÝĆÜĀüĆéÞąđßĉÜđìøć ðøąđìýĕì÷
đîČęĂÜĔîÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø ðøąđìýĕì÷
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâĒúą÷ĉÜę ĔĀâŠÿćĞ ĀøĆïóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîñĎĔš òśĔîíøøöìĆüę ēúÖ êćöðøąüĆêýĉ ćÿêøŤ
×ĂÜóøąóč ì íýćÿîć ĕéš ð øćÖäßĆ é üŠ ć üĆ î üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ćöĊ đ Āêč Ö ćøèŤ ìĊę đ ÖĊę ÷ ü×š Ă ÜÖĆ ï ßĊ üĉ ê ×ĂÜóøąóč ì íđÝš ć
ÿćöđĀêčÖćøèŤ ĕéšĒÖŠ ÖćøðøąÿĎêĉ ÖćøêøĆÿøĎš ĒúąÖćøđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîóĉ ćî éĆÜìĊóę ïĕéšìüĆę ĕðĔîÖúčöŠ ðøąđìý
ìĊîę ïĆ ëČĂóøąóčìíýćÿîćüŠćüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĕéšøïĆ Öćø÷Ö÷ŠĂÜüŠćđðŨîüĆîöÜÙú ĒúąöĊÙüćöĀöć÷÷ĉÜę êŠĂÖćøøąúċÖëċÜ
ĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšìøÜêøĆÿøĎšíøøöēé÷ßĂï ĒúąĕéšìøÜöĂïÙĞćÿĂîĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåúċÖàċĚÜĔĀš
ĒÖŠöîčþ÷ßćêĉÿĞćĀøĆïĔßšđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜöČĂĔîÖćøĒÖšðŦâĀć ĒúąÙüćöìčÖ×ŤìĆĚÜĀúć÷ìĊęđÖĉé×ċĚîĔîēúÖĂĆîüčŠîüć÷îĊĚ
îĆïđðŨîđüúćÖüŠć ģ,ħġġ ðŘ ĀúĆÜÝćÖìĊóę øąóčìíđÝšćĕéšìøÜêøĆÿøĎĒš úąìøÜĀöčîÖÜúšĂĒĀŠÜóøąíøøöîĆîĚ
ÙĞćÿĂîĂĆîđðŨîÿĆÝíøøö×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤĕéšĒñŠ×÷ć÷ĕðìĆüę ìčÖìĊę ĒúąîĞćöćàċÜę ÙüćöÿÜïøŠöđ÷Ęî ÿĆîêĉõćó ĒúąÙüćö
đÝøĉâøčŠÜđøČĂÜĔĀšĒÖŠöîčþ÷ßćêĉĂ÷ŠćÜđðŨîìĊęðøąÝĆÖþŤßĆé ÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤìĊęöĉĂćÝÝąöĊñĎšĔéöćēêšĒ÷šÜĕéšîĆĚî
ĕéšøïĆ Öćøđñ÷ĒóøŠĒúą÷ĂöøĆïĂ÷ŠćÜêŠĂđîČĂę ÜĒúąöćÖ×ċîĚ ēé÷úĞćéĆï đðŨîđøČĂę ÜìĊßę éĆ đÝîüŠćĔîðŦÝÝčïîĆ îĊĚ ĕöŠđóĊ÷ÜĒêŠ
ðøąđìýĔîĒëïđĂđßĊ÷ĔêšĒúąđĂđßĊ÷êąüĆîĂĂÖđÞĊ÷ÜĔêšìĔĊę ĀšÙüćöÿîĔÝÖĆïÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤđìŠćîĆîĚ ĀćÖĒêŠ
ÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤđðŨîÿĉÜę ìĊĕę éšøïĆ ÙüćöÿîĔÝÝćÖÙîìĆüę ēúÖĂĊÖđßŠîÖĆî đĀêčîđĊĚ ĂÜÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćÝċÜ
Öúć÷đðŨîöøéÖĂĆîúĞćĚ ÙŠćàċÜę ßŠü÷ìĞćĔĀšēúÖöĊÙüćöÿč× öĊÿîĆ êĉõćóĒúąöĊÙüćöđÝøĉâøčÜŠ đøČĂÜ éĆÜîĆîĚ üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
ÝċÜĕöŠĔßŠĒÙŠđóĊ÷ÜüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜýćÿîćÿĞćĀøĆïðøąßćßîĔîðøąđìýìĊęîĆïëČĂóøąóčìíýćÿîćđìŠćîĆĚî ìüŠć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĕéšÖúć÷đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖéĆÜìĊęĕéšøïĆ Öćø÷Ö÷ŠĂÜÝćÖĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ĔîüćøąĂĆîđðŨîöÜÙú÷ĉęÜîĊĚ ñöĔÙøŠ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČęîßöĒúą×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊÖĆïĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìí
ìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ ēé÷đÞóćąĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć
îćîćßćêĉ ĒúąÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ìĊĕę éšøüŠ öÖĆîÝĆéÜćî “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ
ðøąÝĞćðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĦħ” øüöëċÜÖćøÝĆéÿĆööîćøąéĆïîćîćßćêĉĔîđøČęĂÜ “ ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ :
öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” ĔîøąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ ÿčéìšć÷îĊĚ ñöđßČęĂöĆęîüŠćÖĉÝÖøøö
îĊĚÝąđðŨîđÙøČęĂÜĀöć÷ÿĞćÙĆâ ìĊęĒÿéÜĔĀšđĀĘîëċÜÙüćöøčŠÜđøČĂÜĕóïĎú÷Ť ĒúąÖćøêĆĚÜöĆęî×ĂÜóčìíýćÿîćĔîåćîą
đðŨîýćÿîć×ĂÜßćüēúÖĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜÝøĉÜ
(ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷ŤĂđîÖ đìóÿčõøèŤÖčú)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäøćßîÙøĉîìøŤ
óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ
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ÿćÿŤîÝćÖĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆä÷ąúć
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿ
ÖćøðøąßčöđøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
×ĂÜÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîć (IABU) ĒúąÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖúüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV)
ģĢ-ģģ óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ
*******************
đøĊ÷î ìŠćîñĎđš ×šćøŠüöðøąßčöìćÜüĉßćÖćø đøČĂę Ü đøČĂę Ü “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÖćøđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìí
ýćÿîć”
×šćóđÝšćýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.đüÙĉî îóîĉê÷Ť øĆÖþćøćßÖćøĒìîĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆä÷ąúć
öĊÙüćö÷ĉîéĊđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ìĊĕę éšöÖĊ ćøÝĆéðøąßčö×ĂÜñĎîš ćĞ ìćÜýćÿîć ×ĂÜýćÿîć ĒúąîĆÖüĉßćÖćøĔîéšćîýćÿîć
ÝćÖìĆęüēúÖĔîĀĆüđøČęĂÜîĊĚ×ċĚîĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚĔîßŠüÜđüúć×ĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĕéšðøąÖćýíøøöìĊęĕéšöćÝćÖÖćøĒÿüÜĀćöć
éšü÷ÙüćöđóĊ÷øó÷ć÷ćö đðŨîíøøöĂĆîïøĉÿìč íĉĝ ĂĆîÝąìĞćĔĀšÙîìĊéę ćĞ đîĉîêćöóïÖĆïÙüćöÿč× ĒúąÿĆÜÙööĊÿîĆ êĉÿ×č
óøąýćÿéć×ĂÜýćÿîćóčìí ìøÜđðŨîïøöÙøĎñĎšđðŨîĒïïĂ÷ŠćÜìćÜÖćøýċÖþć×ĂÜēúÖ ìĆĚÜĔîđøČęĂÜ×ĂÜ
üĉíĊýċÖþćÙüćöøĎš üĉíĊÿøšćÜĒúąÝĆéÖćøÙüćöøĎš Öćøđñ÷ĒóøŠĂÜÙŤÙüćöøĎšĔĀšđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤĒÖŠöĀćßî êúĂéÝî
ÖćøÿëĉêđÿëĊ÷øĂÜÙŤÙüćöøĎšĔĀšĂ÷ĎŠÙĎŠēúÖ öćÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆîîĊĚ
ÖćøðøąßčöÿĆööîćĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚÝċÜëČĂđðŨîÖĉÝøøöìĊęÝąöĊÙčèĎðÖćøêŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ĔĀšĕéšđ×šćĔÝ
Ēúąđ×šćëċÜÙüćöÿčéüĉđýþ×ĂÜĀúĆÖíøøöĂĆîđðŨîĂÜÙŤÙüćöøĎšĔîóčìíýćÿîć đóČęĂÙüćöÿč××ĂÜìčÖÙöĔîēúÖ
đðŨîĂîĆîêÖćú
éšü÷ÙüćöđÙćøóĒéŠìčÖìŠćî
(ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť
ÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø.đüÙĉ
éø đüÙĉî îóîĉ
îó ê÷Ť )
øĆÖþćøćßÖćøĒìî
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆä÷ąúć
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóćî êøÜÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜîŠćĂĆýÝøø÷Ť
ëČĂđðŨîüĆîìĊę÷ĉęÜĔĀâŠìĊęÿčé×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉĒúąđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ đóøćąóøąíøøö×ĂÜóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĕéšĒñŠÙüćöÿÜïøŠöđ÷ĘîĒÖŠÿøøóÿĆêüŤ óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜÿĂîĔĀšöîčþ÷ŤöĊÙüćöĂéìîĒúąđöêêćÖøčèć
êŠĂÿøøóÿĆêüŤđóČĂę ĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉõćóĒúąÿĆîêĉÿ×č êŠĂïčÙÙú ÿĆÜÙö ðøąđìýßćêĉĒúąÿćÖúēúÖ éĆÜîĆîĚ üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
ÝċÜöĉĕéšöĊÙčèÙŠćÝĞćÖĆéĂ÷ĎŠđóĊ÷ÜóčìíïøĉþĆì ĒêŠöĊÙčèÙŠćĒÖŠöîčþ÷ŤìĆęüēúÖ
ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšóĉÝćøèćđĀĘîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóčìíøøö ìĊęÿøšćÜÿĆîêĉõćóĒúąÿĆîêĉÿč×
ĔĀšĒÖŠÿĆÜÙöĒúąöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ ÝċÜĕéšöĊöêĉĔĀš “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć” đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ēé÷đÞóćąĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćðøąÝĞćðŘóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħîĊĚ öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ìĊęĕéš
ÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöîĊĚ×ċĚî đóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ĒúąđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ àċęÜìčÖĀîŠü÷Üćî
ĕéšøŠüöĒøÜøŠüöĔÝÖĆîÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöêŠćÜė ēé÷öčŠÜđîšîĔĀšðøąßćßîĕéšđĀĘîÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
đÖĉéÙüćöđ×šćĔÝĔîĀúĆÖíøøö×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĒúąîšĂöîĞćĀúĆÖíøøööćĔßšĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉÿč×êŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäđßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ ÖøąñöøĎšÿċÖ÷ĉîéĊĒúą×ĂßČęîßööĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćß
üĉì÷ćúĆ÷đðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĕéšìĞćĀîšćìĊę ĒúąđðŨîêĆüĒìî×ĂÜÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ĒúąðüÜßîßćüĕì÷ ÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ øŠüöÖĆïĂÜÙŤÖøßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖ ×ĂĔĀšÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĔîÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ ÿĆöùìíĉñú
êćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø êúĂéÝîßŠü÷đßĉéßĎóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀšÙÜĂ÷ĎŠÙĎŠÿĆÜÙöēúÖÿČïĕð
(øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø. ðøąóĆîíŤ íøøöĕß÷)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäđßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ
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öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãÿčøćþãøŤíćîĊ
ģĪ óùþõćÙö ģĦĦħ
ÿćÿŤîĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊ
ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉðøąÖćýĔĀšüĆîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâüĆîĀîċęÜ×ĂÜēúÖ éšü÷đĀĘîüŠćĂÜÙŤ
óøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ìøÜđðŨîöĀćïčøčþñĎšĔĀšÙüćöđöêêćêŠĂĀöĎŠöüúöîčþ÷Ť éĆÜđĀĘîĕéšÝćÖÖćøìĊęóøąĂÜÙŤ
ìøÜđðŗéēĂÖćÿĔĀšìčÖÙîÿćöćøëđ×šćöćýċÖþćóøąóčìíýćÿîćđóČęĂóĉÿĎÝîŤĀć×šĂđìĘÝÝøĉÜĕéšēé÷ĕöŠÝĞćđðŨî
êšĂÜđðúĊę÷îöćîĆïëČĂýćÿîćóčìíĒúąìøÜÿĆęÜÿĂîĔĀšìčÖÙîĔßšðŦââćíĉÙčèĂĆîđðŨîĀúĆÖßĆ÷×ĂÜÖćøđðŨîöîčþ÷Ť
ÖćøýċÖþć×ĂÜöîčþ÷ŤĔîìčÖüĆîîĊĚÿŠÜñúêŠĂÖćøÖšćüĂĂÖÝćÖÖćøöĊðŦââćĒìšÝøĉÜ đóøćąõćüąðŦÝÝčïĆîÙüćö
ÿĆöóĆîíŤøąĀüŠćÜ öîčþ÷Ť ÿĆÜÙö ĒúąÿĉęÜĒüéúšĂöđðŨîđøČęĂÜúąđĂĊ÷éĂŠĂî öĊĀúć÷öĉêĉ đÙúČęĂîĕĀü đðúĊę÷îĒðúÜ
ĒúąàĆïàšĂîöć×ċĚîđøČęĂ÷ ė đöČęĂöîčþ÷ŤđøĊ÷îøšēé÷ëČĂđĂćýćÿêøŤêŠćÜ ė đðŨîêĆüêĆĚÜ ðŦâĀćìĊęđÖĉéêćööć
ĒúąéĎđĀöČĂîÝąĒÖšĕ×ĕéš÷ćÖ÷ĉęÜÖĘÙČĂ ÙüćöĕöŠđ×šćĔÝêĆüđĂÜïîÙüćöđðŨîÝøĉÜìĊęàĆïàšĂî đöČęĂöîčþ÷ŤĕöŠĔÝÙüćö
đðŨîÝøĉÜ ÖĘĕöŠÿćöćøëÝĆéøąïïßĊüĉêĒúąÖćøĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĔĀšđÖĉéÿĆîêĉÿč×ĕéš ÿčìšć÷ýćÿêøŤÖĘÖúć÷đðŨîđóĊ÷Ü
đÙøČĂę ÜöČĂĀøČĂĂćüčíĔîÖćøĒ÷ŠÜßĉÜđìŠćîĆîĚ ēúÖìĆÜĚ ēúÖÝċÜđêĘöĕðéšü÷ÖćøĒ÷ŠÜßĉÜìĊöę îčþ÷ŤêćŠ ÜëČĂĂćüčíÙîúąĂ÷ŠćÜ
đóČęĂĔĀšĕéšöćàċęÜÿĉęÜìĊęêšĂÜÖćø ēé÷úČöüŠćĕöŠöĊÿĉęÜĔéđðŨî×ĂÜêîêúĂéĕð
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãÿčøćþãøŤíćîĊ öĊðèĉíćîÿĞćÙĆâÙČĂ “ÿøšćÜðŦââć ýøĆìíćÙüćöéĊ” éĆÜîĆĚî
ÖćøñúĉêïĆèæĉêĔĀšđðŨîĒêŠñđšĎ ßĊ÷ę üßćâĔîÖćøýćÿêøŤîîĆĚ ÙÜĕöŠÿćöćøëîĞćóćÿĆÜÙöĕðÿĎÙŠ üćöÿÜïÿč×ĕéš ÖćøĔĀš
ÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâÖĆïÙüćöéĊđðŨîđÙøČĂę ÜðøąÖĂï ðŦââćÝċÜđðŨîđøČĂę ÜìĊêę Ăš ÜĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ đóøćąïčÙÙúĔéìĊðę øąÖĂï
éšü÷ðŦââćĒúąÙüćöéĊ ïčÙÙúîĆĚîÖĘÝąđÝøĉâéšü÷ðŦââćĂ÷ŠćÜĒìšÝøĉÜ ĒúąĔîüēøÖćÿìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø
ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ìøÜđÝøĉâóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ đÖúšćÖøąĀöŠĂö ñý.éø.ðøąē÷ßîŤ
ÙčðêŤÖćâîćÖčú Ĕîîćö×ĂÜñĎšïøĉĀćø ÙèćÝćø÷Ť ïčÙúćÖø ĒúąîĆÖýċÖþć öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãÿčøćþãøŤíćîĊ
×ĂÜøŠüöđÞúĉöÞúĂÜóøąßîöć÷čüç
Ć îöÜÙúĒéŠòćś óøąïćì ñĎìš øÜđðŨîÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷ÖĒĀŠÜóčìíýćÿîĉÖßî
ßćüĕì÷
ÙüøöĉÙüøĒúšüĒêŠÝąēðøé
(ñý.éø.ðøąē÷ßîŤ ÙčðêŤÖćâîćÖčú)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãÿčøćþãøŤíćîĊ
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ÿćÿŤî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ģĦĦħ
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊÿę ćĞ ÙĆâ÷ĉÜę đîČĂę ÜÝćÖđðŨîüĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ ÝċÜêŠćÜĒÿéÜÖćø
ïĎßćđðŨîóĉđýþđóČĂę øĞćúċÖëċÜóøąÙčè×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąýćÿéć ìĊÖę ćøêøĆÿøĎ×š ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤĕéšđðŨîðøąìĊðÿŠĂÜìćÜ
ĒĀŠÜÖćøéĞćđîĉîßĊüĉêĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷Ť
ÖćøìĊęĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšÖĞćĀîéĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ÝċÜöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâ
êŠĂóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ ĒúąöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâêŠĂēúÖìĆĚÜöüú đóøćąĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂîĔîóøąóčìíýćÿîćîĆĚî
ĕðóšîÝćÖÖćøĒïŠÜĒ÷ÖĔîđøČęĂÜ×ĂÜđñŠćóĆîíčŤ đßČĚĂßćêĉ ýćÿîć öĊÙüćöìĆîÿöĆ÷ĒúąÿćöćøëîĞćöćðøą÷čÖêŤĔßš
ĔîÖćøóĆçîćÿĆÜÙöðŦÝÝčïĆîîĊĚĕéšđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜéĊ
ÖćøÝĆéÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ ÝċÜđðŨîÖćøĒÿéÜëċÜÙüćööčŠÜöĆęîĒúąýøĆìíć×ĂÜ
óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĊęöĊêŠĂĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ìĊęìøÜöĊóøąÙčèĎðÖćøêŠĂßćüēúÖĂ÷ŠćÜĀćìĊęÿčéöĉĕéš
ēé÷đÞóćąĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤúüš îĒêŠöÜŠč ĕðÿĎÖŠ ćøĒÿüÜĀćðŦââćĒúąÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤÙüćöøĆÖ
ĔĀšđÖĉé×ċĚîĒÖŠöüúöîčþ÷Ť ĂĆîÖúŠćüĕéšüŠć ĔîóčìíìĆýîą óúđöČĂÜēúÖîĆĚ ÷ŠĂöĊÙčèÿöïĆêĉÿĞćÙĆâìĊęđðŨîĒÖîÖúćÜ
ÖĘÙČĂ ðŦââćĒúąđöêêćîĆęîđĂÜ
Ĕîîćö×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ýøĊðìčö ×šćóđÝšćĂĂîčēöìîćêŠĂöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÿÜÛŤĒĀŠÜÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ ìĊęĕéšÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöüĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉ ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ “ÖćøýċÖþćÙüćöđðŨî
óúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” đóČęĂÿŠÜđÿøĉöÖćøÿøšćÜÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜĒúąßčößîēúÖ ĂĆîđðŨî
ÖćøéĞćđîĉîêćöóčìíÝøĉ÷ć ìĊęìøÜđêČĂîĔĀšđøćøąúċÖĂ÷ĎŠđÿöĂüŠć ĔîēúÖ÷čÙēúÖćõĉüĆêîŤîĊĚ ßćüēúÖÝąêšĂÜøŠüööČĂ
ÖĆîĂ÷ŠćÜĔÖúšßéĉ ĔîÖćøĒÿéÜĀćðŦââćïîåćîĒĀŠÜÙüćöđöêêć đóøćąĕöŠöĂĊ ąĕøìĊÝę ą×ÝĆéÙüćöđĀĘîĒÖŠêüĆ ×ĂÜ
öîčþ÷ŤìĊęîĞćĕðÿĎŠðŦâĀćêŠćÜ ė ĕéšéĊđìŠćÖĆïðŦââćđöêêć
×šćóđÝšćÝċÜĔÙøŠ×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćöðøćøëîćéĊêŠĂÖčýúýøĆìíćĒúąÖčýúÝĉêĔîÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøöĔîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
ĒúąĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠć ÝąđðŨîðøąìĊðÿŠĂÜĒÿÜÿüŠćÜĒĀŠÜðŦââćĔĀšĒñŠÖüšćÜðĔîìĉýćîčìĉýêúĂéĕð
(éø.øĆßîĊóø óčÙ÷ćõøèŤ óčÖÖąöćî)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ýøĊðìčö
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ÿćÿŤî
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćüĆîÿćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝćðŘ ģĦĦħ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷îĂøŤì-đßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ
ýćÿîćóčìíđðŨîĂćø÷íøøöÿćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ àċęÜöĊðøąđìýĕì÷đðŨîýĎî÷ŤÖúćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćēúÖ
êćöÞĆîìćöêĉ×ĂÜñĎîš ćßćüóčìíìĆüę ēúÖ ēé÷ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö
ñĎšìøÜđðŨîìĊęđìĉéìĎú×ĂÜóčìíýćîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖ éćøÜêćĒĀîŠÜ “ñĎšîĞćÙèąÿÜÛŤÿĎÜÿčéĒĀŠÜēúÖóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
éšü÷ÙčèĎðÖćø×ĂÜÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ìĊęìøÜđðŨîñĎš
éĞćøĉĔĀšÖŠĂêĆĚÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćöÖčãøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ đóČęĂĔĀšßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöÿćÙĆâĒúąĕéš
îšĂöîĞćĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćöćðäĉïĆêĉÙüïÙĎŠÖĆïÖćøýċÖþć ĀøČĂ ÿĉÖ×ć àċęÜĀöć÷ëċÜÖćøòřÖòîĔĀš
ßĊüêĉ éĞćđîĉîĕðĔîüĉëìĊ ëĊę ÖĎ êšĂÜéĊÜćö ēé÷ÖćøìćĔĀšßüĊ êĉ éĞćđîĉîĕðĔîüĉëìĊ îĊę ćĞ öćàċÜę ðøąē÷ßîŤÿ×č ×ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
ĔîåćîąóúđöČĂÜēúÖ đóøćąÖćøýċÖþćìĊęĒìšÙČĂ ÖćøóĆçîćßĊüĉêïčÙÙúĔĀšÿöïĎøèŤóøšĂöĕðéšü÷ÖĆîÖĆïÖćø
ÿøšćÜÿøøÙŤĂćø÷íøøöìĊę÷ĆęÜ÷Čî ēé÷ÖćøÿøšćÜÙüćöÿöéčúøąĀüŠćÜÙüćöđÝøĉâéšćîüĆêëčÖĆïÝĉêĔÝ
đîČęĂÜĔîēĂÖćÿüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ðøąÝĞćðŘ ó.ý. ģĦĦħ đÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂï Ģġġ ðŘ ĂĊÖìĆÜĚ ÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖú
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (International Council for the Day of Vesak: (ICDV) ĕéšøĆïÖćøøĆïøĂÜÿëćîąĔĀšđðŨî
ĂÜÙŤÖøìĊęðøċÖþćóĉđýþ (Special Consultative Status) ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ àċęÜöĊÿćîĆÖÜćîĔĀâŠ
êĆĚÜĂ÷ĎŠ è öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÖøąñöĔîîćööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷îĂøŤì-đßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ ×ĂßČęîßö
ĒúąĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊĔîÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝéĆÜÖúŠćü×ĂÜøĆåïćúĒúąÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ ēé÷Öćøîć×ĂÜóøąóøĀöïĆèæĉê
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ÖøøöÖćøöĀćđëøÿöćÙö ðøąíćîÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖú
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąíćîÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉĒúąðøąíćîÖøøöÖćøéĞćđîĉîÖćø
ÝĆéÖćøÝĆéðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ ĒúąĔÙøŠ×ĂøŠüöĂîčēöìîćĔĀšÖćøéćđîĉîÖćøēÙøÜÖćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
üĉÿć×ïĎßćîćîćßćêĉ ìĊęĕéšéĞćđîĉîÖćøĂ÷ŠćÜêŠĂđîČęĂÜîĆïđðŨî ÙøĆĚÜìĊę Ģġ è öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøè
øćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ ïøøúčêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø đóČęĂĔĀšĀúĆÖíøøöÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšćÿČïêŠĂĕðĂ÷ŠćÜ
öĆîę ÙÜ ĂĆîđðŨîÖćøÿČïìĂéóøąóčìíýćÿîćøüöëċÜÖćøðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćàċÜę đðŨîĂćø÷íøøö
ĕðÿĎŠđüìĊēúÖ đóČęĂĔĀšßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖêøąĀîĆÖëċÜÙüćöÿćÙĆâĒúąĕéšîšĂöîćĀúĆÖÙćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć
öćðäĉïĆêĉĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöÿÜïÿč×ĒÖŠêîđĂÜ ÙøĂïÙøĆü ĒúąÿĆÜÙöēúÖÿČïĕð
îć÷èøÜÙŤ ßüÿĉîíčŤ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷îĂøŤì-đßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ
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ÿćÿŤîĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÖøčÜđìó
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ
**********************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć ĀøČĂ üĆîüĉÿć×ðĎøèöĊïßĎ ć ĂĆîđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćÿćÖúìĊĂę ÜÙŤóøąÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšćðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîóĉ óćî àċÜę îĆïêĆÜĚ ĒêŠðóŘ ìč íýĆÖøćß ĢĦĥģ đðŨîêšîöć ĂÜÙŤÖćø
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéšÖćĞ ĀîéĕĀšüîĆ üĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ĒúąÖĞćîéĔĀšöÖĊ ćøÝĆéÖĉÝÖøøö
đÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćĒúąđðŨîÖćøÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘĀøČĂ Ģ ýêüøøþ ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝ
óøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ðøąöč×ĒĀŠÜÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ ĂĆîđðŨîÖćøĒÿéÜÙüćöøŠüööČĂøŠüöĔÝ×ĂÜ
óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìčÖîĉÖć÷ìĆęüēúÖĔîÖćøðøą÷čÖêŤĔßšóøąóčìíýćÿîćđóČęĂðøąē÷ßîŤÿč××ĂÜöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
ĒúąðøąÖćýĀúĆÖÖćøìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćñŠćîÖĉÝÖøøöìćÜüĉßćÖćøõć÷ĔêšĀĆü×šĂ “ÖćøýċÖþćÙüćöđðŨî
óúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć” àċęÜÿĂéøĆïÖĆïĒîüìćÜ×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÖćøĀðøąßćßćêĉìĊęĔßšĀúĆÖóøąóčìí
ýćÿîćđóČęĂóĆçîćÖćøýċÖþćĒúąóĆçîćóúđöČĂÜēúÖĔîýêüøþìĊę ģĢ ĔĀšöĊÙüćöÿćöøëĔîÖćøéĞćøÜêî
Ă÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĔîÿĆÜÙöĕéšĂ÷ŠÜöĊýĆÖéĉĝýø öĊÙüćöđÙćøóêŠĂÙčèÙŠć×ĂÜÙüćöđðŨîöîčþ÷ßî êúĂéÝîöĊðŦââćøĎšÙĉé
öĊÿêĉøĎšđìŠćìĆîêŠĂÿëćîÖćøèŤÙüćöđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜ×ĂÜēúÖ îĆïđðŨîÖĉÝÖøøöĒúąĒîüðãĉïĆêĉêćöĀúĆÖóøąóčìí
ýćÿîćìĊęđĀöćąÿöêŠĂÖćøóĆçîć ĂĆîÝąìĞćĔĀšóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìčÖîĉÖć÷ìĆęüēúÖĂ÷ĎŠøŠüöÖĆîĔîÿĆÜÙöĕéšĂ÷ŠćÜ
ÿĆîêĉÿč×÷ĆęÜ÷ČîÿČïĕð
ĔîēĂÖćÿĂĆîđðŨîöÜÙúîĊĚ éĉÞîĆ ×ĂÖøćïĂćøćíîćÙčèóøąýøĊøêĆ îêøĆ÷ ÿĉÜę ýĆÖéĉÿĝ ìĉ íĉìĝ ÜĆĚ ìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ĔîēúÖ
Ēúą×ĂĂćîĉÿÜÿŤĒĀŠÜÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö êúĂéÝîóøąïćøöĊ
ĒĀŠÜóøąïćìÿöđéĘÝóøąđÝšćĂ÷ĎŠĀĆüĒúąÿöđéĘÝóøąîćÜđÝšćóøąïøöøćßĉîĊîćë ÝÜßŠü÷ðÖðŦÖøĆÖþćĒúą
éúïĆîéćúĔĀšóìč íýćÿîĉÖßîìčÖìŠćîöĊÙüćöÿč×ÙüćöđÝøĉâ ÿöïĎøèŤéüš ÷ÿêĉìøĊę ÙšĎ éĉ ÿÜïøŠöđ÷Ęîéšü÷ÝĉêìĊïę øĉÿìč íĉĝ
ĒúąíĞćøÜøĆÖþćóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀš÷ĆęÜ÷ČîÿČïĕð
(éø.öĆìîć ÿćîêĉüĆêø )
ĂíĉÖćøöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ÖøčÜđìó
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üĉÿć×ïĎßćÿćÿŤî
óøąóčìíđÝšćÙČĂñĎìš êĊę øĆÿøĎđš ĂÜēé÷ßĂï ìøÜđðŨîñĎøš óšĎ øąÿĆÝÝíøøö ĒúąìøÜöĊóøąâćèìĆýîąÖüšćÜĕÖú
óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜøĎšđĀĘîÖĞćđîĉé ĒúąÙüćöđðŨîĕð×ĂÜÿĆêüŤēúÖêúĂéõóÿćö ìøÜÿĆęÜÿĂîíøøöąđóČęĂĔĀšßćüēúÖóšî
ÝćÖüĆäÿÜÿćøéšü÷óøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè óøąđöêêćíĉÙčè ĒúąóøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè üĆîóøąóčìíđÝšćðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
ĒúąđÿéĘÝéĆï×ĆîíðøĉîĉóóćîđüĊ÷îöćïøøÝïĔîüĆîĒúąđéČĂîđéĊ÷üÖĆî ÙČĂ üĆîđóĘâđéČĂîüĉÿć×ą ÝċÜëČĂüŠćđðŨî
üĆîìĊęÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć
ßćüóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìĆęüēúÖêŠćÜĔĀšÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâÖĆïüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćîĊĚ ĒúąđöČęĂüĆîìĊę ĢĤ íĆîüćÙö
óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĥģ ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéš÷ĂöøĆïâĆêêĉìĊęðøąßčö ÖĞćĀîéĔĀšüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜēúÖ
ĒúąđðŨîüĆîĀ÷čéüĆîĀîċęÜ×ĂÜÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ đóČęĂĔĀšßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖĕéšöĊēĂÖćÿïĞćđóĘâïčâđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîðøąÿĎêĉ
êøĆÿøĎš Ēúąðøĉîĉóóćî×ĂÜóøąïøöýćÿéć đÝšćßć÷ÿĉìíĆêëą ðøąÿĎêĉđöČęĂ ģħġġ ÖüŠćðŘ úŠüÜöćĒúšü
Ĕîðøąđìýĕì÷îĆĚî üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćðøćÖäêćöĀúĆÖåćîüŠć ĕéšöĊöćêĆĚÜĒêŠÙøĆĚÜÖøčÜÿčē×ìĆ÷đðŨîøćßíćîĊ
àċęÜÿĆîîĉþåćîüŠć ÙÜÝąĕéšĒïïĂ÷ŠćÜ öćÝćÖúĆÜÖć ĒúąÖĉÝÖøøöìĊęóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîóċÜðäĉïĆêĉĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
đßŠî ìĞćïčâĔÿŠïćêø,ðäĉïĆêĉíøøö, ôŦÜóøąíøøöđìýîć, Ēúą øŠüöđüĊ÷îđìĊ÷îøĂïĂčēïÿëìĊęüĆéĔîêĂîÙĞęć
đóČęĂøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąóčìí óøąíøøö óøąÿÜÛŤđðŨîêšî
ĔîēĂÖćÿìĊęÿöćÙööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷óøąóčìíýćÿîćîćîćßćêĉ(IABU)øŠüöÖĆïÿöćÙöÿõćÿćÖú
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ (ICDV) ÝĆéÜćîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ đóČęĂđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
üĆîÿĞćÙĆâēúÖ ĒúąđóČęĂđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ øąĀüŠćÜüĆîìĊę ģĢ – ģģ óùþõćÙö ó.ý. ģĦĦħ
è ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉîĆĚî ÝċÜ×ĂĂîčēöìîć ÿćíč Ēúą×ĂĔĀšÜćîÿĞćđøĘÝúčúŠüÜüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø

ñý. ÿîĉì đĀúČĂÜïčêøîćÙ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆäđú÷
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ÿćÿŤîĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ģĦĦħ
×šćóđÝšćøĎšÿċÖđðŨîđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĕéšÿŠÜÿćÿŤîĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ģĦĦħ
Ēúą×ĂĒÿéÜÙüćößČîę ßöÖĆïñĎÝš éĆ ÜćîđÞúĉöÞúĂÜüĆîđĀêčÖćøèŤÿćĞ ÙĆâìćÜðøąüĆêýĉ ćÿêøŤĔîÙøĆÜĚ îĊĚ àċÜę ìĞćĔĀšđøć
ĕéšøąúċÖëċÜÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšćìĊęöĊêŠĂöüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉ
ĀĆü×šĂĀúĆÖ×ĂÜÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜĔîðŘîĊĚđøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ : öčööĂÜóøąóčìí
ýćÿîć” îĆïüŠćđĀöćąÿöÖĆïēúÖĒĀŠÜÙüćöìšćìć÷ĔîðŦÝÝčïîĆ đðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉÜę ēé÷ĂčéöÙêĉÖćøýċÖþćđðŨîđÙøČĂę ÜöČĂ
ÿĞćÙĆâ×ĂÜÖćøđÝøĉâđêĉïēê×ĂÜöîčþ÷Ť đðŨîÿĉÜę ÝĞćđðŨîĔîÖćøđðúĊ÷ę îđéĘÖìĊĕę øšÖćøýċÖþćĔĀšđðŨîñĎĔš ĀâŠìöĊę üĊ ç
č õĉ ćüą
öĊÙüćöøĆïñĉéßĂï ÖćøýċÖþćßŠü÷ĔĀšđøćđøĊ÷îøĎšēúÖøĂïêĆüđøćĒúąóĆçîćìĆýîÙêĉ×ĂÜđøćĔîÖćøöĂÜÿĉęÜêŠćÜė
ĔîßĊüĉê ĒêŠÖćøýċÖþćēé÷ìĆęüĕðÖúĆïêĂïÿîĂÜđóĊ÷ÜđúĘÖîšĂ÷êŠĂÝčéĀöć÷ðúć÷ìćÜÙüćöêšĂÜÖćø×ĂÜ
ÖćøđøĊ÷îøĎšìĊęßŠü÷ÿŠĂÜÿüŠćÜÝĉêĔÝ×ĂÜđøćĔĀšđĀĘîĒÿÜĒĀŠÜÙüćöđÝøĉâĒúąÙüćöéĊÜćö Ĕî×èąìĊęÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜ
óčìíýćÿîćÝąßŠü÷ÿøšćÜÙüćöđÝøĉâđêĉïēêìćÜÝĉêüĉââćè×ĂÜÙî ĀúĆÖíøøöÝąßŠü÷óĆçîćÿč×õćóÝĉê×ĂÜÙî
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćÝċÜđðŨîēĂÖćÿĀîċęÜìĊęÝąÿąìšĂîĔĀšđĀĘîëċÜÙčèĎðÖćø×ĂÜĒîüÙĉéìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊęöĊêŠĂēúÖ
×šćóđÝšćđßČęĂüŠćÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚÝąßŠü÷đÿøĉöÿøšćÜÙüćöÿĆöóĆîíŤĒĀŠÜöĉêøõćóøąĀüŠćÜîĉÖć÷
óčìíýćÿîćìĊĒę êÖêŠćÜÖĆî ĒúąđðŨîÙüćöĀüĆÜ×ĂÜđøćìĊÝę ąđĀĘîÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆÜĚ îĊÖĚ ĂŠ ĔĀšđÖĉéÙčèÙŠćêŠĂÿĆÜÙöēúÖ
ÿČïĕð
éšü÷óøĒĀŠÜíøøö×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĀüĆÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜüŠćÖćøðøąßčöÙøĆĚÜîĊĚ
ÝąðøąÿïÙüćöÿĞćđøĘÝÿĎÜÿčéêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìčÖðøąÖćø
(éø. ÿøćâõĆìø ÿëĉøćÜÖĎú)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷õćÙÖúćÜ
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ÿćÿŤîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć
******************
üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćđðŨîüĆîìĊęöĊÙüćöÿĞćÙĆâÿĞćĀøĆïßćüóčìíìĆęüēúÖ üĆîîĊĚđðŨîüĆîìĊęđøćìĆĚÜĀúć÷êŠćÜÖĘ
ìøćïÖĆîéĊüŠćđðŨîüĆîìĊęóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ĕéšðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš ĒúąđÿéĘÝðøĉîĉóóćî êúĂéøą÷ąđüúć 45 ðŘ
óøąóčìíĂÜÙŤìøÜđìĊę÷üÝćøĉÖĕðìĆęüìĆĚÜßöóĎìüĊðđóČęĂĒÿéÜĀúĆÖíøøöĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåàċęÜöĊÙüćöÜćöĔîđïČĚĂÜêšî
ÜćöĔîìŠćöÖúćÜ ĒúąÜćöĔîìĊęÿčé ĔĀšöîčþ÷ŤìčÖßîßĆĚîēé÷ĕöŠĒïŠÜđóýĒúąüĆ÷ ĕéšýċÖþćĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêćöđóČęĂĔĀš
Ùúć÷ÝćÖÙüćöìčÖ×Ť ĒúąÖŠĂĔĀšđÖĉéÙüćöÿč×ìĊęĒìšÝøĉÜìĆĚÜêŠĂêîđĂÜĒúąÿĆÜÙö
ĒöšüćŠ óøąĂÜÙŤÝąđÿéĘÝéĆï×Ćîíðøĉîóĉ óćîĕðîćîĒúšüÖĘêćö ĒêŠĀúĆÖíøøöĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåîĆîĚ ÖĘ÷ÜĆ ÙÜöĊĂ÷ĎŠ
ĔĀšđøćìĆĚÜĀúć÷ĕéšýċÖþćĒúąðäĉïĆêĉêćö ÝċÜîĆïüŠćđðŨîïčâ×ĂÜóüÖđøćĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜìĊęĕéšïĆÜđÖĉéöćđðŨîöîčþ÷Ťóï
óøąóčìíýćÿîć êøćïĔéìĊęđøć÷ĆÜĕöŠÿćöćøëÖĞćÝĆéÖĉđúÿĔĀšĀöéÿĉĚîĕð đøćÖĘ÷ĆÜêšĂÜđüĊ÷îüŠć÷êć÷đÖĉéĂĊÖ
ĕöŠÿĉĚîÿčé ĀúĆÖÙĞćÿĂî×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤîĆĚîöĊÝčéĀöć÷đóČęĂìĞćĔĀšöîčþ÷ŤöĊÙüćöÿč×ìĆĚÜìćÜÖć÷ĒúąÝĉêüĉââćè
đðŨîĂĉÿøąÝćÖĂćÿüąÖĉđúÿìĆĚÜöüúĒúąđóČęĂĔĀšïøøúčëċÜóøąîĉóóćîĂĆîđðŨîìĊęÿčéĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť
đóøćąÞąîĆĚî đöČęĂëċÜüĆîĂĆîđðŨîĂčéööÜÙúîĊĚ ×šćóđÝšćĔîîćööĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãĀöĎŠïšćîÝĂöïċÜ
ÝċÜ×ĂđßĉâßüîóčìíýćÿîĉÖßîìčÖìŠćîĕéšøüŠ öÖĆîÖøąìĞćÖćøÿĆÖÖćøąïĎßć ìĆÜĚ ìĊđę ðŨîĂćöĉÿïĎßćĒúąðäĉïêĆ ïĉ ßĎ ć
ßŠü÷ÖĆîÿŠÜđÿøĉöóøąóčìíýćÿîćĔĀšöĊÙüćöđÝøĉâøčŠÜđøČĂÜ öĊÙüćööĆęîÙÜ ĒúąđðŨîÿøèąĂĆîðøąđÿøĉåĒÖŠ
öüúöîčþ÷ßćêĉêúĂéÖćúîćîđìĂâ
(ñĎšßŠü÷ýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť éø. ßćâßĆ÷ ÷öéĉþåŤ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷øćßõĆãĀöĎŠïšćîÝĂöïċÜ
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ÿćøđîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ ģĦĦħ
øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť îć÷Ēóì÷Ť îĉđüýîŤ îĆîìÝĉê
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ
ïčÙÙúìĊęìøÜĂĉìíĉóúĂ÷ŠćÜ÷ĉęÜêŠĂßćüēúÖ ìĊęÿćöćøëđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜ ìćÜéšćîÖćøđöČĂÜ ÖćøðÖÙøĂÜ
đýøþåÖĉÝ ÿĆÜÙö ÿøšćÜÿĆîêĉÿč×ĒÖŠðøąßćÙöēúÖ îĆïĒêŠĂéĊêöćÝîëċÜðŦÝÝčïĆî ĒöšöĊĂ÷ĎŠĀúć÷ìŠćî ĒêŠÖúĆïöĊ
ïčÙÙúìŠćîĀîċęÜìĊęēééđéŠî đĀîČĂúĞĚćÖüŠć üĉíĊÙĉé ĀúĆÖðäĉïĆêĉ ĒúąüĉëĊÖćøéĞćøÜßĊüĉê×ĂÜìŠćî ĕéšöĊĂĉìíĉóúêŠĂ
ßćüēúÖÿČïöćĕöŠîšĂ÷ÖüŠć 2,600 ðŘ
ĂĉìíĉóúĔîÖćøđðúĊę÷îĒðúÜēúÖ×ĂÜìŠćî öĉĕéšÿøšćÜÙüćöìčÖ×ŤđéČĂéøšĂîĒÖŠñĎšĔé ĕöŠöĊĀ÷ćéîĞĚćêć
ìĊęĀúĆęÜđóøćąÙüćöÙĆïĒÙšîĔÝ×ĂÜñĎšĒóš ĕöŠöĊÖćøÿĎâđÿĊ÷ßĊüĉê ìøĆó÷Ťÿĉî éĉîĒéîĒúąĂĞćîćÝìĊęđÙ÷ÙøĂïÙøĂÜ
öĉĕéšÖé×ĊęĔĀšñĎšóŠć÷ĒóšêšĂÜÖúć÷đðŨîìćÿ ĒêŠñĎšßîąÖúĆïĕéšøĆïÖćø÷Ö÷ŠĂÜÿøøđÿøĉâüŠć “ìŠćîđðŨî÷ĂéÙî
ìĊęđĂćßîąñĎšĂĊęî ēé÷ðøćýÝćÖĂćüčíĒúąÖĂÜÖĞćúĆÜĀîčîĀúĆÜ”
÷ĉÜę ĔîåćîąóøąýćÿéćñĎîš ćĞ ÿĞćÙĆâìćÜÝĉêüĉââćè ïøøéćóøąýćÿéćìĆÜĚ Āúć÷ îĆïĒêŠēöđÿÿ (÷ĎéćĀŤ)
óøąöĀćüĊøą(đßî) óøąđ÷àĎÙøĉÿêŤ(ÙøĉÿêŤ) îąïĊöčăĆöĀöĆé(Ăĉÿúćö) đúŠćÝČĚĂ(đêţć) Ēúą×ÜÝČĚĂ ýćÿéćìŠćîîĊĚ
ÖúĆïĕéšøïĆ Öćø÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĔĀšđÖĊ÷øêĉĂ÷ŠćÜÿĎÜ÷ĉÜę ÝćÖðøąßćÙöēúÖ ēé÷ìĊðę øąßčöÿöĆßßćÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÿöĆ÷ÿćöĆâ
ÙøĆÜĚ ìĊę 54 đöČĂę üĆîìĊę 15 íĆîüćÙö ó.ý. 2542 ĕéšóÝĉ ćøèćøąđïĊ÷ïüćøąìĊę 174 ĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ðøąÖćýĔĀš
üĆîđÖĉé/üĆîêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜìŠćî (üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć) đðŨîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖúîćîćßćêĉ (International Day) ìčÖðøąđìý
ĔîēúÖ ĕöŠüŠćÝąîĆïëČĂýćÿîćĔé ĀøČĂÝąöĊøąïĂïÖćøðÖÙøĂÜïšćîđöČĂÜđðŨîĂ÷ŠćÜĕø êšĂÜÝĆéĔĀšöĊóĉíĊøĞćúċÖëċÜ
üĆîđÖĉé ĀøČĂüĆîêøĆÿøĎš×ĂÜìŠćîîĊĚ éšü÷đĀêčñúìĊęîŠćÝĆïĔÝ ÙüćöüŠć “óøąóčìíýćÿîćđðŨîýćÿîćìĊęđÖŠćĒÖŠìĊęÿčé
ýćÿîćĀîċęÜ×ĂÜēúÖ ìĊęĕéšĀúŠĂĀúĂöÝĉêüĉââćè×ĂÜöîčþ÷ßćêĉöćîćî ÙüøìĊęÝą÷Ö÷ŠĂÜÖĆîìĆęüēúÖ”
öĀćïčøčþøĆêîŤìŠćîîĊĚÙČĂ “óøąóčìíđÝšć” óøąîćöđéĉö “ÿĉìíĆêëą” ĂéĊêđÝšćßć÷ÝćÖýćÖ÷êøąÖĎú
ĂĂÖñîüßđóČęĂĒÿüÜĀćēöÖþíøøö ïøøúčÿĆööćÿĆöēóíĉâćè ÝîĕéšóøąđîöĉêÖîćöüŠć “óøąÿĆóóĆâťĎ ÿĆööć
ÿĆöóčìíđÝšć” ñĎðš øąÖćýĀúĆÖóøąóčìíýćÿîćìĊÙę îìĆüę ēúÖ÷Ö÷ŠĂÜĒúąîĆïëČĂüŠć ĕöŠöÿĊ ÜÙøćöđúČĂéđóøćąÖćø
đñ÷ĒñŠ×ĂÜóøąóčìíÿćÿîć ĕöŠöĊàćÖðøĆÖĀĆÖóĆÜđóøćąÖćøÖøĊæć÷Ğęć÷Ċēé÷ÖĂÜìĆóíøøö×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤ üĆîìĊę
óøąóčìíđÝšćêøĆÿøĎšíøøö(êøÜÖĆïüĆîđÖĉé) “íøøöćõĉÿöĆ÷” ÙČĂüĆîßîą×ĂÜóøąóčìíđÝšć
đîČĂę ÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ ðøąÝĞćðŘ 2556 Ĕîîćî×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ ×ĂêĆÜĚ ÝĉêÝĞćîÜĂíĉþåćî
ĔĀšÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜÝÜïøøúčñúêćöðèĉíćîìĊęêĆĚÜĕüšìčÖðøąÖćø
(øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷Ť îć÷Ēóì÷Ť îĉđüýîŤ îĆîìÝĉê)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đßĊ÷ÜĔĀöŠ
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ÿćÿŤîĒÿéÜÙüćö÷ĉîéĊ
ÝćÖ
øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷ŤüčçĉßĆ÷ ÖðŗúÖćâÝîŤ
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊ öĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đÖþêøýćÿêøŤ
đîČęĂÜĔîüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
**********************
đîČĂę ÜĔîēĂÖćÿìĊę “üĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßć” đðŨîüĆîÿĞćÙĆâìćÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć ÙČĂ üĆîÙúšć÷üĆîðøąÿĎêĉ êøĆÿøĎš
Ēúąðøĉîóĉ óćî×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć êøÜÖĆï×ċîĚ ĢĦ ÙĞćę đéČĂî ħ àċÜę ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉĕéš÷Ö÷ŠĂÜ
ĔĀšđðŨî üĆîÿĞćÙĆâÿćÖú×ĂÜēúÖ ĀøČĂüĆîüĉÿć×ïĎßćēúÖ îĆïêĆĚÜĒêŠóčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĥĪ đðŨîêšîöć ìĆĚÜîĊĚđóČęĂĔĀš
ßćüēúÖĕéšîšĂöøĞćúċÖÙčèĎðÖćø×ĂÜĂÜÙŤÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆööćÿĆöóčìíđÝšć ñĎšđðŨîéčÝéĆęÜéüÜðøąìĊð×ĂÜēúÖ
ðøąÖĂïÖĆïđðŨîÖćøđÞúĉöÞúĂÜđÝøĉâóøąßîöć÷čüĆçîöÜÙú ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉîć÷Ö ÙøïøĂïóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
óøąíøøöÙĞ ć ÿĆę Ü ÿĂîìĊę ó øąóč ì íĂÜÙŤ ì øÜĒÿéÜĕüš îĆĚ î ĕéš Ē ñŠ × ÷ć÷ĂĂÖĕðĂ÷Š ć ÜÖüš ć Ü×üćÜ
ĒúąđðŨîðøąē÷ßîŤđÖČĚĂÖĎúĒÖŠßćüēúÖêúĂéøą÷ąđüúć ģħ ýêüøøþ óøąĂÜÙŤìøÜđðŨîóøąïøöýćÿéć
ñĎšìøÜđðŘũ÷öéšü÷óøąÙčè ĂĆîðøąđÿøĉå ÙČĂ óøąðŦââćÙčè óøąïøĉÿčìíĉÙčè ĒúąóøąöĀćÖøčèćíĉÙčè ÙĞćÿĂî
×ĂÜóøąĂÜÙŤîĆĚî đðŨîđøČęĂÜ×ĂÜÖćøßĊĚìćÜĂĂÖĒĀŠÜÙüćöìčÖ×Ť×ĂÜöîčþ÷ŤĔĀšéĞćđîĉîêćöìćÜÿć÷ÖúćÜ øĎšđìŠćìĆî
ìčÖ×Ť đĀêčđÖĉéĒĀŠÜìčÖ×Ť ĔßšöøøÙđðŨîĀîìćÜéĆïìčÖ×Ť öĊđöêêćÖøčèć ĂĀĉÜÿć ĒúąÿøšćÜÙüćöÿöéčúĒïïĂÜÙŤ
øüöêŠĂÿĉÜę öĊßüĊ êĉ íøøößćêĉ ĒúąÿĉÜę ĒüéúšĂö ñĎĔš éðäĉïêĆ êĉ ćöÝąìĞćĔĀšÝêĉ ÿÜï đðŨîĂĉÿøąéšü÷ðŦââć ĕöŠëÖĎ ìčÖ×Ť
ïĊïÙĆĚî öĊÙüćöÿč×ìĆĚÜĒÖŠêî ÿĆÜÙö öîčþ÷ßćêĉ đöČęĂëċÜüĆîÿĞćÙĆâđßŠîîĊĚ óčìíýćÿîĉÖßîÝċÜóøšĂöĔÝðøąÖĂïóĉíĊ
óčìíïĎßć đóČęĂîšĂöøĞćúċÖëċÜóøąóčìíĂÜÙŤ
ĔîüćøąĒĀŠ Ü üĉ ÿ ć×ïĎ ß ć ĕéš đüĊ ÷ îöćïøøÝïÙøïøĂïĂĊ Ö ÙøĆĚ Ü Āîċę Ü Ĕîîćöïč Ù úćÖø Ēúąîĉ ÿĉ ê
×ĂÜöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đÖþêøýćÿêøŤ ×ĂĂîčēöìîć×ĂïÙčèÙèąÿÜÛŤĕì÷ ēé÷öĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèŤ
øćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷ đðŨîÖĞćúĆÜÿĞćÙĆâéĞćđîĉîÖĉÝÖøøöîĊĚ ×ĂĔĀšéĞćđîĉîÜćîÙøĆĚÜîĊĚïøøúčñúêćöüĆêëčðøąÿÜÙŤìĊęêĆĚÜĕüš
ìčÖðøąÖćø
(øĂÜýćÿêøćÝćø÷ŤüčçĉßĆ÷ ÖðŗúÖćâÝîŤ)
ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷đÖþêøýćÿêøŤ
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สวนที่ ๓
กําหนดการ
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กําหนดการกิจกรรมวิสาขบูชานานาชาติ ครั้งที่ ๑๐
เรื่อง “การศึกษากับความเปนพลเมืองโลก: มุมมองพระพุทธศาสนา”
เนื่องในวันวิสาขบูชา วันสําคัญสากลของโลก ประจําป ๒๕๕๖
ระหวางวันที่ ๒๑ – ๒๒ พฤษภาคม พุทธศักราช ๒๕๕๖
ณ ศูนยประชุมสหประชาชาติ ถนนราชดําเนินนอก กรุงเทพมหานคร

üĆîÝĆîìøŤìĊę ģġ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
êúĂéìĆĚÜüĆî
ñĎšđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčöđéĉîìćÜëċÜðøąđìýĕì÷ ĒúąúÜìąđïĊ÷î
ĢĪ.ġġ î.
øĆïðøąìćîĂćĀćøìĊęēøÜĒøö
üĆîĂĆÜÙćøìĊę ģĢ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ñĎšđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčöđéĉîìćÜëċÜýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ġĩ.ġġ î.
ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ġĩ.Ĥġ î.
ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíđ×šćÿĎŠýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ÿöđéĘÝóøąöĀćøĆßöĆÜÙúćÝćø÷Ť ÙèąñĎšðäĉïĆêĉĀîšćìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
đéĉîìćÜëċÜýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
- ÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîëüć÷ÖćøêšĂîøĆï ĒúąîĞćđ×šćÿĎŠĀšĂÜðøąßčö
ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
- ÝčéíĎðđìĊ÷îïĎßćóøąøĆêîêøĆ÷
ġĩ.Ĥġ-ġĪ.Ĥġ î.
- óøąóøĀöïĆèæĉê,ý.éø. ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
ðøąíćîÖøøöÖćøéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéÖćøÝĆéðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉ
ÖúŠćüëüć÷øć÷Üćî
- ÿöđéĘÝóøąöĀćøĆßöĆÜÙúćÝćø÷Ť ÙèąñĎšðäĉïĆêĉĀîšćìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÖúŠćüÿĆöēöìîĊ÷Öëć
óøąóøĀöïĆèæĉê,ý.éø. ĂíĉÖćøïéĊöĀćüĉì÷ćúĆ÷öĀćÝčāćúÜÖøèøćßüĉì÷ćúĆ÷
ġĪ.Ĥġ-ġĪ.ĥĦ î.
ðøąíćîÖøøöÖćøéĞćđîĉîÖćøÝĆéðøąßčößćüóčìíîćîćßćêĉÖúŠćüêšĂîøĆï
ðćåÖëć đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
ġĪ.ĥĦ-Ģġ.Ĥġ î. (Education and Global Citizenship: A Buddhist Perspective)
ēé÷ øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊĒúąøĆåöîêøĊüŠćÖćøÖøąìøüÜýċÖþćíĉÖćø
Ģġ.Ĥġ-ĢĢ.ġġ î. ÿćÿŤîÝćÖñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí
ĢĢ.ġġ-Ģģ.ġġ î. ÞĆîõĆêêćĀćøđóú ĒúąøĆïðøąìćîĂćĀćøÖúćÜüĆî
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Ģĥ.ġġ-ĢĦ.ġġ î.

ĢĦ.ġġ-ĢĦ.Ĥġ î.
ĢĦ.Ĥġ-ĢĨ.Ĥġ î.
ĢĨ.Ĥġ-Ģĩ.ġġ î.
Ģĩ.ġġ î.
ĢĪ.ġġ î.

óøąđÝšćüøüÜýŤđíĂ óøąĂÜÙŤđÝšćýøĊøĆýöĉĝ óøąüøßć÷ćĔîÿöđéĘÝóøąïøöēĂøÿćíĉøćß
đÝšćôŜćöĀćüßĉøćúÜÖøè ÿ÷ćööÖčãøćßÖčöćø đÿéĘÝóøąéĞćđîĉîëċÜýĎî÷Ťðøąßčö
ÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
- øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊĒúąÙèąÖøøöÖćøÝĆéÜćîđòŜćøĆïđÿéĘÝĄ
- ìøÜÝčéíĎðđìĊ÷îïĎßćóøąøĆêîêøĆ÷
- øĂÜîć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ ÖøćïìĎúëüć÷øć÷Üćî
- óøąéĞćøĆÿđðŗéÖćøðøąßčö
- ëüć÷đÙøČęĂÜĕì÷íøøöĒÖŠóøąÿĆÜÛøćßĒúąðøąöč×ÿÜÛŤ
- đÿéĘÝóøąéĞćđîĉîÖúĆï
ÿćÿŤîÝćÖñĎšîĞćßćüóčìí
ÖćøđÿüîćìćÜüĉßćÖćø đøČęĂÜ “ÖćøýċÖþćÖĆïÙüćöđðŨîóúđöČĂÜēúÖ: öčööĂÜóøąóčìíýćÿîć”
(Education and Global Citizenship: a Buddhist Perspective)
ëŠć÷õćóĀöĎŠ
đéĉîìćÜÖúĆïēøÜĒøö
øĆïðøąìćîĂćĀćøđ÷Ęî ìĊęēøÜĒøö

üĆîóčíìĊę ģģ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
ýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø/óčìíöèæú ÝĆÜĀüĆéîÙøðåö
ñĎšđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčöđéĉîìćÜëċÜýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ġĩ.ġġ î.
ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ġĩ.Ĥġ î.
ñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíđ×šćÿĎŠýĎî÷ŤðøąßčöÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ ëîîøćßéĞćđîĉîîĂÖ ÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø
ġĩ.Ĥġ î.
đÝøĉâóøąóčìíöîêŤđóČęĂÿĆîêĉõćóēúÖ
ÿćÿŤîÝćÖïčÙÙúÿĞćÙĆâ
- îćÜÿćüēîúĊî đă÷ŤđàĂøŤ đú×ćíĉÖćøïøĉĀćøÙèąÖøøöćíĉÖćøđýøþåÖĉÝĒúąÿĆÜÙö
ĒĀŠÜđĂđßĊ÷ĒúąĒðàĉôŗÖ
- îć÷ïĆî ÙĊ öĎî đú×ćíĉÖćøĂÜÙŤÖćøÿĀðøąßćßćêĉ
ġĪ.ġġ-Ģġ.ġġ î.
- îćÜĂĉøĉîć ēïēÖüć đú×ćíĉÖćøĂÜÙŤÖćø÷ĎđîÿēÖ
ÿčîìøóÝîŤÝćÖïčÙÙúÿĞćÙĆâ
- ĄóèĄ îćÜÿćü÷ĉęÜúĆÖþèŤ ßĉîüĆêø îć÷ÖøĆåöîêøĊ øćßĂćèćÝĆÖøĕì÷
- ĄóèĄ éø. ÿć÷ ĀöĂÖ ÙĞć øĂÜðøąíćîćíĉïéĊ ÿćíćøèøĆåĒĀŠÜÿĀõćóóöŠć
Ģġ.ġġ-ĢĢ.ġġ î. ÿćÿŤîÝćÖñĎšîĞćßćüóčìíĒúąñĎšîĞćìćÜÖćøđöČĂÜ
ĢĢ.ġġ-Ģģ.ġġ î. ÞĆîõĆêêćĀćøđóú ĒúąøĆïðøąìćîĂćĀćøÖúćÜüĆî
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ÖćøđÿüîćìćÜüĉßćÖćøđóČęĂÖćøÞúĂÜóøąßĆîþć Ģġġ ðŘ
ÿöđéĘÝóøąâćèÿĆÜüø ÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß ÿÖúöĀćÿĆÜÛðøĉèć÷Ö
ĢĤ.ġġ-ĢĦ.ġġ î.
đøĉęĂÜ “óøąÿÜÛŤÖĆïÖćøÿŠÜđÿøĉöÖćøýċÖþćĒúąÙčèÙŠćÙüćöđðŨîöîčþ÷Ť”
(Contribution of Buddhist Sangha for Education and Humanity)
- ðøąÖćýðäĉââćÖøčÜđìóöĀćîÙø óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
ĢĦ.ġġ-Ģħ.ġġ î. - ÿöđéĘÝóøąöĀćøĆßöĆÜÙúćÝćø÷Ť ÙèąñĎšðäĉïĆêĉĀîšćìĊęÿöđéĘÝóøąÿĆÜÛøćß
ÖúŠćüĂîčēöìîćÖëć ĒúąÖúŠćüðŗéÖćøðøąßčö
đéĉîìćÜĕðøŠüöðøąÖĂïóĉíĊíøøö÷ćêøć ĒúąđüĊ÷îđìĊ÷î
è úćîĀîšćĂÜÙŤóøąýøĊýćÖ÷ąìýóúâćè ðøąíćîóčìíöèæúÿčìøøýîŤ
Ģħ.ġġ î.
óčìíöèæú ÝĆÜĀüĆéîÙøðåö
Ģĩ.ġġ î.
øĆïðøąìćîĂćĀćøđ÷Ęî ìĊęēøÜĒøö

üĆîóùĀĆÿïéĊìĊę ģĤ óùþõćÙö óčìíýĆÖøćß ģĦĦħ
êúĂéìĆĚÜüĆî
ñĎšđ×šćøŠüöðøąßčöđéĉîìćÜÖúĆïðøąđìý
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